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ABSTTRACr 

To date, there has been no comprehensive analysis of the nature of historic 

commemoration in the American West Through case studies of the three towns most 

commonly associated with the Old West; Deadwood, South Dakota; Tombstone, Arizona; 

and Dodge City, Kansas; this dissertaticm explores the nature of the political economy of 

memory in the American West From the time of their respective founding in the 1870s, 

each town acquired a "wicked" past from the embellishment of actual events by journalists 

and dime novelists, and became famous through their association with well-known figures 

such as Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Bat Masterson, and Wyatt Earp. Characteristic 

of each town's reputation were regular images of inunorality and disorder violence, 

drinking, gambling, prostitution, political corruption, and ramshackle architecmre. 

Following the end of each town's boom period, boosters actively sought to distance 

themselves from their pasts by promoting their communities as modem, stable, pious, and 

law-abiding. After Worid War I, downturns in local economies and the opportunity to 

capitalize on tourism led local leaders to reconsider the value of their town's unsavory 

reputations. Woildng through chambers of commerce, leaders transformed what was once 

a working class memory into a commodity by marking sites, creating attractions, and 

creating civic celebrations to match the expectations of tourists seeking to experience the 

Old West they had witnessed in films and television. At the same time, towns sought to 

authenticate the wild west moment through historic preservation, building museums, and 

achieving official natiorud recognition. These efforts, however, illustrated the ambiguity of 

what authentication and the Old West actually meant as each town became contested terrain 

between business interests, preservationists, and professional historians. By the end of the 

twentieth century, so ingrained were the constructed and authenticated versions of 

abstracted moments of the past into the fabric of the community, that fantasy and reality 

became indistinguishable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In September 1995, Tombstone, the "town too tough to die" attracted national 

attention when the town's city council tried to pass an ordinance requiring horse tiafflc to 

wear '̂ dung bags" to cut down on unsightly clumps of manure which fall on the town's 

asphalt streets. The ordinance, introduced by Councilwoman Rose lachetti, required that 

all businesses such as stage coach and horse-drawn trolley operators equip their horses 

with leather or cloth devices fastened to the horses flanks to prevent wastes from 

accumulating on city streets thus cutting down on repugnant odors, flies, and preventing 

the possibility of heath risks to residents due to the lack of sanitation. After the proposal 

won the unam'mous approval by the city council after its flrst reading, criticism mounted. 

Attacks on the proposal by Tombstone's Historic District Conunission blasted the horse 

diaper effort, charging that it endangered the town's Old West image and lacked in historic 

accuracy. The commission's stance was supported by Tucson's Arizona Daily Star, which 

argued that in Tombstone, authenticity was eveiything. 'That's why people flock there—to 

see this flesh and blood survivor of the past," the paper pointed out, "its no movie set." 

Councilwoman Rose lachetti, author of the ordinance, responded to the concern for 

historic correctness by saying simply, "There's no way you can go back to 1887 even if 

you wanted to."' 

As absurd as the controversy appears, it reveals the seriousness in which this small 

western community takes its past But not all of its past Tombstone, like its counterparts, 

Kansas' EVxlge and South Dakota's Deadwood have all constructed a community identity 

from a abstracted moment in their history. Each town conunemorates their point of origin 

and glory by keeping the memory of their most wild and roaring days alive. For 

Tombstone, it is the 1880s lusQr silver boom days when the Earp brothers. Doc Hoiliday, 

and John Clum walked its streets vanquishing the evil of the McLaury Brothers, Johnny 

Ringo, and the Clantons. Deadwood preserves the moment of Wild Bill Hickok, Calamî  

Jane, Deadwood Dick during the gold rush boom of the 1870s. Dodge City falls into a 

^The Arizona Daily Star, Scp(anber21.22,1995. 
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similar vein. It celebrates the days when the town was the tenninus for the Icxig cattle 

drives from Texas in the 18705 and 188Qs, when real lawmen lite Wyatt Earp and Bat 

Masterson and fictional ones like Matt Dillon, tamed the wild passions of the cowboy 

drovers and thwarted the dark intentions of outlaws. 

After national attention brought attention to Tombstone over the horse pampers issue, 

the measure was ignored by the town council. Turning back perceived over-regulation by 

modem government, horses are now free to defecate any time and any place in the streets 

of Tombstone—just as they could in 1882. In a similar move. Dodge City's Boot Hill 

Museum's executive director in 1994, fired its curator for trying to introduce new west 

ideas into its historic interpretation. '*Boot Ffill Boots Curator," AP wire services 

proclaimed. In a more extreme measure, Deadwood went a step further to bring back the 

glory days of the late nineteenth cenhiry by reintroducing legalized gambling in 1989. 

Rose lachetti's words on Tombstone also ring true for the South Dakota town. Many 

[>eadwood leaders now recognize the past has a fcvgotten dark side. Its new gambling 

endeavor has brought with it a host of problems once assodated with its romanticized past 

violent crime, abruption, and disorderliness. These incidents have a common 

demom'nator. In each of these towns—a specific point of the past has been gleaned from its 

original context and transformed into an official memory that is ovedaid with strong 

economic and political implications for their contemporary communities. 

If you were to ask a member of these towns today, what made them spedal places, 

most would describe themselves in terms of their past Most residents would proudly 

point out that their communities were once the wildest places on the American frontier— 

where everything was wide open and miners and cowboys could express their rowdy 

passions in saloons and dance-halls, settle differences with fists or guns, and awake in 

towns that knew no difference between day or night Residents would caution listeners, 

however, that each town had civilized element that quietly coexisted with colorful outlaws 

and famous lawmen. These people quietly farmed, ran businesses, raised families, built 

schools, and went to church. When the booms ended and the transients left, these 

communiQr builders remained and created the modem towns of today. Yet, it is the 
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turbulent era with its agents of disonder, the alcoholic prostitute Calamity Jane, killeis and 

gambleis like Wild Bill Hickok and Wyatt Earp who walked on both sides of the law, and 

the disorderly, immoral setting in which they existed that the towns commemorate and 

celebrate. At one time, the very thought of commemorating the disorderly frontier moment 

was horrifying to community leaders in Tombstone, Deadwood, and Dodge City. 

Progressive era boosters, trying to rebuild their towns after the initial booms turned bust, 

strived to craft new images of their towns as morally upstanding, law-abiding, 

economically-sound, politically stable places that were modem in practice and outlook to 

attract investors and new residents they believed were critical to their communities' 

survival. Lest it impede these efforts, business and social leaders tried vainly to forget the 

wild and woolly reputations they had been saddled with by journalists and dime novelists. 

Ultimately, this was a fruitless quest. What each town's post-boom promoters 

failed to realize at the time was the emerging power of the American Western myth and the 

important role their towns^due primarily because of their Old West reputations and 

heroes—had within this saga. The incorporation of Dodge City, Deadwood, and 

Tombstone into the evolving mythology of the American West was part of a long-standing 

obsession with the frontier that originated in eaily colonial days with stories by Puritans of 

captivity by Indians. Eventually, American interest in the conquest of the wilderness 

fixated on heroes like Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett, Kit Carson, and Natty Bumpo. After 

the Civil War, a new generation of authors writing for mass audiences, crafted a new 

chapter of the mythical West, fixing vivid images of frontier towns such as Dodge City, 

Tombstone, and Deadwood within a wilderness backdrop beset with the characteristics of 

rampant inmiorality: drinking, prostitution, gamUing, political corruption, and violence. 

Within these settings, writers, who were later joined by Wild West shows and Hollywood, 

fictionalized the lives of actual figures or created imaginary characters as heroes whose 

purpose was to bring justice and order to the West. The power of the West of the 

imagination on Americans was best stated T. K. Whipf^e, a literary historian who 

considered the Old West as America's defining myth. "The story of the West," he wrote, 

"is our Trojan War, our Volsimga Saga, our Arthurian Cycle, or Song of Roland." 
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The central strength of the myth lies in the values of primitive individualism that were 

essential to Americans; "physical vigor, physical courage, foititude, sagacity, and 

quickness " By remembering the West as a heroic age, he reasoned, '̂ Americans embodied 

and preserved for a complex culture the values of a simpler worid." ̂  Strengthened by the 

power of national myth. Tombstone, Deadwood, and EXxlge CiQr took on a new meaning 

beyond that of triumph from primitive to modem, as booster once hoped. 

Over time, communiQ  ̂business, political, and social leaders embraced the past they 

once detested, even though its images ran counter to their own values of morality and 

community stability. This change in attitude was fostered by the conflation of two 

factcxs—economic downturns in the 1920s and the 1930s which lead to local tourist 

industries and by America's determination to memorialize the Old West in the twentieth 

century through a flood of books, magazines, movies, and later television. Each town, 

working through varying alliances of governments, businesses, chambers of commerce, 

and civic organizations, made the reputations they once spumed palatable by transforming 

them into commodities which could be sold to tourists as forms of entertainment. As part 

of the process d* this redefinition, town leaders developed traditions in the fmn of annual 

celebrations which commemorated their Old West heritage where citizens dressed the part 

of Westerners and performed for visitors. 

The commodification of the Old West by city leaders in Deadwood, Tombstone, 

and Dodge City was a response to a burgeoning number of tourists seeking to experience 

the Old West they had read about or seen in theaters. These expectations invdved the 

authentication of traditional images that had evolved into standard definitions of the Old 

West: stagecoaches, Indians, lynching trees, saloons, horses, guns, falsefront buildings, 

and outlaw cemeteries where the perpetrators and victims d" mayhem lie with their boots 

on. To satisfy tourists making pilgrimages to what they perceived to be Old West shrines, 

each town marked wild west sites, staged reenactments of events, preserved vintage 

buildings or replicated new versions of frontier structures, featured museums, and even 

constructed ersatz graveyards. By the end of the twentieth century, each town had become 

' TIC. Whipple, Study out the Land, Bcikeley: Univetsity of Califonua Press. 1943, p. 59.61. 
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a living monument to the American perception of the Old West 

Memory and Tradition 

In recent years, studies in collective memory and tradition have surfaced across a 

variety of disciplines. To date, most works in American histoiy deal with the ways official 

memories are constructed by social and political groups as a means of establishing 

hegemony or building national consensus. In his 1992 study. Remaking America, 

historian John Bodner saw the construction of memory in terms of contested terrain 

between the advocates of centralized power and vernacular subgroups that refused to give 

up their own expressions of autonomy. He contended that the leaders of centralized power 

originated in institutional and professional structures and used commemoration to support 

the notion of orderly change within existing political and societal structures. This group 

was opposed by vernacular subcultures, such as immigrant groups, that questioned 

centralized authority and espoused primary loyalty to their own groups.̂  Bodnefs framing 

of public memoiy as a hegemcmic device to legitimize position of upper classes was 

supported by Martha Nokunas in her analysis of tourism in Monterey, California. She 

argued that city elites have romantidzed the memories of the canning industry around the 

work of John Steinbeck in his novel. Cannery Row to create a streamlined tourist reality 

based on nostalgia placing it far enough back in the past to avoid questions of 

environmental degradation, labor exploitation, and unemployment" Whereas Bodner and 

Norkunas based their studies largely on examples from regional or local examples, John 

Kammen's monumental Mystic Cords of Memory, saw the creation of a national memory 

as part of a general on-going process of reconciling tradition and progress under an 

umbrella of democratic ethos. Unlike Bodner, Kammen found the government to be 

'̂ remarkably non-coercive" and moderately supportive of diverse views. A major driving 

* JaimBodBer, Remaking America: Public Memory. Commemoration, and Patriotism in the 
Twentieth Century, nincetoii. New Jersey: Princeton UiuvemQr Press, 1992, pps. 245-253. 

* Martha Ndrioinas. The Politics of Public Memory: Tourism. History and Ethnicity in Monterey. 
Catijamia, Albany: Stale ITmversî  of New York Ptess, 1993, pps. 8,9,51. 
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force of public memory, he found, was not the desire of federal domination, but the 

continual attempt to depoliticize the past to create community consensus by minimizing 

potential sources of conflict  ̂

These broad reaching studies attempted to analyze the ways memory is used by 

different groups to foster political agendas raises questions about the fundamental nature of 

historic commemoration in the American West, particularly in Deadwood, Tombstone, and 

Dodge City. If political hegemony was an underlying agenda, why did these towns 

celebrate a past based on symbols of disorder and immoraliQ' instead of emblems of town 

building, institutional viabiliQr, and communiQr consensus? What made town boosters turn 

from seeing their communities as modem monuments of material and societal progression 

to celebrating an abstracted and potentially non-flattering moment from their past? 

Although the number of streams of literature about the American West are rich, few 

authors take more than a tangential look at its historic commemoration, and none give a 

detailed analysis of how such memorialization developed overtime. Michael Kammen, 

along with Eari Pbmeroy's classic. In Search of the Golden West., and Robert Atheam's 

The Mythic West, offer descriptions of conmiemorations of the Wild West over the broad 

region and indicate them as an economic response to tourism, but none examine the 

internal dedsion making and actual linkages with outside (tepictions that spawned the 

adoption of such contr  ̂images into offidal community memory within these three 

towns. 

Authenticity and Tourism 

I believe the key to understanding the nature of commemoration in Dodge City, 

Tombstone, and Deadwood lies in an economic interpretation. Each town developed its 

* Micliael Kammen, The Myŝ  Cords of Memory: The Transformation of Traction in American 
Cii/fHre,NewYoik: Vinlage Books. 1993, pps. 700-704. In addition to these works, iheieaie a number oT 
studies relating the politics of memory in Bnope. Pcffaaps the known is BicHobsbawn and Tetrence 
Ranger, eds.. The Invention of Tradition, Londoo: Cambridge UniversiQr ftess, 1983. Another coUeclion 
is John Gillis, ed.. Commemorations: The Politics of National Idetttity, Princeton. New Jersey: 
ftinceton University Ptess. 1994. 
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ofildal memory in response to a need to boost their sagging commercial and business 

structures with tourism. In Deadwood and Tombstone, where business climates were 

highly fragile, the development of a tourism industry was seen by promoters as essential to 

community survival. Dodge City, on the other hand, which generally boasted a strong 

business and industrial base, looked at the wild west as another business opportunity, too 

potentially lucrative to pass up. The key to a successful tounsm industry as promoters 

soon discovered, was meeting expectations of visitors as tourists arrived in search of the 

authentic Old West. 

How local communities reifled notions of authenticity is central toward 

understanding commemoration of the Old West "Authenticity," Literary critic Jenni Calder 

said in reference to the West," is a hub around which reality and legend spin in colourful 

confusion." ̂  As America's defining myth, the West was held to be a sacred experience 

that merited continual verification to hold power to audiences. Purely fictionalized 

accounts tended to dimiiush its status by casting doubt on its accuracy, and hence, the 

legitimacy of America's exceptionalism. Writers, publishers, showmen such as Buffalo 

Bill Cody, and Hollywood producers all seem to have understood the need for this 

affirmation, and strived to make their productions have as many authentic elements as 

possible including using real figures and places. It was out of this craving that attracted 

attention lo Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone. 

Americans traveled to these three towns in the twentieth century because they 

believed them to be actual remnants of the Old West Their definition of authenticity, 

however, were based largely on images based on a grain of truth, but embellished and 

dramatized by dime novelists, pulp writers, and Hollywood. To match these 

expectations—a necessity for successful tourism—local town leaders consuructed a series 

of symbols and representations to match these prevailing images. These efforts ranged 

from parading pioneers, marking sites, building museums, to the actual fabrication of 

representations of the selected moment of their past which they rationalized being "true" to 

the spirit of the times. What was truly authentic remains an ongoing debate. In these three 

*JtmiCiMtx,There Must Be a Lone Ranger, Londoo: Haoush Hamiltoo. 1974, p .̂ 
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towns, just on the national stage, impassioned arguments continue between historians, 

business and political leaders, and preservatiom'sts on what the actual definition of what the 

true West actually is. 

This question in turn raises a larger one on the question of authenticity itself. 

Although it is beyond the scope of this study to describe the philosophical history of the 

authenticity concept, it is important to recognize the inner need of people to verify the truth 

of certain important aspects of their culture. Walter Benjamin, an early twentieth century 

German philosopher believed that authenticity was tooted in the authority of originality. 

This uniqueness offers testimony to the history of which the object experienced. Benjamin 

called this authority the "aura" of an object that was diminished or removed upon 

subsequent leproducUon, or in the case of the West, fictionalized.̂  In this way, tourism 

promoters in Deadwood, Dodge City, and Tombstone sought to use objects as proof of 

their historic legitimacy which were ccdlected and exhibited in celebrations and in 

museums. These items were called "relics" by eariy local museum curators and celebradon 

organizers and used, just as Roman Catholics did by saving and preserving such items as 

bones of saints, as tangible evidence to the truth of their beliefs, which in these cases, was 

the existence of the wild west 

The question of how tourists perceive such offerings of authenticity is the subject 

of debate among scholars. Daniel Bocxstin's contention that tourists could be gratified by 

what he called "pseudo events" or inauthenticity was challenged by Dean MacCannell and 

later by Eric Cohen, who contended the travelers, do indeed seek an authentic experience, 

and are able to perceive authenticity in varying levels which were basically divided between 

real and staged authenticiQr. Finally, a study by two Australian sociologists, Gianna 

Moscardo and Philip Peaice, which surveyed visitors in two fabricated Australian historic 

theme parks found that perception of authenticity and the meeting these expectations was 

the primary source of satisfaction. Visitors were gratified as long as they thought their 

'̂ HaaiiahAreiidt ,̂ Waller Benjamin, Ittuminations: £fn^a»//Z^&c/M»ir,Nevr York: Sciiocken 
Books. 1968. p. 221. 
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experiences were authentic" The implication by Moscank) and Peaice that authenticity is a 

scxnal construction had adirect bearing on the study that I will present, for much of the 

commemoration of the CMd West in Dodge City, Tcwnbstone, and Deadwood is based on 

perceptions and images generated by outsiders—publishers and Hollywood—and given 

reality within the communiQr by the collection of memories, relics, public celebrations, 

tourist attractions, historic preservation, revolving around a frozen moment in time. 

Examining locally generated evidence to determine internal perceptions, I argue that 

local boosters realized in the 1920s they could take advantage of the national notoriety 

focused on their towns from popular histcHies and early movies by turning their 

communities into destination attractions for tourists. Unlike other indusuies, local 

promoters discovered the tourism industry necessitated wide ccMnmuniQr involvement and 

dedicated themselves toward convincing citizens on the validiQr of creating an official 

identic based on their wild West past Newspapers were the leading vehicle used by 

community leaders to rally support In each town, editors worked on behalf of local 

chambers of commerce to ballyhoo the virtues of tourism, validate national images by 

printing the Oid West recollections of locals, and exhort public participation in their efforts 

to commemorate the Old West Often hyperbolic, sometimes sentimental, these published 

words served as the public voice of the alliances of conunercial and political interests who 

believed their conmiunities would best benefit by transforming memory into a business 

proposition. This work reveals, however, that memorialization of the frontier moment was 

not a foregone conclusion; promoters encountered public apathy and resistance from both 

inside and outside the community by those who abhorred what they beUeved the picture of 

the Old West being presented by the media and their cities was inauthentic and a disservice 

to the real story of the West 

The process of commodiHcation of the memory of the Old West and related debates 

over authentication in each the three towns involved a complex web of factors that were 

* Daniel Boors tin. The Image or What Happened to the American Dream, New Yofk Antheneton 
Books. 1961; Dean MiKCanndl,7iheroiiru{.- A New Theory of the Leisure Class,SewYciA: Scbocken 
Books. 1976; Eric Gihen, 'The Sociology of Tourism." AnmuU Review of Sociology, Volume 10.1984; 
GtamaM-Moscaido and Philip L.Peafce.''Ifistaric Theme Paiks; AnAusliaUaa&^enoein 
Antbenddty." Annab of Tourism Research, 1966. p. 477. 
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not always consistent Of the three communities, Deadwood and Tombstone had close 

parallels because of their similar sizes, shared history as mining boom towns, and 

economic downturns. In contrast. Dodge City had a generally strong business and 

industrial climate and a boom period based first on buffalo hunting, then as a railway 

terminal for cattle drives. Because of these differing environments, actors, and varying 

levels of national attention, the development of a tourism driven memory evolved in fits 

and spurts across decades in each community. In addition, commemoration was 

continually cross-fertilized by public celebrations, museums, media attention, and 

preservation efforts. Since this study is comparative, I have departed from a strictly 

chronological approach in favor of a topical one in the hope of better illustrating parallels 

between between these communities as they developed their role as shrines of the Old 

West. 

Chapters One and Two explain the reasons why Dodge City, Tombstone, and 

Deadwood stood out among a host of similar boom towns as icons of the Wild West 

period. Journalists and dime novelists, searching for authentic heroes, events, and 

settings, found all elements in these three towns. Few today have not heard of the gunfight 

at the O.K. Corral, Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, Doc 

Holliday, and the towns assodated with this mayhem. Consequently, writers exaggerated 

the reputations of Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone by casting them as places of 

wictedness and vulgarity that merited the order brought to them by Western heroes. At the 

same time, authors established violence part of the genetic code of the West—an aspect that 

remains a characteristic of popular interpretations to the present day. 

In tenns of the full histoiy of each of these towns, the boom period on which the 

profane reputations of the three towns centered was relatively brief. Chapter Three 

examines the ways boosters sought to subvert the reputations cast on them by writers, a 

struggle hampered by an increasing need by Americans beginning at the tum-of-the-

century to chronicle the Old West and preserve the memory of the epic which they now 

considered over. Nostalgia for the frontier epic came into full force in the 1920s when 

joumalists-tuined-historians like Frederick Bechdolt, Walter Noble Bums, and Stuart 
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Late, depicted the three towns entirely in an isolated moment of disonder, thereby defining 

the CMd West as the period before the advent of civilization. In this chapter I draw heavily 

on the work of Vfourice Halbwachs, a French sociologist who argued that a person's 

memory is directly affected by the prevailing social mileau in which that person lives and 

interacts. He contended that memory was a social construction, postulated the idea that 

memory was placed in the context of events which were collectively deemed historical by 

the community. As these events receded bacic in time and survivors became fewer, 

chronicles became necessary to prevent community memory of important past experiences 

from being forgotten. In this way, a community establishes its {Mace in a more universal 

history.' Influenced by outside historians, leading members within each of these 

communities in the twenties came to believe they had a special place in history because of 

their early pasts. This shift in attitude was given internal endorsement as pioneers began to 

write memoirs and offer recollections of local newspapers so their experiences could be 

added to the collective memory, now centered on the Old West 

Chapters Four and Hve explore the ways local chambers of commerce, local 

governments, and business owners came to realize their Wild West moment was a 

business opportunity waiting to happen, an attitude that had merit now that their past was 

given national historic importance by popular historians and Hollywood. Desperate to 

boost their ailing economies, promoters in Deadwood and Tombstone, embraced their old 

reputations wholeheartedly in the 1920s as tourists arrived in larger numbers. Dodge City 

tentatively followed, and by the begirming of Worid War II, all three towns had established 

themselves as Old West destination attractions. The dramatic change in attitude by 

business and political leaders was symbolized by their efforts to mark sites, attempts to 

motivate conmiunity action, and the construction of historic attractions centered on 

cemeteries that showed the far tourism promoters were willing to stretch authenticity— and 

good taste. 

The tremendous impact the entertainment industry frames Chapters Six and Seven. 

One of the methods community leaders used to generate publicity and build community 

* Maurice Hialbwaciis, 7%e Co//ecltve Afeitiory. New YofiE: HatpcraodRow. 1980. See pps. 50-83. 
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support for commemoratioa efforts was through public celebrations such as Tombstone's 

Helldorado and I!)eadwood's Days of '76. These celebrations were in essence, ''invented 

tiadidons" that played a crucial role in fostering chambers of conuneice agendas as well as 

providing an avenue in which some commum'ty members could still extol modem 

progress. At the same time, they borrowed traditional activities and practices from Wild 

West shows such as parades and reenactments—all of which were framed in terms of 

authenticity. Chapter Six is informed by the work of Paul Connerton, who identified 

rituals and physical mannerisms as major means in which specific memories are 

transmitted between generations; Eric Hobsbawn's concept of invented tradition as a 

means of legitimating the ideas of those in power; and W. Lloyd Warner, who argued that 

symbols were methods used by parade organizers to faster community um'ty.'° The close 

links between annual celebrations and other forms of commemoration and Hollywood is 

explored in Chapter Seven. Movies and television not only provided visual imagery which 

translated into tourist expectations, the two mediums also served as a main source of 

publiciQr for each town's growing tourist industries. As promoters tailored their historic 

presentation to new audiences, a long lingering question arose: What was the West being 

celebrated and authenticated the true version or a Hollywood one? Few could truly 

answer. 

Efforts by local groups in each city to preserve the memory of the Old West called 

attention to the true ccMnplexity and fickle nature of the concept of authentidty. As each 

town sought to offer physical proof of their historic importance in America as Western 

shrines by through museums, restoring or replicating old buildings, it became aiq)arent that 

behind the scenes, various groups had distinctively different viewpoints on what the Old 

West actually was. Conflicts between groups underscored what became increasingly 

obvious at the end of the twentieth century: authenticity was a metaphysical exercise, not a 

practical endeavor. 

" Paul Cooaertoa, How Societies Remember. Cambridge: Cambri<  ̂Umversî  ftess. 1989; Eric 
Hobsbawn, "Invenliiig Tiadiliciis," m Bic Hobsbawn and Tcncooe Ranger, eds.. The Invention of 
Trodiit&wi. London: Cambridge University E¥ess. 1983; W.Lloyd Waraer.Ti/ieZ^Ag am///keZ3eatf.* A 
Study of the Symbolic Life of Americans, New Haven: Yale Univetsily Press. 1959. 
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In summary, the authentic Old West is a construction, a virtual reality where the 

present folds over into the past. In Tombstone, Deadwood and Dodge City, the past is not, 

in the words of David Lowenthal, a "separate country," but a place deeply intertwined with 

the present that can be visited, experienced, purchased, and sold. 

This introduction ends with an final illustration of how the commodification of the 

past has ultimately transformed Tombstone into a caricature of itself. In 1993, a group of 

studio executives visited Tombstone hoping the town actually lived up to its hype as an 

authentic Old West (own so they could use it as a locadcHi ID film a new version of the 

Wyatt &rp story entitled Tombstone. After looking at the city, they determined it had too 

many modem feanues and instead shot the film at a Westem movie set called Mescal, 

located east of Tucscm, which although a complete replica, offered to them a more realistic 

version of the historic Tombstone. Rather than feeling miffed, locals were relieved 

because the changes the studio required to make the town look old would have forced them 

to undertake to hide paved streets and curio stores and disrupt business throughout the 

town. But they were very happy that the town would receive a new round of free 

publicity." 

" The Arizona Daily Star, Deoembtr 25,1993. 
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CHAPTER ONE- WILD WEST HEROES 

The wild west begat the wild west and the wild west begat heroes. 

In the minds of modem Americans, the woolly west is synonymous with 

gunfighters, outlaws, lynchings, boothills, saloon giris, larger than life characters, false-

front buildings, hostile natives, saloons, gambling, and battles between good and evil. 

This interest has persisted throughout the twentieth century as evidenced by the production 

of books, nims, television shows, and popular magazines such as True West and Frontier 

Times. The West is a business in its own right, as historian Ann Fabian, points out, with 

"an industry with an economics and history of its own."' The commercial enterprise based 

on the West developed prior to the Civil War then expanded exponentially as the western 

regions of the United States developed rapidly between 1865 and 1900. It consisted of a 

de facto alliance of cheap popular presses such as dime novel publishers Beadle and 

Adams, magazines, newspapers, popular historians, and showmen such as Buffalo Bill 

Cody who reached audiences through Wild West shows and stage productions. With the 

advent of the twentieth century, motion pictures and later, television joined as new form of 

Western commodificab'on. Although rivals, businesses had strong ties to each other 

through the replication and overlapping of standardized images and characters. Publishers 

and Western entertainer also understood the need for a national mythology based on an 

American triumph, and in their porttayals of the frontier, skillfully drew on early literary 

traditions which blended fact and Action. This aura of authenticity helped to fulfill 

ccMisumers' need for personal participation in an emerging national definition based on the 

American frontier. As the it grew the Western industry sophistication, it created powerful 

literary and visual images in the minds of American consumers of a "wild west" existing in 

a twilight between fiction and fantasy. 

The business of the American West is deeply intertwined with the emergence of 

Dodge CiQr, Tombstone, and Deadwood as national shrines of the Wild West. 

' Fabian. Aim. "Hisloty for the Masses; Commcfdalizing the Western Past", ia Under an Open Sty: 
Rethinking America's Western Past, Ed. William Qonon. George Miles, and Jay Gitlin. (New Yoik 
and London: W.W. Nocion and Company). 1992. p. 227. 
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By their nature as commercial enterprises, the various forms of literature and 

entertainment, sought out subjects which had market potential which if proven successful, 

were repeated over and over again in different forms. From the begiiming of American 

colonization, the West or the Frontier—which 1 define as the imagined place between 

civilization and wilderness—was a reliable and profitabie topic. As perspectives of the 

West changed over the course of settlement, representation of the West evolved 

accordingly. By the end of the nineteenth century, images of buckskin-clad scouts, 

accompanied by Indian allies, making their ways through dense forests serving as 

pathfinders for civilization were joined by a powerful set of virtuous six-gun avengers 

struggling to rid newly established frontier towns of corruption. Coursing through each 

new set of imagined portraits was a degree of truth—either of place, event, or setting— a 

key ingredient that entreprentuers and writers understood was critical to consumers of the 

West Although settings and events were important, all forms of Western entertainments, 

whether on stage, screen or pulp magazine, revolved around heroic characters. Characters 

based in real life were the most desired because they carried a foundation of authenticity 

from which a myriad of stories could be built, a fact proven time and again in the 

marketplace. The quest fOT actual heroes figured prominently among the reasons why 

Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone emerged as the three most famous icons of the 

American West among hundreds of similartowns that sprouted on the frontier during the 

same period. Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Wyatt Earp, and Bat Masterson—all 

names synonymous with the three towns and the Wild West in general, proved to have 

remaricable commercial appeal, created by a combination of self-promotion and literary 

sponsorship. As their stature grew with each successive retelling of their stories in new 

ways to different generations, their identification with each of their towns grew 

accordingly. 

The creation of these idols and the places they epitomized is rooted in the long 

history of the American passion for the West and the equal need for authentication. In its 

different forms, literanue revolving around real figures has always found a ready market of 
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American readers. The first American of popular literature, were narratives depicting the 

frontier experiences of Puritans in the wars with New England Indian nations such as John 

Williams account of his imprisonment by French Indians in Canada, entitled The 

Unredeemed Captive. Sagas of captivity were joined in the eighteenth century by the 

pioneer hero, a new genre characterized by buckskin clad figures and their adventures in 

the margin between wilderness, Indians, and civilization beginning with John Hlson's 

pamphlet. The Discovery, Settlement, and Present State ofKentucke in 1784. In it, Filson 

introduced the real life hero, Daniel Boone, whose story was subsequently taken up in 

Daniel Bryan's The Adventures of Daniel Boone in 1813, and in a formal biography by 

Timothy Flint in 1833. The image and popularity of Boone, translated easily into the 

fiction of James Fem'more Cooper. Cooper's Natty Bumpo character strongly recalled 

Boone and his exploits through The Pioneers (1823), The Last of the Mohicans (1826) and 

Vie Prairie ilSXJ).' Cooper's success, in turn inspired a flood of pioneer-style Western 

fiction written by such authors as Robert Montgomery Bird, William Gilmore Simms, 

Emerson Bennett, Nathaniel Tucker, Charies Webber, and Mayne Reid. ̂  

The market for quasi-realî  was understood by Cooper and his competitors in their 

placement of fictional characters in either real places or fictional settings based on realistic 

notions. The nction/nonflction crossover fit best when a real character of heroic 

proportions appeared. These came in the personages of Boone's successors. Kit Carson 

and Davy Crockett Crockett, a one self promoter, vaulted himself into American life as a 

frontier hero/literary character with his autobiography. Narrative of the Ufe of David 

Crockett, in 1833. His martyrdom at the Alamo in 1836, sealed his immortality. Carson 

first came to public attention in the 1840s, through Jesse Benton Fremont's reworking of 

her husband John C.Fremont's exploits followed by DeWitt C. Peters, The Life and 

Adventures of Kit Carson, the Nestor of the Rocky Mountains, from facts Narrated by 

'JohnMiKkFaragber, Dmiel Boone: The Ufi and Legend of an American Pioneer,Yoik: Hemy 
Holt and Company, 1992, pps. 331-332. 

'Dsryl Jdoes, The Dime Novel Western, Bowling Gfcen: The Popular lYess. 1978. p. 3. See James K. 
Poison, The American Western Novel, New Haven, Coon.: College and Univetsily Press, 1966, p. 36-59. 
for a detailed descriplioa of Cooper's role m the cieatian of the genre of wesiem fictian. 
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Himself. Like other biographers who would follow him in subsequent decades writing 

about still living subjects, he embellished his work for the marketplace, leading Caison to 

once remark that the author had ''laid it on a leedle too thick."* 

Caison and Crockett fit into a public market eager fornew Western heroes and 

from which a tidy profit could be gleaned by a new class of publishers of the 1840s and 

ISSOs. As a result of the introduction of the steam rotary press, a new technology that sent 

publishing costs downward, new literary entrepreneurs could pass the popular Western 

genre to a greater number of Americans, of whom most were literate/ The first publishers 

to take advantage of the new publishing technology was Wilson & Company of Bostcn in 

1839 with the publication of a weekly serial paper printed on cheap paper in a newspaper 

format Within a decade, popular fiction arrived via a host of printing companies in easily 

affordable novelettes costing between fifteen and twenty cents. Text for the serials 

weeklies was furnished by a vast number of aspiring writers who would later become 

prominent figures in the Western popular literature such as Edward Ellis and EZ.C. 

Judson (Ned Buntline). By the 1850s. these writers developed standard romantic plot 

formulas that reflected a popular demand for subjects relating America's recent past such as 

the Revolution, Caribbean pirates, and of course, the West, through heroes such as 

Boone, Crockett and Carson." 

* DeWitt C Peters, The Life and Adventures of Kit Carson, the Nestor of the Rocky Mountains, from 
Facts Narrated by Himself (New York, 1858). Edwin L. Sabin, Kit Carson Days: 1809-1868, (Chicago, 
1914), p. 506. 

' According lo historian VGchael Denning, literacy among Americans was particularly high among 
workers in the northern part of the country. The 18il0 census indcaled 97% of white adult population and 
in the Northeast and 91% of the Nbrlhwest met a mininrnm standard. See Michael Denning, Mechanic 
Accents: Dime Novels and Working-C!ass Culture in America, London and New Yoric Verso, 1987, p. 
31. 

'Henry Nash Sndth.Vcrgm Lam/.' The American West as Symbol and Myth, ̂ iewYoik: Vintage 
Books. 1950, pps. 92-96; Jones, p. 4̂ ; Christine Bold, Selling the Wild West: Popular Western Fiction 
1860-1960, Bloommgton and Intfanapolis: Indiana University Press, 1987. p. xii-nii; Albert Johannsen. 
The House ofBauOe and Adams and its Nickel and Dime Nov :̂ TheStory of a Vanished Literature, Vol. 
L Noiman: University of Oklahoaia ftcss, 1950, p. 3. See Latiy King Jacobson, "Mythic Origins of the 
Western," unpublished dissertation, Univetsity of Vfinnesota, 19 ,̂ for a discussion of the relalionship 
between early Westerns and romantic mythology. A comprehensiveaccountafdieriseafpopiilarsiocy 
weeklies is idd by Mary Nod, Villains Galore: The Heyday of the Popular Story Weekly, New York; The 
Miaximiliaii Company, 1954. 
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The delivery of Western images was transformed with the advent of dime novels, a 

publishing form that was intended to reach vast numbers of readers with a readily 

available, low cost product, written and illustrated according to popular demands. Dime 

novels borrowed heavily on existing genres with their blends of fact and fiction with an 

added capacity to deliver them more quickly on a much more massive scale than book 

publishers. By the end of the nineteenth century, "penny dreadfuls" as they were often 

called, were a main vehicle in which new Western heroes and the towns like Deadwood, 

Tombstone, and Dodge City were first introduced to large numbers of the American 

public. 

The dime novel revolution began in 1858, when Erastus and Irwin Beadle, along 

with a colleague Robert Adams moved to New York City in 1858 and formed the firm of 

Beadle and Company. Two years later, using the new steam rotary press, they introduced 

the nation to the first real dime novel, a work written by Ann S. Stephens, entitled 

Malaeska; the Indian Wife of the White Hunter. It sold 65,000 copies within a few 

months, setting the stage for the future success of the new business.̂  The triumph of 

Mabeska, and subsequent titles on privateers and pioneers, gave the firm confidence to 

issue a new work, Seth Jones, or the Captives of the Frontier, written by twenty-year old 

Edward S. Ellis. After extensive advertising, the title came out in October 1860, with 

overnight sales of60,000, which ultimately reached 400,000 issues.̂  Between 1860 and 

1865, Beadle sales approached five million.'' This astonishing discovery of a new 

audience for cheap fiction eventually spawned five major rivals, George Munro (who 

would later create a rival venture to Beadle with the help of Irwin Beadle), Robert De Witt, 

Norman Munro (George's Brother), Fnuik Tousley, and Street & Smith. Each was based 

in New York City, where they aimed their works at large number of urban working class 

Jones, p. 6. 
*Jcdiaiiiisen.p. 33. 
* Suuth. p. 100. 
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readers.'" By 1890, there were about fourteen publishers issuing dime novels.'̂  

The increased competition for profits gleaned from the popular maricet caused 

publishers to find new ways to attract consumer attention by experimenting with methods 

of presentation as well as meeting the story demands of readers. One sure way of attracting 

potential readers was by the greater use of color and illustrations. The firm of Beadle and 

Company,'' (which became Beadle and Adams again on 1872), introduced "illuminated" 

covers instead of the old orange covers. The new images were printed in crude, basic 

colors that had the appearance of hand-coloring. This innovation came out shortly after 

Starr's American Novels, a Beadle series, inttoduced "chromo" covers of a different 

process.'̂  Illustrations graced virtually all dime novels, either on the cover or frontispiece. 

They ranged from crude renderings to elegant artistic depiction. Although they were 

intended to catch the reader's attention at the point-of-sale, they had a stronger effect of 

ingraining a visual image into the imagination. The pictures so commonly assodated with 

the pioneering West such as coon-sldn caps, moccasins, log cabins, buck-skinned and 

feathered Indians, horsemanship, cowboy hats, and firearms were standard. Even then, 

publishers recognized the attraction of violence. Indians stealing women, men with drawn 

guns, lynchings, horse chases, or enraged heroes, served as standard fare for illustrators. 

Such images provided visual expectations of readers, which were often transformed into 

the artistic renderings of prominent Western artists like Bederic Remington, Charles 

Russell, or N.C. Wyeth that appeared in hardbound books and periodicals such Harpers 

and Outing Magazines. Illustrations were so highly prized by dime novel publishers that 

as their profits began to wane at the end of Beadle and Adams tenure in the 1890s, writers 

"VGcfaael Denning argues persuasively that the largest number of dime novel consumers were 
members of the woridng class. Denning, pps. 27-46. 

"Jones, p. 6; Joba nnson, p. 36. Despite a dip in sales at die outbreak of ibe Civil War, tbe dime 
novel sales actually inoeased as (be war dragged on. Soldiers relished the light reading according to 
historian Albert Johamisen, to the extent that dwy were shipped out "in bales." Jofaannsen, p. 39. This is 
also noted by Edmund Pearson, Dime Novels, or. Following an Old Trail in Popular Literature, Boston: 
Utile Brown and Company. 1929, p. 49. Quentin R n̂olds, The Fiction Factory or From Pulp Row to 
Quality Street, New York: Random Efouse, 1955, p. 76. 

Adams died in 1866. 
Johannson, p. 58. 
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were sometimes requested to save cost by creating copy to fit existing woodcuts. 

Dime novel publishers such as Erastus Beadle recognized that profits came easiest 

Trom repetitive products, a practice that subsequently resulted exposuring images and 

characters to the public for extended amounts of time. To both save costs and meet 

established market needs, the house of Beadle standardized their content, prose style, 

plots, and design by augmenting strict procedures for manuscript length formulaic 

guidelines for writers. Companies also followed the practice of reusing stories. During 

their reign. Beadle and Adams maximized their exposure and cut costs by reissuing stories 

within new series, a measure often necessitated by the weekly issuance of novels that 

occurred after the Civil War. They also combined old stories alongside new ones in a 

long list of new "libraries" such as Beadle's American Library, American Literary Tales, 

Dime Classic Stories, Frank Starr's American Novels, New Dime Novels, Beadle's 

Popular Library, The Pbcket Library, Beadle's Pocket Novels, etc. The firm also reformed 

dime stores into serials and published them in periodicals such as Beadle's Weekly, The 

Banner Weekly, and TTie Saturday Journal. Given the weekly production of dime novels 

and stoiy-papers of Beadle and Adams and its rivals such as Street and Smith and Frank 

Tousley, and their popular weekly, the number of Americans exposed to the Western 

stories and images the cheap presses peddled were truly enormous.'' 

In this quest for market, publishing houses kept their stories somewhat anchored in 

reality. Publishers recognized that readers wanted some degree of authenticity in their 

stories and had writers place their characters in real locations such as the wilds of colcmial 

New York or Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Arkansas, Missouri, Louisiana, Texas, or the 

" Bdd, p. 3. 
" Dime novel and story paper pubUsbers were often the same bouse. Tbe first dime novel publisber to 

move into tbe story pqier business was George Munro, a rival of Beadle. In 1867, he started tbe Fireside 
Companion which ultiniately reached a circulation of300,000. Noel, pps. 122-123. 

'* Jobannsen, p. 5. Weeklies like Sanirday Night had a drculation of 250,000, ibe New York Weekly 
had 350,000, the Youth's OMnpamon had 141,420 and Huper's Weekly bad 115,000 at their peaks. 
Although printed mostly printed on tbe eastern seaboard, story papers drcuialed throughout tbe country and 
appealed to middle clan groups. Noel. pps. 120,291-293. Pear̂ alsomakes die point that cfime novels 
bad a umversal appeal, painting out thai Abraham Lmcoln, Hemy Ward Beecber, and Booth Taridngton, 
were avid consumen. Peatson, pps. 46,222. 
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Oregon Trail. Each Icxale was placed in a time that reflected the eve of settlement. 

Publishers placed characters within the stage of a real event such as the Revolution, the 

War of 1812, the Mexican War, various Indian wars, or the Civil War. Such an approach 

was intencted to appeal to nationalistic feelings. "If, on the one hand they were a trifle 

hectic," a writer later observed, ''they were on the whole splendidly calculated to promote 

interest in authentic facts and personages connected with United States history."^  ̂

Real characters were proven profit-makers in the dime novel world just as they 

were in other forms of early Western literature. Kit Carson, Daniel Boone and Davy 

Crockett already demonstrated marketing successes, reappeared as characters in dime 

novels.'̂  Rival publishers also knew that real characters were not only attractive for 

curbside appeal, as real people, they were not subject to copyright restrictions. Hence, 

Carson and his successors appeared as protagonists or as supporting characters in a myriad 

of stones published by different companies. But authentic heroes alone were not enough 

to sell stories; they had to be embellished with lurid imagery. Orville Victor, the editor of 

Beadle and Adams once remarked that as rival publishers moved into the Held, Beadle 

writers had to kill more Indians.'̂  

The need to continually fmd new heroes, novel settings, and timely events led dime 

novel publishers and other writers of popular prose after the Civil War to join the rest of 

the nation in looking westward. The renewed interest in the West, awakened by the 

consmiction of the transcontinental railroad, new mining strikes, a burgeoning cattle 

industry, Indian wars, and a host of frontier boom towns was a perfect place to find new 

material to incorporate into their existing canon. This quest led to them to the real-life 

Morton Robinson. "The Dime Novel is Dead but the Same Old Hungers arc Stfll Fed," 
Century Magazine, 116(May, 1928), p. 64. 

'*For example, E.S. Ellis, The Fighting Trapper; or. Kit Carson to the Rescue, A Tale of Wild Life 
on the Plains, Stair's American Novels, Match 17,1874. J. H. Randolf, Kit Carson, the Guide; or Perils 
of the Frontier, Stair's American Novds, 1869. 

"Pearson, pps. 99.132. As dime novel rivals killed in droves, moral cnisaders accused the books of 
fostering crime and vice. Pearson. p.92-l03; The Modem Dime Novel: Read This—It is Plain Talk," 
New England Magazme, 68(Sepiember 1912), p. 305-307. Sloiy papers also suflisted criticism, but 
according to Maty Noel, novels bore the brunt because most of their appeal to boys. Noel. Villains 
Gabm, p. 301-2. 
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figures of Wild Bill tfickok and CalamiQr Jane whose resulting dime novel fame along 

with their deaths and burials in Deadwood played a critical role in making the mining town 

in South Dakota a household name. By the end of the half centuiy reign of Beadle and 

Adams, the West was the leading dime novel subject  ̂

Journalists such as those writing for major newspapers or national publications like 

Scribner's Magazine oc Harpers New Monthly Magazine competed with dime novelists 

for good western stones. Eariy in 1867, George Ward Nichols, a writer for Harpers New 

Monthly Magazine, traveled to Springfleid, Missouri in the hopes of finding a good wild 

west story and found the periect subject in James Butler Hickok, popularly known as 

"Wild Bill Hickok,** a former Union Army soldier and scout, who had build a considerable 

reputation as a duelist Nichols saw that Hickok had all the characteristics of new Western 

hero U) a public still enamored with Kit Carson: buckskin clothes, long hair, handsome 

physique, and demonstrated expertise with pistols. *' Nichols' article about Hickok 

appeared in the Febniaiy 1867 Harpers New Monthly Magazine, titled simply: "Wild Bill." 

The Harper's article vaulted Hickok to national prominence and attracted other 

writers looking for salaUe copy. Two months after Nichols* article appeared, journalist 

Henry M.Stanley (of Stanley and Livingston fame), penned an article on Hickok for the 

St. Louis Democrat., Stanley extolled Hickok's skill as a pistol shot, telling readers he 

killed "considerably over a hundred men'* none of which were without "good cause."-

Stanley*s exaggerated version Hickok was quickly followed by the dime novel press. In 

Hickdc appeared as the prota^nist in Wild Bill the Indian Slayer was published by 

DeWitt's Ten Cent Romances in July 1867, which was followed shortly by Wild Bill's 

First Trail. 

Local conununities where Hickok resided took a dim view of his new notoriety. 

Reactions to the articles and dime novel versions of Hickok brought highly mixed reviews 

Phillip Durfaam. General Qasstncadoa of 1531 Dime Novels," The Hutttinglon Library 
Quarterly, I7(May 1954), p. 288-289. 

" KentLadd Stcdonesser. The Western Hero in History and Legend, Nonnan: University of Oklaboma 
Ftos, 1965, p. 110. 

" The St Loins Democrat, April 4, 1867. 
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by local newspapers who believed exaggerated portraits whitewashed the tnie nature of the 

gunflghterand tarnished the reputation of their towns. According to Hickok's most 

extensive biographer, Joseph Rosa, reactions to the portrayals, particularly that of Nichols 

were highly mixed ° A reporter for the Atchinson Champion said the heroic image was 

unrecognizable because "he was simply a desperado." Later, the same paper acknowledged 

that descriptions of his physical appearance were accurate but would not recant the 

assertion that the real Hickok was not the figure in the magazine. Other local papers such 

as the Missouri Weekly Patriot to made similar remarks.̂  Fear that Hickok's heroic 

portrait cast the Missouri town in a bad image motivated a reporter for the The Springfield 

Patritn to criticize Nichol *s article saying it slandered the "city and citizens so 

outrageously by its caricatures, that it will deter some from immigrating here, who believe 

its representations of our people." ̂  

The new hero also attracted the attention of a well-established dime novelist Ned 

Buntline. In 1869, Buntline traveled west to investigate an Indian battle at Summit 

Springs, Nebraska to see if it could be made into dime novel fodder and also harbored 

hope of casting Wild Bill as a new Indian fighter. Whether he found Hickok is disputed, 

but Buntline discovered the match in a charismatic and talkative scout named William 

Cody, better known as Buffalo Bill. The writer cast him as the new plains scout hero and 

skillfully added Wild Bill as a side character in a series run by Smith and Street in the 

York Weekly beginning in December 1869 entitled Buffalo Bill, The King of the Border 

Men. ̂  Buntline's tale reached a widespread audience in the United States, then quickly 

found its way into publication in England. In the initial story, Buntline killed off the Wild 

Bill character because alleged ill treatment by the real Hickok, but its popularity caused 

publishers to resurrect him to star in a series of Wild Bill dime novels published over the 

next two decades by Street and Smith, OeWitt, and Beadle and Adams. In the worid of 

" Jbsqrfi Rosa. Witd Bill Hickok: The Man and His M t̂h, Lawtence: University of Kansas Pless, 
1996, p. 26. 

'•Rosa, p. 27.30. 
^Springfield. faliwr(Vfissoari). January 31.1867 
" Jay Vfcmaghan, TTie Great Roscol: The Life and Adventures of Ned Bundine.Bosiim: Little, Brown, 

and Company. 1952, pps. 3-7. Rosa, pps. 161-163. 
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dime novels where Action and reality were the same, all things were possible. 

It stood to reason that if audiences loved to read about the exploits of real heroes, 

they would also pay to see them in the flesh. Hickok sought in 1870 to capitalize on his 

own fame by staging a buffalo hunt in Niagara Falls, New York but the venture failed 

because of his lack of business acumen.̂  The same year, Buntline showed a better sense 

of enterprise and penned a play based on is earlier series entitled "Scouts of the Plains" and 

persuaded Cody to perform with him in Chicago. After a year, Cody broke with Buntline 

to star in "Scouts of the Plains" a play written by Fired G. Maeder.* In 1872, Cody visited 

New York City for the first time and was reunited with Buntline for new production 

entitled, "Buffalo Bill, King of the Border Men." Cody in turn, peisuaded an eager Wild 

Bill Hickok to join him on stage to portray himself for an additional realistic touch. 

Although easterners relished having a genuine Western figure in their midst, some 

Westerners felt embarrassed at his celebriQr because of the poor image he represented. One 

reporter wrote: 

Ever since his achievements were narrated by Harpers' Magazine, three or four 
years ago. Wild Bilfs star has been ascending and now the credulous New 
Englanders have an opportunity to interview in person the man who has shot down 
in cold blood by the scores and is a big a crimind as walks the earth. If it is a 
pleasure for tlK  ̂down-easters to welcome a gambler, a Ubertine, and a rowdy, 
we can furnish those of the same ilk, just as deserving, by the hundreds, from our 
"wicked plains." Bill is making money showing himself, so they say. ̂  

The two scouts entertained eastern audiences off and on for two years until Hickok's 

painfully bad acting and on-stage hijinks led to the gunfighter's dedsion to move to the 

West permanently. The role of Wild Bill however, remained and was taken up by other 

actors.̂  

'̂ Hanry Blackman Sell and Victor Wî briglit, Bt̂ alo BUI and the Wild West, Basin, Wyooiing; Big 
Ham Books (for Buffalo (fistorical Ceiiter),1979, p. 106. 

"Don Russell, The Wild West: A History of the Wild West Shows, Ft Worth: Amon-Carter Museum 
of Western Alt, 1970, pps. 16-17. 

 ̂Saline County Journal (Kfflisas), January 18,1872. 
Rosa, pps. 169-176. Monaghan, pps. 31-33. See Richard Slotldn. Gunfighter Nation: The Myth of 

the Frontier in Twentieth Century America, New York: Harper CoUios, 1993, pps. 69-73. For a full 
account of Cody's entry into show business see Don RussdU The Lives and Legends of Buffcdo Bill, 
Nbiman: Universt̂  of Oklahoma I¥ess, 1960. 
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The mining town of Deadwood might not have become memorialized at all if it 

hadn't been for the timely death of Will Bill Hickok there on August 2,1876. On that 

Wednesday afternoon, the famous pistolero and dime novel protagonist was shot through 

the back of the head by Jack McCall while he played cards in Saloon number 10 in 

Deadwood. According to stories surrounding the death, as the dying Hickok slumped in 

his chair, his final hand of cards drc^ped to the floor—consisting of aces and eights, 

forever known hence as the "deadman's hand." Meanwhile, the assassin rushed out of the 

saloon, tried to escape on a horse but the saddle turned over, and was Anally arrested in a 

nearby butcher's shop by local citizens. McCall was tried before a miner's court, then 

surprisingly acquitted on the basis that the murder was to revenge the killing of his brother 

at the hands of Hickok in Kansas. McCall left Deadwood and made the mistake of boasting 

about the murder in Yankton, South Dakota. There he was arrested, tried before a federal 

court and hanged on March 1,1877.̂ ' After the shooting, Hickok's body was taken to a 

tent and laid in state. A local barber who acted as undertaker was later said to have 

remarked that Wild Bill had the "prettiest corpse I have ever seen.*  ̂ Fallowing the brief 

preparation, the remains were placed in a coffin and interred in Deadwood's Inglewood 

cemetery. On the day of Hickok's funeral, all Deadwood businesses, saloons, and dance-

halls were closed out of respect, in the words of participant, "to the greatest character of 

his day.'® After the funeral, Hickok's friends, Colorado Chariie Utter and his brother 

Steve installed a wooden headboard with an epitaph that read: "Bud we will meet again in 

the Happy Hunting Grounds to part no more." The wooden headboard did not last long; 

nor did three replacements over the next three years, as each fell prey to souvenir hunters. 

In 1879, Hickok was permanently relocated in Deadwood's new Mount Moriah Cemetery. 

Hickok's denuse did not dimim'sh interest in the him by dime novelists. Prentiss 

Ingraham, a dime novelist best known as Buffalo Bill Cody's biographer, assumed the 

Joha S. McGintock, Pioneer Days in the Black HiUs, Deadwood; John S. McClintock. 1939. p. 
Ill; Rosa, pps. 193-194. 

"Cited in Rosa. p. 193. 
^̂ ^a r̂y\amg, Hard Knocks: A Life Story of the Vanishing West, Oiisagp: Laird and Lee. 1915. 

pps. 222-208. 
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role of Hickok's chronicler after the gunflghter's death and retained him as a familiar 

member in Buffalo Bill's dime novel adventures. Ingraham also authored a Wild Bill 

series beginning with Beadle's Wild Bill, the Pistol Dead Shot; or Dagger Don's Double, 

in 1882. Hickok's adventures were again told in rival publisher Street and Smith's 

CampHre Library and Nugget UbFaty with such titles as Wild Bill's Trail; or the Bluecoat 

Scouts of the Prairie: A Remarkable Story of the West. Hickok was also a character in Ned 

Buntline's Wild Bill's Last Trail in the Diamond Dick Litxaiy.̂  In 1891, Ingraham 

published the first in what would be a long series of historical biographies entitled Wild 

Bill, the Pistol Prince, which Hickok biographer Joseph Rosa described as the author's 

attempt to create a believable character by the liberal "interspersion of fact with Action" 

Hickok's exploits also continued to live on stage. Although the real Hckok last played 

himself in 1874, Wild Bill portrayed through 1881by actor Julian Kent portrayed in a play 

entitled "Wild Bill, King of the Bonier Men." 

Another famous flgure closely associated with Deadwood was the purely fictional 

dime novel character, Deadwood Dick. The protagom'st, a dashing outlaw fighting for 

justice, first appeared in 1877 in Deadwood Dick, the Prince of the Road; or. The Black 

Rider of the Black Hills and proved so popular that it ran as in a different number of series 

and incarnations, including being reborn as Deadwood Dick. Jr., until 1897. As his name 

indicated, Deadwood Dick was originally set in the Black Hills town, but eventually had 

adventures throughout the West and even ventured east to solve mysteries in cities like 

Cincinnati and New York. Although the character was the product of the vivid imagination 

of Edward Wheeler, a writer for Beadle and Adams, there were so many other dime novel 

heroes based in reality such as Wild Bill Hickok, Buffalo Bill and Jesse James that 

audiences naturally assumed Deadwood Dick was based in reality. Edward Senn, 

publisher of The Black Hills Times, an avid reader of Deadwood Dick novels, remembered 

being "somewhat disappointed" when he first arrived in mim'ng town and learned the 

" Nied Bundine, Wild Bill's Last Trail, New Yoifc Street and Smith. Diamond Dick Library. My 4. 
1894. 

" ̂ entice Ingraham. WiU Bill, the Pistol Prince, New Yock: Beadle's Pocket Library. May 13.1891; 
Rosa, pps. 162.167. 
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character was Action from old pioneers who told him the Urst they ever heard of the 

character was when the novels, pubh'shed in the east. Altered back to Deadwood.'̂  John 

McClintock, one of Deadwood's longest residents, after being perpetually asked if 

Deadwood Dick was real, answered gruffly in his memoir There was no such 

character.'̂  

The situation was complicated by a large number of pretenders who claimed to be 

the inspiration for the characters. The Arst to claim the title was Dick Brown, a musician 

and entertainer who arrived in Deadwood in 1876. Brown hurriedly left the town after 

murdering his girlfriend's jilted suitor. Brown gained the nick-name "Deadwood Dick'' 

because of his ability in insert the names Black Hills and Deadwood into popular songs. 

Brown was probably the only legitimate Deadwood Dick—his brief sojourn in Deadwood 

predated the debut of Wheeler's dime The Arst pretender to the Actional title was Richard 

Cole or ''Little Dick Cole" a stage driver whose experiences in stage hold-ups inspired him 

to be "known as Deadwood Dick." Cole was followed by two little known men named 

Richard Palmer and Robert Dickey, who attempted but failed to get any serious attention. 

Next to claim title was Dick Bullock, a resident of nearby Lead. Like Cole, Bullock was a 

stage driver and guard and although supported by friends, failed to get the acclaim he 

hoped for.̂  The next Deadwood Dick was more controversial. In 1907, Nat Love 

published his memoir. The Life and Adventures of Nat Love, Better Known in the Cattle 

Country as Deadwood Dick. Love unraveled his life's tale beginning as a slave, life as a 

cowboy and Indian Aghter, and Anal career as a railroad porter. Most of the action of the 

book centers on his cowboy experiences, which weaves together his adventures in western 

Kansas, Arizona, and South Dakota. ̂  After driving a herd of cattle to Deadwood, Love 

contended that after winning contests in roping and marksmanship, "the name of 

* Edward Sam, Deadwood Dick and Calamity Jane: A Thorough Sifting of Facts From Fiction, 
Deadwood, SD: Edward Scan, 1939, p.3. 

" Wayne Gard, The Myth of Deadwood Dick," Frontier Times, 43 (Oclobtf-November. 1969), p. 49; 
McQintock, p. 129. 

" bid„ p. 129-132; Semi, p. 3-4; Gard, p. 49. 
** Nat Love, The Ufe and Adventures of Nat Love, Better Known in the Cattle Country as Deadwood 

Dick, reprint edition. New Yock: Amo 1968, p. 40. 
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Oeadwood Dick was given to me by the people of Deadwood, South Dakota, July 4, 

1876, after I had proven myself worthy to carry it, and after I had defeated all comets in 

tiding, roping, and shooting, and I have always carried the name with honor since that 

time.̂  The last claimant, Richard Clark,appeared in 1924, and reprised the role of the dime 

novel swashbuckler to tourists with the blessing of the city, until his death in 1930. 

Deadwood Dick and Wild Bill Hickok were, in turn closely intertwined with 

Deadwood's other real life celebrity, Martha Jane Canary, better known as Calamity Jane. 

In many ways. Calamity Jane's life as a frontier character paralleled that of the famous 

scout and gunfighter in that she was fictionalized early in her life in dime novels and made 

a national celebrity during her lifetime. Her life deviated significantly from Hickok's 

however, in that she lived much longer and her teal life contradicted so markedly from the 

her fictional one. Unlike Hickok, she was unable to separate herself from her fictionalized 

representation. As her life faded, she tried to become the noble western figure so far 

removed from her real life. 

Martha Jane Canary or Calamity Jane was a celebrated dime novel heroine and 

wild west icon by the time she was twenQ'-one years old. The fictional Calamity Jane was 

introduced to American readers in 1877 by Edward L.Wheeler as the female counterpart of 

Deadwood Dick in the initial novel of his Deadwood Dick dime novel series. Wheeler may 

have been inspired to insert her as a character after she was vividly depicted by Horatio N. 

Maguire in his promotional work on the Black Hills entitled The Black Hills and American 

Wonderland.She appeared regularly as a character throughout the Deadwood Dick 

series, and was the protagonist in Wheeler's Deadwood Dick on Deck: or. Calamity Jane, 

the Heroine of Whoop-Up in 1878. There she was described as a female who has adopted 

frontier male attributions such as drinking whiskey, shooting, gambling, and buckskin 

clothing. As she dispensed of her feminine trappings, the Calamity Jane was portrayed by 

Wheeler as the noble, boisterous, cigar-smoking, match for any man: "She was mounted 

on her thoroughbred cayuse, which had few rivals in the Hills and well armed with a 

pps. 93-94.97. 
*' Hofalio N. Maguiie, The Black Hills aid American Wonderland, The Lakeside Libiary. 4th series. 

00.82, Gucago; Donnelly, Lloyd and Comiiany, 1877. 
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sixteen-sbot Winchester, and a brace of holster revolvers, besides those she wore in her 

belt. Every bit of a mountain knight she looked, as she rode along, scanning everything 

around her with a sharp gaze.*  ̂Throughout the Deadwood Dick series, she had a shifting 

relationship with Deadwood Dick. At times she is in love with someone else, at other 

times, she and the road agent intend to marry but never do. 

Calamity Jane was more commonly paired with real life character of Wild Bill 

Hickok. This relationship formed the central theme in Thomas Newson stage play 

published in 1878, Drama o/Ufe in the Back Hills. In Newson's depiction. Calamity was 

portrayed as Hickok's loyal companion—a stage version of the dime novel chaFacter.*" 

The relationship also appeared in Mrs. William Loring Spencer's novel. Calamity Jane, A 

Story of the Black Hills. ** Years later, CalamiQ  ̂Jane would added to future biographer's 

puzzlement after she indicated the reladonship was more than just a platonic friendship but, 

was indeed, romantic.̂  

The real Calamity Jane was a far cry from the ennobled heroine of the dime novel 

world. So deeply fictionalized is she by both herself and writers, that the actual details of 

her life are disputable. Bom as Martha Cannary sometime in the 18S0s, she came to 

Montana territory as a young girl with her siblings. Early in her life she was abandoned by 

her parents either by death or desertion, and forced at an early stage to learn the qualities of 

survival on the American frontier. She apparently made a living the hard way in different 

places throughout the west as a consort of soldiers, railroad workers, and miners which as 

one Deadwood writer observed, "caused her to become a parody on womanhood, shorn 

'̂ EdwaidL.'Wheder, Deadwood Dickon Deck; or. Calamity Jane, The Heroine of Whoop-Up. A 
Story of Dakota, Niew Yock; Beadle's Half Dime Library, no. 15,1878, p. 23. 

**Tboinas SewsotuDramaofUfoin the Black Hills, SL Paul, Mumesoia: Dodge and Laipenler. 
1878. 

**Vbs. William Loring Spencer, Calamity Jane, A Story of die Black Hills, New Yodc Cassell and 
Company, 1887. 

 ̂Aberdeen, South Dakota Doi/yA'ewf, April 10.1902. For a foil analysis of the aOeged romantic 
leiatioasfaip between Hickok and Binke, see James D. VfcLaiid, *XZalannly Jane and WQd Bill: Myth and 
Reality, Journal of die West, 37(Aprii 1998), pps. 23-32. McLatid and other historians agree that there 
was never a lomantic mvolvemcnt betweea the two Ggmes. Efickok's family was adamant in denying aocy 
relationship. 
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of all decency and most womanly attributes.'̂  Along the way she accumulated a variety 

of "husbands" and developed a reputation as a loud, hard drinking woman who dressed 

and swore like a man. She spent a considerable amount of time in saloons and jails, often 

drifting between frontier towns and araiy posts. In the summer of 1876, she joined a party 

of travelers including Hickok, in Cheyenne, Wyoming ready to embailc to Deadwood to 

seek their fortunes in the new boom town. Over the next decade, she drifted back and forth 

from Deadwood, making a living as a bull-wacker, prostitute, hotel manager, bar tender, 

and possibly volunteer nurse, meanwhile building a considerable reputation. One 

Deadwood citizen recalled that her father's lasting image of her was seeing her passed out 

behind a bar with flies walking in and out of her open mouth.'' But most locals seemed to 

agree that when she was sober, "she was the best woman you ever met."* Eventually she 

became so controversial that one writer asked that "the veil of oblivion should be drawn" 

over her memory.* 

During the last decade of her life. Calamity Jane sought make a living by 

capitalizing on the fictitious version of her life and the frontier epic it symbolized. She 

returned to Deadwood in 1895 accompanied by her husband, Clinton Burke and a 

daughter. Estelline Bennett, in her memoir written in 1928 recalled that although she 

resembled scores of other women that came and went, "she was not only typical of old 

^Seim, p. 10 
*^OraI Interview, Raul Ponce de Leon with Veria and Louis Cisneros, May 11,1992, Oral (fistory 

Recofds, Deadwood Public Libiary, Deadwood, South Dakota. 

*• Wi. Kuykendall. Frontier Days: A True Story of Striking Events on the Western Frontier, JM. and 
RL. KuykendaU, 1917,p. 191; Cannary'salcobolisin was best descnbed by her friend Dora DuFian. 
DuFian described her continuaus drinking in a saloon until she reached the iKwIing stage" at which point 
she would be steered to another saloon and she reached this level again. Eventually she wound up in the 
streets liowling up and down." Exasperated, a friend would "escort her home with a quart of wUskey 
hugged to her breast ...and put her to sleep." DuFran estimated that her sober limit was about six weeks. 
(D. Dee) Dora DuFian, The Law Down on Calamity Jane, Stickney. South Dakota: Aigus Printers, 1981, 
(reprint of 1932), p. 7. Esielline Bennett, also remembered the distinctiveness of Calamity Jane's howling: 
..."rarely did an UKlividual so much and such a continuous noise. Usually it took a crowd to create so 
wildathsturbance." &tdline BaoKXî CHdDeadimodDays, Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska 
Î ess, 19S2, (reprint of 1928 editionX p. 241. A more sympathetic look at CalamiQr Jane can be found in 
Elizabeth Stevenson's article, "Who was Calamity Jane? A Speculation," in Figures in a Western 
Landscape: Men and Women of the Northern Rockies, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University I¥ess, 1994, 
p. 146-72. 
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Deadwood. She was old Deadwood.*  ̂A year later. Burke embezzled funds from his 

employer and fled the area. Left to her own resources. Calamity Jane sought to become 

what she symbdized; she contracted with a dime museum called the Kohl & Middleton 

Palace Museum in Minneapolis to exhibit herself to the public." For her act, she was 

costumed to fit her image: buckskin pants and jacket with assorted wild west 

accouterments including high-heeled boots. Ads in the Minneapolis Journal illustrated how 

the image was marketed; 

The famous woman scout of the Wild West, Heroine of a thousand thrilling 
adventures. The terror of evildoers in the Black Hills! The comrade of 
Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickok. See this famous woman and hear 
her graphic descriptions of her daring exploits.̂  

Part of her association with Kohl & Middleton called for the writing of autobiographical 

pamphlet which could be sold to patrons. A ghostwriter outlined the story of her life and 

published it as Life and Adventures of Calamity Jane by Herself. The autobiography was 

essentially a dime novelized version of her life fliled with exaggerated adventures as a 

scout for Custer, pony express rider, friend of Wild Bill Hickok.̂  

The dime museum career of Calamity Jane was short-lived. Six months later she 

returned after it was reported that her "propensity for tanking up and raising disturbance" 

caused a break with her employer.̂  Whatever the real reason, she returned to Deadwood 

laden with her pamphlets and eked out a living selling them to miners and curiosity 

seeters. The hackman she hired to drive her around later reported that she had "no trouble 

in disposing of her books" with some locals giving her as much as five dollars out a spirit 

of chanty." Her book sales provided her with a "considerable sum of money" but this was 

eventually spent, leaving the dime novel heroine impoverished. In 1901, Frederic T. 

Cunmiins persuaded her to join the Cummins' Wild West and Indian Congress for the 

"Roberta Bccd SoUid, Calamity Jane: A Study in Historic Criticism, Hdena: Mbotana Stale 
Univeisily Ress, pps. 218,225. 

" McGintock, p. 119. 
Miiine(̂ Us Joumai, Jannaty 20,1896; Sollid, pps. 76-78. 

''McCUntock, p. 119. 
'* Sam, p. 14; SoUid, p. 78. 
"Senn, p. 14; VfcCliiitock, p. 119. 
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Ameiican Exposition in Buffalo, Mew York. Calamity Jane was billed the Cummins' 

show as "never connected with any exhibition." Her act consisted of riding a horse into a 

ring wearing buckskins, boots, and guns and driving a six horse team to a coach on the 

midway. She also took advantage of the attention to peddle her autobiography, which 

strained her relationship with Cummins over the issue of royalties, a breach exacerbated by 

drinking bouts and fights with Buffalo police. Her last foray into show business ended 

when she returned west in September or CXriober of 1901 and finally drifted back to 

Deadwood in 1903.® 

Calamî  Jane lived her final year in Deadwood working as a brothel cook, 

peddling cqsies of her autobiography and postcards of herself portrayed as a scout or 

standing next to Hickok's grave. By this time, she was pathetic and homeless, wandering 

between the Black Hills communities of Deadwood, Spearfish, and Terry." One observer 

called her an "anachrom'sm, a bit of an alien in her old haunts. During the summer of 

1903, she collapsed cm the road to Terry and was talwn to a nearby boarding house. There 

she languished for a number of days while attended by the hotel operator's wife and a local 

doctor. Meanwhile, the editor of the Terry News-Record appealed to the Society of Black 

Hills Pioneers Society for aid.̂  During her last days, she spoke of a daughter but refused 

to send for her because their broken relationship.'" Her final request if true, was to be 

buried "under the auspices of the pioneers" in Mount Moriah Cemetery in Deadwood 

beside Wild Bill Hickok.*'* She died on August 1 at the age of 53 and her body taken to 

^Rusaell. p. 67; SoUid. pps. 78-K. 
Calamity's last year is delailed in James McLaiid, "Calamity Jane: The Life and the Legend" South 

DiAota History, 24<Spring 1994), pps. 1-18. 
"Bennett, p. 242. 
""The Sode  ̂of Black {fills Hooeeis was founded in 1889 in part lo help impoverished pioneers as 

well as to chronicle the towns founding. Bob Lee, Ed., Go/iif-Gafr-GiiRS-Giitt.DeadwoodandLBad: 
Deadwood and Lead Centennial '76Cenlenm'al.Inc., 1976, pps. 160-161. 

*"Sollid.p. 106.Scnn,piH. 14-15. The dau t̂er she refened to was Maude Wev. Weir's daughter 
Rioh Shadl̂  remembered that she hated hermother "because she was anything but a lady; she was 
"Mi™"*'', cnide, and was an omery old drunk m ber later yean." The relationship benween the two became 
petmanemly severed when Weir refused to see Cdamî  when she visited. See Ruth Shadley, Calamity 
Jane's Daughter: The Story of Maude Weir, A Story Never Totd Before, Qddwell, Idaho: C t̂on Maters, 
Ltd., 1996, p. X, passim. 

The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, August 2,19Q3. 
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funeral h(Mne in DeadwoodL There, she became an object of morbid curiosiQr as locals 

rushed to get a final glimpse of the dime novel celebrity. After on-lookers began to cut 

locks of hair as souvenirs, a wire screen was placed over her head to prevent the corpse 

from becoming mutilated.'̂  

The large attendance and nature of CalamiQr Jane's funeral was more a oribute to her 

symbolism than her actual life. CalamiQr Jane's funeral ceremony was a highly formal one 

financed by the Society of Black Hills Pioneers and held in Deadwood's First Methodist 

Church. "To this day," historian Roberta SoUid noted, '*Deadwood has seldom seen such 

a funeral." The church was standing room only with old settlers and curious citizens. The 

minister. Dr. C. B. Clark, in his sermon stressed the history of Deadwood and the role of 

Calamity Jane in its development So as not to tamish her pioneering role, he tactfully 

omitted the seamy details of her life and emphasized instead her kindness and the 

importance of her nursing skills in helping to relieve the suffering during several epidemics 

in Deadwood. When the service ended, the heaise carrying her was escorted by a long 

line of carriages and a band to ML Moriah. There, she was buried in a casket and plot 

adjacent to Hickok donated by the Society of Black Pfills Pioneers.'̂  

Subsequent notoriety over the graves of the two famous Westerners and the 

number of curiosity seekers they attracted, was disturbing to some city leaders who feared 

the Hickok and Calamity Jane was distracting visitors from paying attention to the town's 

emblems of progress: its schools, churches, industries, and transportation. A few weeks 

after her funeral, a local newspaper editor, irritated by die increased attention of visitors in 

Burke and Hickok, called for Deadwood citizens to let them "rest in their graves," since 

"there was nothing in the lives of either with which to make a hero or point a moral." 

Calamity's Jane's notoriety, he added, was entirely the prcxiuct of "penny dreadful" 

writers.*  ̂ A writer for the Black Hills Union, shared the same sentiment about her "noble 

escort," Hickok: "Wild Bill was a good for nothing lout whose handsome person and 

" Jesse Brown and A. M. Willard, The Black HUb Traib: A History of the Struggles of the Pioneers 
in the WimUng of the BUick Hilb, Rapid Gty,SoalhDikOla: Rapid City Joanul, 1924, p. 418. 

"Bemctt, p. 243; SoUid, p. 108-109; The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Tones, August 23 .̂ 1903. 
"AidL. August 23, 1903. 
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cleverness at murdering innocent people gained him some dime novel notorieQ .̂"" 

As these local writers understood. Calamity Jane, Hickok, and Deadwood Dick 

were dime novel products of the late m'neteenth century. What contempoiaiy writers failed 

to understand at the time was the burials of CalamiQr Jane and Hickok and the attention 

they attracted, were monuments to the era they represented. By the end of the century, they 

were larger-than-life icons of popular culture—personifications of a wild west created by 

dime novelists which were reinforced by theater and personal appearances in Wild West 

shows. When Calamity Jane died in 19Q3, both the wild west era and the heyday of dime 

novels, the chief purveyor in which the myth was told, had passed. At first, Deadwood 

leaders resisted the implications of association with the two figures whom they felt 

personified an earlier era they felt did not serve their present purpose of town building. 

Around the time of her death, the edi\DTo{ The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times caxidaasd 

Deadwood citizens against emphasizing its frontier past since many visitors were from the 

East and ''expect U) find the Deadwood of romance of twenty-five years ago." He feared 

this led them to overlook the town's modem features— its schools, churches, industries, 

and public transportaticxi.̂  IDeadwood's future, to tum of the century dvic leaders, rested 

on its ability to cast an image of modem progress, not that of romanticized heroes of a 

violent, rustic era long passed. The power of the myth, was not to be denied. Hickok and 

Calamity Jane proved to have remarkable staying power among Western writers, popular 

historians, and within a few years, motion pictures. With each retelling, their stature grew. 

Deadwood's wild west heroes arose at the zenith of a dime novel genre that 

exploited authentic characters and settings. In contrast. Tombstone and Dodge City lacked 

real characters with preexisting reputations such as Hickok or Calamity Jane, nor long-

term popular fictional characters closely associated with them Uke Deadwood Dick. 

Tombstone, and to a lesser extent, IDodge CiQr served as the settings in cheap popular 

fiction of the late nineteenth century, but fictional protagom'sts failed to catch on because 

** The Black Hitts Union, August 14, 19Q3. 
''TheDeadwoodDetOyPtoneer-Tinus, July 23.19Q3. 
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they lacked real life authority. The characters chiefly associated with Tombstone and 

Dodge City, Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson, began to recognized as figures of heroic 

stature soon after Americans came to believe that the defining age in American history—its 

frontier era— was finally over. Following the official announcement of the closing of the 

frontier by the director of the U.S. Census in 1890 and Frederick Jackson Turner's 

subsequent address at the 1893 Columbian Exposition which gave the first historic 

perspective of the significance of the frontier in American history, a host of writers began a 

feverish effort to chronicle the heroic aspects of the West while remnants of it remained. 

This intensified interest in the passage of an era prompted actual participants such as Wyatt 

Earp and Bat Masterson assisted by publishers, to step forward with their own 

recollections of their experiences to claim their place in the glorious era now passed. 

This need to preserve the history of the West by tum-of-the-century writers 

ultimately focused attention on each town's historic characters such as Deadwood's and 

Wild Bill Hickok, and Tombstone and EXxlge City's Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson. The 

new chroniclers of the West believed that its full significance could only be realized if it 

was elevated beyond the level of cheap dime-novel accounts. One of the first to recognize 

this was Theodore Roosevelt, whose experiences on his North Dakota ranch made him a 

firm believer that the western experience and close assodation with nature kept Americans 

independent and virile.*" Roosevelt was joined by two other easterners, Owen Wister and 

Frederick Remington. After his first visit to the West in the 1890s, Remington began to 

published his artistic impressions in words and illustrations in popular magazines such as 

Harper's Weekly, Harper's Monthly, Century, and Collier's. Similarly, after a visit to 

Wyoming in 1891, Wister gained the seed of inspiration, and dedded to join the quest of 

David M. Wiobel, The End of American Exceptionalism: Frontier Anxiety From the Old West to 
the New Deal, Lawrence. Kansas; Univenity of Kansas Pass, 1993, pps. 29AI, passim; Bold, p. 37; 
Theodore Roosevdt, Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail, Niew York: Century PubUshers, 19S9, passim.: 
Richard Enilian, "The Historical Development of the Western." in Richard Etidian and Michad T. 
y/btsden,cds.. The Popular Western: Esst̂  Toward a DeJinition,B<m^agQttea,Oido: Bowlmg Green 
University Popular Press, 1974, p. 76-77. Decades later, the editors of Ranch Romances, a popular 
western piilp directed at female readcfs, made dus need expiidt:'̂ Inoiigh the pages of Ranch Romances we 
aim to lead our tcadets into the great open spaces and carry them away from tte complentks of dvilization 
into a worid of simple feeling and duect emotun.'* died m Douglas Branch, TTK CmvAoy am/ 
Interpreters, New York: Cooper Square Pubiishers, Inc., 1926, p. 210. 
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Roosevelt and Remington. "Roosevelt had seen the sage-brush true," Wister later wrote, 

"had felt its poetry; and also Remington, who illustrated his articles so well. But what was 

fiction doing, fiction, the only thing that has always outlived fact?*  ̂ Wister believed it 

was also his duty to bring the American West into American belles-lettres and elevate it out 

of the level of dime novels and pulps— 1o disperse the Alkali Ikes" as he called them.*" 

Wister's dream of preserving the Western experience through fiction was realized in 1902 

with the publication of The Virginian, the work regarded scholars as the beginning of 

serious western literature. The fiction of Wister and others such as Zane Grey and 

Emerson Hough was accompanied by non- Action works that meet reader's demands for 

true accounts of the west. Charles Siringo's memoir as a working cowboy A Tems Cow 

Boy: or. Fifteen Years on the Hurricane Deck of a Spanish Pony was published to national 

acclaim and a year after The Virginian reached readers in 1902, Andy Adams described his 

experiences driving cattle in Texas and Kansas in The Log of a Cowboy. Adams including 

an entire chapter dedicated to their stopover and raucous time in the saloons and dance halls 

in a wild Dodge City.'° 

The expanding market for the adult approach and authentic Westerns was greatly 

enhanced by changes in the publishing industry. The heyday of the dime novel as a 

primary source of popular images ended by 1900 caused by the economic depression of 

the 1890s, competition from more cheaply produced magazines, and rising postal rates cut 

into profit margins. The publishing firm of Beadle and Adams, long a king of the genre, 

began its final decUne in 1897 and by 1900, only two major publishers, Frank Tousley and 

Street & Smith remained. Although dime novels were published into the 1920s, 

publishers generally understood their era was over; those still being published the majority 

**Chren Wister, Roosevelt, New York: Maxiinilian, 1930, p. 29. 
**Qled in Blanch, p. 193. 
" Charics Stringo, A Texas Cow Boy; or. Fifteen Years on the Humcane Deck of a Spanish Pony, 

Chicago; Rand, McNally & Co., 1886; Andy Adams, The Log of a Cowboy, Boscon; HOÎ IOD MIRIin 
Company. 1903. 

Smith, Virgin Umd, p. 112. 
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were leprints.̂  Dime novels evolved into the twentieth centuiy pulp western, which 

served as a main fictional vehicle. The evolution began in 1896 when publisher Frank 

Munsey transformed the boy's magazine. The Argosy into an all-fiction 192 page 7 x 10 

inch magazine printed on cheap rough cut paper with plentiful advertisements. By 19QS, 

the raw paper or "pulp" format was an industry standard which covered a wide varied of 

interests, including westerns.̂  Another development was the introduction of a new 

magazine format known as the "slick." Unlike pulps, "slicks " used high quality paper to 

allow better illustraUon quality to attract advertisers, their principle source of proflL By the 

early decades of the twentieth century, slicks such as Collier's, The Saturday Evening 

Post, The Ladies Home Journal, and McCalt's were the leading magazines for lower and 

middle class audiences. Driven advertisers sensitive to the nature of reader's tastes and 

needs, along with intense competition between publishers, slicks sought out popular 

subjects and found both western fiction—and non-fiction to their liking.̂  

These changes in the market for more sophisticated Westerns and their orientation 

toward adults fostered the rise of Alfred Henry Lewis, the author largely responsible for 

responsible for bringing Tombstone and Dodge City back into the national spotlight by 

bringing attention on their principle characters. Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp. Like 

Wister and Remington, Lewis was inspired by own experiences for his inspiration in his 

fictional and non-fictional portraits of the West Although trained as an attorney, Lewis 

went west to work on a ranch in western Kansas owned by his uncle. Colonel O. M. 

OviatL^  ̂ For the next eight years, he worked as a wagon freighter and ranch hand in 

western Kansas and southwestern Arizona, spending considerable time in IXxlge City and 

T(xnbstone; an experience that gave him a clear understanding of the everyday life of the 

 ̂Jobn A. Dinan, The Pulp Western: A PopuUar History ojthe Western Fiction Magazine in America, 
No. 2,1.0. Evans Studies in the Flulosophy andCritidsm ̂ Liteianire. San Bcniaidino, Califomia; Borgo 
Press, 1983, p. 12. 
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two frontier communities. While working in Kansas, he became an accepted member, as a 

reporter once observed, among the "cowmen and the sporting fratemiQr" because he rode 

the range, bucked the faro banks which were numerous in Dodge City in those days, and 

danced in the cowboy dance halls.*  ̂ Lewis spent time in Tombstone between 1883 and 

1885 absorbing its local color as well.̂  By 1885 or 1886, he tired, as he put it of "mule 

and steer, mesquite and cactus," and resumed the life of a practicing attorney and real estate 

dealer in Kansas City.̂  

Lewis published his first western short story based on his experiences in 

Tombstone and Dodge City in the Kansas CiQr Times in May 1889 under the pen name, 

Dan Quin. In a story entitled. The Old Cattleman Talks" Lewis introduced readers to 

what would become his most famous fictional character, the nameless "Old Cattleman" 

who spins yams and sage wisdom in the setting of the dusty southwestern Arizona town 

of Wolfville. The old cattleman talked in "the vernacular of the range, a style 

remim'scent of Mark Twain and Bret Harte, but more closely resembling the Mr. Dooley 

character of Hnley Peter Dunne. Through the Wolfville stories, Lewis found his writing 

voice and in 1891, ended his law practice to dedicate himself full time to writing not only 

westem stories, but muckraking political articles."' Lewis' political writing landed him as 

the Washington correspondent for the Kansas City Times and in 1894, the head of 

Hearst's Washington Bureau of the New York Journal. There, he became friends with 

Theodore Roosevelt and William Randolph Hearst*' According to one biographer, 

Roosevelt's urging led Lewis to compile his Wolfville stories into book form.° 

The book Wolfville was published in May 1897 with illustrations by Frederick 

Remington and edited by Roosevelt The following year, he published Sandbars, a book 

^ToptiaiDatlyCapital,Jaaaary3,1915. 
^Bisbee, AnzaaaBreway Guldi Gazette, April 6,1936; Floumey D. Manzo, "Alfted Henry Lewis: 

WeatKmSttxyVcHa," Arizona and the West, 10(Spt̂  1968). p. 9. 
Alfred Henry Lewis. "TbeCdofessiaas of a Newspaper Mui," Oilman Ufo, August 1906, p. 7. 

Ibid., p. 7 .̂ 
*' Lewis met Roosevelt in 1891 when Roosevdt was Guef of Civil Service in New York City. 
®Tuiner, p. 17. 
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which contained Wolfville stories along with tales he collected in the New York Boweiy. 

But it was Wolfville upon which his national fame grew. Although not an overnight 

sensation as TTie Virginian was five years later, it was a solid success, with fourteen 

printings and Ave sequels published between 1902 and 1913: Sandbars (l898>)WolJville 

Days (1902), Wolfville Nights (1902), Wolfville Folks (1908), and Faro NeUandHer 

Friends (1913). The success of Wolfville allowed Lewis to give up newspaper work (he 

edited The Verdict, a democratic weekly in New York City) to focus his writing on books 

and magazine articles for such slicks as Hearst's Cosmopolitan, Collier's, and The 

Saturday Evening Post. ° 

The Wolfville saga was generally considered to be a portrait of Tombstone. In 

reality, it was a fictionalized blend of Tombstone and Dodge City, in which Lewis 

skillfully wove real landmarks and actual characters into his stories with fictional ones, 

fused together narratives and ancecdotes based on his own experiences and observations. 

Tombstone and its fictional counterpart shared the same physical appearance and 

landmarks: adobe buildings as cleariy depicted in Remington's illustrations, boot hill. Bird 

Cage Opera House, and a New Yoric Store. At the same time, Lewis took some poetic 

liberties by making the O.K. Corral the O.K. Restaurant and transformed the Tombstone 

Epitaph into the '̂ Wolfville Coyote." Wolfville also had elements of Dodge City. 

Wolfville's Lady Gay Theater was a Dodge City landmark and an anecdote Lewis entitled 

"The Lecture in the Lady Gay" in Wolfville Folks is based on an actual Dodge City 

incident  ̂And, although Lewis made Wolfville a mining town, he never depicted any 

mining activity. In many respects Wolfville was a cowtown like Dodge City to the extent 

that its chief characters were cowboys and its protagonist is the "Old Cattleman." ̂  Lewis 

also synthesized the two towns by introducing real characters shared by both. The most 

notable example is in Lewis' story "How Faro Nell Dealt Bank" in which he placed Doc 

HoUiday in a story of an epic poker game against a regular Wolfville character named 

** Louis HUer, "WolfviUe," New Mexico Qjmrterly Review, 1943, p. 39. 
•*Tunicr, p. 75. 
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Cherokee Hall. 

While Lewis recollected his Western experiences in a humorous fashion, Wyatt 

Earp, a former law officer in both Dodge CiQr and Tcnnbstone stepped forward with a 

much different viewpoint, a act that ultimately intertwined their paths. In 1896, Earp 

reached an agreement with San Francisco fxamiiKr editor Aiidrew Lawrence to publish a 

series based on his adventures. Rir three consecutive Sundays in August 1896, readers 

encountered Earp's version of his life as a frontier law officer in Dodge CiQr and 

Tombstone. The intitial story, "How I Routed a Gang of Arizona Outlaws,'̂  was the first 

retelling of the Earp>McClaury/Clanton feud since the actual events occurred fourteen years 

earlier. The lawman followed with successive stories about his experiences in Dodge City, 

embellishing the heroics of his friends, John "Doc" Holliday, Luke Short, and Bat 

Masterson. * In the articles, Earp depicted himself as moralistic avenger, whose use of 

force became necessary when the powers of legal justice became impotent Earp 

apologized to readers for having "too much blood'* and "too much of myself in my story." 

But then subtly reminded them that his memory was now a matter of historical record, after 

spending "half a lifetime on the frontier.'̂ 'To affirm Earp's historic prominence, the editor 

of JTie Examiner contrasted Earp's account with the fictional Wolfville stories: "You may 

know your Bret Harte and your Dan Quinn [Alfred Henry Lewis, sic] from beginning to 

end, but you will never know the frontier until you have read Wyatt Earp. Why there is 

nothing in fiction to compare with the cold record of this man's experience.'' He added 

that Earp had "the reputation of being the bravest fighter, squarest gambler, best friend and 

worst enemy ever known on the frontier.'* 

Lewis responded to the affront shortly after the Earp series appeared. Writing in 

The New York Journal̂  he described the articles in reference to Earp's conuoversial 

refereeing at a recent prize fight between Bob Htzimmons and Tom Sharkey in San 

Firancisco. Lewis called the aging Earp "grim, game and deadly" and an unsavory man past 

**SanFicaiidsco£xaimfKr, Augast2,9,16,1896. 
bid., August 2,1896. 

** Hd., August 7. 1896. 
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his time: ̂ ..the communities he honors with his presence won't stand those gaieties which 

marted Wyatt Eaip's eariier career. As a result he has not taken a scalp in many years. His 

business just now should be that of a blackleg gambler—crooked as a dog's hind leg. If 

there are any honest hairs in his head, they have not grown since he left Arizona.'* 

Lewis's acerbic response may have been due in part to the implication of the editor that his 

Wolfville stories were not authentic or the fact that when he visited Tombstone, long after 

the Earps had left, his understanding of the controversial family was shaped by locals who 

held them in low regard. 

Within a decade, Lewis radically changed his opinion of Eaip. This shift came 

from the influence of Bat Masterson, a life-long friend of Earp, after Masterson moved to 

New York and became friends with Lewis. Lewis had known William Barclay "Bat" 

Masterson during the period he lived near Dodge City.̂  At that time, Masterson was a 

well-known character assodated with the frontier IDodge City who had developed a 

considerable reputation as an Indian flghter, buffalo hunter, newspaper editor and writer, 

town marshal, and professional gambler. Much of his notoriety came from his close 

association with other EXxlge City notables such as Wyatt Earp, Luke Short and Doc 

Holliday. When the Earp brothers left Dodge City in 1879 for Tombstone, Masterson later 

joined them, but returned to Dodge after his brother Edward was killed there. Masterson 

eventually drifted to Colorado and assumed various occupations such as town marshal, 

prize flghting referee and promoter, and sportswriter for George's Weekly, a Denver 

sports paper. In 1902, he moved to New York and became a sports columnist for 

TheNew York Morning Telegraph at the urging of its new general manager Hnley Peter 

Dunne and managing editor, Alfred's brother William Lewis. The new relationship was 

the means Lewis renewed his link with Masterson.̂ ' 

Masterson gained national recognition as a true wild west relic shortly after he 

moved to New Yoric. In 1902, he was portrayed as a gunfighter knights-errand in an 

" San Francisco CaU, December 12,1896. 
^̂ RdbattLDcAxweauBaMastenonsTTieManandtheLegend, NonnaiL'Univcisity of CMdabooia 
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article published by EC. Little in Everybody's Magazine entitled The Round Table of 

Dodge City." Little described Masterson's retum to a turbulent Dodge City fioni 

Tombstone to avenge his brother's death and with his later return to support Luke Short in 

the famous Dodge CiQ  ̂'*civil war." Masterson was depicted as a western Roland, **3. man 

of chivaltic tendencies" who "held as the sovereign principle his career absolute loyalty 

to his friends."" A year later, Andy Adams portrayed him as a tough Dodge CiQr marshal 

and prankster in his Log of a Cowboy. In the account, Adams recalled the advice of an 

old cowman who informed him as a young cowboy about to enter the town of its strict 

rules who warned him and his fellow young cowboys to behave since "Dodge's ofllcers 

are as game a set of men as ever faced danger." Among those lawmen Adams listed as 

testimony to the wisdcxn of the warning were Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, and Bat 

Masterson. "The puppets of no romance ever written," Adams wrote, "can compare with 

these officers in fearlessness."  ̂

As Masterson's star as a Wild West character rose, Alfred Henry Lewis developed 

a fascination with the old Dodge City lawman and seized opportunity to chronicle, a figure 

he saw as a truly authentic Western hero. According to Masterson's biographer, Robert 

K. DeArment, Lewis assumed the role Masterson's press agent, promoting his as a real 

life hero and urging him to put his recollections into prinL  ̂In 1904, Lewis published four 

articles depicting Masterson's gunHghting experiences in Dodge City in slick magazines 

and a related one on Wild Bill Hickok.̂  A year later, he incorporated these arUcles into the 

first length biography of Masterson, The Sunset Trail. Lewis informed readers that his 

motivation in writing a western biography was to document "a phase of American 

existence that, within the touch of present time, has passed away." He ended his 

introduction by pointing out that the phase his work depicted was "the cattle day and the 

"E-C little, "The Round Table of Dodge Q'ty." Everybody's Magazine, 7(>rovember 1902)p.439. 
" Adams, The Log of a Cowboy, p. 191-192,194-197. 
** DeAimcnt. p. 163. 
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day of the herds, with the faim day slowly dawning" Lewis reminded readers that this is a 

truthful story and a real character '̂ n doing this I have seized on a real man and, in its 

tragedy at least told what really happened.'' * 

The Sunset Trail was a rambling, disconnected outline of Masterson's life in Dodge 

City and perhaps marked the first historic portrait of the town to come out in print since it 

appeared in Andy Adams book the previous year. Lewis' portrait of Dodge City, 

reminiscent of dime novels prose, is the perfect setting in which to place his character 

"Dodge was a volcano; an eruption might occur at any time! The air to-day was 

wholesome; to-morrow it might be as full of lead as the Ozarks!'̂  Within this setting, 

Lewis cast real-life gunllghters like Masterson as honorable, loyal men that adhere to a 

moral western order. This approach was reflected in Lewis' change of heart in toward the 

Earps and Doc HoUiday. Writing under the influence of Masterson, the man he clearly 

admired, Lewis elevated them to noble stature. Holliday is painted as a '̂ vell-bred" 

gunfighter who, after leaving Dodge City, makes his way to Tombstone where he met the 

the Earp brothers, who Lewis wrote "^were all splendid shots and sterling folk of standing, 

character and force. The brothers Earp and Mr. Holliday became friends at sight* 

The combination of Masterson's recollections and Lewis' own knowledge of 

western practices gave credibility to the book despite its major writing flaws. Reviewers 

were very mixed in their opinions of it; but most acknowledged it as authentic. "The book 

is not compelling in interest," one critic wrote,'*one wearies of 'Mr. Masterson's' prowess 

and of the author's admiration for his hero; yet it presents an accurate phase of Western 

Life."" Another critic found the book to be a ''convincing whole" and thought Lewis' 

discussions of the western code of honor were "shocking" but added that they were 

"sufficiently practical for the time and place, but coindding at few points with that of our 

more usual civilization.""" 

** AUnd Hemy Lewis. The Last Sunset, Niew Yoric A.S. Barnes & Conquny, 1905. p. vii, x. 
"Ibid. p. 234. 
** Ibid., In ttalh, Holliday and the Eaips woe friends in Dodge Qty. 
" "Review: The Sunset Trail," Critic, 47(Novcmber 1905), p. 477. 
'•"•Review: TTie Sunset Trafl." Dial, 38(June 1905). p. 392. 
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Lewis' fascinatioii with gunflghters grew with his patronage of Bat Masterson. In 

1905, Lewis became editor of Human Life, a slick journal based in New York. Two years 

later, he persuaded Masteison to author a series of sketches for the magazine entitled 

''Famous Gun Fighters of the Western Frontier." Lewis introduced the series by stressing 

the passage of a "dangerous'" era and Masterson's role as a true wiuiess and participant " 

Mr. Masterson is singularly well equipped for the task at hand," Lewis wrote," Mr. 

Masterson has himself wimessed stirring times, and stood for many years a central and 

commanding figure in a dangerous day that has gone."" 

Between February 1907 and March 1906, Masterson penned stories on wild west 

personages he acmally knew; Ben Thompson, Luke Short, Doc Holliday, Bill Tilghman, 

and Wyatt Earp. In November, Lewis added an article on Masterson called "King of the 

G u n - R a y e r s "  i n  a n s w e r  t o  a  " t e m p e s t  o f  i n q u i r i e s  t o u c h i n g  M r .  M a s t e r s o n  h i m s e l f . I n  

both Masterson's and Lewis' aru'cles, the lion's share of the action takes place in either 

Dodge City or Tombstone. Throughout the series, Lewis and Masterson underscored the 

virtues of their protagonists as shooters and loyal friends, and the lost times when a 

chivalric sense of honor was held in highest regard."" Masterson's portrait of Wyatt Earp 

was particularly flattering, motivated in part to protect his reputation. The name Wyatt 

Earp, Masterson wrote, "has excited, by his display of great courage and nerve under 

trying conditions, the envy and hatred of those small minded creatures with which the 

world seems to be abundantly peopled, and whose sole delight in life seems to be in fly-

specking the reputations of real men. I have known him since the early seventies and have 

always found him a quiet, unassuming man, not given to brag or bluster, but at all times 

and under all circumstances a loyal friend and an equally dangerous enemy. 

Through the combination of the self promotion by historic figures and the attempts 

W.B. Maaterson, Famous Gunfig/uers of the Western Frontier, Fort Davis, Texas: Frontier Book 
Company, 1968, repimt of Human Life seiies., p. 5. 
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of writers and publishers to both sell and save the memory of the West, Deadwood, 

Tombstone, and Dodge City became fixed with actual wild west characters from which 

they would all ultimately draw upon as source of conununity identity and exploit for 

economic gain. Each proved to have exceptional resiliency throughout much of the 

twentieth century as their stories were continually retold by journalists, novelists, popular 

historians, movie makers, and television producers. In contrast, Deadwood Dick the one 

fictional hero, faded as the dime novel eta passed, despite the list of pretenders who sought 

to give him a legitimate basis. Hickok, Earp, Calamity Jane, and Masterson were able to be 

created as celebrities because they fulfilled a series of societal needs."" One such need was 

economic; Western heroes were good business. At another level, they offered legitimate 

proof to a mass audience of American exceptionalism as defined by its frontier experience 

and the larger-than-life Tigures that made the great epic possible. As long as the West 

continued to be an identifier of heroic American character, real-life Western heroflgures 

remained key elements. On the other hand, the celebrity of these figures did not meet the 

immediate needs of the local communities they were associated with. Local citizens at the 

time did not see them as symbols of a romantic frontier, but as symbols of an unsavory 

past characterized by immorality and civic disorder, a period they hoped would soon be 

forgotten. As each of these conununiu'es struggled toward modernity at the turn of the 

century, they carried with them the burden of a infamous wild west reputation created and 

perpetuated by the same sources that gave them their equally undesired heroes. 

""See Roger R-RoOin, "The Lxme Ranger and Lenny Skumik: The Hero as Popular Culture." in Ray 
B. Browne and MiarsliaIlW.nshwiciE,eds. The heroin rrannrton. Bowling Green: BowlingGieen 
Univeisity Press, 1983, pps. 15-20. 
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Champions of justice like Wild Bill Ifickok, Calamity Jane, Bat Masterson and the 

Earps, who were designed to bring order needed to have a place of disorder to correct. In 

the 1870s, the explosion of cattle and mining boom towns throughout the West provided a 

fertile source for dime novelists and other writers in which to place their real and imagined 

heroes. The ideal environment for the new community-based heroes in the late nineteenth 

century was one that was corrupt and inmioral, populated with seedy characters, painted 

with images of saloons, gambling, prostitution, and random violence. Such features 

characterized most boom towns, which during their formative days catered to a mobile 

working class male population which were attracted to the employment opportunities the 

new towns offered. As conditions in boom towns stabilized after business and 

professional classes established control, unsavory elements of their towns were 

marginalized or removed altogether by vigilante action, town ordinances, or prohibition 

laws. The establishment of schools, office buildings, and churches held little interest to 

most fiction writers and journalists since the West lost its attraction as a special place once 

it came to resemble the East. Instead, they continued to provide readers with images of 

saloons, dance halls, gamblers, guniighters, and ramshackle architecture which became the 

major means in which the wild west was represented in American mass culture. In their 

search for settings and good copy, dime novelists and journalists discovered that Dodge 

City, Deadwood, and Tombstone had all the sensational elements that captivated interest 

and provided good settings for their heroes. These images were subsequently embellished 

and repeated time and again by writers in various mediums, resulting in the creation of 

national reputations of each town built on images of disorder. These crafted images 

remained alive, because like all myths, they contained an element of truth. This grain of 

legitimacy, when combined with each town's authentic signature Western heroes. Wild 

Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Wyatt Earp, and Bat Masterson, fcnmed the basis for a strong 

historical identity with a proven market value. 
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Around 1875, the formula for dime novel plots changed and role for which Dodge 

City, Deadwood and Tombstone would play began to develop. According to dime novel 

historian Daiyl Jones, works before that time were generally cast within a wilderness 

setting with the main characters being small groups of pioneers making their way through 

dense forests or open prairies, led by a hero who served as the advanced scout of 

civilization. Their antagonists were usually the representatives of that wilderness—wild 

beasts or Indians. Jones wrote that the tone of these early stories was ''optimistic, even 

Utopian, and the dialectic between wilderness and civilization implicit in the frontier setting 

functioned to idealize a future socie  ̂that would synthesize the respective values of Nature 

and civilization."' By the middle of the seventies, Jones discovered a major shift in 

orientation. Dime novels employed the setting as a means of social criticism and shifted 

toward action that revolved around small, developing frontier commum'ties. Increased 

emphasis was placed on the necessity for law and order against the lawless elements that 

used the wilderness as the base of their activities. The new communiQr-oriented genre, as 

Jones pointed out, had common characteristics. Whether a mining camp or frontier 

settlement, the new setting feahired a link to the outside worid via stagecoach or railroad, 

banks, newspapers, and saloons. The main protagom'sts lived on the edge of civilization 

and echoed the old scouts and pathflnders and still identified with the values of the 

vanishing wilderness. Often, their antagom'sts were linked with corrupt business or 

political institutions such as bankers, lawyers, large landowners. Whether the hero was a 

law officer or noble desperado on the side of justice, the new dime novel hero's quest was 

order."' The turn toward urban settings corresponded to a consciousness that times were 

changing. As literary historian Mary Noel stated: "the prairie had disappeared into farm 

land and few wild spaces remained even on the high plains. The West was now a 

farm...You can't fool Americans about fann life—they knew better." So did publishers. 

Dime novel stories soon revolved around city life and turbulent Western towns, where 

' Daryi Jones, TV Dime Novel Western, pps. 120-121. 
'Bid., pps. 121.124-127. 
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characters could be transferred from New York to Tombstone.̂  

The West had a multitude of boom towns from which writers could find ideal 

settings. By the 1870, the first transcontinental railroad already linked East and West and a 

host of others snaked their way westward. Railheads directly spawned the growth of 

towns in western Kansas, extended to capitalize on the eastern demands for Texas cattle, 

driven northward.̂  Similarly, gold and silver strikes in South Dakota, Colorado, 

California, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, and Arizona fostered mining camps, towns and 

ultimately links with major railway trunk lines, flrst with stages, and shortly thereafter by 

spur lines. According to mining historian Rodman Paul, the revolution in transportation 

was the most influendal factor in ending the frontier phase of the mining West. Paul noted 

that by the middle of the 1870s, gold seekers could get to South Dakota's Black Hills 

easily by taking a train to Cheyenne, Wyoming via Chicago, then take only a 260 mile 

stage ride to the camps at a cost of only $49.25.̂  On the same trains and stages that carried 

mining engineers, ranchers, farmers, gamblers, doctors, merchants, and families to boom 

towns in western South Dakota, southeast Arizona, and western Kansas were wordsmiths 

looking for new settings and authentic tales to dazzle their readers. 

Tombstone, Deadwood, and Dodge City, like other boom towns, provided all the 

desirable ingredients dime novelists and writers needed to build settings for their action 

stories. Even the names Tombstone" and '*Deadwood" were names with a peculiar lurid 

quality. But in an era where towns sprouted and died in a twinkling, all the characteristic 

elements of rowdiness, violence, and disorder could be applied almost 

everywhere^which popular Action writers often did. Dime novelists created a standard 

backdrop consisting of saloons, shacks, gamUing dens and applied it to all frontier towns 

both real— like Deadwood, Dodge CiQr, or Tombstone or imagined— such as Panther 

CiQ  ̂or Bed-rock. But dime novelists knew, just as did journalists, that mith— in either 

'Mafy Kod, Vi/AimrGabre.pps. 169-171. 
* For a decadedstiKfy of Kansas cattle towns and oommunitybuflding, see Robert R.Dykstfa. The 

Cattle Towns, fincoln and London: Umveisity of NelnslailYess, 1968. 
* Rodman ̂ son Paul. Muiing Frontiers of the Far West, I848-I880, Albuquerque: Univetsiiy of 

Mew Mexico F¥ess, 1963, p. 9. 
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the setting or the characters was what readers wanted. 

Deadwood 

Among the three towns, Deadwood received a higher amount of interest among 

journalists and dime novel authors because of the town's closely association with the 

events surrounding Colonel George Armstrong Custer in the Black Hills. The Black Hills 

became as center of national publicity in 1874 after Custer led a military reconnaissance 

into South Dakota to confirm rumors of gold by prospectors. The Black Hills were sacred 

Lakota lands however, and the military's mission after the Custer expedition consisted of 

ejecting gold seekers from treaty lands. By 1875, this policy proved futile and with 

intense pressure by federal and local authorities in sympathy with the goldseekers, the 

Indians were forced into a series of treaties obliging them to relinquish claims to the Black 

Hills. With the land officially open, thousands now boarded trains for the hills, mostly 

coming ftom the East and Midwest'̂  Despite the treaties, most Lakota refused to 

relinquish their rights to the Black Hills and a large number joined camps of resistance lead 

by Sitting Bull, a Hunkpapa religious leader, and Crazy Horse, an Oglala war chief. In 

June 1876, Custer descended with a 600 man Seventh Cavalry on a massed camp of 

Lakota and their allies. He divided bis forces and foolishly attacked, losing his life and 

many others in his detachment. The battle captured the attention of the nation, and as they 

descended West to get stories first-hand, a large number stopped in the boomtown of 

Deadwood to see what provoked the war in the first place. 

What journalists found was a series of mining districts in the Black Hills, mostly 

along the creeks that ran through the valleys. The discovery of rich placers and deposits in 

the northern hills in Deadwood Gulch caused a large exodus of miners to descend on the 

new district in April 1876. Soon merchants, teamsters, assayers, lawyers, bankers, 

saloon keepers, gamblers, and prostitutes arrived in such great numbers that a town named 

'Paul,p. lTIxWatiaaPaikicT,Deaihvood:TheGoliknYean,lJaoabiaadLoadaa:\Jmvtmtyct 
Niebfaskal̂ ess, 1981, p. II 
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"Deadwood" was oflicially organized and planed on April 26,18767 By autumn, the 

town had 173 businesses, including hotels, dnigstores, a theater, newspaper, general 

stores, tempoiaiy churches and two small schools. A pennanent Congregationalist church 

was built in November, followed by a Catholic one the following year. At its peak, 

during the boc»n summer of 1876, the population of Deadwood may have been as high as 

10,000." 

Stabilization of the community occurred rapidly. By autumn 1876, the population 

fell to around 3000 as miners drifted off to other strikes in the Hills at Lead, Spearflsh, 

Custer, Bell Fourche, Sturgis, and Hill City. Although the boom summer was marked by 

a number of violent episodes, most notably the murder of Wild Bill Hickok in August, 

historian Harry Anderson has argued that community leaders moved quickly to establish a 

working government which could deal with pressing issues such as cheap building 

construction which posed fire hazards, a smallpox epidemic, and formal justice. Their 

efforts resulted in an election in September resulting of a fmnation of a provisional 

government which established ordinances and provided a strong semblance of order.' 

This was affirmed two years later by Louis Janin, a mining engineer, who reported that 

Deadwood was "by no means the rough mining camp that exists in the imagination of 

many. On the contrary, it is one of the pleasantest of all mining localities I have visited; 

and in no other district is justice more ably administered, or greater security afforded to life 

and property.""' The strength of its new government was severely tested in 1879, not by 

crime, but by a devastating fire that destroyed much of its downtown. 

The placer boom lasted only two years as sources in the valleys diminished. Lode 

mining, an endeavor requiring substantial investment and scientific engineering, took over 

the main challenge of gold extraction in the hills, leaving in the dust most of the itinerant 

' The name Deadwood was allegedly inspired by the latge vdume of fallen timbered that littered the 
gulch as a result of a tornado in 1875. 

'Paul. p. 180; Paiker, pps. 32,60. 
'HanyAodeisan, "Deadwood: Aa Eflort at Stability." Mrnfona rheA/agazuieo/Weslern History, 

20(Januafy 1970), pps. 41-47. 
'"Qted in Paul, p. 181. 
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miners. One important component of haidrock mining was the requirement of stamp mills 

to crush the quartz ore to reduce it for gold extraction. By 1878, Deadwood had 47 mills 

with a capaciQr of700 stamps. In 1879 these mills produced $404,000 of gold every 

month." Deadwood's mills and smelters, along with its growing banking and merchant 

role made itacommercial and mining industrial center for the communities in the Black 

Hills. The nearby town of Lead ultimately surpassed Deadwood in actual mining, but still 

looked to its neighbor for services.'* Deadwood's leadership role as a commercial and 

political center was sealed with the arrival of the first railroad in 1890. ̂  By the turn of the 

century, most of Deadwood was employed in enterprises that served mining enterprises 

throughout the Black Hills. According to Deadwood's 1898 Directory, twenty percent of 

those listed owned businesses, twelve percent were business employees, and eighteen 

percent were in skilled trades or professions. Only eighteen percent were unskilled 

laborers.'* 

Most journalists and writers who visited Deadwood in the wake of the Custer 

debacle painted an unflattering picture of Deadwood as a town in the clutches of violence 

and depravity. Edmond Mandat-Grancy, a French traveler who came to America to write a 

book about the West, visited Deadwood and observed that "like all town of the frontier, 

this one has had a boisterous infancy. The rising tide of civilization, like that of the sea, as 

a foam of scum, and it is by this scum that it announces its arrival."*  ̂Leander Richardson, 

writing for Scribner's Monthly had the same impression soon after he stepped of the 

stagecoach he arrived in; '1 never in my Ufe saw so many hardened and brutal-looking 

men together...EveTy alternate house was a gambling saloon, and each them was carrying 

"PJiiker.p.43. 
p. 58. 

"Iw/.. p. lOl. 
p. 64 

Edmond Vbndat-Gfancy,Ct7w-&o)iir<iit(fC9&wie& Narrative ofa Journey Across ihe Prairie and Over 
the Black Hilb of South Dakota, London, Philadelphia and Nie«r York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1963 
(facsimile of 1887 edition), p. 134. 



on a brisk business."'̂  

Others were more concerned with its violence. A reporter for Wisconsin's 

Manitowoc Pilot observed that "every man in Deadwood carries about fourteen pounds of 

flrearms hitched to his belt..The fellow that gets his gun out flist is best man, and they lug 

off the other fellow's body...! suppose that the average deaths amount to about one 

hundred a month."*  ̂ The violent reputation of the town made one Cheyenne newspaper 

suggest that its name be changed from Deadwood to Deadman.'̂  The vicious image was 

reinforced in news reports that filtered east. In January, 1878, The New York Times 

reported that [)eadwood was in possession of a mob of 150 men, "mostly roughs from 

outside camps." All the streets in the town, it continued, "have been jumped." According 

to the account, the mob elected officers and passed their own laws and at "present time the 

mob is yelling and shooting throughout the town. Citizens are arming and organizing to 

protect life and property.But the following day, the same paper reported that the 

"trouble caused by jumpers was not attended by any serious results" and that the "citizens 

succeeded in maintaining their rights. 

The most danming depiction of Deadwood was a lengthy account which appeared 

in the The New York Times entitled "Deadwood Described: A disorderiy, sinful, sickly 

city." The writer observed that "there is no such place anywhere" and was the worst 

example of the "fast and flash" American trait" as evidenced by "about 1400 houses and 

huts, and hundreds of tents up the hill-sides, an academy, church, two daily newspapers, 

four banks; 20 lawyers, physicians, dentists, artists; club-houses, theaters in full blast 

every night, the streets thronged with speculators, tramps and bummers: gambling hells 

open all day long, and "cappeis" on every comer watching for the next "victim." It is a 

place, he continued, "where the few prey upon the many." Yet while thousands live in 

"LeandcrRicbanbao. "A Trip to the Black HilIs.'*Scn6ner'f Monthly, 13(April 1877). p. 755. 
"MemtowtK Pilot, (Wiscooain). March 8,1877. 
'•Parker, p. 207. 
'• The New York Times, January 17.1878. 

Januaiy 18,1878. 
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poverQr and crime, he added, '*there is a seeming hilariQ  ̂and desire to mate the best of 

everything.'" This irony is found in the Bella Union theater which is in ''receipt of the best 

"people" in Chicago or the Gem Theater which spedalizes in the Ballet Despite civic 

promotion by the newspapers, the reporter pointed out that 'Very few of the business men 

of Deadwood have any idea that this is their 'abiding society."' This, he found evidenced 

by the fact that saloons and stores were put up in sections "ready to be taken apart at a 

day's notice." He also noted the dearth of homes and families which appeared to be 

'̂ vaiu'ng for the next train." Deadwood's cost of living was on a "decidedly sliding scale." 

Despite the shortages of bread and fuel oil for heating, he wrote that whiskey was "one 

commodity that seems to be always plenty." The correspondent left readers with an image 

of the govenmient corruption: "There is not much law or order in Deadwood. Courts have 

just been established, and the city is policed; but the Police happen to be in league with the 

gamblers, who rule the town and so criminals are apt to go unwhipped of justice. 

Other writers did not take such a dim view of the Black Hills town. A 

correspondent from Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper was fascinated with the 

transitory feeling of the town. 'The frailty of human nature," he observed, "is illusuated in 

the buildings which grace its sides. These are a curiosity in modem architecture, and their 

light construction is a standing insult to every wind that blows." The reporter agreed with 

The New York Times writer that "a keen-eyed, money-grabbing set of men make up the 

population," but argued that "they are far from the blood-thirsty scoundrels the average 

newspaper correspondent would make them out" Far from the violent town portrayed by 

the Times reporter, the Ittustrated correspondent observed that "shooting is not frequent, 

fighting only occasional, and property is perfectly secure."  ̂

Yet, it was the image of a violent, corrupt, wide open town described by some 

journalists that made Deadwood a made-to-order dime novel setting. Shortly after The 

New York Times article of August 1877 appeared, Edward L. Wheeler, a writer for Beadle 

and Adams, used the setting of the Black Hills boom town to launch the saga of Deadwood 

Dick, perhaps the most successful dime novel heroes. Wheeler's description of 

** The New York Times, August 13, 1877. 
 ̂Frank Leslie's IlbetratedNewspaper, October 6,1877. 
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Deadwood, which appeared in Deadwood Dick, the Prince of the Road in October 1877, 

bore a sulking resemblance to the Times boom town depiction even to the point that its 

events take place in August 1877: 'The streets are swarming with constantly arriving new

comers; the stores and saloons are literally crammed at all hours; dance-houses and can<an 

dens exit..all along the gulch are suiing a profusion of cabins, tents and shanties..." 

Wheeler's placed emphasis was on the town's immorality; "Deadwood is just as lively 

and hilarious a place during the interval between sunset and sunrise as during the day. 

Saloons, dance houses, and gambling dens keep open all night and stores do not close 

until a late hour. At one, two, and three o'clock in the morning the streets present as lively 

an appearance as at any period earlier in the evem'ng. Fighting, stabbing and hideous 

swearing are some of the features of the night; singing drinking, and dancing and gambling 

are others.*  ̂

Wheeler's Deadwood Dick was an overnight success and Deadwood became a 

favored setting among dime novelists. Dime novel readers were already familiar with the 

Black Hills since it appeared in 1863 in Edward S. Ellis' On the Plains; or, the Racepr 

Life. A Story of Adventure among the Black Hills, and Lewis Carson's series featuring 

Ben the trapper, beginning with Ben, the Trapper; or The Mountain Demon. A Tale of the 

BltKk Hills in 1875. None of these had the popularity of the Deadwood Dick stories. After 

the hero and Wheeler died in 1885, publishers created the Deadwood Dick, Jr. series in 

January 1886, which ran until 1897.̂  Other authors also used the town as a backdrop 

such as Delia Sara in Silver Sam; or The Mystery of Deadwood City in 1878 and Fî k 

Dumont's Wide-Awake, the Robber King; T.C. Harbaugh's McbtigfU Jack, the Road 

Agent; or Gopher Gid, the Boy Trapper of the Cheyenne. A Story of the Sioux County in 

1879, and William G. Patten, Dismal Dave's Dandy Pard; or the Clew to Captain Claw. A 

Story of the Black Hills in 1889. Even while he was writing the Deadwood Dick series, 

" Edward L. Wheder. Deadwood Dick, the Prince of the Road, or. The Black Ruler ofthe Black Hills, 
New Yofk: Beadle's Half Dime Libfacy. No. 1, October 15.1877, p. 3. 

"fcaL p. 5-6. 
" Jdbaaaaea, The HtmepfBeadte and Adams, Vol. n. p. 294-296. The ovenught success of 

Deadwood Dick spawrned the biitli of Diamond Dick, a hero of tbe same meddle by rival publlsber Sbeet 
and Smilfa. Qoentin Reynolds. The Fiction Factory, p. 98. 
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Edward Wheeler authored another series based in I!)eadwood suirounding a new hero 

called Rosebud Rob, beginning with Rosebud Rob; or Nugget Ned, the flight of the 

Gulch, in February 1879 * 

Perhaps Deadwood Dick was successful in creating an orderly Deadwood. A year 

after The New York Times published its first excoriating article on Deadwood, the paper's 

tone changed altogether.̂  In an article entitled, "No Idling at Deadwood," the newspaper 

reported that "times have quieted down a great deal" and that the "surplus populadon has 

pretty much all departed, quite a number of business Aims have closed down, and while 

times are not very dull, yet there is not the buoyant feeling that existed two yeais ago."The 

article depicted a stabilized town where the "various lines of trade are no longer overdone, 

and there is now a fair profit realized on the goods being sold." The streets were no longer 

"thronged with idlers "and the "keno men, tramps, and sharpers of all classes who infested 

Deadwood and the other camps two years ago, have left fcH: more promising fields of 

operation." In fact, the Times assured readers that "Deadwood is as orderiy as any Eastem 

city of its size" and the "haunts of vice have been rooted out to a large extent."These vices 

are now replaced by "sociables, singing schools, and literary clubs" which afford "pleasant 

and profitable recreation for all who chose to join them." Deadwood was now a city with 

"well attended" Congregational, ̂ iscopal, and Catholic churches, and good schools that 

awaited a railroad despite the "theory that railroads kill out the life of growing Western 

towns by bringing in too much competition.'"" Yet the church loving depiction of 

Deadwood did not sell dime novels; stories of chivalrous, noble heroes in towns in turmoil 

did. Dime novels continued to perpetuate the image a wild and lawless town until their 

" Edwafd S. EUis, On the Plains; or. the Race for Life, A Story of Adventure among the Black Hills, 
New Yoik: Beadle and Adams Dime Library, November 12,1863; Lewis W. Carson, Ben, the Trapper;or 
The S/hmtain Demon. A Tale of the Black Hills. New York; Beadle and Adams Pocket Novels. February 
16,1875; Delia Sara, Silver Sam; or. The Mystery of Deadwood City, New York: Beadleand Adams 20 
Cent Novels. October 23,1878; William G. ̂ Mea, Dismal Dave's Dandy Pard; or, the Clew to Capuun 
Claw. A Story of the Black Hills, New Yoric Beadle's Hiilf-Dime Library. November5.1879; Edward L. 
Wbeeler, Rosebud Rob; or Nugget Ned, the Knight of the Gulch, New York; Beacfle's Half Dime Library. 
Febniary 4,1879. The Rosebud Rob series ran through April. 1879. 

Daryl Jones, 'Xlencfaed Teeth and Curses: Revenge and die Dime Ndvd Outlaw Hero."inRktaani 
Etulain and Michael Marsden, eds. The Popular Western: Essays Toward a Definition, Bawling Gicen: 
Bowling Green Univcrsily Popular Press, 1974, p. 10. 

" The New York Times, May 4,1879. 
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popularity faded on the eve of the twentieth centuiy, at which point the torch was passed to 

pulps and slicks. 

Tombstone 

In many ways. Tombstone and Deadwood shared historic parallels. Both shared 

the same rags-to-riches atmosphere that came with instant mineral wealth, the ovenught 

flood of wealth seekers, and the rest of the characteristics—saloons, prostitutes, gambling, 

and violence—of a boom town which made it a prime dime novel setting. 

Two years after Deadwood was founded in 1876, a IcHie prospector in southern 

Arizona named Edward Schieffelin who had followed booms in Idaho, Nevada, Utah and 

Oregon unsuccessfully, ventured into hostile terrain governed by Apaches and discovered 

large silver deposits near the San P6dro River. Schieffelin, warned that he would find 

only find his tombstone in the harsh landscape, named the strike after the remark. He was 

joined by his brother Albert and an assayer named Richard Gird, and with financial 

backing by the territorial governor A.K. Stafford, returned to work the mine in August 

1878. The following year, they incorporated their properties into the Tombstone Mill and 

Mining Companies. As Gird and Ed Schieffelin worked the mines, brother A1 Schieffelin 

went east to sell stock in the companies. In March 1880, the brothers' interest was 

purchased by a party of Philadelphia investors for $600,000.̂  

The ''excitement" in Tombstone attracted scores of fortune seekers. Mining 

operations moved to a large scale by the fall of 1879 after weekly stage service by the 

Tombstone and Tucson Express was established in late 1878. Two yean later, additional 

stage lines offered three-times a week service from Tucson and the Southern Pacific 

Railway. After an initial period with no official sanction, a townsite company was formed 

by local citizens and Tombstone itself was laid out in March 1879. The town was c^cially 

incorporated in December 1879 and the first ofilcial government elected. At the time, the 

camp boasted a population of around 1000. Most of the architecture of the camp reflected 

^Lonme iriidaiiin,ed., TheTombBtoae Dtscovcty: The RecoUectiafis of Ed ScfawfiTelin and Richani 
Gild," Arizpna and the West, 20(Spring 1879), pp. 44^7. 
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its overnight growth: since the nearest source of lumber for building construction was in 

the Chiricahuas and Huachuca mountains a good distance away, most dwellings and early 

businesses were constructed of adobe, tents or Apache style wickiups. ̂  

Like other mining towns. Tombstone's boom period was charactenzed by the 

airival of a large working population, followed by a wave of businesses entrepreneurs 

hoping to find a windfall in the sudden release of wealth. As the center of regional mining 

activity. Tombstone assumed the role as a banking and mercantile center, serving not only 

the mineral industry but its surrounding ranches and the military posts. Tombstone also 

paralleled its Deadwood by being destroyed by flres in June 1881 and May 1882. It was 

quickly rebuilt so that within a year, it could boast all the trappings of a modem 

community: two newspapers. The Nugget and The Tombstone Epitaph, hotels, 

restaurants, four theaters, two bakeries, clothing and shoe stores, hardware stores, six 

Chinese laundries, five physicians, eight attorneys, two dentists, schools, and four 

churches.̂ ' The town was connected to the outside via telegraph in 1880 and by 1884, it 

had municipal water works, a fire department, and a two story brick courthouse. A 

reporter for the Arizona Quarterly Illustrated observed that "the streets are regular and the 

whole place laid out, and from the style and character of the buildings and business 

houses, there is an air of permanence and substantialiQr rarely noticed in new mining 

camps...This is a quiet and peaceable onnmunity, and families are settling here and 

improving the moral attnosphere.*  ̂Estimates of the camp's population of the town by 

1881 is estimated at 6000; although some placed it as high as 10,000.̂  The rapid 

population growth and its distance from Tucson, the official county seat of Pima County in 

 ̂John Myen Vfyen, The Tombstone Story (originatty. The Last Chance), New York; Grosset and 
Dimlap. 1950. p. 33; See George Parsons, The Private Journal of George Whitwell Parsons, Phoenix: 
Works Rrcgect Admimstialion. 1939 for a detailed desaiplioa of the early days of Tombstone. Paula 
Marks, And Die in the West: The Story of the OX. Corral Gunfight, Ndrman and London: University of 
Okl̂ xnia Press, 1989, p. 45. The laying out oT the town was itself controversial because of conflicting 
claims over town lots mi the right of the lownsile company to its patent. 

*' Miarks. pp.61-2; Myers, pp. 43-45. 
 ̂Arizona QjuanerlylUustrated, My 1880. 

** Myers, p. 45, A gooddescriplionof the early Tombstone town building period is found in John 
Qum, "It All Happened in Tambstaiie,"Aria7na Historical Review. 2(C)ctober 1929). 
pps. 46-72. 
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which the community relied forgovenunental services, led the territorial legislature to 

create Cochise County in 1881 with Tombstone as its county seat 

As in Deadwood, the period of civic disorder in Tombstone was short-lived. In its 

fiist few years, the town became the center of a feud which pitted a faction consisting of 

small groups of ranchers headed by Clanton and McLaury families who supfrfemented their 

incomes by rustling cattle, assisted cowboy oudaws such as Xuriy" Bill Brocius and 

John Ringo, against an urban faction led by Wyatt Earp, his brothers Virgil, Morgan, 

Warren, and compatriot Doc Holliday. Earp's faction had the support of Tombstone's 

elite, including its mayor John Clum, mining magnate, EB. Gage, and Episcopalian 

minister, Endicott P^abody. Tensions between the two groups erupted in violence on 

October 26,1881 near Tombstone's O.K. Corral, that left two McLaury Brothers, and one 

Clanton dead. This ignited a wave of reprisals that ultimately left Morgan Earp dead, 

Virgil Earp permanently disabled, and the cowboy faction broken. Under indictment for 

murder, the remaining Earps left Tombstone, a point which early historians of Arizona 

marked as the beginning of the town's social stability.̂  The only other major incident was 

the lynching of John Heath, a member of a gang that bungled a bloody store robbery in 

nearby Bisbee that left four persons dead. The five member gang was apprehended, taken 

to Tombstone for trial and subsequently hanged. Its sixth member was tried separately and 

given a life sentence. Infuriated at the judgement, a group of Bisbee citizens stormed the 

jail and lynched Heath from a telegraph pole. In subsequent years. Tombstone citizens 

always made it clear that they were not the perpetrators of the mob action. 

Tombstone's economy rested on the efforts of three major silver mining 

operations, the Sulpheret, Contention, and Grand Central. Each hit water in 1883. At 

first, the water discovery was considered a boon because it eliminated the costly practice of 

hauling ore to the San Pedro for miUing and provided the city with an ample water source 

for its citizenry. As water flooded the lower mining levels, the Grand Central and 

^This was the opinion of James H. McGintock, Arizona: The Nation's Youngest Commonwealth 
WUh a Land of Ancient Culture  ̂Oucago: The S. J. Oaike Publishing Company, 1916. p. 482; and Fiank 
Lodtwood. Pioneer Days in Arizona, Niew York: The Maximillian Company, 1932. pps. 283-285; The 
most thorough account of the Eaq)-Clanloa feud is Paula \filcheIIMaiks,̂ B/Pile in the Wat: The 
Story of the OX. Corral, 1989. 
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Contention installed massive Cornish pumps to pull out the water Working together, the 

pumps of the companies lowered the water enough to allowed mining to resume at its 

previous pace. The companies removed ore until May of 1886 when a Are destroyed the 

pumping plant of the Grand Central, fdlowed by a similar disaster at the Contention plant 

Squabbling over sharing the cost of pumping prevented any further attempts to dewater the 

mines. With the major mines shut down, the boom ended and Tombstone's streets 

returned to grass as the population fell to 646 in 1900. ̂  

Early descriptions of Tombstone differed little from those of Deadwood. They 

followed the characteristic portrayal of a whiskey drenched, improvised town that never 

sleeps, and where swindlers lurked everywhere. In 1879, A. H. Noon, a correspondent 

for the Chicago Tribune visited the young camp and provided his dismal impression to 

readers. Arriving shcHlly after nightfall with a friend, they set out to ''see the sights." 

Walking down "the principle soeet, lined with adobe buildings, large tents, and frame 

structures, we And nearly every other building is a saloon..." After entering the saloons. 

Noon was disgusted by the customers; "Some are full of rough-looking men, miners and 

others with a sprinkling of red-nosed, bloated looking gentry, plainly belonging to the 

ancient order of the mining camp bummer, who lives on free drinks, dollars borrowed 

from genuine miners, and an occasional mining location that he stumbles across and sells it 

as soon as he can, to spend the proceeds in whiskey and gambling until it is used up and 

exhausted, he pays the last debt of Nature,—the only debt he ever does pay, —and is 

finally buried at the public expense or by local subscription." Neither was he impressed by 

a visit to a gambling establishment: "Gambling is in full blast, and the monotonous calling 

of numbers, with the occasional cry of 'keno,' in a stifling atmosphere of stove-heat, 

unwashed humaniQr, whiskey fumes, and a cloud of tobacco-smoke in the midst of the 

crowd, is soon sufficiently satisfying to induce retreat.. "Although Noon pointed out that 

the "genuine Q^cal miner is honest, open-hearted, strong, fearless, and brave; and as a 

class, fine specimens of manhood, full of enterprise, and with a heart that readily 

^Shariot Hall, "The Remaking of an Old Boaaiiza,"Ou/ Wiesf, E)ecember, 1906, p. 239; The 
Tombsloae \fiiies. Aiizooa, The Engineering out Mintitg Journal, June 9.1904, p. 919; Tombstone 
Mining Ifisttxy" ia TH^Uiam F. Stauntoa Papeis, Special Collections, Univcnity of Arizona, Box 2, 
Folder 2. 
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sympathizes with the sorrows of others, and a hand equally free to relieve"' not all miners 

are such. He was appalled by the population of itinerant miners whom he described as 

"reckless, debauched, and depraved...with instincts utterly low and debauched. They float 

on the wave, and when they become too well known in one camp, they move to another 

and are the sticks, straws and scum borne onward by the rising human tide."  ̂

Other observers were shocked by the its large number of saloons and guns. One 

visitor in 1880 to Tombstone was so taten aback by the number of establishments that be 

characterized the camp as a place where "every house is a saloon and every other house is a 

gambling hell.*  ̂ William Heruy Bishop, a correspondent for Harper's New Monthly, 

took the time to count the number of saloons and gambling places on one of it major 

streets, and paid special notice to the absence of banks. After noting the large number of 

firearms carried by residents. Bishop wrote that "whiskey and cold lead are named as the 

leading diseases at Tombstone," but was puzzled at the few actual deaths from violence. 

"What with the leisure that seems to prevail," he continued," the constant drinking and 

gambling at the saloons, the universal practice of carrying deadly weapons, there is one 

source of astonishment, and that is that the cold-lead disease should claim so few 

victims.*** 

Even critics like Noon had to admit their were signs of progress and opportunity in 

Tombstone. Noon saw adobe buildings being constructed in every direction, stocks of 

goods arriving, and "nice-looking stores being fitted up." Still, it did little to change his 

impression. 'Tombstone is not a very attractive place," he concluded, "either in name or 

appearance.*  ̂A writer for Overland Magazine wrote that the camp presented an initial 

impression as "consisting chiefly of adobe huts and equally squalid cabins," but was 

surprised to find that the architecture in Tombstone "for one so new, is not behind its peers 

in size." As for a general feeling of the citizens of the town, the Overland correspondent 

* Article reprinted from Chicago Tribune, Febniary 7,1880, copy in Adolphus Henry Noon (Qe. 
Arizona (fislorical Society, pps. 3-4. 

"Elliot West, "The Sdoon in Teirilorial Arizona," Journal of the West, 13(1974), p.61. 
''William Hemy Bishop. "Across Arizonain 1883," Harper's New MontUy, 65(MiBich 1883), pps. 

489-490. 
"Nboo., pps. 5-6A 
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took a more literal view, indicating that the public interest in boom towns stemmed from 

the perception they were classless places where money flowed unencumbered and where 

anyone could find riches overnight; ". the pocM' prospector whose word of honor is to

day in pawn for a '̂ grub-stake" may to-morrow be coquetting with rival kings of capital 

outbidding each other for the coveted possession of another newly discovered kingdom 

underground. Money flows like water; and such a camp is a beggar's paradise...̂  

Like Deadwood, Tombstone had all the desired qualifications for a dime novel 

setting. It was a remote town surrounded by the wilderness, featured overnight strikes 

from mines (in this case, silver) and resulting riches, saloons and gambling dens were 

abundant, it had an itinerant population, and a strong need for justice. It also had a good 

name for a setting as W. B. Lawson's Dashing Diamond Dick or. The Tigers of 

Tombstone recognized with the opening line of his novel: 'Tombstone was booming; the 

'city,' despite its ominous title, had become an established reality as well as a name.'*" 

I^ralleling Oeadwood, Tombstone became a dime novel setting immediately following the 

first newspaper descriptions of the rowdy ĉ p were published. Edward Willett, in The 

Gray Hunter; or. The White Spirit of the Apaches. A Tale of the Arizona Mountain 

Placers, in 1879, portrayed a generalized Arizona backdrop inspired by stories of 

Tombstone filtering eastward.̂  The town first appeared as the principle setting for a dime 

novel in 1881 when Edward L. Wheeler brought down Deadwood Dick from the Black 

Hills to the Southwest in ""Deadwood Dick's Dream; or. The Rivals of the Road. A Mining 

Tale of "Tombstone." Wheeler portrayed Tombstone City" as the liew Eldorado" where 

the reader's Hrst impression is that shared by the protagonist* '*...the narrow gulch street 

was lined on either side by as rough and uncouth a crowd of humans as Dick had met in 

many aday, most of whom were miners equipped with picks and pans."" The scene of 

*** Tombstone, Ahzona," Overiand (Second Series), 8(Noveniber 1886). p. 483-485. 
W. B. Lawsoo, Dashing Diamond Dick; or. The Tigers of Tombstone, New York: Street and Smiib. 

, October 8.1898, p. 1. 
'̂ BimvA f̂nSixXî TheGraê  Hunter; or. The Whiie Spirit of the Apaches. A Tale of ihe Arizona 

Aibunlom/'/iiicerT. New Yoric Beadle's Dime Novels, October 28,1879. 
**EiKa!iL,'Wliedee,DeadwoodDick'sDream;or, The Rivals of the Road. A MiningTaleof 

"Tombstone."Sew Yoric Beadle's H -̂Dume libiary, April 19.1881. p. 5. 
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action then inunediateiy shifted to the interior of a saloon called the "Eureka" described as a 

"Toughly-finished apartment, containing a number of deal and gaming tables and chairs, 

while at the opposite end was a long counter or bar. behind which was a large minor, on 

either side of which were shelves containing bottles, decanters and glasses.*  ̂ Wheeler 

(who never saw either Tombstone or Deadwood) described Tombstone in terms more 

closer to Deadwood; 'tt was not a large place, by any means having existed for only a few 

months. There were a couple of score of log cabins scattered about on either side of the 

creek, a grocery store, milling establishment where quartz was crushed and the mineral 

washed out, the Eureka Saloon... and another combined salocm and dance-house further 

up the street, which was in full blast night and day.*  ̂

The real Tombstone did not have log cabins, was not on a creek, did not have 

placer mines, nor had not log cabins. In comparison, Joseph Badger, author of The Old 

Boy ofTombstone, or Wagering a Life on a Card, provided a more accurate description of 

Tombstone and the events surrounding it Badger tells readers the town was named "in jest 

by the bold explorers whose friends declared they were prospecting for a tombstone 

instead of a fortune" and how in the siunmerof 1879, the "Schieffelin boys" discovered 

silver in what is now Cochise County, Arizona. ̂  Badger may have some knowledge of 

the town's natural setting and architecture, but his main goal is to weave a maricetable tale 

based on dime novel formula. Hence, he set the tone for his tale early by describing the 

atmosphere of the young town where one had '"Cold meat' for breakfast, dinner and 

supper, with an occasional free lunch of dead men sandwiched in between the regular 

courses by way of an appetizer, and to break the dull monotony."  ̂Badger described the 

saloon customers as the unemployed drifters who were attracted by the "prestige of the 

town." The tone recalled those of Noon: "...Tombstone was more than usually well 

supplied with out-at-the-elbow and empty pocket citizens; bummers, rogues, and honest 

men; a few who would rather starve than work but many who were starving because there 

p. 12. 
** Joseph E Badger. Jr.. The Old Boy ofTombstone; or Wagering a Life on a Card, Niew York: 

Beadle's Dime library. April 11.1883. p. 3. 
** Ibid., p. 1. 
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was absolutely no work for their willing hands to do...they hung around the saloons and 

gaming-house waiting for something to turn up, for some lucky gamUer to give them a 

state—anything to pass away the time.̂  

A similar backdrop of a rapid growth, instant wealth and seediness framed the 

Tombstone depicted by W. B. Lawscm in Dashing Diamond Dick; or the Tigers of 

Tombstone.: Tents, shanties, and houses sprang up by the hundreds. Big hotels with 

modem convem'ences grew, like mushrooms, in a single m'ght; whiskey-saloons cropped 

out by the score...Eveiywhere a feverish excitement was visible—one wild, breathless 

struggle from morning till night, in which the strong predominated and the weak went 

under, and men went mad in their insane greed for gold..Theaters, concert-saloons, and 

free-and-easies—in short, all the essentials of amusement, so-called, that could minister to 

the wants, or pamper to the vices of the reckless miners, existed on every hand." In such 

an environment, violence was inevitable: "For men in this mad scramble after fortune 

forgot the meaning of the ages, and descended to primeval savagery, stalking about with 

weapons openly displayed and ever ready to fight at the slightest provocation—real or 

fancied.* 

Other dime novels that used Tombstone as a setting were A.K. Simms* Texas 

Tom-Cat's Triad; or. The Queer ̂ air at Tombstone; E L. StVrain's Tombstone Tom, 

The Arizona Boy of Sand; or The Hyena from Hard Luck and Brimstone Bob and his 

Lighten House Quartte, or; Major Braggs Ride to Tombstone; and Ned Buntline's 

Tombstone Dick, the Train Pilot; or. The Traitor's Trail: A Story of the Arizonian Wilds. 

These works did not equal the descriptive detail of Badger or Wheeler, but all made it clear 

that Tombstone was a town full of 'Yough characters" where ''death by violence was a 

common occurrence. 

Dodge City 

Of the three towns. Dodge City was depicted the least by dime novelists. Although 

p. 6. 
**Lawson, pps. 1-2. 
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it had most of the main ingredients, disorder, saloons, gambling, and slapped-together 

buildings, the nature of its original boom—buffalo hides, and its subsequent success as a 

shipping point for cattle, did not have the allure of the instant wealth of gold and silver 

strikes that characterized Deadwood and Tombstone. Still, the town was well covered by 

journalists since it could be easily accessed by rail and featured all the unsavory qualities of 

boom towns that writer liked to depict for their readers. 

Dodge City, located in western Kansas, was the first of the three communities to 

arise and the most western of Kansas towns that served as shipping terminals between tail 

lines and Texas cattle trails. The area centered around what would be later Dodge City, had 

a long association with commercial interests. Located on the Sante Fe Trail as it skirted the 

Arkansas River, the area proved to be a logical place to station American soldiers needed to 

protect westbound wagon Ufains and the Sante Fie Trail crossing on the Arkansas River. 

The first permanent Army post. Fort Dodge was established in April, 1865. Intermittent 

hostilities with Comanches and Kiowas through the early 1870s kept the foit active and 

made it a center for entrepreneurs who used as a base of operations for commercial buffalo 

hunters. Early in 1872, a group of townsite developers consisting of army officers from 

Ft Dodge, army contractors, local merchants, and officers of the Atchison, Topeka, & 

Sante Fe Railroad formed the Dodge City Town Company and platted the new town of 

Dodge CiQr. The town was officially created in July; two months before the arrival of the 

railroad.'" 

Railway access boosted the market for buffalo hides by offering an easy means of 

ttansport Between 1872 and 1873, Robert Wright, a leading merchant in Dodge CiQr 

reported that railroads carried 200,000 hides to eastern markets. The hide boom attracted 

both hunters and merchants, creating an bustling atmosphere that Wright later compared to 

several mining camps he had gone to where rich strikes had been made, but "I never say 

any town to equal Dodge.*  ̂The boom in buffalo hides was short-lived. As the number of 

buffalo rapidly declined under the firepower of the army of buffalo hunters, the merchants 

^Dykstia. The Cattle Towns, p. 56-58; Robert M. Wrî l, DodgeCity: The Cowboy Capital md 
the Great Southwest, Wiciuta: Wtdiila Eagle Press, 1913. p. 138. 

" Ibid., pps. 76-77. 
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and businessmen of Dodge Cî  looked to the Texas cattle trade as a worthy replacement" 

This desire was shared by the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe. As the agricultural 

peculation surrounding their other terminal at Wichita grew, impending quarantines on 

Texas cattle to prevent the spread of diseases to local cattle from longhoms driven north 

became inevitable, and caused railroad officers to select Dodge as new westem shipping 

center. Dodge CiQ: became the new terminus in 1876 and cattle from Texas rapidly began 

arriving. The following year, the city shipped out 22,940 head, leaving competing towns 

far behind." In July of 1884,239324 longhoms were loaded on rail cars.° For the next 

decade, the city prospered from the stock trade, government freight business, and buffalo 

bone trade. By 1886, the population of the ciQr stood at 2656J* Another major source of 

income during this period was businesses which derived profits from the cowboys who 

drove the cattle northward from Texas. Once cattle were delivered in Dodge City, cowboys 

received payment for their services and spent large amounts in local businesses. This 

"transient market" as historian Robert Dykstra called it, provided groceries, clothing, 

barbering, boots, and entertainment. Since this was a predominately male trade, saloons, 

gambling, and prostitution were major commercial mainstays in Dodge, just it they had 

been in other towns.̂  Eventually the growth of agriculture around the city and alliances 

between fanners and town elements that opposed the rowdy cattle trade ushered in 

quarantines against Texas cattle and ended the "wild and woolly"* period in 1885.̂  

The period of disorder in Dodge City, as it was in both Deadwood and Tombstone, 

was strongly exaggerated. According to Dykstra, who has conducted the most extensive 

studies of violence in Kansas cowtowns. Dodge City had a number of gun-related murders 

between 1876 and 188S~flfteen, but this was due to its being the biggest of the 

cowtowns. Dodge City's average was no different then that of Abilene, Blsworth, 

Dykstra. p. 60. 
. p.62. 

" Stanley Vestal. Dodge City: Queen of Cowtowns, New York: Bantam Books, 1952, p. 83. 
^OwcD H. mggiiis. "Dodge Qty." MA. Thesis, Coiofado State GoU .̂ Giedy. Cbloiado. 1938, 
p. 51. 
** Dykstia. pps.85-106. 
"fci, p. 340 



Wichita, or Caldwell.̂  Nor were most of the victims the result of gunllghts—a large 

number were not even armed. In reality. Dodge CiQr, like its contemporaries showed little 

tolerance for civil disorder and took strong measures to control it The city government 

passed a strict gun control ordinance in 1874 which prohibited the carrying of dangerous 

weapons and the discharging of any firearms within city limits. (Tombstone had a similar 

ordinance.) These local controls were enforced by police bodies consisting of as many as 

five officers; the most famous of which were Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson. Dykstra 

concluded that "the cattle people largely succeeded in containing the lethal tendencies of 

their situation, despite the odds involved in suppressing violence while remaining 

hosfntable to the cattle trade."" 

Yet, as in the case of Deadwood and Tombstone, a different reputation emerged. 

As the town boomed, both national and neighbcxing journalists focused on the city's 

"transient market," crafting it as a devilish city in a Biblical sense. EXxlge City was even 

referred to as the "E)eadwood of Kansas." " One chronicler in 1877 compared the town 

with "other frontier towns of this modem day" as having "fast men and fast women" 

around by the "score, seeking whom they may devour, hunting for a soft snap, taking him 

in for cash, and many is the Texas cowboy who can testify as to their ability to follow up 

successfully the calling they have embraced in quest of money.The Kokomo Dispatch in 

Indiana called Dodge City the "wickedest city in America" and described its "character as a 

hell out on the great plains."*' Similariy, the editor of the neighboring Kinsley Graphic 

called Dodge the "beautiful, bibulous, Babylon of the frontier."  ̂Not to be outdone, the 

image of Dodge City as a Sodom on the plains was carried even farther in the Washington 

Evening Stan "Dodge City is a wicked little town. Indeed its character is so cleariy and 

egregiously bad that one might conclude, were the evidence in these later times positive of 

Ridianl Dykstra, *X)venlo8ing oo Dodge Qty," Western Historical Quarterly, 27(Winier. 1996), 
p. 509; Dykstra, The Cattle Towns, p. 144. 

**bid  ̂pps.112-148. 
*Qled in Wright, Dodge City: The Cowboy Capital, p. 148. 

The Dodge City Times, Sqxember 1,1877. 
**Qfed in Wright, p. 144. 
* l̂edin Nyle RVGUer and Joseph W. Snell. cds., W«5r war IVili/,Topeka, Kansas: 

Kansas State (fistorical SodeQr, 1963, p. 3. 
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its possibility, that it was marked for special Providential punishment Here those nomads 

in regions remote from the restraints of moral, dvil, sodal, and law enforcing life, the 

Texas drovers, from the very tendencies of their situation the embodiment of waywardness 

and wantonness, end the journey with dieir herds, and here they loiter and dissipate, 

sometimes for months, and share the boughten dalliances of fallen women/*" 

Other writers were less Biblical, but far from flattenng. A correspondent for 

Scribner's Monthly, whose article about Dodge City referred to it as "New Sharon" 

observed that the number of saloons outnumbered other businesses by three to one, the 

effect of which filled m'ght with "clamorous with profam'ty and ribald songs and 

laughter.**  ̂A New York Times correspondent who arrived at midnight "in this noisy cattle 

mart" soon encountered the night life of Dodge; "The station was thronged with 

swaggering, swearing cowboys, and oily confidence men... Any of our companions that 

might be bent on sport could need no special beckoning, for all the billiard halls, concert 

saloons, and keno dens the lamp still held out to bum." Next morning, the journalist 

found Dodge City to have "a better look"but was struck by the feel of transience because 

"pretty much all the buildings, which are of frame, lurch to the west as if impatient to move 

on, the effect of high prairie winds. 

Writers naturally assumed such all-night, transitory towns were natural settings of 

violence and anarchy. Readers of The New York Times in 1883, learned that Dodge 

City's wickedness had resulted in mob rule, similar to the situation they read about a few 

year eariier about Deadwood. Embellished on the front page of the paper on May 10 a 

column head proclaimed: "A CiQ  ̂in the Hands of a Mob."The article, a special from the 

Post Dispatch of Kansas City, described the actions of a group of Kansas City attorneys 

who petitioned the governor of Kansas to place the town under martial law. "Dodge City, 

long here the reputation of being a hard place, it is one of the few points in Kansas where 

saloons are run openly and gambling is legitimate." The report described an open feud 

between a faction seeking to close down the saloons and the saloon and gambling interests 

** Washington , D.C. Evening Star, January 1,1878. 
** "Over Sunday in Nc«r SbuanT Scribner's Xfonthfy, 19(Maich 1880), pps. 769.772. 
* The New York Times, June 17.1878. 
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but expressed outrage that "Dodge City is practically in the hands of vigilantes, and the 

situation is more serious from the fact the the mayor is acting with them...Dodge City is in 

the hands of desperados and the lives and property of the citizens are not safe." Yet a 

postscript to the article from Topeka indicated that; There is no trouble at Dodge City 

now, but a raid was made on the gamblers and bad characters a few days ago.**  ̂

New Yorkers followed the Dodge City drama over the next weeks without much 

detail of the actual events. The following day. May 11, a reporter described how the 

"lawless element in Dodge City, Kansas, became so obnoxious that the authorities 

determined to drive them out." Twenty-two policemen were sworn in as a result and 

rounded up "gamblers and prostitutes" and put a "number of these persons on a train." 

Readers were assured that no bloodshed occurred and the "affair amounts to nothing more 

than a determination of the part of law-abiding citizens to establish order.**" But the 

incident did little to alter the reputation of Dodge City. A few weeks later, the Times 

excoriated the town and reinvoked the Biblical analogies over the contention that 

suppressing gambling was an injury to business interests: "The assumption that there must 

be some respectable citizens in a town of several thousand citizens is purely gratuitous, as 

was shown in the well-known case of Sodom. If the Lot family had inhabited Dodge City 

they would have been described as ̂ inveterate cranks.* A town in which gambling is a 

leading industry, which must not be attacted by persons interested in the municipal 

prosperity, may as well be left to ex-sheriffs and people "with a record."" 

The series sustained the image of a wicked Dodge City. Two days later, the Times 

provided more pointed details about the resumption of gambling as a result of strong armed 

tactics of the "ex-sheriffs" now named as Bat Masterson and Charies Bassen who were 

accompanied by numerous friends with records, returned in force to Dodge City and 

reached a "compromise" with local citizenry to reopen gambling establishments. The 

actions were described in terms of Westem immaturity in comparison to Eastern 

sensibilities; "the compromise...concemed only two sects of boys, and not the decent 

"fti May 10.1878. 
May II. I8». 
June 9.1883. 
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citizens, if indeed the proportion of decent citizens is greater in Dodge City than in Sodom. 

The Eastern man, and espedally the New Yorter, will congratulate himself that these 

rude collisions would not be possible under the amenities of our civilization."  ̂

Although the anarchistic, ramshackle, sinful portray of Dodge City, offered a good 

setting for dime novelists, it did not inspire the large number of works that Deadwood of 

Tombstone did. Still, western Kansas appears in dime novels by 1877, when Edward 

Wheeler first introduced Wildcat Bob who had a host of adventures with buffalo, bandits, 

and gamblers.̂  The region and Dodge City received more notoriety when Wild Bill 

Hickok was reintroduced to the Kansas plains a few years later by Prentiss Ingraham in his 

Wild BUI, the Pistol Shot; or Dagger Don's Double published by Beadle and Adams.̂ ' 

Dodge City as the primary setting occurred in A. K.Sinuns' The Dandy of Dodge: or 

Rustling for Millions. Simms work appeared in 1888, who depicted the town's violence 

as part of a violent eta that he acknowledged was oven "I write of the days when Dodge 

City was the great cattle town of the West, with all that the name imph'es. Those days are 

past The plowshare of the irrepressible settler has begun its conflict with the buffalo grass 

of the vast ranges." Following this acknowledgement of progress, Simms shifted the 

action to a Dodge City saloon known as the Bedrock Bower The Bower could not be 

called a 'gilded' gambling hell. Its interior was rough and unpainted; the bottles and 

glasses behind the bar presented anything but a tidy appearance...BedrDck's Bower was 

noted as the leading gambling resort of the town. It was an all-night house, and drew its 

patrons from every rank. Eiuo was its speciality...̂  Sinuns' story used Dodge as a 

backdrop, painting it in terms of a rough, no nonsense town with a large number of 

saloons, but with a rising number of citizens interested in town building and patriotic 

'*lbid., June 11, 1883. 
Edwaid L. Wbeeler. Wildcat Bob, the Boss Bruiser; or, the Border Bloodhounds, Beadle's Stair's 

New Yorit Ubfaiy, My 25,1877. 
Prentiss Ingiaham, Wild BUI, the Pistol Dead Shot; or Dagger Don's Double. New Yoric Beadle's 

Dime Library, Januaity 11.1882. 
"A. K. Stnuns, TheDaikiyofDodge;orRustlingfi)rMaiioHsSewYadc.̂ eaSlc'slM[Dimt 

Libmy, June 12,1888, p. 1-2. 
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demonstrations.̂  

By focusing on the sensational aspects of boom towns, journalists and dime 

novelists established powerful visual images which became a means from which mass 

audiences defined the frontier West To be truly " Western," towns needed random 

violence, saloons, gamblers, prostimtes, slapped together false-front buildings, seedy 

characters, and guns by the droves. In general, these were images commonly associated 

with underclass, transient men (although gamblers were considered a respectable 

occupation) which if placed in a large city like Chicago, Baltimore, or Boston, would be 

considered the bad side of town.̂  By their roots in reality and the mutual reinforcement 

between newspapers and popular fiction, these characterizations took on an aura of 

authenticity which built expectations in the minds of readers of how the West should 

appear.̂  ̂ One tourist from St P&ul, Minnesota recalled arriving in Deadwood after 

reading" all the obtainable literature on Deadwood Dick and other notable characters of this 

vicinity" and was "anxiously waiting to mix in the turmoil and trouble" which he expected 

to find there. He came away somewhat relieved by seeing what he though was a corpse 

hung from a flagstaff in front of the city hall, only to realize later it was a dimimy of a 

political candidate hung in efilgy by opponents.̂  Frederick Niven, an English writer, was 

so inspired by American dime novels that at the age of twenty, he made his first trip west 

He recalled that "the first mining camps I saw, kept reminding me, in the most insistent 

way, of the covers of these cherished booklets." Niven later described his intentions of 

 ̂Simms. whose real name was John H. Whitson, differed from most dime novelists in that he wrote 
from tot hand knowledge. Whilson's family moved to nearby Garden QQT, Kansas in 1885 where he and 
his father look up homesteading and cattle ranching. Diminishing eyesî t led him to pursue a writing 
carter, and evenhially, the ministry. AlbertMaanaen,77ie ffouseo/Beadle and Adaim, vol. Q. p. 299. 

'*This orienlalionmay have been geared for a working class audience. VGchaei Denning argues that 
dass consdousness was a mqor driving focce in the way dime novels were written. See Denning's full 
discussion in Mechanic Accents. Dime Novels and Worldng-Class Culture in America, pps. 47  ̂1. 

 ̂Given the popularity of dime novels it could be argued that these images were the piimary means in 
which Americans received their impressions of the West. According to dime novel historian Daryl Jones, 
during banner years, puUisiung houses weie issuing as many as 101 scries, with some with as many as a 
Ibousand titles. The initial pimlmg of oovds ranged between 60.0G0 and 70,000 copies, but could reach 
ten to twelve editions in a sin^e year. Jones. The Dime Novel Western, p. 8. 

 ̂The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Tones, November 11,1914. 
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visiting Deadwood, the home of his hero, Deadwood Dick, to purchase a town lot.̂  Percy 

Waxman, an associate editor for Cosmopolitan in the 193Qs, remembered Deadwood Dick 

dime novels created a image of the west in his mind and aroused intense desire to visit 

the United States and meet as many of its remarkable inhabitants as possible.*  ̂ But dime 

novels could also inspire readers to move west and do more than just visit, as Hany '*Sam*' 

Young recalled in his book. Hard Knocks: **1 had read everything obtainable in the line of 

dime novels, and my head was so filled with "hair raising** stories of Indians, hunters, 

trappers, and other dem'zens d the Wild West, that I had my mind made up that it was my 

duty to go forth and encroach upon the domains of those nomads and assist in the 

extermination of the Noble Red Man.*  ̂Such literary treatments stirred enough curiosiQr in 

the towns so that by 1883, Tombstone and Deadwood were both listed in tourist guides 

such as The Pacific Tourist" 

These images became permanently afllxed to Tombstone, Deadwood, and Dodge 

City, but they applied as well to a host of other boom towns across the West such as Miles 

City, Butte, Prescott, Jerome, Wickenburg, Wichita, Hays City, Bisbee, Telluride, Silver 

City, Virginia City, Coeur d'Alene, Helena, Cripple Creek, Ellsworth, Leadville, Bodie, 

or Aurora." Many of these towns also appeared in dime novels, but most were associated 

with fictional protagom'sts which were as easily forgotten as Tombstone Tom, the Dandy 

of Dodge, and even Deadwood Dick. The reputations of Deadwood, Tombstone, and 

Dodge City, which were largely the creation of journalists and fiction writers in the first 

place, were tept alive because they were built cm a grain of truth and served as a natural 

" Bederick Niven, "An Eagiish Schoolboy and I>Badwaod Dick," Uving Age, 306(Augiist 7,1920), 
p. 349-35L 

 ̂Pncy Waxman, 1 Learned About America from Deadwood Dick," Readier'fZJijgesr, Maich 1941, p. 
53-

 ̂Hairy "Sam" Young, Aord Knocks: A Life Story of the Vanishing H'esr.ChkagorLainiaiidLce, 
1915, p. I. 

Fiedeiick Shearer, ed. JJl. Bownan's lUustretted Transcontinental Guide to Travel from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific Ocean and Pacific Tourist and Guide Across the Continem,iig!K Yoik: J.R. Bowman, 1883, 
pps. 68-71,358-359. 

*' Sec Roger MoGiatb, Gunfighters, Highwaymen, and Vigilantes: Violence on the Frontier, Beikeley: 
University of Califonna Ress, 1984 for an analysis of violence in the Califonua boom towns of Aunira 
and Bodie. 
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coinplemeiit to real Western heroes closely associated with them such as Wild Bill Hickok, 

Calamity Jane, Wyatt Earp, and Bat Masterson. Authentic heroes needed authentic 

settings. 

Accounts of wild and woolly towns with real heroes sold dime novels, magazine 

articles, and books to mass audiences. In these accounts, the West is a frozen moment in 

time—an unwashed worid of vice, sin, and comiption. Following their relatively brief 

periods of disorder, Oodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone had moved beyond that 

moment and build modem political and social infrastructures which they considered 

wcxihy of respect and outside investment A national reputation based on lower class 

sordidness and crime was the last thing city leaders and boosters wanted. To them, the 

wild west and the people who symbolized its glory were bad memories, best forgotten. 
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CHAPTER THREE "THE SPELL OF FRONTIER ENCHANTMENT' 

The down side of a boom was the bust that followed. By the 1890s, each town 

experienced different degrees of economic depression as their original booms came to an 

end. Dodge City, shared a similar down turn after its cattle shipping industry was shut 

down in 188S, as the town made the transition to an agricultural and shipping economy. 

This was reflected in a loss of over a flfth of its population from 2,656 in 1886 to 2,091 in 

1890.' Deadwood's placer boom tapered off by 1878 as easily accessible ores were 

exhausted. Mining in Deadwood was taken over by large hardrock operations that survived 

through the 1880s, but high costs curtailed most operations by 1890, and dropping its 

population accordingly from 3,777 in 1880 to 2366 in 1890.* The introduction of a new 

process of refining ore using cyanide in the 1890s provided a temporary economic boost to 

the regicHi until around 1910. Tombstone fared the worst of the three. After its mines 

flooded in 1887 and major mining operations ceased, the majority of the population hauled 

down their tents and wooden buildings, and left for more promising camps. Tombstone's 

population fell from an estimated 7000 in 1881 to 646 in 1900.̂  Sharlot Hall, an Arizona 

newspaper editor and journalist later observed that "grass literally grew in the streets of 

Tombstone.'̂  The town experienced a short-lived rebirth from 1901 through 1910 as a 

group of investors consolidated all the main mim'ng operations and tried in vain to pump 

the water from the mines. After it failed, the town limped along supported by small mining 

operations, ranches, and income from its role as the county seat 

Under these conditions, having a national reputation as a frontier Babylon with 

associated unsavory characters was not considered an asset by civic leaders and boosters. 

' Owen H. Wiggins, "Dodge City," MA. Thesis, Colorado Slate College, Gieely, Colorado, 1938, p. 
51. 

^WaiscaPaAsa,Deaihvood: The Golden yiaorr, Lincoln and Loodoo: University of Nebraska Press, 
1981, pps. 228-229. 

* i2 Eaviionmental Consultants, The Tombstone Heritage: A Description of Dominant Trends, 
Phoenix, Arizona: Office of Ecooomic Planning and Development. 1974, p. 154. 

* ShariotHril, "The Remaking of an Old Bonanza," Out West, December. 1906. p. 240. 
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Deadwood, Tombstone, and Dodge City, like other Western towns, sought to distance 

themselves from the rough hewn frontier stereoQrpe which conb'nued unabated in the 

twentieth century. To make their towns attractive to investors and new residents, town 

boosters in the three towns sought to replace their popular image as disorderly, wicked and 

rustic communities with a new (me portiaying them as progressive and 

modem—characteristics of the Eastern communities from many of them came from or 

knew of/ Town boosters in the three towns, like those of other Western communities in 

the post-frontier period shared a common vision of modemiQr. Their ideal progressive city 

was marked by its economic and political stability; it had a sonng and growing business or 

industrial base, was linked to the outside world through good roads or a rail link, had a 

responsive local government that furnished civic services like law enforcement, fire 

protection, reliable water and services such as electriciQr and telephones. Being the county 

seat was also pdzed it indicated regional leadership. The modem community they 

envisioned placed civic solidarity and a moial, family atmosphere as its highest values. The 

presence of strong social institutions like schools, churches, neighborhoods, and voluntary 

organizations were seen as emUems of a community's dedication to its health and vitaliQr. 

Impressive architecture of its homes and businesses symbolized a community's stirong 

foundation.̂  

In tiying to achieve this vision. Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone faced an 

on-going dilenuna: strong public interest in their frontier pasts that intensified with 

America's growing need to memorialize its Western heritage, now considered as the '*Old 

West." The twentieth centiuy's popularity of upscale Western fiction that began with 

Wister and Hough, which continued with the nonflction of writers like Lewis, gave rise to 

an explosion of popular histories about each town and its historic characters in the 1920s. 

' David Hamer, /few Towns in the New World: Images and Perceptions of the NineteeMh-Century 
Urban Frontier, New Yock: Cotumbia Univeisily Etos, 1990, p. 85. 

* See Piula M Ndsoo, 4/fer West Was Won: Homesteaders aid Town-Jidldas in Western South 
Dakota, 1900-1917, Iowa Qty: Univenity of Iowa I¥ess, 1966, pps. 82-112; and Mary Minphy, Mining 
Clotures: Men, Women, and Leisure in Butte, 1914-41, Uifaana aod Chicago: Umvenrity of lUiaois EYess. 
\W!, passim, Boihautbon point out thai Western dlies after the fronlier period smngty identified with 
the virtues of dvicsolidarî . 
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These were joined long-teim communiQ  ̂members and participants who published 

memoirs or told their recollections to joumah'sts. The sum of which gave historical 

authority to their town's special place in history. Under this weight, many commum'ty 

boosters gradually realized that the three cities were indeed exceptional—not as examples 

of their modem progress— but as living monuments to American's frontier age. 

In the two decades following their initial booms, town boosters tried io revitalize 

their communities by emphasizing the abundant investment opportunities of the area and 

continued potential for economic growth. Deadwood and Tombstcme promoters focused 

on mining, while Dodge City stressed its agriculture, calling itself Ihe garden spot of 

Western Kansas." Since a progressive community rested on a secure economic base, 

virtually all promotional activity was generated or coordinated by local business 

organizations working closely with local and regional newspapers. As early as 1881, 

Deadwood business interests organized the Deadwood Board of Trade which published 

guides stressing its commercial potential. The group dissolved and reformed into a series 

of incarnations until 1929 when it became the Deadwood Chamber of Commerce. In the 

late nineteenth century, the Dodge City business community had three booster groups, the 

Phoenix Club, the Knickerbocker Club, and the Commercial Club. These merged into the 

Phoenix Industrial Club in 191S, and in 1921 became the Dodge CiQr Chamber of 

Commerce. Tombstone had its counterpart in the Tombstone Commercial Club, which like 

its Dodge City and Deadwood parallels, later became the Chamber of Commerce. 

One of the chief goals of post-boom promoters was to overcome the image of 

general immorality by highlighting institutions which illustrated strong family values and 

ccnununity stability. Churches—the very emblem of morality—and schools were given 

high profile. **Nb prudent or cultured person," a writer of a 1911 circular published by the 

Dodge City Commercial Club reminded readers, "will consider any community or city for 

a permanent home that does not aflbrd the educational, religious and sodal advantages of 

good schools and churches.*  ̂The author listed six churches and one under construction 

 ̂Dodge City Busioess Qub. Dodge City and Ford County, Kansas: A History ofthe Old and a Story 
Lamed, Kansas; Tucker-VemoaPubUshiiigCoiiipaay, 19tl,p. 17. 
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and three large school buildings as proof. Another Dodge City promoter stressed that the 

town was 'Veil supplied in both these essentials," and that "stability and morality prevail" 

because these worked hand-in-hand toward economic and social progress; The 

educational advantages, religious environments and the unlimited Held in trade are the 

advance guard for a prosperous, growing city."* According to its boosters, Deadwood was 

also a god-fearing conununity. The people of the ciQr," a Deadwood booster wrote in 

1904, "have ever held in veneration the teachings of the Master, and in such a community 

it has not been diflicult to plant the seeds of religion." The writer went on to describe the 

"prosperous condition" of the Catholic church; the "well attended" Episcopal church; the 

"flourishing" nature of the Congregationalists, Baptists, and Lutherans. Even Jewish 

services were mentioned to show the wide variety of denominational choices. "Church 

societies abound," the author concluded, and every congregation has its auxiliary corps of 

workers." The town's educational values equaled its piety. The same booster noted that 

"Deadwood's pride is its public school system" and underscored the town's commitment 

by pointing out that the "city had built at great expense, six modem brick school 

buildings..." 'At the same time, a Tombstone promotional circular written in 1903 

William Hattich, publisher of the Tombstone Prospector boasted four "well attended" 

churches and reminded possible investors that "the character and merits of a city may be 

gauged by the quality of its schools." As testimony, he pointed out the town's modem 

public schools and excellent faculty of which he noted many "having occupied 

professorships in some of the county's most prominent universities.Another booster 

added that Tombstone schods "always stood high among public schools in Arizona" and 

stressed its library and its 2000 volumes." 

To overcome images that their towns were overrun with rowdy transient men, 

boosters produced examples of men's and women's voluntary organizations to show 

* D. M. Motris, "Dodge Cî . Kansas." KansatMagaaHe, September, 1910, p. 90. 
* Geofge Baldwm. edL The Black Hitts libtstrated: A Terse Description of Conditions Past and Present 

of America's Greatest Mineral Bdt, Deadwood: The Assodaliaa, 1904, p. 92-̂ . 
"William Hatlich. Tombstone, in History, Romance and Wealth, Tambstooe: Dafly Î ospector, 

1903, pps. 17.21-
Arizona and Its Resources, Fhoeaix: Reucii and Rich. 1899, p. 25. 
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community solidarity and work toward social advancement. One means of showing this 

high level of social involvement was to list the number of civic groups. For example, 

George Baldwin, a Deadwood promoter, pictured his town as a place where '̂ several 

women's clubs and literary clubs, all with good memberships, hold weekly meetings and 

add to the social features of the city."The sheer diversity of groups also pointed to civic 

involvement: "Lodges of Masons, Odd Fellows, Modem Woodsmen of America, 

Woodsmen of the Worid, Degree of Honor, Redmen, Knights of Pythias, Knights of 

Columbus, Daughters of the American Revolution, Grand Amny of the Republic, 

Women's Relief Corps, Elks and Eagles have been orgam'zed in the city and have large and 

devoted foilowings."'̂  A Dodge City promoter boasted that its women's sodal and literaiy 

clubs "afToided educational advantages to the ladies of the city that are equal in every 

respect to any city" as well as extending hospitality to future residents; "especial attention 

is given to new-comers and a few days' residents her is sufficient to make them feel at 

home and that they are among friends."" 

Depictions of honest, responsible governments showed how much the towns 

venerated law and order, a direct contrast to prevailing images of random violence, vice, 

and drunkeimess. Tombstone city offlcials were depicted as "public-spirited citizens of 

intelligence, who occupy their offidal positions wholly to serve the better interests of the 

community that has become their pride through long association, and to conserve the better 

interests of the city..."" Another said it had" a mum'cipal standing that would be hard to 

excel."*  ̂Deadwood's city govenmient was described as "well orgam'zed and vigilant" 

whose "internal improvements are modem in character."'̂  One Dodge City promoter went 

a step further "No better government has been devised and no better can be fouitd."'̂  

Another Dodge City booster chose to emphasize the continuiQr of elected public officials to 

'̂ Baldwin, p. 92. 
'* Dodge City Busmess Qub. p. 23. 
'«Hatlicfa.p.44. 
''J. Rofaod FfiU, "Arizona's Develapment," The Golden Era, May 1889. p. 201. 
''Baldwin, p. 92. 
''Dodge Qty Business Qub, p. 21. 
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show stability and the fact that its lawmen did more than engage in life-threatening gunplay 

by pointing that Sheriff Hamilton '*Ham" Bell had served six tenns as sheriff and 'Nvas 

doing all in his power to make EXxige City grow."" Dodge CiQr, the only one of the three 

towns to come under state prohibition laws in the 1880s, bragged in 1888 that there were 

no saloons left in town, and the town "purged of this demoralizing traffic..." '̂ 

All boosters stressed their town's modem architecture. Descriptions of substantial 

buildings served dual purposes: they dispelled prevailing notions that E)eadwood, Dodge 

CiQ' and Tombstone were temporary camps of tents, shacks, and cheap wooden false-front 

buildings, and offered testifimony to business prosperity and stability. Deadwood was 

described as '̂ e biggest little city in the worid"  ̂which ''possesses many of the elements 

of metropolitam'sm usually found in a city of 100,000 inhabitants." This is shown by 

the '̂large volume of business transacted by its banks and mercantile houses, and the 

substantial and modem character of the buildings in the business center of the city."'' In 

similar terms, D. M. Morris wrote about Dodge City: The visitor is at first impressed by 

the imposing Sante Fe station and the Harvey Hotel. It is here that you receive your first 

conception of the immense traffic conducted by the Sante Fe." Morris noted that "on one's 

visit to this commercial center you see substantial and practical business blocks; 

storercK>ms are filled with the conmiodities of the up-to-date city...One is impressed with 

the modem spirit and activity of the various business firms, which rival the larger cities in 

comparison.Tombstone's architecture received the same treatment Its Wolcott 

Department Store is called "substantial and architecturally attractive," the grocery store is 

described as having "architectural beauty and modem construction" and the famous Can 

Can restaurant was "elegant and in artistic taste" with a building that is ''large and 

"Morris, pps. 95,97. 
'* Dodge City and Ford County. Kansas, 1888, A Brief Statement of its Climate, Soil. Protbtcts, 

Business, Oĵ wtunities. School and Church Privileges, Dodge City, Kansas; The Dodge Ciiy limes. 
Spring Edition, 1888, p. 2. 

Deadwood Busmessman's Glib, DeaAwKN^q r̂odbty, Deadwood, South Dakota. n.p., 19Q3. 
"Baldwin, p. 92. 
"Morris, p. 90. 
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commodious."" To drive these modem images home, each town profusely illustrated their 

materials with photographs of building exteriors and interiors, and street scenes. Proudly 

posed with each business was a well-dressed—and obviously successful proprietor. 

Well-kept residences were evidence of business, industrial prosperity, and the 

presence of a rooted citizenry, a far cry from the shiftless, greedy denizens inhabiting the 

towns of the popular press. 'XDne is astonished to find such a large number of elegant 

homes," Morris wrote of Dodge City, "all of modem architecture with well-kept lawns and 

rolling landscapes." Although there were few large mansions, '*the modem cottages" 

showed "that the owners have kept their financial welfare in mind...This fact demonstrates 

that Dodge City citizens are conservative and a careful thriving class.J. Rowland Hill, 

writing for The Golden Era, helped oflset the common depiction of Tombstone as naked 

adobe hovels in the desert by describing the large number of trees, shrubs, flowers, and 

grass that beautified many of the residences in Tombstone, which were "evidences of taste 

and culture."" 

Boosters also worked to counteract perceptions of their towns as isolated frontier 

outposts in the desolate wilderness. Instead, promoters extolled the virtues of the climate 

and natural beauty as an open appeal to Eastemers seeking a healthy respite. Promoters 

described the Black Hills surrounding Deadwood as not possessing the towering but 

unapproachable peaks of the Rockies, but a place of natural intimacy, '̂ n the Black Hills," 

one writer described, "one feels in touch with every hill and mountain, and that he can 

reach out and grasp it.*  ̂The health aspects of the climate reflected this close relation to 

nature. The air is so saturated with piney odors that it builds up an invalid in the most 

magical way," a promoter noted.̂  Another, however revealed the real motive when he 

called the Black Pfills '̂ the healthiest climate on the continent, where also chances for 

"Hattich.pps. 22,25-26. 
"Mollis, p. 90. 
"m, p. 205. 
^DcadmoodBaeidciTiaie,DeadwoodMetropolisoftheBlackHilb, a.p.. 1892. 
"TheDeadwood Times, January 14,1883. 
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investment and unexampled profit lie around on every side."" Tombstone's dry climate 

and landscape were extolled in the hopes it would attract those afflicted by tuberculosis and 

other respiratory ailments. Hattich described the climate as 'Imquestionably superb, and its 

superiority proclaims Tombstone as a natural sanitarium, being in an altitude where the 

seasons are so happily Uended that extremes in temperature and sudden changes of 

weather is practically unknown.A writer for the Arizona Graphic called Tombstone's 

weather "delicious" and said there was "a pose of dignity and an air of mystery in the 

distant purple mountains, and a desolate splendor in the desert waste that calms the mind of 

the beholder" providing "ethereal nourishment'̂  Lest readers become worried about 

Tombstone's desert environment. Hill gave assurances of a "powerful water system" 

managed by the city and the ice making capability of its Southwestern Ice Company.̂ ' But 

mountains were not necessarily synonymous with health and sublimity. Although nestled 

on the plains. Dodge City's environs had its own medicinal benefits according one 

account: "At an elevation of2500 feet, with an abundance of pure water, and with a 

surrounding country that is unexcelled for agricultural and gardening purposes. Dodge 

City is ideally situated. Here the salubriety of the air is such that many persons afflicted 

with lung trouble and other similar ailments, come for relief and in many instances a 

complete cure is effected.*  ̂One promoter added that "there is scarcely a reputable 

physician in the United States but will reconmiend Western Kansas to one for whom he 

prescribes a healthful climate.'̂  Sometimes descriptions of the weather went to the 

extreme. One Dodge CiQ  ̂promoter told readers "we have never had anything approaching 

a cyclone in Western Kansas, and compared to what is called a blizzard in the north, we do 

not kmw what it means. 

''Deadwood Board of Trade, ap. 
"Hattidi, p. 21. 
 ̂The Arizona Graf̂ iic, l̂ bniaiy 10,1900). p. 2. 

"Hill. p. 203. 
*Morns, p. 91. 

Dodge City Business Qub. pps. 19-20. 
 ̂Dodge City and Ford County, Kansaŝ  p. 7. 
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As Dodge City, Tombstone, and Deadwood boosters worked to correct what they 

saw as false impressions of their conununity with photographs, drawings, and vivid 

descriptions of a modem town, they faced a perplexing problem stemming from the 

growing numbers of tourists who came to visit the graves of Wild Bill Hickok and 

Gdamity Jane, the Bind Cage Theater, boot hill graveyards and other landmarks they had 

read about in dime novels and magazines. How should the notorious reputation from 

which each town had gained national fame be treated without alienating this potential new 

industry? One approach was to denying it altogether and blame it on dime novelists, as 

did this Deadwood booster "At no time in its history could Deadwood ever be classed as a 

'gross town/ It has ever been singulariy free from the bad element that has made other 

western and frontier towns notorious, although writers of blood and thunder stories have 

frequently laid the scenes of their fiction within her portals.̂  Silence was another option. 

After reprinting some old articles about Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson in 1910, Jess 

Denious, the new publisher of The Dodge City Globe was told by a number of citizens that 

such reminders of its past were not welcome in the city.̂  

Other boosters arrived at a better solution: place the wild and woolly moment 

within the context of the town's history by making it simply a chapter of the commum'ties 

march toward modernism. A Dodge City writer said simply: 'the pioneer days are of the 

dim past and Dodge City stands as the largest and most prosperous city west of 

Hutchinson, in Kansas.*  ̂ Another Dodge City booster spoke more eloquently: "Dodge 

CiQr has ever been a leader in all those movements which have fomied the west..to 

emphasize the riotous side of her career...instead of treating of her industrial and 

commercial supremacy would be to brand her name with ignominy where credit is really 

due.*  ̂Tombstone promoters went a step further and dismissed the wide open days as a 

natural outcome of the rugged frontier environment One promoter gave assurances that 

* Baldwin, p. 92. 
* Frederick Young, Dodge City: Up Through a Century in Story and Pictures, Dodge Qty, Kansas: 

Boot Hill Museum. 1972, p. 146. 
*^Moiris. p. 89. 
 ̂Dodge City and Ford County. Kansas, p. 14. 
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gone were "the characteis who made Tombstone famous the worid over—Doc 

Halliday[5ic], Wyatt and Virgil Earp, Ned McCowan, Ite and Billy Qanton...and other 

men of blood and nerve, who kept the pot aboilin'...the good old days will never return to 

Tombstone, for the conditions which made them possible are past.*  ̂ William Hattich 

infonned readers that in his promotional work on Tombstone that special mention has 

been made of the many turbulent incidents of this City's past; for while essentially 

historical and inseparable from the eariy development of any frontier community, their 

violent record is better forgotten.By such efforts, boosters turned unsavory aspects 

history of their respective community's pasts into parables of progress. Their disorderly 

beginnings were seen not as a weakness, but a rite of passage where stout hearted pioneers 

confronted the challenges of the frontier and successfully built prosperous, modem, 

orderly, communities dedicated to mainstream American values. Such promotions gave a 

simple message: Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone were safe to visit and invest in. 

The first histories of Deadwood and Dodge City before World War 1 affirmed the 

same story of progress as boosters did. Told from the standpoint of personal experiences, 

three long-term residents, two in Deadwood and one in Dodge City, depicted the history 

of their towns as part of an evolutionary process in which a conmiunity progresses from 

primitive conditions to a state of dvilization. Like civic boosters, local memoir writers 

sought to redirect the sole focus away from the violent, immoral past to what they 

perceived was the real story—their communities were built by dedicated, self-effacing, and 

hard-working pioneers. On the other hand, they did not deny the disorderly aspects of the 

past or the presence of its famous characters. In fact, early autobiographical writers 

associated themselves through direct personal experience and anecdote with both. Sensing 

they had witnessed a critical stage of history as national interest in the West grew, tum-of-

the-century memoir writers were motivated to chronicle the truth about the era so it would 

not be usurped by writers and others standing to profit from flcti<Mialized accounts. 

Personal accounts of Deadwood preceded those of Tombstone and Dodge CiQr by 

"TheArizonaGrt̂ ihic, p. L 
*°Hatlich. p. 3. 
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almost a generation, following town's eariy dime novel fame. One of the earliest full 

length histories by a Deadwood participant was that of Reverend Peter Rosen's Pa-Ha-Sa-

Pah, or the Black Hills of South Dakota in 1895. Inspired his experience as pastor of St 

Ambrose Birish in Deadwood between 1882 and 1889, Rosen wrote primarily the history 

and status of the surrounding Dakota Indians and his experiences among them. A 

significant part of the account, however is a depiction of the history of Deadwood based on 

anecdotal information—Rosen didn't arrive in the area until well after the events he 

described bad passed. The priest's account of Deadwood is seen in as a progression from 

sin to saintly. His description of Deadwood is strongly reminiscent of Sodom and dime 

novels; 'the thirst for gold overcame all difficulties, brought thousands to these wilds, and 

in less than a year, Deadwood grew from a few log cabins to a city of seven thousand 

inhabitants...Saloons multipUed astonishingly, and gambling was carried on without limit 

and without regard to hours—in fact all hours, day and night were alike—... The town 

was full of gamblers and shooting was a common pastime.̂ ' Yet, under the sinful exterior, 

the true "industrious and energetic community" of Deadwood emerged when Deadwood's 

citizens were forced rebuild the town in 1879 following a disastrous fire. Their dauntless 

will and energy could not be subdued" he wrote. According to Rosen, Deadwood was 

tested again by a flood of 1893 which again improved the city as the process of rebuilding 

included the construction of wider streets and a new public school. He concluded his 

account by listing the ciQr's examples of progress—schools, railroads, and the stalwart 

qualities of its citizens strengthened by their frontier uavails. 

The other eariy memoir about Deadwood was Annie Tallent's The Black Hills; or; 

The Last Hunting Ground of the Dakotahs. The book was published in 1899 and offered a 

lengthy and dramatic account of her experiences growing up in Deadwood and the Black 

Hills. Like most early pioneer memoir writers, Tallent gave herself the authority of the first 

person participant, motivated, not by money, but by the need record the true story as she 

Rev. Peler Rosen. Pa-Ha-Sa-Pah, or the Black Hilts of South Dakota  ̂St Louts: Nixoo—Jones 
Mating Company, 1895, p. 399-401. 
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witnessed it for the benefit of posterity.̂  Tailent's goal was to tell the story of the pioneers 

ofDeadwood and the Black Hills, the "rank and file" whom she describes as the "chief 

great civilizing forces employed in achieving our present civilization" in order to redirect 

history away from fictionalized accounts which focused only (m the sensadonal aspects of 

its past"" 

Tailent's story began with her arrival in the territory by wagon in 1875 as a member 

of an early prospecting party. From this formative vantage point, she described in detail 

the initial gold rush to Deadwood, the Indian war which fdlowed, and the building of the 

town. Her account of Deadwood, which she called "the great commercial metropolis of the 

Black Hills," was painted in terms of bustle and opportunity. Opportunists, as she 

portrayed them, came in two camps; the "business and professional men;" and the 

"reckless adventurers" all of whom gained instant wealth. Like Rosen, she never actually 

wimessed this side of Deadwood; it was not considered proper for young giris to go to the 

seedier parts of town. Her descriptions of eariy Deadwood could have easily come from 

the pen of Edward Wheeler " By a hasty glance through the wide open doors of the 

saloons and gaming resorts, you would have noticed large crowds of men of all classes 

gathered, eageriy watching as if fascinated, the many games of chance going on in games 

in which hundreds of dollars were won and lost in a single night....̂  Yet, despite the fact 

that the people were "outlaws, having no license to control affairs—not even municipal 

Ucense," Tallent wrote that "there was a remarkable absences of disorder in the streets of 

Deadwood during its pioneer days."*  ̂

Tailent's narrative about Deadwood had a strong booster-like quality that followed 

the same progression from wilderness to civilization that Rosen outlined. Out of its wild 

frontier period, Deadwood becomes a model community. The narrow valley has been 

widened," she wrote, "fine brick and stone blocks have been erected along the main 

** Annie Talknt, The Block H ;̂ or The Last Hunting Ground of the Dakotahs, St Loins: Nixoa-
Jbnes Printing Qmipany, 1899, p. v. 

p. vi-vii. 
**tiuL, p. 356. 
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thoroughfares of the greater city, indicating the prosperiQr of its merchants along the 

different lines of trade, extensive commercial enterprises have been established within the 

city limits, which justly entitle it to the distinction of being the commercial metropolis of 

the Black Hills..."*' Tallent later wrote that "the public spirit of the municipality has kept 

swift pace with its commercial growth and prosperiQr, as its well graded streets, its 

complete system of sewerage, and excellent electrical lighting system full attest"  ̂

Deadwood memoir writers reinforced turbulent images of their respective towns in 

their narratives; they also strengthened the town's associations with famous characters by 

including anecdotes or personal relations with the heroes. Highlighting characters to the 

memoir writer served three purposes: it authenticated the famous person, enhanced the 

role of the writer as history's witness, and offered a chance to capitalize on the economic 

success of celebrities. Tallent's encounter with a real Western hero came through a chance 

1875 meeting with Hickok in Cheyenne whom she described as a Quaker minister with 

sidearms. In their brief but telling conversation, she confirmed the prevailing 

characterization of Hickok as noble law enforcer. She recalled that Hickok informed her 

that he confessed to killing men, but only "in absolute self-defense, or in the performance 

of an official duty.** 

In contrast to Rosen and Tallent, who never actually experienced the rowdy side 

of [)eadwood, the first Dodge City memoir, that of Robert Wright in 1913, was told 

through the eyes of a man directly involved in the inner life of the young frontier 

community. Wright published his recollections in a work entitled. Dodge City, The 

Cowboy Capital and the Great Southwest in the Days of the Wild Indian, the Buffalo, the 

Cowboy, Dance Halls, Gambling Halls, and Bad Men. Despite the dime novel-style title, 

the book was a serious attempt to write a comprehensive history of the town from a first 

person perspective from his early days as a bull-whacker on the Sante Fe Trail through his 

years as a leading merchant and state politidan which also ̂ pealed to audiences because 

of close association with famous Dodge City gunfighters Bat Masterson, Luke Short, and 

p. 496. 
"Ibid., p. 500. 

p. 101. 
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Wyatt Eaip.̂  The impact d* Wright's book cannot be underestimated as a shaper of 

perceptions of Dodge City, [t was the most heavily relied on source for subsequent 

histories of the town, including that of Robert Dykstra, the most professional account of 

its formative years. 

Like Rosen and Tallent, tries to gain credilnlity by distancing himself from dime-

novel sQ l̂e accounts by claiming to have been called upon to tell the true stoiy by friends 

and set the record straight on wicked Dodge. Like other memoir writers, he celebrated his 

place in history and wanted to leave behind a legacy: "a feeble description of the greatest 

game country on earth...and of its people, and various phases of life." Wright's chronicle 

parallels that of Rosen and Tallent as being a story of a town's evolution from wilderness 

to civilization. He does not deny the violence of Dodge City's formative period as does 

Tallent about Deadwood, but condones it booster fashion, as a natural caused by 

circumstances. "But in extenuation of the conduct of her early inhabitants," he urges, 

plead the newness of the territory, the conditions of life, the dangers and associations of a 

western frontier, and the daring and reckless spirit that such conditions engender."" 

Wright spent a lengthy amount of time discussing the city's reputation, then concluded, 

"Dodge City was not the worst place on earth and at last I have heard of a town which was 

equal to, if not worse than Dodge City..." The town Wright had in mind was Deadwood, 

and he quotes at length a journalist's description of the Black Hills camp emphasizing its 

violence with a reporter's observation that the average deaths amounted to "about a 

hundred a month."" 

Wright was most interested in Dodge's storied period and his role in shaping 

events. His book is a rich source of information the town's founding, its buffalo hide and 

cattle booms, and depictions of social and political conflicts between local factions. Much 

of the work was dedicated to describing the roles of his friends and 

*• Robot Wright, Dodge City. The Cowboy Capital and the Great Southwest, Niew York: Anio 
Î s, 1975, reprint of 1913, Wicfaila E¥ess edition, passim. 

'"Ibid., p. 6. 
bid., p. 8. Wright's attempt to upgrade his comnmnitm reputation at the expense of another was a 

oommontedinique used by firalier town ixiostefs. See David Hamer.A'ini'roH'Af in (fte/Vew World: 
Imagfis and Perceptions oftheNineleenih-Ceittigy Urban Frontier, p. 85. 
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acquaintances—ranging from saloon owners to bankers— in building the town's economic 

and political infrastructure. His greatest admiration was for Dodge's law officers, chief 

among them Masterson, whom he referred to as "one of the most notable characters of the 

West." His devotion toward Masterson was unquestioned; be was described as a '*leaderof 

men and a natural bom general," and "high-toned and broad-minded, cool and brave." He 

was also a "most loyal man to his friends. 

Like his Deadwood contemporaries, Wright saw the frontier period as merely a step 

on the march of progress. Boosterism threads deeply through the narrative. For example, 

in listing the factors of the city's growth he described the advent of the Sante Fe Railroad 

as "making the wealth and splendid prosperity of Dodge City." Similarly, the "beautiful, 

health giving climate and pure air," is listed as a feamre that "was and still is, a great resort 

for invalids afflicted with the white plague."° Wright marked the year 1885, as the end of 

its frontier period and beginning of modemi2ation. As evidence, he listed street grade 

improvements, establishment of a Board of Trade, electric light company, telephone 

company, civic waterworks, railroad building, and social reforms. "With all these 

movements toward development, improvement, and reform," Wright continued, 

"following directly after her great prosperiQ: of earlier days, it would seem that Dodge 

City, in 1885, was on the certain road to further advancement, steady progress, and 

uninteiTupted growth and prosperity." Unfortunately, the loss of the cattle trade following 

the statewide quarantine line, sent the community into a downward economic spiral, which 

when coupled with two major fires the same year seemed to be a death knell to the town. 

Like Rosen, the community's ability to weather these tests, proved the community's 

strength of character. Gradually, the people of Dodge triumphed when Bord County 

became the second leading wheat producer in Kansas in 1912, the year before the book 

was published. Symbols of this success were the impressiveness of its institutions and 

architecture. "And now Dodge can boast of the second finest courthouse," Wright crowed, 

" if not the finest in the stale, a handsome city hall, a great system of waterworks and 

"Wright, p.299-300. 
p. 157-
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electric lights, while our jail is a modem building, and our schools and magnificent 

churches are second to none." The real story of the victory of Dodge City according to 

Wright, lay in its frontier experience; To have gone through this endurance of adversity, 

equipped the people with courage and a sense of stability and prudence, which not only 

gives them caution, but nerve, in making Dodge City the commercial ciQ  ̂of western 

Kansas."" 

The worics of Rosen, Tallent and Wright, reflected a looming paradox of the post 

boom world of their towns. As in contemporary booster literature, each attempted to 

serve the economic needs of their communities by celebrating the present and disempower 

unsavory reputations by acknowledging such episodes of the past as part of a larger story 

of community triumph. On the other hand, the amount of attention and detail they ascribe 

to these periods and their characters, either as acUial witnesses or reciters of anecdotes 

catered to public interest and reinforced the strong images that were already established by 

giving them added historic legitimacy. 

Booster literature and eariy memoir writers served the local needs; Americans at a 

national level, however, did not want the West to consist of parables of progress. 

Modernization of the West was equated with loss, not gain. Americans did not want the 

West to become the East since this signaled the end of America's exceptionalism and 

identiQ .̂ They wanted the Old West to remain, if not in reality, at least in vivid memory. 

According to historian David Wrobel, this craving was driven by lamentations of the 

passing of the frontier and with it, national anxiety over the loss of the pioneer spirit. 

Their nervousness was met with assurances that the frontier eta may have faded, but the 

Wild West, the seed of American inspiration, still remained. A writer for Overland 

Magazine in 1916, told eastern readers that although their expectations had been raised by 

tiction bred imagination," in reality, "no such characters as the average cowboy of fiction 

ever lived, either in the Old West or elsewhere." In fact, he continued, there will always 

be wide open spaces and as sense of wildness because the "very nature of the counQy 

**||6/-. p. 327. 
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makes its complete occupation by the farmer impossible."  ̂A writer fcM- the Sioux Falls 

Ptess gave assurance that South Dakota would always have lands that would ''continue as 

examples of the old west of Kit Carson and Buffalo Bill/"  ̂

After World War I. there was a vast outpouring of works that reassured Americans 

that the pioneering spirit would not be forgotten. Emerson Hough's The Passing of the 

Frontier, and Frederick Jackson Turner's The Frontier in American History, published in 

1918 and 1920, respectively, directly addressed the worries of a nervous generation 

facing an impersonal, technological, urban future by reassuring them that despite the 

passing of the frontier, the pioneering impulse and character remained strong and fit for 

new challenges." As long as the West was kept alive by assertions that it was still wild, at 

least in sprit, Americans could feel the link with their pioneering roots and distinctive 

national character. "The blood of pioneering ancestors still stirs restlessly in our veins," the 

editor of Deadwood's Black Hills Weekly wrote, "and we are, unconsciously, a little 

homesick for days that this planet will never see again."" One means of keeping Western 

memory alive was defining the "Old West" as its brief frontier period, where life was raw, 

uncomplicated and uncorrupted. These were "simple days that had a glamor and hardship 

and danger, but lacked the spider-web of problems which mere modem living involves 

us," the Deadwood editor wrote. ̂  The onset of civilization, however defined, marked the 

end of the Old West and a modem period not worthy of attention to American readers 

because it ceased to be noteworthy. The verification that this West was real and not purely 

fiction was met through a majcnr outpouring of works by Jazz-age journalists turned 

historians who eschewed any attention on the new West and directed their search for the 

"true" story of frontier within the confines of the wild west moment. By 1928, the 

"Waldo R. Smith. "Is the Old West Passing?* Overland Monthly, 67(Miarcfa 1916), pps. 243, 
245,251. 

""Qied in The Black Hills Weekly, Januaty 17.1927. 
" See David Wiobel, The End of American Exceptionalism: Frontier Anxiety From the Old West to 

rAeAAew Deo/, Lawicooe, Kansas: CMversî  of Kansas Press, 1993, p.95-98.Tlieqiies(iaaofanneC]r 
about the passing of fnmlierviitiies is also addressed by Robert Atheam in 7%e Mythic West in Twentieth 
Century America,ljaMKoae,¥iaiaas: Uiuversity of Kansas Î ess, 1986, pps. 43-63. 

" The Black Hills Weekly, July 3, 1930. 
"̂ Und. 
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explosion of popular western history caused a reviewer for Sunset magazine to write that 

Tor the past year or two, narratives of the old west have made their appearance in book 

form in rapid, almost bewildering succession." The country—or the book-publishing 

business of the country at least—had become," he observed, "west conscious," (or should 

it be west minded?) and the publishers have decided that if the public wants the old west 

they'll give it the old west and plenty of it Personal narrative, near histories, 

remim'scences, biographies, novels, modem and histoncal—there has been no let-up in the 

flood and, so far, there has been no sign of it ending." ̂  Residents of the three towns were 

avid consumers of books on the Old West Deadwood's librarian reported in 1930 that 

Western books were "so much in demand that they are often literally read to pieces.**' The 

most popular books in Deadwood, she noted, were local histories: "there was always a 

waiting list for volumes concerning early day Deadwood and its characters."  ̂

As places with existing reputations and famous figures. Tombstone, Deadwood, 

and EXxige City became the recipients of an unprecedented flood of national attention by 

writers seeking to chronicle the Old West following the end of the First Worid War. The 

new wave of books and magazine articles were predicated on enlightening readers with 

true stories of the West Through the sheer volume of works cast as nonflction. Western 

authors authenticated the wild west moment—the initial boom period of each town and 

their associated images— and changed the way the past in each town was remembered. By 

the end of the decade, memoir writers and pioneers had no doubt they were important 

participants in a glorious time, and framed their recollections accordingly. In Tombstone, 

Dodge City, and Deadwood, the New West began to be defined in terms of the Old West 

Tombstone 

Rrior to World War I, Tombstone lacked the popularity of dime novel renown 

Deadwood, and received attenticxi primarily with its assodatioa with Lewis' Wolfville 

Joseph Henry Jackson, "Speaking arBaoks,"5uR5e/,61(Deoeinbcr 1928), p. 4. 
The Black Hilb WeeUy, Febnisy, 19.1930. 

Julys, 1930. 
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books and articles by Masterson and Earp between 1897 and 1913. This changed 

dramatically after World War One as publishers and authors discovered the market value of 

Wyatt Earp and the O.K. Corral. The first indication of this occurred in 1919, when 

Frederick Bechdolt, published a series of articles about Tombstone in the Saturday 

Evening Post. Two years later, these were compiled and published as the book When the 

West was Young, Although Bechdolt featured stories about Joaquin Murieta and Wild Bill 

Hickok, most of the book centered on Tombstone, with a large portion dedicated to the 

Earp Brothers and other figures associated with it: John Slaughter, Cochise, John Ringo, 

Doc Holliday, and Bat Masterson. He authenticated his book by h'sting its sources: 

newspaper nies and numerous local Tombstom'ans and prominent names associated with 

the town's past, most notably, William Breckenbridge, a one-time deputy sheriff in the 

town. Despite the historical veneer, his interest is not of a story of changes over time, but 

of a lurid dime-novel sQ' le past now affirmed by the memory of locals: "In the good old 

days of Indians and bad men the roaring town of Tombstone had a man for breakfast every 

morning. And there were mornings when the number ran as high as half a dozen. That is 

the way the old-timers speak of it, and there is a fond pride in their voices when they allude 

to the subject; the same sort of pride one betrays when he tells of the wild oats sowed by a 

gray-haired friend during his lusQr youth. 

Bechdolt's Tombstone is one originally founded by honest, hard toiling miners 

who batded Apaches and claim jumpers while struggling to survive in the harsh landscape 

of the southwest. Such challenges were bad enough but then, according to the author, '*the 

bad men took possession of Tombstone." The bad men he described found a home in the 

formulaic clock free, immoral boom town: The one-story buildings which lined the wide 

streets were packed to the doors with customers; saloons, dance-halls, and gambling-

houses roared on through day and night; the stores were open at all hours... ̂  According to 

the author. Tombstone was a town overrun by outlaws. The gang of bad men, whose 

members included the Clanton Brothers and John Ringo were organized and ''ruled" by 

''FiedenckR.Becfaddt. When the West Was Young, New Yoric The Cditiity Co., 1922. p. 80. 
p. 82. 
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Curiy BUI, "the worst of all." Their business, Bechdolt described, was "evil." The oudaws 

held the town hostage and pillaged ranches, stole horses, altered brands, jumped claims, 

robbed stages and "stayed whoever interfered with them, all with the boldness of medieval 

raiders." So arrogant were the criminals, he wrote,that they spent their ill-gotten gains 

"openly in the bars in Tombstone." 

Then the Earp brothers came upon the scene," Bechdolt noted. "Whatever else 

may be said of them," the author continued, "they were bold men and there was something 

Homeric in their violence." The author described the brothers' earlier career in Dodge City 

when it was a "howling cow-town" when they succeeded Bat Masterson as the "lords of 

high justice, the middle and the low" who "sustained their positions by good straight 

shooting." As the town settled down, he continued, the brothers left the town in order to 

follow their other passion as faro dealers.̂  The Earps however, are not porttayed as the 

forces of order. The brothers, along with their cohort Doc Holliday, are depicted as a rival 

faction competing with the Curiy Bill and John Ringo gang for the spoils of Tombstone. 

Over time, the rivalry between the two factions became open warfare, culminating in the 

epic gunfight at the OJC. Corral and a series of mutual assassinations in what Bechdolt 

referred to as the "Earp-Clanton" feud. True order for the town came with Sheriff John 

Slaughter, an Indian fighter and prominent rancher, to whom Bechdolt dedicates a major 

part of his work. 

When the West was Young was primarily a series of vignettes and anecdotes about 

a disordered West on the threshold of civilization. The Old West ends when order is 

estabh'shed. Instead of placing the wild west moment as a stepping stone to the greater 

progress of civilization as memoir writers and boosters had done earlier, Bechdolt changed 

the tenor for future popular historians. He saw the history of the West ending as 

civilization arrives, marking the departure of its characteristic elements: "the bad man and 

frontier officer, Indian fighter, cow-boy, stage-driver, trooper, and faro -dealer" who 

"lived their lives in accordance with bold customs which bridged the gap between savagery 

and modem civilization." In accordance with the twenties nostalgia about the Old West« he 

**Abu£.. pps. 84-85. 
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laments its passing; To-day fat prairie com-flelds stand tasseled in the sunlight, the smoke 

of lusty young cities rises black against the sky; while automobiles speed upon concrete 

highways over the forgotten graveyards where their bones lie>"  ̂

Bechdolt was followed a other writers searching for old West topics. In August of 

1926, Walter Noble Bums, a veteran Chicago journalist turned historian arrived in 

Tombstone to conduct research for a book that would succeed his recently published The 

Saga of Billy the Kid. ̂  A look at the way he engineered the story of Tombstone reveals 

the growing interest in an authenticated West, the competition among authors for 

marketable topics, and the role publishers played in delivering to their consumers. After the 

successes of Bechdolt and his own Billy the Kid biography. Bums recognized the growing 

market for historical depictions of the wild west, instead of fictional accounts. "People 

now demand high class work both in pictures and stories of the old West," he told a 

reporter for the Tombstone Epitaph while in town doing research, "The people have their 

eye on this part of the country and the demand for real stories about famous characters and 

incidents of the late seventies and early eighties is growing every day.'"" The idea of a 

major author researching their past inspired the editor of the Tombstone Epitaph to offer 

him a list of what many locals now considered worthy of being chronicled: "..no story 

would be complete or interesting without the Schieffelin boys; the Clantons, the 

Earps...and other notorious characters. The street fight between the Earps and Clantons 

in which two Earp gang and Billy Clanton passed in their checks. The palatial grandeur of 

some of the dining and gamboling [sic] resorts where the limit was the "ceiling," the daily 

hold-ups of the stage which ran between the railroad and Tombstone.'̂  

Bums was interested in the stcxy of Wyatt Earp even before he arrived in 

Tombstone. In July 1926, he went to Los Angeles in the hope of getting Earp's permission 

to write a biography but the timing was premature. Earp was in the midst of preparing his 

*^Sce Richard Etulaiii, Telling Western Stories: From Buffcdo Bill ot Larry McMurtry, Albuquetque: 
UniveisilyofNew MexiooPiess, 1999, pps. 78-86 for aocount of Butns* book oa Billy the Kid and his 
role as a W^estem story teller. 

** TheTombstone Epitaph, August 5,1926. 
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own manuscript with the help of a friend named John Flood, and the offer was politely 

refused. Seeing his disappointment, Earp offered him ''out of a friendly sympathy" the 

stoiy of Bat Masterson. Instead, the writer expressed interest in the story of Doc HoIIiday, 

and departed after reaching an understanding that if the Earp manuscript did not achieve 

results, he and Flood might be interested in Bums taking over the project  ̂

In the months that followed the initial meeting. Bums corresponded repeatedly with 

Earp requesting information about characters and incidents. Still believing he was writing 

about HoIIiday, Earp provided information, but highly protective of his reputation, 

cautioned against using his name "too freely" since "there have been so may lies written 

about me in so many magazines in the last few years.**  ̂Meanwhile, the writer went to 

Tombstone, interviewed old pioneers, studied the Tiles of the Tombstone Epitaph and 

directed his attention on the Earp saga. This direction was supported by Lorenzo Walters, 

a Tucson policeman who was compiling his own account of Tombstone characters. 

Walters encouraged him to look seriously at the Earp-Clanton fight because of its market 

value; "it is an interesting episode," he told him, "and will make interesting reading for the 

public who are craving the wild and woolly stuff. 

Earp Anally realized the writer's intention. By February 1927, he correctly 

suspected that the "stoiy of Doc HoIIiday had faded out and the story was being built up 

more directly about myself." Earp admonished Bums' publisher of being duped by the 

author and refused to give permission to use his personal story. Sensitive to how he would 

be remembered in the future, and fearing that a new book would hurt prospects of his own 

autobiogr^hy, Earp reminded the publishers that "the story of Wyatt Earp, or any portion 

of it, if it is to be written, must be written, only by, Wyatt Earp" and refused to allow 

permission to have his story used.̂  

Earp's displeasure can be attributed to the failure of his own manuscript After a 

 ̂Wyan Earp to H. Maule, May 24,1927; John Flood, Jr. to Walter NoUe Bums. March 28,1927, 
Waller NbMe Bums Papen. Box 3. Folder 2, Special CoUectioiis. University of Arizona library. Tucson, 
Arizooa. Hereafter tefened to SC, UAL. 
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series of rejections, author John Flood wrote to Burns without the old lawman's 

knowledge in March 1927, reminding him of their '̂ compact" and asked him if he was still 

interested in becoming Earp's biographer. Flood informed him that he bad "been 

approached by some few authors for his stories," but the chief preference was Bums.̂  It 

was too late. The Tombstone book was too far along and Bums felt the Flood book was 

"a dud," complicated by financial arrangements that would have to be made with Earp. 

He rejected the offer.̂ ' 

To avert a delay in publication posed by a potential lawsuit, I>oubleday, P&ge, and 

Company, the book's publisher tried to placate the angry Earp by offering to let him have 

editorial rights. This infuriated Bums, who questioned Earp's reliability as a source. "He 

has no earthly claim on any part of my book," he wrote the editor, "he gave me practically 

no information and has given me no assistance whatever. A few little names and facts are 

his only contribution... Wyatt Earp is depending wholly on his memory. I depended on 

newspaper articles printed as news when the events happened. This matter of correcting 

certain things under Wyatt Earp's supervision I feel, would delay things very much.'*'̂  

Bums felt the real issue was not the book perse, but the future movie rights that 

might follow its publication.̂  To avoid "future trouble," plus the fact that Earp was only 

in a third of the book, he recommended that the lawman receive 25% of future film rights 

plus a thousand dollar stipend in lieu of the 50% of the total profit Earp demanded. After 

the overture was politely turned down, Doubleday, Rage, and Company issued a firm 

response. Earp was assured that the book was "highly flattering" to you and states several 

times that you were the greatest force for law and order during your residence in 

Tombstone." To sooth suspicions brought on by earlier accounts, he was guaranteed that 

the work "reaches conclusions more favorable to you than many of the articles which have 

been published." In a more stem tone, Earp was told that the book was a history of 

John Rood to Bums. Much 26,1927, Buns Papers. Box 3. Folder 2. SC. UAL. 
^Bums to H. E. Niuilc. June IS, 1927, Tdegiam. Bums to Maule, June 15.1927. Bums P^peis. 

Box 7. Folder 1. SC. UAL. 
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Tombstone and "that your appearance is only a pan of the book" and that "as a public 

offldal in Tombstone your acts automatically became a matter of public record../' The 

letter reaffirmed their final offer.̂  

Earp's intransigence did not delay the national publication of Tombstone: An Iliad 

of the Southwest in the fall of 1927. Although packaged as history to the extent of 

including a note on sources (it was done to avoid libel lawsuits by Earp and Frederick 

Bechdolt) as a preface, the book offered the first full-length (388 pages) account of the 

town's "palmy days" beginning with a description of town's founding by Ed Schieffelin. 

Bums characterized early Tombstone as a disordered boom town with all now 

characteristic elements. With standard setting established, he introduced his knights 

templar. Drawing on the medieval styling characters already established by EC. Little (a 

handwritten copy of Little's Dodge City roundtable article is in his papers),"  ̂ Lewis, and 

Bechdolt, Bums crafted his epic as a Westem version of a story from the Arthurian cycle. 

According to Westem literary historian C. L. Sonnichsen, Wyatt Earp was Sir Galahad, 

his brothers and E)oc Holliday, were the knights of the Round Table, and the Mclaurys and 

Clantons were evil eails who had to be vanquished to bring peace to the realm.*' For the 

most part. Bums followed the basic storyline outlined by Bechtold, of the climatic battle 

between the Earps and Clantons, and the emergence of sheriff John Slaughter as the final 

means of order and the end of the Old West. "Life goes on pleasantly in Tombstone," the 

author concluded, "if quietly. It is a sociable, hospitable community. The women are 

forever entertaining.'*' Like Bechdolt, Bums saw presence of genteel women and other 

signs of civilization like its Commercial Club as signal of the end of the era. "Once it was 

romance," he concluded, "now it's a town.** 

Despite Earp's fears. Bums' flattering portrait of him as the "lion of Tombstone" 

helped establish him as a very conunerdally viable Westem hero. His positive portrait of 

DoaUcday. Page, and Compmy lo Earp, July 7.1927, Bums Fapeis. Box 7, Folder 1. SC. UAL. 
"Handwriwen copies of E. C. Little, Buns Papers, Box 3, Reviews of Tombstone File, SC. UAL 
*°C. L. Sonmchsen, 'Tombstone ia Fictkm," JourmU of Arizotut History, 9{Smaoa 1968), p. 62. 
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the Tombstone lawman was challenged by two authors woridng in collaboration, William 

Breakenridge and William MacLeod Raine. Breakenridge, the only surviving law officer 

other than Earp who was involved in Tombstone during the time of OJC Corral incident, 

like many other long-term Tombstone residents, took a dim view of the lion of Tombstone. 

In letters written to Bums while he was researching Tombstone, the old depuQr repeatedly 

referred to the Earps as a gang, and argued that only when they were run out of Tombstone 

did it become ̂ 'peaceful and quiet"" At some point while Bums was writing Tombstone, 

he agreed to collaborate with William MacLeod Raine, a well-known Western novelist on a 

different version of the history of Tombstone. 

The first indication of the nature Breakenridge/Raine version of the Earp-Clanton 

affair first appeared on July 16,1927, a few months prior to Bums' Tombstone in an 

article in authored by Raine in Liberty Magazine entitled "Helldorado." Raine offered a 

remarkably different version of the formulaic boom town. ''Be it understood, to begin 

with," he told his readers, 'Tombstone never was a bad town...William M. Breakenridge 

says so, and he ought to know, for, more than any other man in the camp, he carried law 

into the mesquite." He described a vastly different town from the version described by 

eariier writers; Not a bad town. There were no hold-ups or burglaries. People who 

minded their own business were left strictly alone by the gunmen. Women were as safe as 

though they were in God's pocket The gamblers were good citizens, and the wives of 

some of them were leaders in the church; for professional gambling was as legitimate a 

business as selling groceries.** Despite the peaceful portrait Raine's interest is not of 

peace-loving Tombstone, but on its violence. With Breakenridge as his main source, the 

writer depicted the Tombstone troubles as a rivalry between a rural gang of cowboy 

rustlers, who 'in the main were easy-going, likable young fellows" led by John Ringo and 

Curiy Bill Brocius, and a rival town gang led by Wyatt Earp and his brothers, who, even 

though they were law ofHcers, knew more about stage robberies than they admitted. Their 

rivalry ultimately brote into a bitter feud between gangs, which ended when the Bups 

** WQIiaai Breakenridge to Butns, Janiiaiy 31,1927, Bimis Papeis, Box 3, Folder 1. SC. UAL. 
**Williaai MacLeod Raine, "HeUdofado."L/6er(y, July 16,1927, p. 9. 
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under threat of cowboy reprisal from friends of those they had gunned down, left town." 

Helldorado: Bringing Law to the Mesquite, Breakenridge's full-length memoir 

was ghost written by Raine and nationally published by Houghton Mifflin in the fall of 

1928. The work was the first full memoir of a Tombstone participant but had no 

pretension of being a history of a progress from a personal standpoint as Wright had with 

Dodge City over a decade earlier.̂  Instead, it was a sprawling account of Breakenridge's 

life as a railroad worker, settler's guide, deputy sheriff in Tombstone, deputy U.S. 

Marshall, and claim agent for the Southern Pacific Railroad with a heavy emphasis on his 

role as an old West law officer in Tombstone during the early 1880s. In centering on his 

role in the wild west period and eschewing any real mention of community progress, he 

departed dramatically from the earlier form of memoirs of Rosen, Tallent and Wright 

which were intended to foster a sense of community. Breakenridge's purpose, on the 

other hand, is to authenticate Tombstone's wild west moment and celebrate his role as a 

major actor. 

Breakenridge's account gained acclaim in large part because it gave a heightened 

sense of authenticity that stemmed from actual participation. The Tombstone Epitaph 

called it 'Irue insofar as exciting data and man's memory can make of it.'*' Sunset 

magazine called it '̂ e real article'* because "Breakenridge was there; ail of it he saw and 

pretty near all of it he was.'* Others liked its version of old west action and his 

descriptions of popular figures such as Bat Masterson, the Earps, Doc Holliday, and John 

Ringo. Frederick Bechdolt wrote that it "proves that western stories are based on a 

fundamental truth" and that its first hand portrayal of frontier sheriffs "is a refreshing thing 

in this day when the popular conception of frontier types emanates from Hollywood.'* J. 

Eirank Dobie, the prominent Western folklorist, felt it complemented Bums' Tombstone, 

11-13. 
** William Breakeniidge, HeOdorado: Bringing Law to the Mesquite, New Yoik: Houghton Mifflin 

Company, 1928. 
The Tombstone Epitaph, November 15.1928. 

** Joseph Henry Jackson, 'Speaking oTBooks," p. 4. 
** The Tombstone Epitaph., Fiebniaiy 7.1929. 
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and that both "together give a picture of desert mining towns that have long since decayed 

and that will always have associations with romance; they depict a class of men as 

extiaordinary as they were bloody. My taste may be debauched but I like to read about 

such devils.**" Memory was affirmed by the maricet 

Tombstone was rapidly becoming a beneficiary in the market value of the Old 

West In quick succession, a fourth book on the town, Lorenzo Walters' Tombstone's 

Yesterdays appeared in December 1928, Walters made no secret of his intentions. In his 

preface he told readers that wanted to answer the "eastern tourist's question: "What 

became of all of the bad men who used to live in and around Tombstone in an early day?* '̂ 

Despite the title, the book was a disconnected series of perscmal biographies that included 

the town's characters among a number spread across the entire Southwest A major pan of 

the book, however, centered on the Earps. In his correspondence with Bums, he 

expressed his interest in getting at the "real truth" of the events that colored Tombstone.̂  

This meant casting the Earps in a heroic role despite the contradictory versions of 

witnesses and locals of the actual events.̂  This testimony posed a formidable challenge to 

the author, who wanted to write a marketaUe "wild and woolly" book.** Wallers (who 

never lived in Tombstone) solved the dilemma of contradictory evidence by saying that the 

participants had general amnesia about how bad it really was. "It has been repeatedly 

stated by old timers," he wrote, "Tombstone was not a bad town; that there were not many 

killings perpetrated therein. It is not believed that such statements were made with any 

misleading intentions, but that in those days human life was held with such light regard 

that many killings actually took place that were forgotten quickly. ̂  

The national focus on the town's violent period angered many locals who felt that 

writers had appropriated their past and distorted it Jdm C. Hancock, a federal judge who 

•"ft«/..Marchl4.1929 
*^Lotea2oWaitm,Tombstone'syesterdays: True Chronicles o/Earfy Arizona. Tucson: Acme 

ftess, 1928, p. 9. 
Lorenzo Waltos to Walter NbUe Bums, Burns Papers. Box 3, Folder 1. SC, UAL. 

•*!bid. 
*® Walters, Tombstone's Yesterdays, p. 11. 
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served in Tombstone in the 1880s, wrote the Epitaph: *1hese tenderfoot writers know it 

all. We 'old timers are not supposed to know anything about those early days.*  ̂Many still 

hoped the town could be separated from its reputation by presenting a different picture. 

John Clum, the town's first mayor charged that "clever and colorful writers have added 

much to the wild and woolly reputation;" in reality, he contended, its was as '̂ orderly and 

law-abiding as any community of equal size.*  ̂A former Cochise County judge, William 

Monmonier once told listeners at the Tombstone Luncheon Club: '̂ DonU believe all you 

read about Tombstone's wild days, instead of cut-throats and bandits the citizens were the 

'salt of the earth' who were "strong, honest, courageous men who built the west and who 

blazed a glorious trail in our national history." The judge acknowledged that "there were a 

few bad men" but carefully pointed out "that they predominated or were even much noticed 

at the time is a falsehood bom in the heads of Hcticxi writers.*  ̂Joseph King, a former 

employee of the Toughnut Mine, presented as a "citizen of wild and woolly Tombstone" to 

readers of the Tombstone Epitaph, remembered some brawls and shootings, but cautioned, 

"it must not be imagined fights were being staged every minute of the day."" Others 

sensed that memories of conununity building were in danger of being overwhelmed by the 

flood of wild west depictions, a fear was voiced by the editor of the Tombstone Epitaph. 

He warned that "men who would hang today for a fraction of the crimes they committed in 

the eariy days are becoming heroes in our distorted vision while hundreds of men who 

shed their blood in an effort to develop our state are now being passed over and 

forgotten...because the renegade's story makes better reading is more reason why we 

should guard more closely the true story of our western growth.""" 

The editor's observation was insightful but wishful thinking. What made 

Tombstone both special and marketable—was its reputation and cast of controversial 

** The Tombstone Epitaph, August 29.1935. 
" John Qum, ""It All Happened in Tombstooe," Arizona Historical Review, 2(ApnI 1929), pps. 54-

55. 
"The Tombstone Epitaph, July 7,1927. 

October 27.1927. 
Ibid., June 16.1927. 
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characters. By continuing to focus attention on Tombstone's boom period. Bums, 

Breakenridge, Bechdolt, and Waiters, and Lewis, a generation earlier, writing under guise 

of history, created a legitimate wild west identity for the town by deflm'ng its signiflcance 

according a singular moment of its past Subsequent dialog on Tombstone's 

history—albeit on whether the Earps were scoundrels or saviors or if Tombstone was 

lawless or law-abiding— were bounded within the confines of that time. 

Recollectors strengthened historic legitimacy of the frontier moment by 

volunteering their personal experiences. John Rockfellow, Tombstone's civil engineer, 

offered his impressions of the camp's in 1879, in Progressive Arizona in 1926, which 

were later incorporated in a 1933 autobiography. Log of an Arizona Trailblazer."" Most 

older residents and participants offered their memories to local newspapers. Women tended 

to remember the town as a staid and peaceful community. Jane Robinson, as a young 

woman in Tombstone reminiscenced about costume parties and pointed out that '̂ here 

were many people of great culture and refinement living there" and Ihe social life was very 

correct and we entertained smartly.""" Her view was supported by Mary Woods, a former 

resident whose impressions were of schools and churches, skilled doctors and her fear of 

rattlesnakes."" Men recollected more lurid aspects. Stanley Bragg, former editor of the 

îtaph remembered the lynching of Heath.'°* Others told of stage holdups, fear of 

Apaches,"  ̂the first killing in 1879,'°  ̂tent saloons and a Methodist minister using whiskey 

to entice miners to church services."  ̂It was also common to have known famous 

characters. One former resident told the Efntaph he ''knew all the good and bad men of 

"" John Rockfellow, '*A Day in Old Tombstone." Progressive Arizona, 3(Mafch 1926). p. 27-28; Log 
of em Arizona Trailblaier, Tucson: Acme Printing. 1933. Rockfellow recalled that Tombstone had the best 
eating between San Francisoo and StXouis. p. SO. 

Jane Robeitsoa interview by Benuce Cbsulich, Octobers, 1936, Cosulich Papers, Box 3, Folder 
10, SC, UAL. 

los 27  ̂Tombstone Epitaph, October 23,1930. 
January 4.1920. 

Ibid., August 14,1925. 
October 15,1936. 

'"Ibid., July 2, 1939. 
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Tombstone in the eaiiy 80s.""* Charles Uftchild, the proprietor of a shoe store in the 

1880s, said he was friends with gunflghters Buckskin Frank Leslie and Doc Holliday, 

and knew mayor John Clum."  ̂

The largest number of remim'scences centered on the Earp l»Dthers and the O.K 

Corral battle, now major defining signatures of Tombstone's past As early as 1905, a 

reporter for The Tombstone Prospector, wrote after the death of Virgil Earp that the family 

was "not remembered with reverence," because "the memory reverts back to the early '80s 

when our streets were dyed a crimson from the unerring aim of professional killers, doing 

duty under the generalship of the Earps.""° This was echoed by W. B. Ashley, a resident 

of Tombstone from 1881 to 1886, who told the Epitaph the family was considered the 

"worst of all the early day bad men and this was the unanimous opinion of the people here 

at that time.""' Others had different opinions. Tombstone's first mayor, John Clum gave a 

positive interpretation of the affair in an article entitled, "It All Happened in Tombstone," 

for the Arizona Historical Review in 1929, written shortly after Wyatt Earp's death."* 

John C. Hancock, stated his opinion more frankly; "most stuff written about Bup is 

bunk.""' 

Most recollectors used petsonal associations with the incident and the Earps to a 

place for themselves in Tombstone's storied past A Nebraska judge told the Epitaph 

about first hearing the news about the O.K. Corral battle while working as a young miner 

for the Grand Central Mine."  ̂Another former resident informed the paper that he recalled 

the day when the Earps were forced to leave, since they were "considered the worst of all 

March 14.1920. 
"•ftw/.. Aprfl21.l938. 
110 Tombstone Prospector, October 27,1905. 

The Tombstone Epitaph, March 28,1929 
"'John P. Gum, "It All Hqipened in Tombsiooe," Arizona Historical Review, 2(April 1929), pps. 

232-247. 
The Tombstone Epitaph, April 25,1929. Hancock was so hig|dy incensed toward Bums' 

Tombstone, diat be wrote a scalb  ̂page by pî  critique. He coolenl̂  that Bunis must bave been paid 
by &tp as judged by the way he "toadies to them." J. C. Hancock, *t>imment5 on Tombstone by W. N. 
Bums," Spedai CoUeclions, UmversiQr of Arizona Library. Tucson, Arizona, p. I. 

The Tombstone Epitaph, November 10,1927. 
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the early day bad men.""  ̂Some claimed to have known the controversial family 

personally. A visiting doctor from Massachusetts said he knew Wyatt Earp in Kansas,'"' 

while one woman remembered the lawman and Doc HoUiday as the "handsomest men she 

has ever known. One man claimed the Earps were frequent visitors to his family 

home"^and another mentioned he knew the rival Clantons personally."' Bob Boiler, a 

former teamster admitted he "knew the Earp gang in Dodge City in 1879, when they were 

in Bat Masterson's gang."*  ̂Supposed eyewitnesses to the OJC. Corral battle were also 

plentiful. Josie Collier, sat in a carriage across the street when the shooting began,''' while 

John Gray, a surveyor in Tombstone in the 1880s said he wimessed Doc HoUiday fire 

"expert shots'' at the battle and was asked by his friend Billy Clanton to reload his gun, as 

the gunman lay wounded.'" Another said he watched Johnny Behan, the town's 

controversal sheriff, flee the scene.'̂  Finally, ArUngton Gardner, the president of the 

town's chamber of commerce, saicasticaUy remarted that he wished he had time to lecofd 

the "various 'truths' told to him "by hundreds of people" who knew all about the famous 

battle.'" 

Dodge City 

Tombstone's path as rising Western star was closely intertwined with the fate of 

Dodge City. Through the works of Lewis and Masterson prior to Worid War I, the town 

retained its association with the Old West This was reinforced with Emerson Hough's 

March 28, 1929. 
"'Ibid., January 17,1935. 
"̂ IbuL, Match 28,1935. 

Aptfl 4, 1935. 
"• Ibid., Fcbtaacy 23,1928. 
''"TheAjo Copper Era, October 19,1930. 
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portrayal of Kansas cowtowns in his best selling novel. North of '36, and by William S. 

Hart who made it the setting for his 1923 film. Wild Bill Hickok.. One of the first 

nationally published books to center specifically on the town's violence was Fred Sutton's 

book Hands Up, a compilation of stories previously published in The Saturday Evening 

Post co-written by A. B. McDonald, a reporter for the Kansas City Star. Published in 

1927, the book was based on the author's alleged friendships with famous gunfighters in 

Kansas such as Wild Bill Hickok, Bat Masterson, and Bill Tilghman.'̂  A year later. 

Dodge City's association with Tombstone started with the renown vaudeville comedian 

Eddie Fby's memoir. Clowning Through Ufe. As part of his early career, Foy worked a 

vaudeville circuit that took him to frontier towns at the height of their booms, among them 

Dodge City and Tombstcme. Although a major entertainer who woriced in dance halls and 

public houses, his memories of each town differed from interpretations presented by 

Sutton, Bums and other writers. Upon first arriving, dime novel images of the rowdy 

boom town colored the comedian's impression. He recalled passing an enormous pile of 

buffalo bones that suggested to his companion the "possibility that they might be killing 

people in Dodge faster than they could bury them." His impressions changed after a few 

weeks. He described E>odge City as "an ugly but fascinating little town," where " a goodly 

percentage of the buildings on Main Street were devoted to amusement and refreshment of 

one sort and another." Nevertheless, most of the citizens appeared to be " mostly well-

behaved folk, and there were some very solid businessmen among them."*  ̂He also found 

that "women were treated with grave courtesy on the streets," and that "most dance hall 

girls were personally as straight as a deaconess."*  ̂ In other ways, Foy followed the style 

Fred Sutton and A. B. McDonald, ffandr Up, fndianqiolis: The Bobbs-Menill Company. 1927. 
According to Sutton, Minienon was a petsonal mentor "who as peace ofllcer at Dodge City when it was 
Ihe most lawless and disocderiy town in America taught him bow to shoot (be claimed to have lessons 
from Hickok as wdl). The absimlî  of this obvious hero fooled few readers. A long-term friend of 
SuHoa's. writing to Waller NbUe Bums shortly after its pubUcadon, called it a "comedy of enors" and 
correctly wondered how the young Sultan always "happened to be'there* when events lock place" such as 
be  ̂in die netghborhood with Jiesse James in \fissouri. AJC Benecfict to Waller Noble Bums, 
Decembers. 1928, Bums Papen. SC. UAL. Box 7. Folder 1. 

Eddie Fby and AIvinF. Harlow. Cfowning Through Life, New York: E. P. Dutton and Company. 
1928. p. 98. 

'"Ibid., pps. 104-105. 
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of other memoir writers of the Old West, making readers aware his famous gunflghting 

acquaintances such as Sheriff Bat Masterson, who soon "took a liking to each other and 

were friends thenceforward;" Wyatt Earp "or Erb," one of the city police and a famous 

gunflghter," Virgil Earp, Luke Short, and Doc Holliday. On the whole, Fby refrained from 

dwelling on their gunplay, instead contending as did locals, that Dodge's reputation was 

created by Eastern publishers which "spread the impression elsewhere that Dodge was a 

town where the leading industries were vice and murder, wholesale and retail." Later, 

Fby played at the Bird Cage Theater in Tombstone and it, like Dodge City was no worse 

than other boom towns on his circuit.'̂  

Fby's linking of Dodge City and Tombstone foretold the close intertwining of the 

reputations of the two towns as they gained new notoriety as authentic Wild West icons. 

He and Sutton both gave Dodge City attention, neither accounts were strong enough by 

itself to captivate readers on par with the works on Tombstone by Bechdolt, Bums, and 

Breakenridge. Although Sutton's account centered on famous characters and had a 

commercial wild west flavor, it was too fantastic and not centered on Dodge City. Foy's 

memoir, on the other hand, provided an honest account of the Dodge City and Tombstone, 

but de-emphasized characters and disorder, two main ingredients generally characteristic of 

works on the Old West 

Dodge City began to take the center stage setting after William MacLeod Raine 

shifted his attention from Tombstone to the ICansas town. His nationally published book 

Famous Sheriffs and Western Outlaws combined articles he authored {or liberty 

Magadne which included "Hell Roaring Dodge" and "Helldorado," his earlier Tombstone 

story. Unlike his portrayal of a serene Tombstone, Raine's Dodge City was "a wild and 

uncurried prairie wolf, and it howled eveiy night and all night long... One might justly use 

many adjectives about it, but the word respectable is not among them.Within this '1iell 

roaring" setting, Raine highlighted the careers of sheriffs Bill Tilghman, Bat Masterson, 

p. 104. 
158. 

'*'Wiitiam\bc[xodRBiat,Fam0usSheriĵ mdWestemOutlaws, NiewYoik; GardenQty 
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and a host of outlaws who passed through the city. The following year, Raine and co

author Will C. Barnes published. Cattle  ̂in which the city played a prominent role as the 

rowdy, end-of-the line for the trail drives.'̂ ' These works, along with those Sutton and 

Fby, the wild west association alive, but all lacked luster because of the absence of a major 

hero which audiences associated with the Old West. 

That was achieved by Stuart Lake's WyattEarp: Frontier Marshall, Lake's work 

replaced Bat Masterson with Wyatt Earp as Dodge City's the major figure and through the 

character, forged a permanent link between Dodge City and Tombstone. The unfolding of 

the process in which the landmark book was published illustrated the tension that existed 

between publishers who wanted a maricetable tale that emphasized violence and disorder 

and the intentions of Wyatt Earp, whose reputation was closely governed by his wife 

Josephine, after his death. Lake's connection with the Earp saga began two decades earlier 

when, as a young reporter he met Bat Masterson at The New York Telegraph. The author 

later recounted that the aging Dodge City lawman tdd him that the real story of the Old 

West could never be told until Wyatt Earp told what he knew.'̂  He queried Earp in 1927 

on the possibility of a biography and found the old lawman receptive following the failure 

of the Flood manuscript and the publication of Bums' Tombstone. The next year, he paid 

the first visit to Eaip. "Somehow when he went away," Earp wrote his friend William S. 

Hart, "there was a feeling of assurance that he left with me; I like him very much."*  ̂With 

Earp's confidence, the writer conducted a series of personal interviews and maintained 

regular correspondence until the old lawman died on January 13,1929. Lake later 

confessed it was a difficult snidy since he was reticent to discuss details which the writer 

had to embellish with his own research and interviews with Earp's friends and 

acquaintances.*  ̂

WiOiam MacLeod Raine and WQl C Banes. Cattle, New York: Garden Qty Publishing 
Company, Inc., 1930, passim. 

"'Lake to ba Rich Kent. October IS. 1930. Stuart Lake Papers. Huntington Library. San Marino. 
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As the manuscript reached final form in 1930, Lake tan into the strong objections 

ofEaip's widow Josephine, whose insistence on editorial rights frustrated the author and 

his publisher, Ira Rich Kent of Houghton MifHin (which also published the Breakenridge 

book). The episode underscored existing tensions that resulted when the memory of 

important participants, contradicted the intentions of chroniclers who insisted on 

incorporating market proven images and formulas in their works. The widow's main 

concerns centered on the way she was depicted and the book's emphasis on her husband's 

gunfighting. In a letter to Kent, Lake believed that the jilting of Sheriff John Behan by 

Josephine, then a dancer, in favor of Earp was the "key to the whole yam of Tombstone." 

But her insistence at downplaying her role threatened what Lake considered "the only 

authentic report of one of the most colorful episodes of frontier history.She also 

insisted that the book "be a nice clean story" and offered Lake a story of Birp's rescue of a 

crippled woman from a burm'ng building. When Lake rejected the scene as well along with 

other suggestions (he believed she was mentally ill),"' she appeared in the publisher's 

office in Boston and complained that such incidents "were much more satisfactory than 

those which involved gunplay." In response, the Kent informed her that "if there were to 

be any book at all, it must deal with the exciting episodes in which Earp played so 

important a pan.*"  ̂To pacify her. Lake minimized her role in the narrative, and changed 

the title from "Wyatt Birp: Gunfighter," to "Wyatt Earp: Frontier Marshal."'̂  

A serialized version of Wyatt Earp: Frontier MarshaU appeared in 1930 issues of 

the Saturday Evening Post. Sections on Dodge City were reprinted locally in TTie Dodge 

City Daily Globe.̂ ^ThR book was published in June 1931 and became an overnight 

bestseller. Almost a third of the book was set in Dodge City, which the author describes in 

characteristic fashion: "Gamblers, gunmen, thieves and thugs gathered from the comers 

'**Lake to Ira Ridi Kent. Fcbniaiy 13,1930, LC. HL. 
"'Lake to Ira Rich Kent, October IS, 1930, LC, HL. 

ba Rich Kent to Liriw. October 23,1930. LC. HL. 
'** Casey Tefeitfller.nî yairfaip.' The Ufi Behind the Legend, New Yotk: John Wfley and Sons. 

1997. p. 331. 
The Dodge City Daily Globe, October 28,29.1930. 
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of the earth and with them the hardier of the scarlet sisterhood...By the time Wyatt Earp 

reached the camp, some seventy or eighty argumentative visitors had been buried with their 

footgear in place—Dodge had lost accurate countAfter the lawman tamed Dodge CiQr 

with the help of his brothers and friends Doc Holliday and Bat Masterson, he traveled to 

Tombstone, the "howling wonder of the Western world'* to establish order there as a 

deputy marshal.'̂ ' According to Western literary historian C. L Sonnichsen, Lake was the 

most influential maker of the Earp legend "by far" because he depicted his subject as a folk 

hero and presented him to the movies and to television as the "embodiment of our dream of 

the frontier, full blown and ready to be worshipped."'̂  

In contrast to Tombstone, Dodge City residents seemed to view Wyatt Earp in a 

generally favorable light, perhaps because few remembered him during his brief sojourn 

there. WasnEaspdieA^TheDodgeCityDailyGlobe wrote that pioneer residents recalled 

him as "a man of courage who was hired to clean up the city and who delivered it in a 

fearless manner."'̂  This feeling among was extended to Lake's book. After its 

publication, a reviewer hailed it as "exceptionally vivid, colorful, and dramatic," which by 

merit of the effort the author took to "make it authentic" was "unique among American 

biographies because of the character, achievements and historical consequences of its 

subject."'̂  Merritt Beeson, the son of Chalky Beeson, a contemporary of Earp, wrote 

Houghlin MifTUn extolling the book's virtues and the enlightenment it brought to the town. 

"I never realized the important pan played by Wyatt Earp in suppressing the bad men of the 

west," he penned, and added that "I believe it should be in every old timer's library."*  ̂

Later, he reassured Josephine Earp: "You were some what afraid of the book Stuart Lake 

was writing and you said *What a gentleman Mr. Earp was and how considerate of other 

""Stuaft M.Lake. Earp: Frontier Marshal, New York: Simon and Schuster. 1994, pps. 138-
139. 
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people he had always been../1 am ever ready to shout it ficm the house tops Wyatt Earp 

was the kind of man we should ever try to be."*  ̂Meanwhile, in Tombstone, the book 

added mote fuel to the existing controversy and sparked a bitter rebuttal by Anton 

Mazzanovich, a former resident and author of the book Trailing Geronimo, in the Bisbee 

Brewery Gulch Gazette. Denunciations of Lake became so intense at one point that 

Ariington Gardner, who was struggling to craft Tombstone in a tourist attraction and 

viewed all the books about the city as advertisements, offered an open challenge. "Come 

on you critics, you coirecticMiists," he told the Epitaph, "but be prepared to make your 

criticisms or conections stick because the 'old gang' [a reference to Earp supporters] is full 

of fight now so when you see the whites of their eyes, HRE!"** 

As in Tombstone, newspapers were a prime source for participants in Dodge City 

to add to the growing collection of stories which centered on the town's wild west 

moment Dodge City newspapers routinely printed letters and interviews by former 

residents who wanted to reminisce about the past. Unlike Tombstouans who were highly 

sensitive to the way the town and its characters, particulariy the Earps, were presented in 

books. Dodge City recoUectors tended to view its eariy past in terms of an adolescent 

community sowing its wild oats before it grew up to become a modem and vastly different 

town. The majority of recollections came from men who took pride in telling of their initial 

impressions and experiences in the town from a young male perspective which allowed 

them to dismiss fighting, drinking, and pranks as natural boyish behaviors. One man who 

came to help his father from Ohio recalled being "regaled with tales of the rough and ready 

manner in which the Dodge element welcomed new citizens" but only real frightening part 

was the practice of cowboys of shooting holes through their hats before getting there."'̂  

Another's impression was that of a town full of rowdy cowboys singing civil war songs.'̂  

'̂ VfenittBcesonto JoscphtneEafp, Jamiary 16,1994, Box la, 1996 .̂1, BecsonCanespoiKleiioe, 
Boot HDl Museum Aichtves. 
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One who came in 1874remembered it as mostly saloons and dance halls with vacant lots 

stacked with buffalo hides, and staying up all night but "contrary to popular belief and 

reports circulated, there was no shooting and no rough house."*" One the other hand, 

William Woodlief, said he came on a quiet day-and saw only one little gunflght in which 

a gent was killed. 

Sometimes, the memory of violence was less cliche. Rev. George Durham, a 

former Dodge CiQr minister described a midnight burial of a murdered gambler on boot hill 

in 1886 who was unceremoniously buried by a group of cowboys.'̂  Old Dodge Citians 

also liked to have their assodations with its famous people well knowrt H. E Raymond 

told an interviewer that he was a friend of Bat Masterson aixl the two of them were the first 

'*on the ground" in 1872.'̂  One woman expressed pride that the Earps and Masterson 

stayed in her boarding house.'" Another claimed to have known all its famous lawmen 

including Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson, any one of whom, he said, '*would have 

charged hell itself for the man he wanted." The former mayor's wife had a different 

view— she remembered her husband leveling a gun a Masterson and telling him to leave 

town.'" 

Newspapers liked to stress the difference between the old and new Dodge City by 

printing observations of old pioneers to reinforce the notion that the modem town was 

completely different from its earlier version. A former drover told a reporter that things 

were so different that he couldn't even find the old cattle trail he rode once to the city.'" 

Despite the wide variety of experience, they all shared a conmion denominator. The past 

was different from the present but it was a very special place. One was shocked to find the 

Ibid„ SqNember 2,1931. 
Apia 6. 1922. 

'"/ftii/.. July23.1929. Duiiiam may have been mislaken. Bodies were no longer buncdoa Boot Hill 
after 1878. 

"*Ibid  ̂November 16,1929. 
" f̂lipping, ad, Sciapbook7747, Box 80. Boot IfiU Museum Aicfaives. Dodge QQT, Kansas. 

September 26,1922. 
The Dodge City Journal, May 31.1928. 

"•The Dodge City Daity Globe, April 25. 1929. 
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Old Western Hotel the only landmaric he could remember.*  ̂A Baptist minister who 

preached in the city in 1879 happily noted the great changes: "prohibition has removed the 

saloon and other dens of vice. The churches and Schools have improved the morals of the 

people.'® 

Deadwood 

Lake's Wyatt Earp: Frontier Marshall also featured a chapter on Earp's experience 

in Deadwood, effectively linking to Dodge City and Tombstone. Although it was a timely 

thematic connection, Deadwood had a long lead on its fellow cities in terms of an 

established reputation built through decades of depictions of Deadwood Dick, Wild Bill 

Hickok and Calamity Jane. Since these personages were permanently established in 

Deadwood because they were buried there, biographies enhanced the town's prestige as an 

Old West setting. The expansion of attention on Wild Bill and Calamity Jane during the 

1920s and 1930s and a renewed attention on Deadwood's boom period caused memoir 

writers to shift away from wridng histories of their community which underscored 

progress to a circumscribed emphasis on the period which attracted national interest The 

merging of popular literature on the Old West with memoirs allowed the formative period 

to become the foundation of the town's identity by giving it both local and national 

validation. Deadwood, like Tombstone, and to a lesser extent. Dodge City, became a 

monument to its past 

At the beginning of the twenties, the editor of The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times, 

speaking on behalf of the "old timers" wrote that at some point, "real history of the Black 

Hlls will be written" that included its institutions like the Women's Club, Bar Association, 

banks, Hre department, and churches. This need for a true community history, he 

correctly observed, was overshadowed by the market. The reading public," he 

complained," seems to demand the recital of the doing of the notables and the writers are 

'"Iwi, April 23. 1932. 
August 17, 1929. 
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supplying their wants." He hoped, that "by and by, the public would ''be *fed up' on it, as 

are the old-timers now are.'"'" What the editor failed to realize was that few cared about the 

history of common institutions; it was the glory of Old West they wanted and the 

characters that Deadwood possessed. To his great disappointment, most writers of the 

twenties of the thirties were interested in Wild Bill Hckok and Calamity Jane, two of the 

West's most famous heroes. Hickok, the dean of Old West characters gathered new 

attention in 1923 through Emenson Hough's novel North of 36, and William S. Hart's film 

role in Wild Bill Hickok the same year. One of the first to direct his attention to Hickok 

was the ubiquitous Walter Noble Bums, who prefaced his motives for researching the 

gunfighter as one, 'though perhaps of a minority, who prefer the West in fact rather than 

flcticHi and are more interested in realities than melodramatic hyperbolic phantasies. 

Whatever his professed motives. Bums made a number of inquiries in Deadwood then 

abandoned the research after learning of the impending publication of a Hickok's 

biography by O. W. Coursey, and turned his attention toward an untaken Billy the Kid. 

Bums' rival published his Wild Bill in 1924, the first full length depiction of Hickok since 

Prentice Ingraham's dime novel compendium, called by The Deadwood Telegram "the 

most accurate that has been prepared."*" This was followed two years later with a 

nationally published biography of the gunfighter by Frank Wilstach entitled Wild BiU 

Hickok, the Prince ofPistoleers. A year later in 1927, Deadwood's other famous figure 

was profiled by Duncan Aikman in his Calamity Jam and the Lady Wildcats. Each of the 

new works was packaged as accurate historical accounts which stressed a quest to find the 

real person behind the dime novel veneer. In Wilstach's case, this was a moderated but 

idolized version of a uncomipted hero who "brought order out of chaos. Aikman's 

Calamity Jane offered a less than flattering portrait of a pathetic alcoholic and promiscuous 

drifter, which served as an appropriate image during the prohibition years in which it was 

The Deadwood DaUy Ptoneer-Times, August 16, 1923. 
'""Notes." '3nnis Papers, Fbider 4, Box 7, SC, UAL. 
^**O.W.Omacy, Wild Bill, VfitdielU South Dakota: Educator Supply Coinpany, 1924,/xanm.; 

The Deaiiimod Telegram, May 12,1924. 
'** Frank WQstach, Wild Bill Hickok: Prince ofPistoleers, Garden City. New Yock: DouNeday & 

Page, 1926, passim. 
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published. 

The publication of Wilstach's and Aikman's accounts began a nin on biographies, 

all purporting to tell the "real" story of Deadwood's two heroes. Nationally distributed 

books followed in rapid succession over the next decade. Wilstach's Wild Bill Hickok, the 

Prince ofPistoleers was followed by Wilbert Eisele's The Real Wild Bill, Famous Scout 

and Knight Chivalric of the Plains, 1931; William Connelley's Wild Bill Hickok, King of 

the Gunfighters, 1933; while Aikman's Calamity Jane and the Lady Wildcats led to the 

publicau'on of lerae Plunkett's Calamity Jane, 1935; and Ethel Hueston's novel, Cedan  ̂

Jane ofDeadwood Gulch, 1937. Locally authors also jumped on the two character's 

bandwagon. Black Hills Weekly publisher Edward Senn, authored two pamphlets in 

1939, Wild Bill Hickok and Deadtvood Dick and Calamity Jane which offered their stories 

for those "who seek facts and not merely entertainment""' Dee D.(Dora DuFran), a 

brothel madam, provided a positive poitrait of her friend in a 1932 a booklet entitled Low 

Down on Calamity Jam 

Deadwood appeared throughout these works as a frontier moment, the expected 

setting given the experiences of Hickok and Calamity Jane there in the 1870s. As was the 

case of Tombstone and Dodge City, standard images of disorder and assodated characters 

were validated by the intentions of authors to provide the public with authentic accounts. 

During this period, Deadwood pioneers were inspired to compose four full-length memoirs 

of the town's boom pehod, significantly larger number that appeared in either Tombstone 

or Dodge City. Most importantly, these authors turned from writing chronological 

histories of their communities to collections of memories that were confined specifically to 

the eariy frontier period. 

Two of the first to take this anecdotal approach was Jesse Brown and A. M. 

Willard in their 1924 memoir. The Black Hills Trails: A History of the Struggles of the 

Calamity Jane and the Lady Wildcats, New Yofk; Blue Ribbon Books, Inc. 1927. 
passim. 

^**ESmaidSeva,WildBiUHickok:PrinceofPisloleers;aTaleofFactsandNdt Fiction and Romance, 
Deadwood, South Dakota: Edward Senn, 1939, p. 16. 

Dora DuFiaa (D. Dee), Low Down on Calamity Jane, Sdckney, South Dakota. Argus Piinien. 
1981, reprint of original edition published in Rapid CiQr by Qty Gate Guide, 1932, passinu 
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Pioneers in the Winning of the Black Hills and George Stokes in his 1926 book, 

Deadwood Gold: A story of the Black Hills. For Brown and Willard, Deadwood*s 

historical significance was defined as 'Ihe last quarter of the 19th century, a time when the 

Hills were truly western and still under the spell of frontier enchantment. They believed 

that the "picture of those turbulent years" must be preserved so that in the future an 

accurate history of the Black Hills could be written based on Ihe true and coirect story of 

the pioneers.""* Yet this notion was more in Une with the authors of the commercialized 

Old West such as Bums, Lake, and Raine, who all believed the West ended with 

civilization, as the they centered their anecdotes on conflicts with Indians, stage holdups, 

a boisterous Deadwood, which a great amount of space dedicated to Hickok and Calamity 

Jane. Stokes' book shared a similar spirit In its forward, the editors wrote that its 

purpose was to show young people '*the upbuilding of our nation through vivid narratives 

that are authentic rather than through books and moving pictures that are Hctious."'̂  

Stotes then pnxeeds to describe his adventures as a placer miner in eariy Deadwood, 

highlighting claim jumping, gunflghts, and associations with Hickok and Calamity Jane. 

The memoir ends and with it metaphorically, the Old West, when Stokes left Deadwood to 

travel east to take a job as a hydraulic engineer. 

^telline Bennett, the daughter of Deadwood's first federal judge Granville 

Bennett, followed a similar pattem in her 1927 recollections of her eariy life in Old 

Deadwood Days. Her account had no pretense of being a history of her town; instead it 

was a compilation of impressions and anecdotes of her experiences growing up in the 

camp and her associations with its noteworthy characters. Like Willard and Brown, her 

account departed from being a story of the town's ascendancy from disorder, to a portrait 

of the Western moment which she believed to have ended when the Burlington Railroad 

arrived in 1891: **R>r nearly fifteen years it was a stagecoach town and then one cdd 

'••Jesse Brown and A. M. Willard, The Black Hitts Trails: A History of the Struggles of the Pioneers 
in the Winning of the Black Hills, Rî d City, South Dakota: Rapid Qty Jounial Company. 1924, 
passim. 

^**lbid.. p. i. 
GcatgisStckK, Deadwood Gold: AStory of the Black Hills,ScwYaik: Worid Book Company, 

1926, p. iv. Sections of the book appeared in TTieDeadwoocf Daily Pioneer-Times in Sepfgrnber, 1922. 
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December mocning the railroad came and in that one day the meny young mining camp 

bloomed into a surprised town with civic and moral oUigations/"  ̂Bennett weaves her 

stories among personal memories of roller skating, church socials, and dances with 

broader community anecdotes revolving around stage holdups. Calamity Jane, her father's 

career as a federal judge, finally concluding with the arrival of the railroad in 1890. Her 

tone is nostalgic, using the town's youth as a metaphor for her own adolescence. Bermett's 

book was enormously popular in Deadwood—three years after it was published, the city 

librarian reported that it was the *'most read single volume, and there is a constant waiting 

list." 

Deadwood's last major memoir. Pioneer Days in the Black Hills: Accurate History 

and Facts Related by One of the Earty Day Pioneers, was a long awaited compilation of the 

recollections of John S. McClintock published in 1939, with the help of former editor of 

The Deadwood Telegram, Edward Senn. Throughout the twenties and thirties, McClintock 

was a regular contributor to the Telegram and other newspapers and steadily built a local 

reputation as the town's foremost authority on the period. When the book was finally 

published, it quickly became the standard reference to the town's early period,'̂  in much 

the same way Wright's book on Dodge City had eariier. Following the pattern established 

by Brown and Willard; Bennett; and Stokes, the book was essentially a group of stories 

based on the authors experiences following his arrival in the Black Hills in the spring of 

1876. What made McClintock's work stand out among the other memoirs however, were 

accounts of his actual experiences during Deadwood earliest days and his first hand 

knowledge of its most well known characters, particularly tfickok and Calamity Jane. 

According to The Black Hills Weekly, it was "his stem passion for the truth, perhaps his 

leading personal characteristic makes this volume an authority.'̂ '" 

Biographers and memoir writers made Hickok and Calamity Jane the human 

symbols of Deadwood's storied past. This was affirmed by the large number of 

Esltll6BcBeaBett,OldDea(ltmodDays, New Yoric J. H. Scars, 1928, p. 4. 
'̂̂ TheReqiid City, South Dakota Journal, January 13,1953. 

The Black HiOs Weekly, July 7. 1939. 
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recoUecuons published by Deadwood newspapers during the interwar period which 

centered on associations with Hickok or Calamity Jane. Some of the most eloquent were 

witnesses to the last days of Hckok. Captain Jim Moore claimed he was the only man 

living who witnessed the gunfighter's assassination,'*  ̂another said he heard the fatal shot 

and was the first to enter the saloon/̂  and the son of Hickok's friend ''California Joe" 

remembered watching him target shooting with his father in Deadwood, shortly before he 

was killed. A few had dim views of Hickok. One recalled him as a poor gambler who 

lived off his reputation while another who laiew him very well" said he was a killer and a 

'Worthless good for nothing."'*" A large number of people remembered Calamity Jane. 

Many claimed to have gone to her funeral and had some form of contact with her ranging 

from delivering groceries to her home'*" to selling her a newspaper in a saloon.'̂  H.H. 

Zeitz, a former cattle driver, said "she could spit tobacco juice farther than any person I 

ever saw."'" In general, the two were given an almost religious quality by newspapers as 

they became important components of Deadwocd's emerging wild west identity. 

The veneration of Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane like Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, 

and Doc Holliday in the twenties reflected the general need among Jazz Age Americans to 

find heroes that afHrmed the values of individualism, self-reliance and courage. This 

frontier pattem of thought" as historian Roderick Nash described it, was believed to be in 

danger of being lost by the dehumanizing processes of the machine age such as mass 

production and corporatizaticm.'" This was manifested in a national move to keep the 

spirit and experience of the frontier alive through popular histories, biographies, local 

newspapers, and autobiographies. Americans loved the approach, and works about the 

The Deadwood DaUyPtoneer-Times, August 20.1931. 
"*The Black Hiib Weekly, September 18,19Z7. 

'̂'*The DeadwoodDaify Pioneer-Times, May 11,1927. 
The Black Hills Weekly, Decemtier 12,1937. 

November 4,1938. 
"'The DeadwoodDaifyPioneer-Times, Mauii 5,19Z7. 

The Black Hills Weekly, June 3,1938. 
See Roderick Niuli. ne Nervous GenereUion: American Thought 1917-1930, Gucago: Rand 

McNally & Gmpany, 1970, pps. 80-82fr. 
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Old West, deflned in terms of a specific period with common images and heroes, grew at 

an exponential rate in the twenties, with little letup in the following decades. Romantic, 

dramatic, and lurid, these mythic characters and places epitomized the old west moment, 

and since they were once real, fostered a continual retelling of their stories through popular 

history, fiction, and later, films—the sum of which kept the Deadwood, Tombstone, and 

Dodge CiQr —and the Old West— in the national eye for generations to come. Most 

importantly, national accounts which isolated and defined the Old West moment as an 

object of veneradcMi were in turn validated within the communities through recollections 

recounted in newspapers and memoirs writers. Whether they liked it or not, their wild west 

pasts had become the town's prime form of national identification. This had dramatic 

effects on the three communities. Reputations that were once a viewed as sources of 

embamassment and barriers to progress were now the very aspects that gave them national 

significance and main reason why an ever-growing number of tourists were arriving 

hoping to relive the Old West This presented a new challenge to town promoters and 

boosters: how could each town's famous past serve the present and future needs of their 

communities? 
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CHAPTER FOUR: ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS 

The works of popular historians, local memoir writers, and filmmakers of the 

1920s gave each town the opportunity to transform its unsavory old reputation from 

promotional liabilities into conununity assets. The same chambers of commerce, whose 

members decades earlier would have viewed their past with contempt, after Worid War 

One tried to find ways to convert the national publicity they received from books and 

movies into economic benefits for their towns. The most obvious way to capitalize on the 

new notoriety was tourism. Yet as promoters soon discovered, tourism that centered on a 

community's past, was a vastly different commercial endeavor than a standard business or 

industry because it was much more amorphous in nature and required alliances between 

business and political leaders, newspapers, and the community. As town leaders 

Q^sformed the past into a conunercial endeavor, they faced the problem of overcoming 

sU'ong apathy and opposition within their communities. At the same time they smiggled to 

meet the needs of visitors who hoped to experience a past they had read about or seen in 

movies. The result was the designation of certain landmarks and buildings which best 

represented specific aspects of the Old West which promoteis believed would best satisfy 

tourists cravings for the authentic past they believed could be found in each of the three 

towns. 

Each town began active development of its tourist industry in the 1920s. In 

Tombstone and Deadwood, this process began from the a need to find new sources of 

income to boost their ailing economies. By the end of World War One, dreams of returning 

to their former glory had faded with a succession of mincx- booms followed by major 

busts. Tombstone's hopes resurfaced in 1901 when its major mining properties were 

gathered together into a holding company called the Tombstone Consolidated by a group of 

former mine owners headed by E. B. Gage. When the venture collapsed in 1911 under the 

enormous cost of pumping water from the lower levels of the mines, the Phelps-Dodge 

Ccxnpany acquired its assets and conducted smaller scale operations under the name of the 
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BunlKr Hill Mines Company. Tombstone area mines produced and processed over 

100,000 tons of manganese ore dining World War One at the converted old Tombstone 

Consolidated Mill. After the war ended, demand for lead and manganese ores dropped and 

the mill closed. Phelps-Dodge leased its remaining Tombstone operations to small scale 

operau^rs, who for the next two decades, intermittently continued to mine lead and silver. 

Between 1912 and 1932, the Tombstone mining district averaged annual proflts of 

$180,000 while in the decades between 1880 and 1910, the district boasted yearly 

averages of over $ 1,000,000.' As its mining operations declined. Tombstone lost its icde 

as a regional leader to nearby Bisbee, a town prospering through the expansive copper 

mining operations of Phelps-Dodge. Over the course of the decade, Bisbee pulled business 

and population away from Tombstone, and in 1929, finally replaced it as the county seat 

Meanwhile Tombstone's economy limped along by offering legal, financial, and general 

services to its small mining community, surrounding ranches, and amenities to travelers on 

U.S. Highway 80, its main outside connection. This decline was reflected in its 

population. By 1930, it fell to 849— half the number in 1920.̂  Deadwood's economic 

fortunes fared little better. Between 1898 and 1917 the ini{4ementation of a new cyanide 

ore treatment process temporarily revived from the bust following the exhaustion of readily 

available ores. Using the new process, gold operations averaged about eight million 

dollars per year, gradually reaching a high point in 1912. Bnployment reflected the new 

boom: between 1894 and 1903 the number of men employed in mining operations in the 

Black Hills nearly tripled to 1281.* The economic surge was short-lived. The high costs of 

labor and the development of diminished and deeper ore bodies shut down virtually all 

mim'ng operations in Deadwood. By the end of World War One, the Homestake Mim'ng 

Company in Lead was the only major mine in the area still in full production. 

As Deadwood*s mining fortunes faded, so did its service industries. Despite 

' B.S. Butler. "Hislocy of Tombstone \fiiies, ** Arizpna Bureau ofhSnes, BaOcdn Number 143. 
January 1.1938. 
' i2 Eaviioomental Consuilants. The Tombstone Heritage: A Description of Dominant Trends, Ofltce 

of Economic Planning and Devdopment, Phoenix. Anzona. 1974. p. 154. 
^Waiaaa?>Aa, Deadwood: The Golden Years,LijieotiaaiLaiidoa: TbelMvefsityoTNiefarasica 

ftess, 1981. pps. 102-103. 
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booster images of a morally upstanding town, in 1909 the town still had one saloon for 

every 250 residents. Two years later, a state mandated local-option law obliged a number 

of other Black Hills communities to close alcohol serving facilities, resulting in an increase 

in business for Deadwood's saloons. A local crusade against the saloons, gambling, 

dance halls, and prostitution was led by Deadwood Telegraph editor and dty booster 

Edward Senn in 1910 was opposed by other local newspapers, the Deadwood Pioneer-

Times and the Lead Call and the large portion of the local population employed by the vice 

industry.* Senn's efforts were not entirely for naught; in 1917, Deadwood's saloons and 

gambling houses closed down under national prohibition laws and the crusading publisher 

was appointed as the state prohibition ofHcer by Calvin Coolidge in 1925. When added to 

the downturn in the mining industry, the effects of the saloon closings were devastating: 

the population of the town plummeted from 3600 in 1900 to 2400 in 1920.̂  

Deadwood's population decline corresponded to the end of its predominance as a 

distribution center for the Black Hills. The town fell under the shadow of Rapid City, just 

as Tombstone lost its regional econoim'c and political leadership to Bisbee. Rapid City 

positioned between the Black Hills towns and agriculturally based communities, developed 

a booming trucking industry and took over as the region's leading distribution center and 

the role of gatekeeper to the Black Hills for tourists. Deadwood's faded light was 

symbolized by the destruction by fire in 1902 of its Gem Theater, its once opulent opera 

house. In contrast, nearby Lead, whose economy was fueled by the Homestake mine, 

boasted the construction of a grand new opera house, the Homestake Theater in 1914. 

Deadwood Telegram Edward Senn, writing in 1924, admitted the town was in the 

downside of the boom: "it is useless to try to hide what all the world knows—that 

Deadwood has been steadily retrograding in population and business importance since the 

* bid., p. 212-213; Denise Faehnricb. "E L. Sam: Deadwood's Hoy Crusader, "Tbesis. UmvendQr of 
Soudi Dakota, 1997, pps. 28, passim. 

'Parker,p. 212. The vice industry lemamedaa accepted undergiaiiKlindustry iaDeadwood ttaaughout 
the twentieth century. Gambling remained an attraction until state oflidais closed it down in 1946. and 
piostitutiancontinn^untafedetallaw officers shut down the last brothels in 1900. See Midiad Trump, 
"RaidmgTtaditioa: A' {fistocy of Government Assaults on Deadwood's Bdoved Btodiels,'' M.S. Thesis, 
Univeisî  of Wyoming. 1994. passim. 
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flush days of following the discoveiy of gold here. It was an inevitable result of the 

passing of the boom which brought in thousands of fortune hunters In a scathing 

article (oc American Mercury magazine in 1927, Duncan Aikman evoked an image of a 

decaying town, calling Deadwood a "backwash" which was not Tully exposed to 

civilizing influences until the motor tourist age*" which was loo poor, shabby and broken 

spirited to catch up." Its dispirited population was as a ''scanty 2S00" who "amble 

aimlessly" amidst "neglected storefronts" within a "tableau of premature architectural 

semlity."' 

In contrast. Dodge City in the 1920s boasted a robust economy and growing 

population. The construction of a new Sante Fe rail terminal and Fred Harvey Hotel, 

combined with the boom in wheat and livestock during World War One combined to make 

the town the leading shipping, financial, and commercial center in western Kansas. In 

1921, the town's population was 6,039, a 17% increase from the previous year, which 

allowed it to boast that it was the fastest growing city in the state.' By the end of the 

decade, the town's population reached the 10,000 mark and prompted it to be recognized 

by both the Kansas State Board of Agriculture and Editor and Publisher magazine as the 

regional "capital of Southwest Kansas.** During this time, the city developing a fledgling 

tourist industry to service travelers and motorists enroute to Colorado for vacations. A 

decade later, the town sank into severe economic depression. As a result of an extended 

drought beginning in 1990, western Kansas found itself at the center the dust bowl, an 

ecological disaster that destabilized its agricultural economy for the rest of decade.'" The 

seriousness of the situation was reflected in its population figures: by 1940, the city lost 

almost a fifth of its population, falling from its 1930 figure to 8,222." Tourism suddenly 

* The Deadwood Telegram, September 2.1924. 
 ̂Duncan Aikman, "Deadwood the Dieadful," American Mercury, 21(November 1927), pps. 342-3. 

* The Dodge City Daily Globe, October 31,1921. 
* The Dodge City Journal, May 2. December 3.1929. 

See Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the J9M)s, Oxford and New Yodc Oxfoni 
Univernty Press, 1979. 

" Bureau ofGovenmientRefleaRh.'̂ ACanvidienstvePlanmng Survey ofDodgeQty. Kansas," 
Lawrence. Kansas: UniveniOroTKansas, 1950,p.6. 
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caught the attention of business and political leaders. 

Initially, most of the eariy tourism industry of the three towns focused on 

developing themselves as providers of wayside services to the large numbers of 

automobile travelers and tourists who took to the mads in years immediately following 

World War One. As the number of cheaper cars multiplied after the war, a large number of 

tourists switched from traveling west on trains due in part to the slow restoration of 

passenger service to the region after the war. At the same time, the growing local and 

national highway system made auto travel easier, convenient, and gave motorists a new 

sense of exploration.'̂  In Deadwood, tourism was not a novel concept. Since 1889, the 

Burlington and North Western Railroad, and other lines regulariy brought passengers to 

view the scenic natural wonders of the Black Hills. These early efforts focused the 

summer resort aspects of the region and emphasized dude ranches. Ashing lodges, the 

health aspects of the town of Hot Springs, and natural features such as Wind Cave and 

Sylvan Lake " but aside from occasional visitors to the graves of Calamity Jane and 

Hickok, the town in itself was not a principle attraction. 

All three towns entered the auto tourism business as active players in regional and 

national trail associations which promoted road improvements and tourism. The specific 

purpose of these early groups was threefold: orgam'ze construction of new routes or 

improve actual surfaces on existing roads, create signage and directional guides, and 

publicize the route to attract tourists and motorists. At the same time, associations, along 

with members of local chambers of commerce, promoted the industry of tourism. Frequent 

reminders that 'tourists pay" and were a **growing business" appeared routinely in 

newspapers throughout the 1920s and 1930s.'* Bert Bell, a commercial photographer and 

president of the Deadwood Chamber of Commerce rcpresenied his town in the Black and 

"Eari Pomcioy, In Search of the GoUen West: The Tourist in Western America, Lincoln and London: 
Umvcfsity of Ndxaska lYess, 1957, pps. 127-130. 

Badger Qaik, "The Tourists Come," in Roderick PeaOK, Ed., The Black Hills, Nem Yoik: Tbe 
Vanguaidftess, 1952, pps. 198-200; Shebbjr Lee,'Traveling tbe Sunsbine Slate: The Growth of Tourism 
in South Dakota. 1914-1939, South Dakota History, 19(Sunnner 1989), p. 199; The Black Hills Weekly, 
May 27,1932. 

'* The Deaihvood Daily Pioneer-Times, April 7,1923; The Black Hilts Weekly, Febniary 19.1930. 
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Yellow Tiail Association which started in Chicago, passed through the Black Hills and 

ended in Yellowstone Park. Tombstone's Ariington H. Gardiner, the manager of the 

Huachuca Water Company, and secretary of is Commercial Club was an active in the Old 

Spanish Trail Association, Arizona Good Roads, and later, the Boulevard of America 

Association." Gardiner wrote weekly road reports for the Tombstone Epitaph, describing 

any potential hazards or detours for motorists. Meanwhile, Dodge City was represented 

by its Chamber of Commerce secretary, M.W. Drehmer, in the Sante Fe Trail 

Association's plans to "advertise the trail and encourage its use by tourists to Colorado and 

other Western States."" 

The first order of business for the trail assodations was the physical maintenance of 

roads, as the The Dodge City Daily Globe reported, "to keep the trail in condition to travel, 

and to prevent travelers from being diverted to many cow paths along the trail...*"  ̂

Deadwood's accessibility by automobile was greatly enhanced because mining activiQr in 

the region necessitated the modernization of roads. In South Dakota, Lawrence CounQ  ̂

took the lead in road improvements with the reconstruction of the Deadwood-SpearHsh 

highway in 1911. Over the next ten years, the county invested over $600,000 in road 

construction." Deadwood's pride in the quality of its roads was evident in its first tourist 

promotion literature published in 1915, the Souvenir Book ofDeadwood, Lawrence 

County, South Dakota, which proclaimed that "all roads lead to Deadwood, the center of 

good highways in the Black Hills."'' Increased federal funds for highway consuiution 

through the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916, provided matching funds to states and slowly 

" The Tombstone Prospector, May I, 1916; The Arizona Daily Star, September 6.1925, October 22, 
1942. 

'* The Dodge City Daily Globe, April 21.1922 
" Ibid., May 10,1922; Gerald Canon, "Goggles and Side Cintains," American Heritage, 18(AprO 

1967), p. 38. 
'* George Ayies, "Lawicaoe County Roads and How it Was Done." PalasqiaQuanerty, 5(DBcembcr 

1915); Bob Lee, Ed., Gold—Gals—Guns—Guls, Deadwood, South Dakota: Deadwood-L  ̂*76 
Centennial, Inc., 1976, p. 191. Lawrence COun  ̂stood out among other South Dakota counties in road 
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relieved the regional associations of the headaches of basic surface piepaiation. After 

World War I, the Federal Highway Act of 1921 required states to set aside a number of 

roads to serve as primary highways for a numbered national highway system. These acts 

doubled the number of paved highways between 1921 and 1930. At the same time, the 

advent of numbered roads ended the named highways as signage became standard. This 

shifted the agendas of highway associations toward regional promotion as members 

organized publicî  aimed at steering travelers and tourists onto their routes, and thus, to 

their towns for services. In 1921, Tombstone joined with Deming, Lordsburg, and El 

Paso to provide literature aimed at diverting tourist traffic away from Phoenix to the border 

route.̂  Deadwood joined the Associated Commercial Clubs of the Black Hills, composed 

of representatives of local chambers of conmierce and Good Roads Committees and Dodge 

City became a charter member in the Southwest Chamber of Conunerce. 

As local promoters hoped, tourism brought income to many local service providers 

and created an array of new businesses attuned to the new trade. Concerns such as 

restaurants and those which offered gasoline, groceries, souvenirs, and hardware reaped 

inmiediate benefits from travelers. In 1919, one Dodge City entrepreneur capitalized on the 

need for amenities by weary travelers and constructed fifteen cabins with running water, a 

gas burner and a bed, giving him the distinction of creating one of the first motels.̂ ' Three 

years later. Dodge City saw the opening of a tourist supply store that featured surplus army 

supplies and camping equipment" At the same time, local business owners came to 

understand that tourism went hand-in-hand with affluence. The Dodge City Daily Globe 

noted that the tourists of 1922 were of the "higher type of citizens'* who were "spending 

money more freely than in other years." The same author noted, however, that they also 

"demanded the best facilities.*  ̂This translated into good hotels. Fortunately, Dodge City 

had its new Fred Harvey Hotel and Deadwood still had its Franklin Hotel to attract wealthy 

'"John A. Jakle. The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth Century North Amenca. Lincoln and Londoii: 
Univenity of Nebraska E îcss, 1985, pps. 124-126; The Tombstone Epitaph, January 16. August 14. 
1921. 

Paul Laocasler, The Great AniencanMDlel."Aiwm(iRffeniage.33(June/Jaly 1962). p. 102. 
'̂ The Dodge City Daily Globe,JaBamy 3,1922. 

June 8.1922. 
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tourists. On the other hand. The Tombstone Epitaph complained the town was 'Voefully 

lacking" in high class lodging. In 1920, Josephine Rock answered the need by purchasing 

an old store with the intention of creating a "first class tourist hotel" aptly called the 

Tourist" which had, as a major marketing attraction, a restroom on the first floor.** 

Perhaps a single restroom wasn't enough for the growing number of visitors. Seven years 

later, the Epitaph complained of the lack of a ''suitable hotel to care for the traveling public" 

which it placed into four classes: commercial travelers, winter visitors, automobile 

traveler, and county visitors.̂ If it can't be flnanced locally," the editor wrote, 'then 

outside financial interests should take note.*  ̂

One of the eariiest means of attracting tourists the towns employed was the 

establishment of tourist camps for travelers who prefened more economical ways of 

traveling. Towns usually allowed tourists to set up tents in city parks, which were then 

publicized as auto or tourist camps.̂  By the early twenties, all three towns had established 

free tourist camps in established city parks or property which were highly promoted. 

Deadwood offered its camp ground as "a beautiful, well-sanded and park-like tract" for 

"travelers who wanted to do their roughing it inside the city limits."" In 1922, the Dodge 

City's campground alone had 11,000 users.' 

As the numbers of tourists grew in the 1920s, promoters tried to improve camps 

and encountered the first signs of community reluctance to conmiit public funds to an 

industry from which many received little direct benefit To gain support, boosters resorted 

to a series of strategies. Appeals to profitability were a common tact Tombstone's 

Commercial Club implored residents to keep giving a "pleasant smile" and a "good word" 

to visitors and help the club to maintain and improve the campground if the town wanted to 

get the tourist business.̂  Deadwood newspapers aroused support for its new camp in 

The Tombsume Epitaph, December 19,1920. 
 ̂Ibid., September 1,1927. 

"Jaide, p. 152-3; Geiald Catsoo, "Goggles and Side Cintauis," p. 110. 
"Deadwood: WhattoSeeaiidHowtodoit,paBS^«X,iiA, 
** The Dodge City Daily Globe, Oeicba 21,1922. 
" The Tombstone October 7,1923 
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1924 by focusing on lost revenues stemming from competing rival Black Hills 

communities. This city has fallen behind its neighbors in making provisions to attract 

auto tourists,'* the DeadwoodDaily Telegraph complained, and announced that "decisive 

action must be taken at once.*  ̂Earlier, the paper reported that "many thousands of auto 

tourists have passed thru the city, few have stopped over night because there is not suitable 

place for them to stop." The editor feared that current camp was "miniature" and instead of 

staying for a few days and making Deadwood the center of their visit, many were camping 

at nearby Spearfish. After heated debate over who was responsible for the upkeep and 

what was the best site, the cî  purchased land at the top of nearby Spearfish Hill and 

christened it the Pine Crest Tourist Park in 1924. Such improvements were far from 

assured. On two occasions in 1923 and 1924, Dodge CiQ  ̂failed to get the approval of 

voters who feared they would have to shoulder the costs of sanitation and maintenance, to 

purchase lands for a tourist park to cash in on what they estimated were the 300 cars 

passing through the city daily.'' Although Deadwood citizens supported their tourist camp, 

they had to be reassured periodically by its political leaders that it was not a taxpayer's 

burden.** 

At first, civic leaders in Deadwood and Tombstone saw tourism generated from 

publicity about its past primarily as a means of attracting new residents to offset their 

declining populations and add new economic life. In keeping with the old forms of 

promotion that stressed modernism, promoters hoped to impress visitors favorably with 

orderiiness and the appearance of prosperity. "We want a town that will attract desirable 

homesteaders and important industries," the editor of The Black Hills Weekly told its 

readers.** The Tombstone Epitaph added that the publicity from magazines and books on 

"Old Tombstone" would induce a "large percentage of these visitors to become permanent 

residents. Newspapers routinely exhorted their communiD'es to keep up the physical 

*° The Deadwood Daity Telegram, September 9,1923. 
*' Ibid., August 11.1923; The Deadwood Pioneer Times, September 9.1924. 
^The Dodge City Daily Globe, Febniaty 21.1924. 
** The Deadwood Telegram, Sqtfember 1.1927. 
** The Black Hills Weekly, April 25, 1929. 
*'Ibid.. Apriill ,  1927. 
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appearance of their towns to ensure a good impression. In 1922,7%  ̂Tombstone Epitaph 

reminded its readers that the town's appearance directly related to business success and 

progress. Keeping buildings in good repair was essential, the paper argued, because 

people were not attracted to a "disorderly town" and those who neglected buildings, 

"reflect on all.*  ̂ Deadwood residents were urged to keep their homes in good repair Tor 

the town's good'̂  and given pointed reminders to clean up rubbish, debris and haul away 

old foundations and replace them with "a nice carpet of blue grass—beds of flowers, 

beautiful shade trees, and benches and fountains" so that visitors would write to friends 

back home and "tell them what a wonderful impression Deadwood had made." ̂  As an 

added emphasis, Deadwood residents were told the number of tourists in the Black Hills 

would exceed a half million and it behooved them to give them "a good opinion of the most 

famous city in the Black Hills" so it could be recognized for its "progressiveness as well as 

its history and romance."  ̂

Clean and orderly towns in themselves did not attract tourists. What promoters 

soon realized was that tourists carried with them specific expectations of what they wanted 

to see in towns that had established wild west reputations. Upon arriving in the three 

towns, many tourists found a different one than what they pictured and left disappointed. 

A group of members of the state editorial assodation visiting Deadwood observed that 

'*with all the wild picturesqueness gone—and nothing of the old glamour left one could not 

see much difference in Deadwood from any other city of the same size.*  ̂Writer James 

Flagg, drove into Dodge City in 1925 and expected to see what the town's name evoked: 

"the fierce romance of the old cow days—where so many herds were driven to and where 

so many cowpuncheis raised their simple hell until their pay gave out" Instead, be found 

"it was nothing but a little town" with "lots of cowboys walking the streets in blue 

overalls...**' A writer for The New York Sun was saddened by the fact that Dodge Cî  

January 20,1922. 
"TheDeadwoodPumeer-Times, November 11,1914. 
''The Black Hills Weekly, AugusU a, 193S. 
"Ibid,, May 10.1928. 

The DeadnvoodDaily Telegram, September 19.1923. 
" James Fb ,̂ Boulevards All the Wî —Maybe, New Yoric: George Dotan Company. 1925. p. 95. 
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had "no landmarks of the brief era which furnished much of the material, real or imaginary 

of the dime novel period of the American literature..." Writer Charles Hnger, arrived in 

Tombstone in 1931 prepared for a rollicking wild west town, but found it instead a quiet 

place with a "placid appearance" where one of his first impressions was that of "an 

indubitable cowboy" leaned against a drug-store wall eating an ice cream cone. The Hrst 

two hours in Tombstone proved," Finger confessed, "beyond doubt, that this town, once 

so boisterous, has passed from its vivid youth to an age of repose and contenUnenL""A 

writer for the New York Times had a similar impression: "Nowadays the citizens devote 

only an occasional remim'scent thought to the men who were laid to rest with their boots on 

in Boot Hill cemeteiy...Real Tombstoners are now more interested in paving bonds... ** 

Seen in economic terms, disappointed visitors equaled disappointed customers. 

Promoters in Deadwood and Tombstone learned early from tourists that what 

intrigued visitors most was their town's Old West authenticity. Once this realization was 

reached by editors and chambers of commerce, local newspapers, which had long served 

as prime boosters, printed editorials and letters to arouse community support for historical 

tourism. "Visitors to the West come," the editor of The Black Hills Weekly reminded 

Deadwood readers, "not to do the usual things, but to rub shoulders with glamour.*  ̂A 

letter from a doctor visiting from Chicago advised the people of Deadwood to refrain from 

trying to imitate the east and "keep your West and your western ways" since these were the 

"most precious thing you have.'̂  In a similar vein, the editor of the £2 Paso Herald made 

an impassioned plea to Tombstone to stop modenuzing and keep itself as a monument to 

the Old West "When a southwestern town has a fine old pioneer appearance," the paper 

wrote in 1923, "a picturesqueness that reminds one of Wolfville in 1872 with bad men and 

Indians and prospectors, gambling halls and the like, it's a pity to modernize it."This 

would "destroy its romance" and take away "everything the tourist is willing to go far to 

The New York Sun, Decembers, 1928. 
*^CtaAt&¥vagcx, Adventure Unler Sapphire Sties, NewYoric: WQliaiii MbnowrandCooipany, 1931, 

pps. 113-114. 
** The Hew York Times, Febmary 21.1929. 
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see" by making it '*like 5000 other towns." He concluded by urging Tombstone to "sell 

itself to the world as an oldtime mining camp and cowtown.*^  ̂

Most tourists expected the Tombstone, Ekxige City, and Deadwood to resemble the 

way they were portrayed in Western histories and literature. Many visitors arrived hoping 

to experience the Old West through the landmarks that were mentioned by Alfred Heniy 

Lewis, Frederick Bechdolt, and other authors. Of the three conmiunities. Tombstone came 

closest in meeting imagined images due to the number frontier buildings such as the Bird 

Cage Theater that was still standing. For example, F. M. Loomis, the editor of Motor 

World and Motor Age and Robert Manger, the field secretary of National Automobile 

Dealer's association were "impressed by the quaint appearance of the many old landmarks 

of pioneer days and expressed their satisfaction of a visit to the historic mining camp of 

which they had heard so many stirring tales."* Another visit by a motorcade of 

"distinguished women" from Phoenix expressed their enjoyment at seeing the old 

landmarks and historic points of interest since they "had heard so much about and were 

desirous of seeing the relics of the childhood days of the baby state. This sentiment was 

shared by Frank Wentworth, in an article for the Evening Citizen of Winsted, Connecticut. 

He described Tombstone as having changed little from its old west days and wondered that 

"if they could speak, what stories these old buildings could tell of the turbulent life which 

eddied around them and the forceful characters who crossed their thresholds back in the 

early days."" Karl Harriman, pubUsher of the western pulps. Blue Book and Red Book, 

came to Tombstone specifically to see what he hitherto only seen "through the medium of 

paper."The publisher found the town to be "the west, the Old West, the glorious West of 

America's best fiction come to life" and admitted that through articles, "I know the Bird 

Cage Theater in Tombstone and the Gem Theater in £)eadwood as though I had taken part 

in their gala histories myself."®' Harry Cair, a Los Angeles joumaUst, speaking before a 

The Tombstone Epitaph, January 14,1923. 
March 14. 1920. 

'•/Sitf., April 11, 1920. 
Ibid., August 2, 1928. 

March 3,1927. 
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Tombstone Lion's club called it the "most interesting town remaining in the West today," 

and contended that thousands of tourists looking for the old West" would come and stay 

if they knew what could be seen.̂  

Deadwood and Dodge City had fewer vintage buildings than Tombstone but 

visiting journalists, often after being escorted by local promoters, helped shaped the 

perspective that the Old West still remained in spite of modem amenities and new 

architecture. Speaking before the Dodge City Kiwanis Club in 1925, Fred Trigg of the 

Kansas City Star, called the town "rich in historical events" and only one of only four 

towns in Kansas that were "historical."" Another visiting editor was surprised at how 

much the town differed from the images created by the "blood and thunder stories that 

were told of the town" but pointed out that the street fronting the railroad "lined with cafes 

and billiard pariors," along with it narrow business streets were still relics of its past** One 

Deadwood expected to see "the bright lights, the rush and bluster of the 'never-to-be-

forgotten days'—when Deadwood was once the center of the universe" was astom'shed to 

find it as "quiet as a country hamlet" Yet he was not disappointed because there seemed to 

be a "shadow of the past in Deadwood wherever you turn."® A visiting reporter for 

California's Long Beach Sun, found what existed in Deadwood was still enough to 

provide his own interpretation: "For the eloquent silence of the crumbling frame dwellings 

tell stories of adventure, murder and physical prowess that one looks for usually only in 

books of a highly seasoned variety of adventure."  ̂Another observer, Irwin Aldrich, 

writing for Sunshine State, found the South Dakota town evoked nostalgia as a "relic of 

the old days" whose "history carries the romance and adventure of the wild days without 

law; without homes; of the days of gold dust, of easy living and quick fortune."  ̂This 

sentiment was shared by another writer who stated simply that "Deadwood, while shorn of 

April 25. 1929. 
 ̂The Dodge City Journal, April 30, 1925. 

«ftii.Maicli9.1922. 
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its 'wild and whoolly'[5ic]scenes, retains many of its pioneer characteristics.*  ̂

Tourist interest shown in their towns' unsavory pasts even caused some Deadwood 

and Tombstone boosters to believe they could use their fame to recapture their regional 

leadership. In contrast to the relatively prosperous Dodge City, Deadwood and 

Tombstone felt the national publicity paid to their history made them the center of regional 

tourism. The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times believed its fame alone merited distinction 

since ''Deadwood has been more extensively advertised to this world than any other Black 

Hills city or town,"" The sentiment was shared in Tombstone. "Every day adds more 

evidence to the fact that the name and fame of Tombstone is a trade-getting traffic asset to 

the cities and towns located on the Old Spanish Trail and Bankhead Highways," The 

Tombstone Epitaph proclaimed in 1924, attributing the success to "the gruesome name, the 

books of Alfred Henry Lewis, Frederick Bechdolt, and the publicity now being broadcast 

by the Tombstone Commercial Club."® 

The growing realization that their past had market value caused tourism promoters 

to see history books and articles about their communities not as literamre, but as 

advertisements. Each successive biography, novel, history, or film was considered free 

publicity as well as proof of the viability of the wild west as a business opportunity. One 

of the first to promote this idea was Arlington Gardiner, one of Tombstc»ie's most 

enthusiastic boosters. When Walter Noble Bums' Tombstone was published in 1927 the 

promoter viewed it as the dawn of a new age of economic prosperity for the town. Shortly 

after its publication, he confidently wrote the author. "We feel that Tombstone is going to 

be the means of bringing many people here from now on who read the book and had no 

intendon of coming this route before they read it"" The publication of Bums' book 

coincided with the routing of U.S. Highway 80, which was offered as additional evidence 

of its new age. Before the coming of the "great national highway," The Tombstone 

"The Deadwood DaUy Telegram  ̂September 23,1923. 
 ̂ne Deadwood Daify Pumeer-Times, Septemixr 23,1922. 
The Tombstone Epiteph, September 19.1924. 
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Epitaph proclaimed 'few if any of its inhabitants dreamed it would ever become a tourist 

town but one day the presses of Doubleday, Page and Company gave the world the book 

Tombstone and the next morning the people awakened to the fact that Tombstone was 

booked to become a tourist town and is now turning its efforts to improving its hotel, camp 

and restioom facilities—Tombstone will draw more tourists to Arizona than any one thing 

(the Grand Canyon excepted) in the state.Intenaews with tourists confirmed Gardiner's 

hope. Tht Epitaph reponed that a couple from California traveled more than "400 miles to 

see the place that Walter Noble Bums has written about" adding that it ''was well worth the 

trip and the place will undoubtly attract thousands of visitors.Gardiner added that he 

was "agreeably surprised to meet hundreds of people who have read Tombstone'' and 

learned from teachers that "their pupils have neariy all read the book and that we will have 

potential tourists in the youngsters who will someday motor to Tombstone.*** 

Each subsequent book and article was also defined as an advertisement When 

William Breakenridge's book HeUdorado, came out a year later, the Epitaph wrote: The 

value of this book is incalculable... It will bring hundreds of people to this place and 

advertise Tombstone to thousands of others.'*  ̂ After The New York Times published an 

article following the death of Wyatt Earp, an Epitaph reporter wrote "Scarcely a week goes 

by that some magazine or book publisher adds story after story to the Tombstoniana 

already in existence..America has made up its mind to visit Tombstone...What other cities 

are spending thousands of dollar to receive we have handed to us on a silver platter.*  ̂By 

1932, Gardiner proudly listed the books on Tombstone beginning with Lewis' Woljville 

in 1898 through Stuart Lake's Wyatt Earp: Frontier Marshall,. Of all the books, he 

considered Bums' Tombstone, to be lite a "diamond in the sk '̂" because it put the town 

"on the map.'*' 

The Tombstone Epita ,̂ April 12,1928 
MtfCh 1.1928. 

IbuL, May 23,27, 1929. 
** Ibid., November 15,1928. 
* Ibid., Fcbfuary 21,1929; The New York Times, Febniary 21,1929. 
•'/&ii,Febiuaiy25.1932. 
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Deadwood and Dodge City, on the other hand, advertised their pasts through 

channels sanctioned by their chambeis of commerce. Although Deadwood had its share of 

national publicity from biographies of Calamity Jane and Wild Bill Hickolc, it had the 

fortune of being in an already desirable vacation destination, surrounded by other cities 

sharing a similar interest In 1920, the Deadwood Business Club outlined a plan to print 

illustrated folders depicting the location of all the towns in the Black Hills and their points 

of interests to attract tourists.'* Soon competing towns organized to work together, rather 

than compete for tourist dollars.'' Seeing the advantage of collaboration, the chambers of 

commerce of the towns formed the Associated Commercial Clubs of the Black Hills of 

South Dakota and Wyoming to share the costs of publication and organize tourist planning 

for the region.̂  This effort produced a series of tourist guides to the region such as O. W. 

Coursey's Beautiful Black Hills, 1926, Paul Bellamy and G. D. Seymour's A Guide to 

the Black Hills, 1927, P. D. Peterson's Through the Black Hills and Badlands of South 

Dakota, 1929, and S. Goodale Price's Black Hills: The Land of Legend, 1935. These 

guides, written specifically for the tourist trade paid careful attention to the natural and 

historic sites in the Hills, and in one case, specific instructions on the of clothing to 

wear while touring. Each work describes Deadwood as an "historic city" with special 

attention paid to its day of "wild chaos," and leading characters Wild Bill Hickok and 

Calamity Jane.̂  Proclaiming "it pays to advertise," The Dodge City Daily Globe in 1926 

announced the publication of six thousand new Chamber of Commerce booklets which 

gave its early history, location of historic landmarks, and civic assets. These were 

distributed to convention visitors and sold to local businesses for distribution." Fseling the 

need for more professional coordination of its pubhcity, Deadwood went a step further 

The Deadwood Weekly Pioneer-Times, Febniaiy 12,1920. 
" Ibid., My 26. 1923. 

The Black Hills Weekly, June 24.1932. 
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early in 1930 when it hired a secretaiy for its chamber of commerce to coordinate publicî  

and to "piay up historic attractions and give the Easterner the thrill of discoveiy.*  ̂

Commemorations 

As business and communiQr leaders gradually discovered the market values of their 

past, they reexamined their attitudes towards features of their towns such as old buildings 

and historic sites as they searched for ways to satisfy tourist demands for authenticity. 

This shift in outlook was manifested by the transformation of existing commemorations 

such as the Schieffelin Monument in Tombstone and the Roosevelt Memorial in Deadwood 

into major tourist attractions by promoters. At the same time, they picked selected certain 

buildings like Tombstone's Bird Cage Theater and other sites and gave them the aura of 

authenticity by identifying them with signs to indicate their importance as historic sites. 

This did not prove as easy a task as tourism industry advocates hoped. Cash strapped 

local governments had little money to invest in commemorative programs and a large 

portion of the community remained apathetic to tourism and the past in general. In order to 

accomplish their goals of providing tourists with even simple programs such as marking 

sites and buildings, promoters struggled to gain conununity support and were generally 

forced to rely on the voluntarism by local clubs. 

One of the earliest methods of using history to attract tourists was through 

marketing existing monuments. Prior to 1920, both Tombstone and Deadwood had large 

memorials dedicated to real well-known peofrie that were easily converted into visitor 

attractions. Ironically, Tombstone's first and only commemorative effort prior to the 

1920s did not originate from the communiQr itself, but arose from the last request of the 

town's founder, Ed Schieffelin. When the prospector died in Oregon in 1897, he 

expressed the desire to be buried in Tombstone and left money in his will for a monument 

Abiding by his wishes, his family enshrined his body in a hill overiooking the town and 

constructed a granite obelisk over the grave. After visitors showed interest in the founder 

The Black Hills Weekly, Febmaty 19, March 13,1930. 
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and his monument as a result of brochures issued by the Tombstone Commercial Club and 

a description of it in Bechdolt's book. When the West Was Young in 1922, a group of ISO 

citizens at a "rock rolling day" constructed a dirt road to it so tourists could get a closer 

look/* In the course of the road building, indications of earlier neglect emerged when the 

question arose over whether the founder was even buried on the site. Following a brief 

investigation, and the question was answered when the builder of the monument testified 

that indeed, Schieffelin's last request was fulfilled.̂  ̂

Like the Schieffelin Obelisk, Deadwood's only pre-World War One 

commemoration, its Theodore Roosevelt Monument was not a community generated 

endeavor. The memorial was created through the efforts of Seth Bullock, Deadwood's 

sheriff in the 1870s, as a tribute to his close friend of Theodore Roosevelt It was 

dedicated on the July 4,1919, and claimed the distinction as the first shrine to the recently 

deceased president Perched on the summit of newly christened Mt Roosevelt 

(previously. Sheep Mountain), it paid tribute to Roosevelt, Deadwood's famous neighbor, 

with a sweeping vista of the Black Hills and the plains below so visitors could see "the 

country he rode about when a resident of Dakota Territory, a part of which his wise policy 

of irrigaticMi and reclamation...[whichl was the means of changing from an arid plain to a 

most productive and prosperous farming conrniunity.*  ̂Like its Tombstone counterpart, 

the Roosevelt Monument was soon made into a major tourist attraction in subsequent 

promotional materials and Black Hills guide books. 

One of the most important changes Tourism brought was the change in the ways 

existing architecture was defined. Old dilapidated buildings that were once taken for 

gianted suddenly became historic structures when curious tourists inquired about them. 

Nowhere was this more apparent than in Tombstone. The first site to be "discovered** was 

Tombstone's Bird Cage Theater, which following its heyday as a major theater on the 

Vaudeville drcuit, was closed in the 1890s, sold, and turned into a warehouse. Over the 

'* The Tombstone Prospector, Fefaniary 14,1922; Douglas (Anzooa) International, November 11. 
1920. 

" TheTombstone Epitaph, Febniaiy 19, April 22,1922; Stewart H. Holbiook. The Guy Who Niamed 
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decades, the building fell into disrepair.̂  It regained national prominence by in Lewis' 

Wolfville tales and again in Bechdolt's When the West was Young, This attention brought 

curious tounsts and a realization to promoters like Gardiner that Tombstone had a 

mailcetable roadside attraction. He Usted it in a Tombstone Conunercial Club brochure in 

1924, describing it as an immortal place by virtue of the writings of Bechdolt and Lewis 

and as such, was a good target for "Kodakers."" 

Boosters struggled to find the best way to use the fame of the Bird Cage Theater to 

attract visitors. Most believed it ranked in importance to other nationally prominent sites 

and should be made into the centerpiece of Tombstone's commemoration of the Old West 

This famous relic of Tombstone's early days should be converted into a museum housing 

the many available exhibits of the days of gold," the editor of The Tombstone Epitaph 

wrote, Tor the special benefit of the tourists, and like the Alamo, of San Antonio, Texas, 

should be for tourists to see and snapshot to their hearts content'' The need to turn it into a 

wild west museum was particularly important according to the newspaper since those days 

were in danger of being forgotten as the number of participants declined each year. The 

Bird Cage museum they envisioned would ensure Tombstone's place in the Old West 

I^cular attendon focused on its violent aspect: "Of the old pioneers who reveled in the 

hilarity and woe of the Bird Cage, few are remaining who can relate to the first hand tales 

of its incident of joy and sorrow, but it will be made into a museum that will stand as an 

everlasting monument of the time when blood and gold were valued as naught'̂  Outside 

interest in the Bird Cage Theater affirmed local belief in its importance as both histonc 

shrine and tourist attraction. The Arizona Daily Star remarked that it was "only mark of the 

early days" and "the little county seat has few things to show the gaping tourist" lamenting 

that it would soon disappear and only "exist in the manuscripts of a few.*  ̂

The outside interest in the Bird Cage also fostered a new awareness within the 

'̂ Rupert Larson. "Exploring a Once Wild and Woolly Town," Progressive Arizona, 4(May 1927), p. 
29. 

 ̂A. KGaiiSatr, The Main Street Through Arizona, TombstaacCaaaaet̂ Clvb. 1924, Arizona 
libnty andAicinves.Phoenix. Arizona, p. IL 

 ̂The Tombstone Epitaph, June 13, 1920. 
"The Arizona Daily Star, December 13,1925. 
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community that the past should be preserved in a more organized fashion to attract tourists. 

For the first time, certain landmarks such as the Bird Cage were given a public value by 

local leaders. In 1922, after a group of officials from the War Depattment visited 

Tombstone and the Bird Cage Theater and "reveled in its ancient history," a group of 

prominent citizens tried to form the town's first historical society which had '*at heart the 

preservation of historic Tombstone."The group identified what was deemed historically 

important: "buildings, pictures, old stage coaches and numerous other things that make 

up the history of Tombstone of by-gone days." At the same time, it described the intention 

of forming a corporation to take over the Bird Cage Theater and turn it into a museum for 

"tourists and visitors from all over the world.ITie Tombstone Epitaph, enthusiastically 

supported the movement, writing that "providence allowed the buildings to remain" and 

that the Bird Cage Theater stood as a monument to the days when cowboys, miners, train 

robbers and gamblers flipped 'Tree flowing gold dust" at the feet of high priced 

entertainers.'*  ̂ The Tcmbstone Daily Prospector also lauded it as a conmiendable effort 

that would "draw hundreds of visitors."*' Despite the brief upswelling of preservation 

sentiment, momentum for a Tombstone historic society quickly faded when it became 

apparent that the owner of the theater, C. L Cummings, the town's mayor and a wealthy 

real estate dabbler, had his own plans for the Bird Cage. He had personally amassed a 

collecticMi of historic memorabilia and ultimately planned to open a private museum. His 

dream exceeded his lifetime but not his wife's. In 1934, she opened it as a private 

museum and coffee shop.** 

The Bird Cage affair illustrated the difficulties of mobilizing even motivated groups 

into bodies that could implement conunemorative goals because of tensions between public 

and private interests. Even the most simplest means of validating a town's historic events 

and sites for tourists —that marking important places—was often a challenge to local 

*' The Tombstone Epitaph, January 29,1922; The Tombstone Daily Prospector, December 22,1922. 
*^The Tombstone Epitaph, February 5,1922. 
** 77ie Tombstone Daily Prospector. February 2,1922. 
**Souvenv of the Birdcage, Arizona Coilecliaiu Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Hayden 

library, Arizona Stale UniversiQr, Tempe, Arianna. C L. Cummings purchased the building in 1905. 
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advocates. Historic designations were quickest and most cost effective method of 

commemoration in comparison to constructing monuments or museums, since the only 

work involved was the creation and installation of signs. E)espite the advantages, tourist 

promoters found getting marker programs funded, created and implemented depended on 

their abiliQr to get local support or find outside monies. To overcome the problem of 

prevalent apathy among residents, pnxnoters waged on-going campaigns to convince their 

constituents that having disappointed tourists was bad business and not in the in the best 

interest of the community as a whole. 

Promoters' enthusiasm for tourism and the capitalization of their pasts generally 

exceeded the amount of effort their communities were willing to commit to an on-going 

program of commemoration. Unlike a private industry, tourism, as envisioned by 

promoters, was a entire conmiunity affair that required a strong voluntary commitment to 

hospitality by chamber members, business owners, and rank-and-file citizens as well as 

efforts to create monuments, markers, renovate building, maintain tourist facilities, and 

keep up the appearance of the town. General apathy towards historic commemoration by 

rank-and-file members of the community was a common issue. Many citizens lacked 

knowledge of their town's history or cared little about it For example. Fired Trigg, an 

editor of The Kansas City Star found "few people living in EXxlge City who could give 

him accurate information of many of the events in the town's eariy day history.'** Others 

could not support the lurid nature of the Old West past being promoted. Robert 

Frothingham, a travel writer observed that many residents dem'ed the town's old reputation 

altogether saying it was always a "nice, quiet, clean town."** Author Charles Bnger, also 

found Tombstonians "tired of being questioned" about the past While stopped for gas, he 

and his compam'on asked a woman in a garden if the town had "any history worth 

speaking of." She answered in the "spirit of a philosopher" and stated that as far as she 

could see "history was nothing but a macedoine of crime, folly and bad luck" and the "less 

** The Dodge City Journal, April 30,1925. 
** Robert Fiodunghain, Traib Through the Golden West, New York: Robert M. McBride and 

Company, 1932, p. 27. 
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the histoiy people or places have the better."*  ̂

One strategy promoters used to overcome disinterest about commemoration was to 

associate community pride and its physical appearance with the town's heritage. The 

Dodge City Journal attributed its town's success to the fact that It is made of good 

citizens" who are full of "ginger and pep.An eddtoc of TheDeadwood Daily Pioneer 

Times was even more direct "Your pride in Deadwood is about the best kind of pride you 

can have," he wrote, "it is an unselflsh pride.Albert Senn, editor of TheBlack Hills 

Weekly, went a step further by defining the "ideal community" as one that "is made 

sufficiently and abundantly fit for work, worship, play, neighboriiness, home life, 

education, and the transacticm of business." These he linked to a "clean town physically."" 

When Tombstone's Crystal F âce Saloon was renovated into a theater in 1922, The 

Tombstone Epitaph applauded the accomplishment as an example to others to "present a 

cleaner and more beautiful appearance," adding that only "cheaper materials as well as 

community pride are responsible for the improvements."*  ̂

Appeals to conmiunity pride by newspapers were generally aimed at civic service 

clubs, which were the primary groups tourism advocates sought out as sources of 

volunteers and funds to implement their programs of marking sites. This often had a high 

rate of success because of chambers of conunerce members, the main tourism boosters, 

were well connected to allied business and social organizations. Ideally, the best way to 

get a commemorative [rogram underway was through an already established organization 

that was respected by the conununity, had personal and financial resources, and a vested 

interest in the past Of the three, only Deadwood had a organized group that dedicated 

itself to preserving memory but it was far from ideal. Initially, local commemoration was 

undertaken by the SocieQr of Black Hills Pioneers, an organization created in 1889 to 

preserve pioneer history and ensure it members had proper burials. The biggest flaw of 

Hnger, Adventure Under Sapphire Skies, p. 113. 
** 7%e Dodge City Journal, January 4,1923 
" The Deadwood DaUy Pioneer Times, November 22,1914. 
" The Black HiOs Weekly, August 1.1929. 
*' The Tombstone Epitaph, January 29,1922. 
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the organizatioa were its rules governing membership. Originally, the society only 

accepted members who arrived in the area during the first year of Deadwood's founding. 

As the this circle grew smaller, membership requirements were modified to allow women 

to become full members, then later changed to allow the children of pioneers to join. As 

the tourist industry began to take off in the years after World War One, the socieQr was 

prodded by the Deadwood Businessman's Assodation, many of whom had dual 

membership in the society, to embark on a program of building historic monuments and 

marking sites. At its annual meeting in 1920, the members were urged to mark spots 

''where notable events of the life of the eariy days were enacted, and which will be of 

interest to tourists, by the erection of stone monuments and tablets."  ̂By 1925, the sode  ̂

had marked the site of the murder of "Preacher" Smith on the Deadwood-Spearfish 

Highway (1914), constructed the Roosevelt Memorial, and built a series of monuments in 

Custer commemorating its the gold discovery, the author Annie Tallent, and reconstruction 

of a frontier fort near Custer.*  ̂

The organization's energy did not keep pace with demands placed upon it by 

Deadwood tourism boosters. In attempts to rally public support for commemoration 

Chamber of Commerce members brought in outside speakers to underscore the desire of 

tourists to experience the Old West the implications that revenues were lost by failing to 

meet their needs. One speaker told listeners that tourists expected the '%acarious thrills that 

belong to a section of the country that just left off being just a frontier" and urged that 

Deadwood ''recreate the unique glamour" by marking more historic spots to place visitors 

more in touch with pioneers.̂  This was echoed at an armual meeting of the Black and 

Yellow Trail Association teynote speaker Doane Robinson, the state historian. He 

described the "pull of the historic place" for tourists and added that it was "good business 

to property mark places in which the community takes pride."** One Deadwood newspaper 

The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, February 1,1920. 
** Cushman daric. "niie SodeQr of Blade HOls Pioneers" b Some History of Lawrence County, 

Pierre, Soulh Dakota: The Slate RiUislung Company. 1981, p.l; Lee, ed.. Gold—Gals—Guns—Guts, 
p. 216. 

** The Black Hilb Weekly, March 6.1930. 
* The Deadwood Daily Pioneer -Times, Saaiuty, 23.1924. 
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tried to speed action by printing a lengthy letter by a disappointed tourist who called for 

the ciQr to create intelligent and comprehensive plan of marking all important and 

historic scenes" similar to the ways events and personages had been commemorated in 

New England.*' At one point, an exasperated Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times simply 

demanded that markers to be set up as "quickly as possible.By 1924, both The 

Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times and the society itself urged the Deadwood Conmiercial 

Club to assume the responsibility of marking of Deadwood's points of interest for 

tourists." In 1930, the city assumed this task by the city through the offices of its newly 

appointed chamber of conunerce secretary. Historic points were picked that were "closely 

assodated with the last frontier which made Deadwood famous as the outstanding mining 

camp which flared 'highest and brightest.*" These included segregating and ordering sites 

which boosters believed to be most authentic in terms of the wild west such as the site of 

Saloon Number 10 where Hickok was murdered; the escape route of his assassin. Jack 

McCall; the place where Preacher Smith, an eariy day minister was killed by Indians in 

1876; the Bella Union Saloon; and site of the old Gem Theater.** 

Since Tombstone lacked a histoical society, its chamber of commerce relied solely 

on voluntary groups such as the Women's Club and the Boy Scouts to conmiemorate 

important places. Aside from building a road to the Schieffelin monument and making the 

Bird Cage a private museum, during the eariy 1920s, little progress was made to mark 

historic sites. Frank Moy, the new editor of The Tombstone Epitaph, and a strong 

advocate of tourism, found the slow pace of progress exasperating. Coming to Tombstone 

in 1927 from a background as publicity director for U.S.Senator Ralph Cameron and 

Phoenix's The Arizona Gazette, Moy saw the lack of commemoration as a failure of the 

commum'ty to realize its economic potential. To spur action, in 1927, he described the task 

** The Deadwood Telegram, December?, 1923. 
•'/fetti.My II, 1924. 
** The Deadwood Tekgram, Saiaiarf2t, 1924-, The Deadwood Daity Pioneer-Tanes, JvHy 11, 1924. 
** Deadwood Chamber of Commerce, "Pomis of Ouistandiiig Interest Wbkh Should Niot be Overlooked 

Da  ̂Your Vint to the Histadcdty of Deadwood,Soiiih Dakota," 1934, Deadwood Chamber of 
Commeroe Records, Gle 96.1 ,̂ D^woad.nrcservati(iiAidiives,Deadwood,SoathDakoia. 
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of locating and maridng the "many places of interesr as still undone""* and exhorted 

W(xnen's Club to take a stronger iniuative in installing markeis. In an article under the 

headlines "Wake Up! Girls! Wake Up!" he sought to inspire action by pointing out the loss 

of revenues: 

Hundreds of tourists pass through this town weekly, not knowing that Tombstone 
is the historic gem of Arizona. They come into our state to see such places of 
interest as ours. It is almost a sin on our part not to stop them so that they may 
enjoy, without expense but probably with (aDfit to us, our matchless wealth of 
historic relics. 

Will those tablets be put up? How long must we wait to see? Will Tombstone see 
to it that they are put up?'°' 

Two weeks later Moy again called for acticm on the tablets, extolling the virtues of meeting 

tourist expectations and calling the lack of initiative just "bad business.Despite the 

slow efforts by locals, two years later, the Epitaph reported that "the long uphill pull of a 

handful of citizens to establish suitable markings and to rehabilitate old landmarks seems to 

verge on bearing fruit and we believe that the town as a whole is now united behind this 

effort to put T(»nbstone on the map as the most interesting 'western town' of the West"*® 

Dodge CiQr's eariy commemoration efforts were largely the work of a prominent 

Dodge CiQr businessman and town pioneer, Hamilton Bell. Unlike Tombstone and 

Deadwood, where relative newcomers and younger people like Ariington Gardiner 

advocated conunemoration from a commercial standpoint. Bell's interest stemmed from 

his life-long association with Dodge City, stretching back to eariiest years and concern for 

the preservation of its pioneer legacy. His list of professional activities illustrated a deep 

integration into the political and business fabric of the community. He originally arrived 

in Dodge City in 1874 as a railroad worker, but soon switched to a livery stable operator. 

In 1878, he purchased the Varieties Dance Hall and added the role of undertaker to his list 

Bell served six consecutive turns as a U.S. Deputy Marshall between 1887 and 1911, and 

in 1912, was elected mayor of Dodge CiQr. At the end of his administration, he purchased 

""The Tombstone Epitaph, November 10,1927; Frank Moy, Tombstone Annual Resource Edition, 
16(N6vember 10,1927), p. 6. 

The Tombstone Epitcph, November 24.1927. 
Decembers. 1927. 
April 11.1927. 
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a Chalmers and Reo automobile dealership, operated a 2000 acre ranch, and finally retired 

in 1927 as the owner of a pet shop."  ̂ Around his time of retirement be joined fellow long-

term residents and business associates Heinie Schmitt, a newspaper editor and postmaster; 

Merritt Beeson, the owner of the Beeson Theater, and Dr. Oscar Simpson, a dentist and 

rancher in preserving the memory of Dodge City's frontier period. 

Hamilton, as a member of Dodge City's Chamber of Commerce pushed plans to 

draw tourists to EXxlge City though its involvement with bail associations. At a Santa Fe 

Trail Association meeting in 1922, he joined with other members of the chamber of 

commerce to launch a campaign to place markings throughout the route, with special 

attention to its course through Dodge City. At the same time, the group wanted to 

supplement old signs welcoming visitors to the town which had "matter concerning the 

early history of Dodge City" with ones with modem facts."" Later, Bell led a group Dodge 

City business owners in sponsoring the erection of a monument at the location of the Fort 

Atkinson site west of the city. 

By the middle of the twenties. Bell turned his main interest in historic 

commemoration away from the Sante Fe Trail to sites within the city. He and his 

associates announced plans in 1926 to orgam'ze a historical sodety for the "purpose of 

preserving old relics, landmarks and other places of fame and significance."Their first 

order of business was to place markers throughout the county."" A year later, the group 

submitted a list of histcnic sites to the National Old Trails road committee of the Daughters 

of ihe American Revolution in a effort to obtain outside furxiing. Toppng the list were 

sites of the Old West including Dodge City's old Boot Hill cemetery site and various 

places along the Santa Fe Trail. The group also advocated preserving a section of the trail 

where the old wagon traces were still visible.'"  ̂Out of its campaign to mark sites. Bell's 

group developed a strong interest in the preservation and commemoration of the ciQr's first 

cemetery. Boot Hill, which marked the beginmng of Dodge City's first serious entry in 

Dodge City and Ford County, Kansas. IS70-I920: Pioneer Histories and Sories, Dodge Qiy, 
Kansas: The Ford County Historical Society, 1996. pps. 113-114. 

The Dodge City Journal, August 10.1922. 
October 7,1926. 

nrid  ̂August 11. 1927. 
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the Western history martet and took the meaning of roadside attracticxi to an entirely new 

level. 

Through these actions to build their tourist trades, business leaders of the 1920s in 

Deadwood, Dodge City and Tombstone played an influential role in the ways their 

communities remembered their pasts. Supported by histories and memoirs that transformed 

unsavory moments into periods of historic distinction, each town's chamber of commerce, 

whose mission was to boost local business interests, now saw the very pasts they each had 

once tried to hide as new untapped c(»nmodities. This change in attitude was reflected in 

ways they selected and marked buildings and places they deemed important for the 

purposes of satisfying tourist's desires for authenticity. By giving the past an economic 

legitimacy, boosters and business leaders could safely fasten their towns to their frontier 

moments and thus, fix them with a new permanent identity. For the most part, this was a 

top down measure by commercial interests and local elites; rank-and-flle members of the 

community showed little interest in either history or tourism. The new identiflcation with 

the past that promoters crafted was reflected in each town's offlcial nickname in 

[^motional materials: Deadwood labeled itself the "Historic City in the Black Hills;" 

while Dodge City became the "Cowboy Capital."*"* Tombstone took a more dramatic 

approach calling itself "Arizona's Historic Shrine" and later, "the town too tough to die.""" 

The realization that that memory had value marked the beginning of a shift in the ways 

these communities would present their pasts to the world.The drive to increase the tourist 

trade did not stop with promotions and simfde commemoration. At the same time, business 

leaders developed partnerships with city governments to create attractions which pushed 

the limits of authenticity—and taste. 

Deadwood ftonioliaaai Pamphlet. 1929, Deadwood Public Library. Dodge Qty'smcknameicfencd 
to Robert Wright's 1913 history of Dodge City. 

"*Tombstoiie ftomoliaoal Pamphlet #9, UA, SC. The phrase was invenled by The Tombstone 
^Uaph publisher Walter Cole. Cole recalled opposilioa lo its by some older members oT tbe community 
who cnmplained that Tombstone was nevertougb. Walter Cole to Douglas Martin. October 17.1961. 
November 24.1961, Waller Cole Pqiers, UAL, SC. 
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CHAPTER HVE: DEATH BE NOT PROUD 

Roadside markers, monuments, and buildings offered physical confimiation to 

tourists that the Wild West they had read about in popular histories, pulp Action, or had 

seen in movies was, indeed authentic. The practice of marking historic sites and buildings 

offered physical proof of its existence, but left too much to the imagination. Since the crux 

of a tnie wild west shrine revolved around its moment of communiQ  ̂disorder and 

associated characters, the logical place for tourists to seek greater affirmation of their 

predisposed images was a cemetery filled with heroes and victims of mayhem. 

Expectations boine of fiction, film, and fictionalized history, however did not meld with 

contemporary realities. Instead of finding the rustic frontier graveyards with quaint and 

colorful epitaphs they had read about, tourists visiting Deadwood in the 1920s discovered 

a staid Mt Moriah Cemetery in Deadwood with over 2500 residents and defaced statues. 

Visitors to £Xxlge City found a still functioning school house over its old frontier cemetery, 

and curious Tombstone tourists found a long abandoned graveyard covered with garbage. 

As the market value of their fnmtier cemeteries was realized in the 1920s and 1930s, 

business leaders allied with city governments to create attractions and by doing so, made a 

major step toward the sanctioning of the Wild West west as official memory. Out of these 

new partneiships. Tombstone, Dodge City and Deadwood reinvented and marketed their 

old cemeteries for tourist consumption. In their efforts to attract visitors, the three towns 

not only gave death a new twist; they made their old burial grounds, commonly called 

"Boot Hills," a signamre feature of Old West commemoration. These transformations 

served as graphic examines of the ways the communities manifested their new-found 

appreciation of their wild west moments by selecting and creating historic attractions by 

virtue of their market appeal. 
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Dodge City's Boot Hill 

Dodge City lagged behind Tombstone and Deadwood in developing its tourist 

trade, but made up lost ground by creating and marketing a new form of attraction which 

mixed hucksterism and authenticity. Without the economic imperative that drove 

Deadwood and Tombstone to market themselves as tourist attractions. Dodge City showed 

belated interest in conunemoration. In 1927, this changed dramatically when Hamilton Bell 

and fellow business owners with an interest in the town's Old West past engineered the 

city's purchase of the long abandoned potter's field called "Boot Hill," an event that 

swiftly elevated discussions to a public level cm the means by which the city would 

remember its past 

According to Robert Eagan, a Dodge City historian who conducted extensive 

research on the original Dodge City cemetery, the term "Boot Hill" was used frequently in 

railroad cowtowns and referred to early improvised municipal cemeteries which ultimately 

became potter's fields.' One of the first national uses of the term in this regard appeared in 

Scribner's Monthly in 1880, in an article describing "New Sharon," a euphemism for a 

town closely resembling Dodge CiQr. - Of the three towns, only Dodge City ever used the 

term during its formative period to describe the town's first burial ground.̂  Tombstone 

locals at the time did not recall the name ever being used and referred to its burying ground 

as simply "the old city cemetery." John C. Hancock, a long term Tombstone resident later 

attributed the use of the term to the "tenderfoot writers" who "started to write up the 

west"* Hancock's belief may have some legitimacy; Alfred Henry Lewis who lived in 

Dodge CiQr and would have been familiar with the term, used it in his Wolfville stories, 

' Notebook I. Bo\ 1. Robeit Eagan Colleclion, Western History Depaitment. Denver Public Libraiy, 
Denver, Colorado. 

^Tbe author describes Boot FM as a place named for those wbo died with thev boots with a 'lack of an 
oidinaiy plan or legularity in the location of the graves." The author counted 38 graves, two of which weie 
women, a number consisient with those buried in Do(̂  QV- author found the visit ID the site 
depressing, and lemaiked "the place seemed to us an ill-favored one to taiiy in on such a peifect and 
enjoyable day." 'XivaSmdayutî Shatioar Scribner's Ktonthly, 19(\iBiGh 1880), p. 773. 

'PediapB die eailiest use of the lenn "Boot Ifill" appealed mTTbe Dodge City Times, May 6,1877. 
* The Tombstone Epitâ , April 1,1926. 
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and fixing it to Tombstone. The idea that the name came from Dodge was echoed by one 

Tombstone resident who when asked about its origin answered that it piobaUy came from 

the Kansas cowtown because in its "heyday it was fully as wicked"" as his town/ 

Since the name, in all probability came from Dodge City, it was fitting that the 

reinvention of its Boot Hill into a historic tourist attract was the pivotal event in 

inaugurating its physical commemoration of its past Like both Tombstone and Deadwood, 

the course of its development followed a path of neglect, abandonment, then rediscovery 

as community values changed toward civic progress and the economic potential of tourism 

became recognized and accepted within the power suiictures of the city. 

As in the case of most boom towns. Dodge City's first civic cemetery was an ad 

hoc creation in 1872 that arose from the need to find a final resting place fora dead 

cowboy. The town's rapid growth made the site of the improvised cemetery prime real 

estate, and in 1878, the £)odge City Townsite Company sold it to developers who planned 

to subdivide it into residential lots.' Since few homeowners would rest comfortably if their 

house sat over a graveyard, the new owners persuaded the city to move the bodies to a 

new cemetery called Prairie Grove, northwest of the city. In 1879, the bodies were 

exhumed by the city coroner, who found the corpses "resting quietly with boots on" but 

recognized few since all the headboards "if ever there were any, had long wasted away."  ̂

In an action that symbolized its desire to distance itself from its unsavory reputation, the 

city purchased a lot on Boot (fill and built a school house, an action the Hays Sentinel 

referred to as "the proudest evidence of enlightenment upon the one surviving relic of 

barbarism.** The school, in turn was razed in 1890 and replaced with a larger, three-story 

structure, popularly known as the "Boot Hill" school which functioned effectively for 

thirty-five years.' 

When the Dodge City Board of Education announced it would close the outtnoded 

* Ibid., August 2, 1928. 
• The Dodge City Tones, May 4,1878. 
 ̂The Ford County Globe, February 4,1879. 
•Aai, May 31.1879 
'The Dodge City Joumai, My 16.1925; Robert EEagan. "Boot HOI Victinis and What Happened to 

them.*' mamiscript in EagaaPapm. Denver Public libiaiy, p. 5. 
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school and sell the property in 1925, business interests saw the opportunity to create a 

destination attraction for the city. **6001 Hill is known coast to coast and could be 

converted into one of the showplaces of the ciQ:,'" The Dodge City Daily Globe reported, 

''there is a sentiment here that the historical value of the tract should be capitalized.**" 

Representatives of Dodge CiQr Kiwanis, Rotary Gubs, American Legion, Real Estate 

Men's Organization, and the Chamber of Commerce met and petitioned the Dodge City 

commission to call fora special election to purchase Boot Hill." Unfortunately, the 

interest of these groups was not reflective of the community in general: when the measure 

was placed before voters, it was defeated on August 20 by a two to c»ie margin. The site 

was sold in turn to the Protestant Hospital Association who hoped to remodel the old 

school for hospital use." Two years later in 1927, interest in commemoiating the site 

arose again following an announcement that the hospital association had abandoned its 

plans for the site and was willing to sell it at public auction. 

Moving quickly, the Dodge City Real Estate Board sponsored a new campaign to 

save the site. Within hours after the intention of sale was announced, members of the 

movement circulated a petition amcmg business leaders urging the city to make a new offer 

to purchase Boot Hill and succeeded in postponing the sale until a $12,000 city bond 

election to purchase the site was held in April. A week before the election, the group 

launched a major effort to galvanize voter support by linking historic preservation to 

conununity progress: 

To preserve this historic point is an investment that will return to the taxpayers 
much more than than it will cost Do not hold Dodge City back. Help push 
forwanl.Vote to save Boot tfill." 

The tact paid off. Voters endorsed the resolution and on April 20,1927, Boot Hill became 

city prc^rty.'* 

Even though the site was now publiciy deeded, the extent and nature of 

The Dodge City DaUy Globe, April 2. 1927. 
" Wid.', Dodge Qty Commisnoa Vfeedng Vfinuies, Jouaud I, July 1, July 15,1925, Eagan Papers. 

The Dodge City Daily GfoAe.Febniaiy4.1927 
April 2,1927 

'* Dodge Qty Qnmiussioa Meeliiig \fiiiiiies. Jottmal 1. April 20,1927, Eagan Papen. 
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preservation was unclear. Opiniois were sharply divided on bow much of the valuable 

land should be allotted for historic commemoration purposes and how much should be 

used for other mum'cipal priorities. After eight months of discussion, the city finally 

passed a resolution in December 1927, supporting a pro bono proposal by Dr. Oscar H. 

Simpson, a retired dentist and amateur sculptor to construct and place a "large figure of a 

western cowboy" at a '̂ commanding position" on Boot Hill. When flnished, the statue 

was to be placed in front of a new city hall which would also be constructed on the site in a 

Spanish-style architecture as a tribute to the town's position on the Santa Fe Trail and its 

heritage as being once part of the old Spanish &npire.'̂  

The nod to Simpson served as an early recognition of his leadership in Dodge 

City's historical commemoration efforts during the 1920s. Like his friend Hamilton Bell, 

another leader in the Boot Hill preservation effort, Simpson was a long-term resident of 

prominent social standing. After arriving in Dodge City in 1885, he built a successful 

(tental practice and gained national recognition for his innovative methods of casting gold 

inlays. Simpson expanded his interests by dabbling in real estate, irrigation plants, and 

livestock raising. He moved into city politics as a participate in both the Phoenix club and 

its successor, the Dodge City Chamber of Commerce, and served several terms on the city 

council.'" R)Howing his retirement tn 1922, Simpson turned his attendon toward sculpting 

in concrete and researching Dodge City history, writing several articles for local 

newspapers on topics as such as a biography of Bat Masterson. Simpson believed that 

Dodge City was the most "historic town in the state " outside of Lawrence, which had a 

Civil War rote, but had greater status as a defining symbol of the American West. The 

town was "unquestionably the most typically western in habits and customs of any town 

that ever existed," Simpson once told a reporter, and added that it "produced more national 

characters and notorious gunmen than all the rest of the wild towns of the turbulent west 

combined, and was longer passing through the gun age." " Simpson's romanticizing of 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, September 21.1929. 
'* Dodge City and Ford Cowity, Kansas, 1870-1920: Pioneer Histories and Stories, Dodge City: The 

Fad Cdan  ̂Ifislorical Sodely, 1996, pps. 304-5. 
"The Dodge City Journal, My 5,1928. 
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Dodge City's wild past had an ironic twist: he was a long-time prohibitionist who strongly 

supported closing down the town's saloons in the 1880s." 

The statue signaled an acknowledgement and strong desire among business leaders 

to memorialize its once-controversial past Simpson's cowboy was supported by locals 

who wanted the monument to commemorate ''the cowboy, whose activities greatly 

influenced and colored the early day history of Dodge City."*' To capture this spirit, he 

sculpted a flgure out of reinforced concrete based on the likeness of Joe Sughnie, the 

town's chief of police (who was later described by a reporter as "almost as homely as the 

Simpson statue *0.̂  When presented to the city in 1928, The Dodge City Journal 

described Simpson's work as a ''long, gaunt, rangy cowboy" with a "trusty six shooter" 

which "truly described the real cowboy as he was known in the eariy days.'̂ ' Simpson's 

statue was formally dedicated on November4,1929 as part of a larger historical 

celebration that included the laying of the cornerstone for a new Dodge City Hall. At the 

base of the statue was inscribed the words; "On the ashes of my campfire, this city is 

built" To create a western attnosphere, members of the preservation group placed rocks, 

sage, cactus, and soapweed around the statue but objections by the city commission 

prevented the entire hill from being crowned in native flont  ̂

The statue was the first step in a decades-long debate <xi the nature and fonn history 

would be memorialized in Dodge City. In the course of the discussions, the line between 

creating a monument which bad altruistic civic motivations of preserving community 

memory and a tourist atuaction became indistinguishable. The discussion was led by the 

preservation group which was formally incorporated as the Southwest Historical Society in 

1931 with Hamilton Bell as its first president and Oscar Simpson a charter officer. The 

'* Dodge City and Ford County, Kansas, 1870-1920: Pioneer Histories and Stories, p. 305. 
'*AuiL, December 21,1927; The Dodge City Daily Globe, December 22,1927. Simpson came to 

Dodge Cî  in 1885 and practiced dentisliy until his retiiemeiit in 1922. Simpsoo's previous aitislic 
expeiwnce was sculpting small elepfaants, fitogs, and a elk's head for the Dodge Qty Elk's dob. 

" The Dodge City Globe, Fsbruaty 1.1971. 
The Dodge City Journal, March 28,1928. 

** The Dodge City Globe, Mnh 26.1931; Ida EUen Radi, "Dr. O. H. Simpson." Boot HiU Cle. 
Kansas Heritage Genter. Dodge Qty, Kansas. 
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SocieQr was aware that Dodge CiQr had been slow to capitalize on the town's history and 

put atop its agenda the creation of a Boot Hill museum which members hoped that 

someday "would be known throughout the nation.*® According to The Dodge City Globe, 

the group believed making Boot (GU a national tourist attraction had all indications of 

success because the Old West it represented bad a strong appeal to a new generation of 

Americans "which had succeeded the actual participants in episodes of those history 

making days." As evidence of this strong interest, they pointed out that the question 

tourists most frequently asked when they reached the city was "Where is Boot Hill?"  ̂

Other Dodge CiQ  ̂business leaders did not believe that a museum was the best 

approach, but they agreed that it was time for the city to finally capitalize on the fame of 

Boot Hill. "Why should Dodge City be ashamed of Boot Hill?" Tke Dodge City Daily 

Globe challenged, "Have we become so goody goody that the days of the primitive, 

elemental west offends our flne sense of right and wrong?" In a long letter written to The 

Dodge City Globe, C. C. Sales, a prominent local banker, also asked "why have 

newspaper men written story after story about Dodge City?" Why do magazine writers 

continue to feature Dodge City in stories which always go over big?" According to Sales, 

the answer was obvious; "It is because of b'storic Old Boot Hill." Sales argued that unless 

the site was preserved, the inevitability of the changes caused by modem progress would 

make "old Dodge City" a thing of the past To prevent the town's past from being 

forgotten. Sales recommended a simple granite monument, "so that a stranger visiting 

Dodge City may know he is standing on the site of the Old Boot Hill cemetery; and so 

future generations may not forget Boot Hill was a very important part of the stage on 

which was enacted that great melodrama, the Biriy Life of Dodge City."  ̂

Joe Hulpieu, a furniture store owner and member of the preservation committee, 

had a more elaborate idea which inadvertently set of a storm of controversy which 

illustrated Boot Hiirs strong support among the city's civic clubs. In an address before 

the Kiwanis Club in 1931, he described a plan for a diorama which would have replicas of 

The Dodge City DaUyGhbe, ¥chnmy 9,1932. 
*̂IbuL 

"Ibid  ̂ May 11.1931. 
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the Santa Fe Trail and cattle trails serving as walkways. Along the paths he envisioned 

metal statues representing wagon trains, buffalo, Indians, and Wyatt Earp. In Hulpieu's 

mind, the project would solve two dilenmias: furnish labor for the unemployed and 

attract tourists.' Hulpteu introduced his plan to the city commission in February 1931 and 

found his offer countered by another group who contended the site should best be turned 

into tennis courts. Neither plan was voted upon, but when the city began landscaping the 

site a few weeks later, rumors spread that the city was leveling the hill in favor of the 

tennis courts." This acticxi ignited a rash of telephone calls to newspapers and prompted a 

new "Save Boot Hill "campaign among suppcviers, culminating in a large meeting at the 

Lion's Club. At the meeting, forty Lion's Club members volunteered to attend the city 

commission meeting to protest any city action which would level the site they now 

referred to as "the center of historical interest in the southwest'*" To squelch rumors. 

Dodge City mayor Harry Hart met an assembled group of members of the Lion's Club and 

Southwest Historical Society to reassure them that the excavation work was only meant to 

tidy up the hill. The mayor and the assembly agreed to avoid future misunderstandings by 

creating a special committee to direct an offlcial plan for commemoration consisting of the 

Lions, Kiwanis, Southwest Historical Society, and city park board.̂  

The new comnuttee could rely on a surprising level of public support to formalize 

the c(Mnmemoration of Boot Hill for the promise of tourism revenues it would bring to the 

depression socked town. In March of 1932, The Dodge City Globe conducted a random 

telephone poll to determine the extent of local interest According to the newspaper, 

sentiment strongly favored preserving the site as a historic park. One participant indicated 

the site was ''greatest asset Dodge City has as a tourist attraction" but none ventured any 

specific ideas of what shs  ̂that would take.̂  A few weeks after the poll, the first 

recommendation came from the Southwest Hstorical Society that set the tone for the 

November 11.1931. 
'̂ /ZiKf..Fiebniary 18.1932. 

Mafch2. 1932. 
» IbiiL,Mmck3, 1932. 
*'fel.MittGlil4. 1932. 
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future; a six fcx>t repiica of a cowboy boot including spurs.̂ ' 

Although a giant boot was never built, the shape of Boot Hill's first 

conunemoiation took on the exaggerated symbolism of the Old West it represented. 

Taking a paraphrased Rotary motto literally, "he profits most who shoots flist," Dr. Oscar 

Simpson led members of the Dodge CiQr Rotary club, including the publisher of The 

Dodge City Globe, Jess C. Denious, in the construction of a parody of the Boot Hill 

graveyard on the actual site (o entertain state Rotanan Convention attendees in May 1932. 

Their whimsical version consisted of placing fifteen concrete-cast faces and boots sticking 

out of mounds they formed to resemble graves.. Atop each "grave" were clever hand-

painted epitaphs, some of which referred to real characters. For example: 

Shoot em up Jake 
Run for sheriff 1872 

Ran from Sheriff 1876 
Burried 1876 

One Eyed Joe was Slow on the Draw 

He played five aces and now he plays the harp 

The Bones of Hiram Burr, who mistook a he-cow for a her 

The graves were arranged in a haphazard manner to illustrate the improvised nature of the 

original cemetery. Some were opened up to reveal skeletal remains such as backbones, 

ribs, and skulls. One grave featured a real skeleton offered as proof of Boot Hill's 

authenticity. Towering above his ersatz graveyard, Simpson installed a large dead tree 

with an overhanging branch from which dangled a rope. A sign fixed to the tree read: " 

Horse Thief Pete was hung on this tree in ISTS.**® Although a reporter for The Dodge City 

Globe found Boot Hill's new life "all very sad," Simpson's creation drew so much 

attentioa from visitors that it was allowed to remain after the convention's conclusion and 

Ibid., April 5. 1932. 
Îbid., May 9.1932, March 4.1971; clipping, o-d.. nup.. in scrapbook m Lois Btysoa Collectioo, 

1989.43.10, Box 59, Boot IfiU Museum Aiduves, Dodge OQr, Kansas. 
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quickly became the ciQ '̂s main tourist attraction.̂  

A month later, Simpson dedicated an ofTicially sanctioned sculpture of a set of 

longhom steer heads intended to coincide with a Lions' Convention.̂  UnUke his Boot 

Hill parody, the dentist* concrete steer busts were the center of an orgam'zed public fanfare, 

complete with a parade of Dodge City Lions dressed in cowboy costumes and riding 

horses, visiting Lions, drum and bugle corps, and local marching bands, and event which 

underscored the public's acceptance of commemorating its frontier moment To add 

authenticity to the monument, the base was constructed of rocks from the old county jail 

and bore the inscription: "My trails become your highways.** Speaking at its dedication, 

C. C. Isely, a leader in the Southwest Historical Society, placed the monument within the 

context of national interest in the Old West as shown by the "dozens of magazines for sale 

in New York and Philadelphia,**and reafflrmed the necessity of preserving the memoiy of 

"a fragment of the Old West for our children." " 

For the next decade and a half, Simpson*s statues on Boot Hill—both sanctioned 

and satirical—were the only monuments to Dodge City*s past due to its lack of money and 

a failure to obtain a general consensus on a specific plan. Ideas expanded from Joe 

Hulpieu's mim'ature reproduction of the Sante Fe trail, to a two room sod house, a scale 

diorama of Dodge CiQr*s old Front street, and a brass buffalo. The most serious 

discussion surrounded Hamilton BelKs museum idea, which although it had the 

endorsement by city commissioners was prevented due to the lack of funds in the dust 

bowl ravaged town.̂  Amidst the course of discussion, de facto ofTicial sanctioning of the 

comic violence of Boot (fill and its role in attracting tourists occurred. In 193S, the 

Chamber of Commerce erected a sign near city hall designed specifically for tourists which 

read: This is Dodge City*s famous Boot Hill burial ground of the six shooting badmen.** 

As part of the same project, the city replaced Simpson's crude epitaphs with more 

" bid.; The Dodge City Daily Globe, March 4,1971. 
^The Dodge City Journal, 1932; Dodge Qty CoinimssioD Me^g Vfinutes, Journal 1. 

April 27,1932. 
''bid„Jmc6,1932. 
Îbid., January 18. June 18,1935. 
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professionai-looidng versions.̂  

The ciQr's mixing of hucksterism and authenticity took a new turn after 

commissicHieis discovered they could exchange the right to sell souvenirs for site 

maintenance. The first sanctioned concessionaire, F. W. Steele, who held the reputation 

as a '̂ oneer southwest photographer" was a long-time resident who lived in Dodge City 

from 1891 through 1927. Between 1891 and 1897, Steele amassed a large photographic 

collection of the range cattle industry, which increased in value as interest in the Old West 

rose in the 1920s. In return for city permission to create a point-of-sale site on Boot tfill 

out of an old chuckwagon, Steele agreed to register guests, oversee publicity, and at some 

future date, set up an exhibit of his collection of frontier photographs in city hall.̂  A year 

later, Steele's rde was taken over by William B. (Dad) Rhodes, a retired cement 

contractor. Like Steele, Rhodes held an aura of authenticity from his lengthy residence 

and personal history in the community. After his arrival in Dodge City in 1885, he had 

successive careers as a farmer, ranch foreman for Robert Wright (the author of Dodge 

City the Cowboy Capital), chief of police, and cement contractor. Following his retirement 

at the age of 84, he offered himself as a Boot Hill custodian in exchange for the right to 

construct a souvenir stand and infoimation booth. 

In September 1936, Rhodes began a decade-long tenure as the living 

personification of Boot Hill. As the popularity of the site increased over time, Rhodes' 

caretaking role expanded to that of site interpreter, as well as salesman. Taking his part as 

host seriously, Rhodes dressed in cowboy clothing complete with hat, boots, red silk 

shirt, blue bandana, and a heavy gold watch to show the prosperity of early Dodge City 

cowboys.̂  Over time, Rhodes made the hill his private interpretive site. He built a picket 

fence, a souvenir and information booth, and supplemented Simpson's statues with his 

own exhibits. In addition, he offered tourists his version on the history of Boot Hill and 

Dodge City and by the time he retired at the age of 94 in 1946, he held the reputation as "a 

"nnd., September 14,193S. 
**AidL. October 10,1935. 

October 10,1935. 
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showman of the highest regard. 

Rhode's historical showmanship com{4imented a marketing campaign designed to 

secure Boot Hill as a miyor destination attraction. Through an organized advertising effort 

directed by Hamilton Bell, publisher Harry Carey, and members of a spedal chamber of 

commerce travel committee, visitation to the dQr gradually increased. The site's 

attendance figures rose throughout the 1930s, reaching as many as 200 daily. To increase 

the numbers even more, suggestions sometimes bwdered on the theatrical. At one point. 

Bell wanted to dress members of the local police force as cowboys and mount them on 

horses to atttact publicity and serve the practical need of answering tourist questions.*' The 

cornerstone of the marketing effort was the publication of the town's fu^t tourist 

promotional pamphlet entitled: The Thrilling Story of Famous Boot Hill in 1937. Written 

by local publisher Harry Carey, another member of the Southwest Historical Society, the 

publication's 10,000 copies were distributed to gas staticms and information points 

statewide. Carey's booklet marked a departure from previous Dodge City booster 

liteiature. Instead of extolling the virtues of contemporary [Dodge City as other booster 

literature had, Carey's work appealed to the strong interest of visitors of early Dodge City 

history. Instead of offering images and accounts of modem progress such as the 

photographs of successful buildings and impressive houses. The Thrilling Story of 

Famous Boot Hill sought to lure visitors with grainy historic photographs and 

descriptions of Dodge City's buffalo hunting days, cattle drives, famous law oflicers. Ft 

EXxlge, and "famous Boot Hill." The author relegated a brief description of modem 

Dodge City to a half page at the end.*' The cover of the book underscored the split 

between past and present Underneath a drawing of a cowboy hat covering a pistol, 

appeared the first half of a subtitle: tDld Dodge 'The Cowboy Capital."* Below an 

illustration of a mounted cowboy shooting a rifle was the other half of the subtitle: "and 

modem Dodge City." 

«/&«<:. February 21.1947. 
*'ftid,My26. 1937 
*̂ âayCaKY,The Thriaing Story of Famous Boot HiU, Eliick Mnlers; Dodge Ciqr, Kansas, 

1937; The Dodge City Daily Globe, September 14,1937. 
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As the popularity of Boot Hill grew—it had 358,000 visitors 1946  ̂—others in 

Dodge City struggled to come to grips with its kitschy approach to the town's past. One 

rationale that continued was to view it, as boosters had earlier, as a milestone in Dodge 

City's history of progress. In a column written in 1935, the editor of The Dodge City 

Jaumtd contended Boot Hill offered testimony to the eternal struggle of human virtue, 

lofty thought and gallantry to overcome the forces of depredation, beastliness, ignorance, 

greed, and sadism. "Boot Hill," he concluded, "is not really a monument to history but 

merely an episode."*" But a reporter for the i[XN/g«Ci/yZ)aifyG/lcife took a more realistic 

approach. In an article entitled, "Boot Hill Buriesque," the writer observed that tourists 

appeared to have only peripheral interest in those monuments which represented authentic 

history: the cowboy statue, steer busts, and a church bell that hung in Dodge City's first 

church. "Many visitors," the author noted, "seem more interested in the bogus attractions" 

such as the hangman's tree and cement faces. "Fakes may not be the real history, but the 

visitors certainly lap them up."*  ̂ The reporter had stumbled onto a truism that threaded 

though the nineteenth century and was reinvented in a new form in the twentieth: to be 

consumable the Old West only needed a pretension of authenticity. 

Boot Hill: Tombstone 

Tombstone's process of turning its old cemetery into a leading tourist attraction 

followed a similar path in both time and process as its Midwestem counterpart. Unlike 

Dodge City's Boot Hill, Tombstone's had the added benefit to tourist interest by 

possessing both an authentic location aid its original inhabitants. Like Dodge City, 

Tombstone boosters followed a similar pattern of being awakened to the lure of their sites 

by outside publicity then struggling to get community support to neciaft them into offidal 

attractions. What distinguished Tombstone's path was an added motivation stemming 

from the fact that's old city cemetery still had bodies: civic embarrassment from allowing 

**aip{iuig, ad.. Boot IfiU Research Hie, Boot IfiU Museum Aidiives, Dodge Qly. Kansas. 
"The Dodge City Journal, December 19,1935. 
 ̂The Dodge City Daily Globe, July 10,1936. 
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the site to become an unc^cial garbage dump. 

Unlike Dodge City's Boot Hill which was kept in public memory because of the 

"Boot Hill School", Tombstone's original city cemetery was forgotten, neglected, then 

rediscovered. Started sometime in 1879, the site served as the improvised official burying 

grounds until a new one was created in 1884. After being abandoned, the graveyard was 

referred to as the ''old cemetery" and, over time, forgotten. Then in 1919, F^erick 

Bechdolt's articles in The Saturday Evening Post and his subsequent publication of the 

articles his 1922 book. When the West Was Young applied the term "Boot Hiir to 

Tombstone's burial ground and gave readers a romanticized portrait of frontier cemeteries 

they would expect to see in Tombstone. Writing from the vantage point of the present, 

Bechdolt described each frontier town having a "Boot Hill;" violent potter's graveyards 

which were vestiges of a time in their history when '*there was no law save that of might" 

For Bechdolt, Tombstone's old burial ground was graphic testimony to this Old West 

legacy's slow recession into the past in the face of progress and civilization. "Here 

straggling mesquite bushes grow on the summit of the ridge," he wrote, "cacti and ocatilla 

[sic] sprawl over the sun-bated earth hiding between their thorny stems the headboards 

and long narrow heaps of stones which no man could mistake." Some headboards, he 

added, even bore faint epitaphs "which tell how death came to strong men in the full flush 

of youth." But the "majority were simply cedar slabs whose penciled legends the elements 

have long since washed away." Bechdolt believed the setting of Boot Hill added to its 

romantic attraction: 

The sun shines hot here on the summit of the ridge. Across the wide mesquile flat 
the granite ramparts of the Dragoons frown all the long day, and the bleak hill 
graveyaod frowns back at them. Thus the men who came to this last resting-place 
frowned back at death.̂  

Tourists arrived in Tombstone expecting to see Bechdolt's windswept monument 

of the Old West found a different type of vista. Instead of a place slowly being returned to 

nature, they found the scene described by Frank Moy, editor of The. Tombstone EpUaph:-. 

** FnederickBedidalt, When the West Was Young, New York: TTie Cditiiry Company. 1922.pps. 
277-8. 
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"Among the desert briars which cover the hill between the cairns are piles of tin cans, 

broken bottles, rusted pots and pans, old shoes, and all the rubbish of modem ciQr 

homes.Community embarrassment grew as visitation increased. One Canadian tourist 

in 192S,who had traveled to see the site called it the "most pathetic garbage dump** he had 

ever seen. The Tombstone Epitaph noted that the tourist had also been to Dodge CiQr to 

see its hist«ic cemetery and was shocked to find it "obliterated" and replaced with a 

schoolhouse. But that city's treatment of its old burial ground could not compare to 

Tombstone's "desecration of such a sacred relic."** John Clum, the founder of The 

Tombstone Epitaph and its first mayor in the eariy 1880s, confessed that when he returned 

to Tombstone decades later to visit the final resting (dace of his Hrst wife, he was unable to 

find either the grave or the cemetery. He found the entire experience "most depressing. 

Phoenix's Arizona Gazette attributed the situation to Tombstone's lack of pride in its 

pioneers." Even the town's mayor, O. Gibson had to admit that "neglect of a burial 

ground is a sad enough reflection on a communiQr, but rubbish deliberately cast on such 

ground is a disgrace.*  ̂

Since a garbage dump served neither the purposes of civic pride nor the town's 

fledgling tourist industry. Tombstone promoters heeded the call to action. Ariington R 

Gardiner, the secretary of the Tombstone Commercial Club, recognized the cemetery's 

business potential and led the drive to turn it into a tourist attraction. One of his first 

accomplishments was to persuade other boosters to adopt the name "Boothill."" At the 

same time, Gardiner enlisted MayorGibson as a supporter and together in 1923, 

convinced a Boy Scout troop under the direcdon of Waller Meyer of the Tombstcme 

Schools to start cleaning up the site. But as the magnitude of the task was recognized, the 

ciQr appealed to the state legislature in March 1925 for clean-up funds with the rationale 

''̂ Ftank Moy, Tombstone Epitaph Annual Resource Edition, p. 22. 
** The Tombstone Epitaph, March 6.1925. 

March 27,1925. 
Mwdi 13,1925. 

IbiiLJvac 26,1925. 
April 21.1938. 
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that the people of Tombstone should not be solely responsible for the rehabilitation for a 

nationally famous burial site where pioneers '̂ vent over the hill with their boots on, in 

protection of themselves and their families and for the preservation of law and order, so 

that we who are here today could enjoy the liberties and opportunities of this day."" When 

this l»d failed. Tombstone mayor Gibson, asked Frederick Bechdolt, Badger Clark and 

other famous Western writers to donate money to match a cash contribution pledged by 

John Gum to built a fence around the site and identify grave sites based on an in-kind 

survey by John Rockfellow, a local civic engineer. But by June, Gibson's efforts bore no 

fruit and the city returned to local voluntary organizations and the Boy Scouts to pick up 

cans and gather refuse.̂  

Gardiner and Gibson were joined by Frank Moy, editor of the Tombstone Epitaph. 

Moy exhorted the communiQr to do more than building a fence and picking up trash. He 

urged locals to recognize its potential as a major tourist attraction and sought to evoke 

support by appealing to their pride in their past. '*No remnant of the good old, bad hectic 

days of Tombstone is more intriguing to the imagination than this place of mystery,*  ̂he 

wrote, "Who were these people buried on the hill whose slopes face the rising sim? Were 

they the two-gun men; the stage robbers; the feudists; the cattle rustlers; the gamblers the 

cowmen, young and reckless of life? Or were they the common, quiet householders, the 

fathers of little children, the ranchers, the miners?*" Moy lamented that no one knew, since 

there were no markers or headstones save one for M.L. Peel, a mining engineer murdered 

in nearby Charieston." 

Moy's challenge brought the issue to the community but it was the completion of 

U.S. Highway 80, the "Broadway of America" that crystallized efforts to transform 

Boothill into a tourist attraction. In 1932, the city made the Chamber of Commerce the 

official custodians of Boothill to prepare the site for the thousands of visitors brought by 

bid.; BenTiaywick. Tombstone's TombsUme, Arizona; Red Marie's Bookstoce, 1994, 
p. 4. 
** The Arizona DaUy Star, Much 22,1925. 
" May. Tombstone Epitaph Annual Resource Edition, p. 22. Most of the origiiial wooden beaibtones 

were removed by a local family some yeaiseariier and used for firewQod.HianyQiir,7%e West is Still 
Wild, Boston and Niew York: Hou^UonMifllin. 1932, p. S3. 
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the new inteistate. Part of the motivation to promote Boot Hill was inspired by a visit to 

Dodge City's Boot Hill by Gardiner who found a common grounds in their respective 

approaches. ̂  Since Tombstone's Boothill actually had real bodies, it could depart from 

the Ekxlge City's Simpson sQrle of presentation by focusing on the authenticity of the 

existing graves. Since these were almost all unmarted, Gardiner enlisted the help of 

Henry Macia, a former mine manager, and a local restaurant and lodge owner to initiate the 

long process of identifying and marking graves. With an eye toward tourist expectations, 

they made the reinstallation of headboards of the town's most famous incidents—those 

killed by the Earp faction in the O.K. Corral battle and the fourBisbee robbers legally 

banged in the city in 1884—a top priority.̂  To assist Mada, the chamber asked locals to 

furnish any knowledge of others buried there so "authentic information" could be posted 

on a signboard at the site. These efforts gained the help of Frank Vaughn, the former 

Tombstone resident who buried the Clantons and McLaurys. Vaughn successfully 

relocated the site and assisted in reproducing the headboard text" Meanwhile, six 

workmen employed by the city refurbished the area by locating grave sites by driving 

crowbars into the earth to locate cofllns or bones, filling and rounding plots with dirt, and 

clearing the spaces between the them to make the cemetery what The Tombstone Epitaph 

called, a ''credit to our little town,"  ̂The flnal part of the big push came in late 1932, 

when the Chamber of Commerce reached an understanding with the Arizona tfighway 

Department on the importance of the new tourist attraction to the town and gained 

permission to construct a by-way to the "showplace of old Tombstone" along with a six by 

twelve foot black-and white sign that could be easily seen and photographed by 

motorists.*" 

By January 1933, a new sign reading: "Welcome to Tombstone and Boot Hill 

** The Tombstone Epitaph, Januaiy 11.1934. 
"Ibid„May26,1932. 
** tid̂ Sovcmber 11. 1932; dippmg. April 6.1933inTomb8laiie^piieaienl liDc. Aiddves 

Divis  ̂Arizooa DepaMment of Library. Arciiives and Public Reconb. Fhoenix, Aiizona. Hereafter 
refcned to ADL, APR. 

" The Tombstone EpUapk, Jannaty 1.1931. 
*̂ lbid., Jaouaiy 1. 26. 1931. September 1. December 1.1932. 
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Graveyard" greeted incoming motorists on the new highway. In its simplicity, the words 

made the town and its past one and the same. One writer called it the "Very essence of 

Tombstone history" since the stories the board tells, of gun battles, hangings, murders, 

lynchings, are the stories of Tombstone at the height of is wild and extravagant glory.*** 

As the numbers of curious travelers increased, Boothill attracted new attention. The San 

Antonio Evening Herald called it a '̂ ying graveyard" and evidence that people 'like 

reminders of a rip-roaring past. The chamber of conunerce boasted it liow being 

considered by many writers and touring directors as one of the great drawing cards of the 

southwest," and tried to lure funds from the state highway commission to construct a black 

manganese monument in the form of an Indian U'pi with a copper plaque dedioited to the 

unknown soldiers buried there." By 1937, the "quaint burial ground" of Boothill was 

proudly promoted by the city in flyers as having been 'Voted the outstanding attraction for 

tourists along the Broadway of America.*** 

As in the case of previous promotions, the cemetery built up expectations beyond 

what the actual site delivered. As late as 1936, only IS of an estimated 180 were positively 

identified.*" At first, the absence of identified graves added to the image of a fading wild 

west created by Bechdolt To some writers and visitors, the very lack of identification was 

tesU'mony to the violent nature of those buried there. Frank Moy, speculated that 'Vhoever 

they were, they died with their boots on, as was befitting a regular western, he-man 

guy.*** As early as 1925, ITie Arizona Daily Star referred to it as the "outlaw cemetery" 

where unknown men were shot and buried without ceremony in "a lonely grave just six by 

three.'*' Andy Anderson, in a radio commentary about Tombstone in 1930, described it to 

listeners a "desolate, wind-swept cemetery" where inscriptions were 'Vom away long ago 

*' Unidentified clipping, August 14.1934. ia Tambstooe ephemeral file, ADL, APR. 
The Tombstone Epitaph, April 9.1936 

** Souvenir of Tombstone, 1937, Pamphlet 14, Special CoOecdons. Untvenily of Arizona, Tucaon, 
Arizona. HiefeafterdledasSC,UAL. 

** The Tombstone Epitapĥ  November 22, 1936. 
** TheSan Diego Union̂  November 20.1927. 
"The Arizona Daify Star, Matsii 13,1925. 
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and whatever grass there may have been has yielded to the deseit." It was '*not much of 

cemetery," he concluded, "but appropriate, somehow, for men who died with their boots 

on."*" Another reporter referred to it as a place where few could "claim distinction for their 

good deeds—for many were murderers."  ̂Bemice Cosulich, writing for the Arizona Daily 

Star in 1929, described it in similar terms as place where "180 pioneers, miners, gamblers 

and two-gun men" were buried. "Some of those died natural deaths," she told readeis, 

"but many were shot or hung...How many thhUing stories of Indian raids, saloon fights, 

and mine claim jumping lie buried?*  ̂Even The New York Times Magazine called it a 

"gray, barren promontory...Under its slabs those old days of violence lie buried, along 

with their victims.'*" Rupert Larson, writing for Progressive Arizona, felt Boot Hill was a 

testimony to the truth of the town's past since it "proves that in the early days of 

Tombstone it was more fashionable to pass out violently than peacefully."  ̂

Eventually, the lack of grave markers and the insistence on authenticity became a 

liability. As long as Boothill had a few headstones that certified it violent past—those of 

the O.K. Comd victims, hanged criminals, victims such as M.R. Peel, plus a few other 

characters such as Dutch Annie or Indian Bill, visitors were free to imagine it as what one 

called a "monument to the swashbuckling men and women who settled the frontier.The 

image of a windswept knoll as a flnal home to bad men came to an abrupt end with the 

arrival of Mrs. F. E Smith, a woman from Missouri searching for the final resting place of 

her mother. Rota Stumph, who died in a dentist's chair from the effects of anesthesia in 

1884. After initial inquiries. Smith was led to an unidentified iron-fenced plot in Boothill 

that conformed to her late father's description of the site. Within a week of her departure, 

the idea that a nonnal housewife was formally buried in Boothill aroused a storm of 

** Andy Andersoi Biography FQe. Arizona (fislorical Socicty, Tucson, Arizona. 
**(Jmdentified, clipping in Tombsiooe q)henieial file, November 22,1936, ADL, APR. 
^The Arizona Daily Star, Fdxaaiy 10,1929. 
" William A. Du Puy, "Tombstone Quickens to the New Deal." The Hew York Tunes Magazine, 

April l, 1934. 
"Rupert Larson,'Exploring a Once Wfld and WboOy Town,"/Vog/esr{vei4r̂ /ia.4(May 1927), p. 

15. The leferenoe to the "outlaw graveyaid" is also made by Robert Fiothngham. in Traib Through the 
Golden West, New Yoric Robert VfcBride and Company, 1932, p. 28. 

"Unidentified, dippingmTombstone ephemeral file, November22,1936, A DL, APR 
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controversy in the communiQr. Some questioned the actual identiflcation of the body's 

location. One former resident living in Los Angeles argued that since fences were used to 

surround the graves of the '̂ ghteous'" at the time, it was logical that there must have been 

another cemetery where upstanding citizens were buried since *3001^11 was reserved" for 

men and women who died in "debauchery or lawlessness." Finally, Bertha Strinker, a 

resident of Phoenix and Stumph's niece, settled the controversy by coming to Tombstone 

and verifying the site as that of her aunt. Bnbanassed by the pubiicî  surrounding the 

episode, the Tombstone City Council ordered markers.̂  

The Stumph affair offered proof that Boothill was the final home to more than 

victims of violence. Less than a year after the controversy, the city. Chamber of 

Commerce, local American Legion, The Tombstone Epitaph, and a new local promotional 

group called the Boothill Boosters, nimed a new burial into a publicity stunt for the 

cemetery when sponsored a statewide radio broadcast and sundown Easter service 

dedicating a monument for the site's recently buried occupant, Quong Kee. When Kee, a 

former Chinese Tombstone restaurant owner died impoverished in Bisbee in eaiiy 1938, 

Walter Cole, the owner of The Tombstone Epitaph persuaded Columbus Giragi, an 

Arizona publisher and former Tombstone resident and George Chambers, the manager of 

The Arizona Daily Star to pay to have body buned in Boothill, a place considered to be 

fitting to Quong Kee's status as Tombstone pioneer. Getting suppc»l for the venture was 

easy; aged 97 when he died, Kee was considered to be a link with the old days, as 

reporter Bemice Cosulich put it, ** a kindly but profane character, stranded on the beach of 

modernity, flotsam from the past." ̂ 'The burial also inspired a poem by F. H. McMahon, 

the head of engineering at the North Dakota State School of Science; 

In Boothill rests the mortal clay 
of wizened wise Quong Kee 

" IbiiL, My 29, August 5.1937; The Arizona Daily Star, July 30, 1937; Tte Arizona Republic, 
Octobers, 1937. 

" April 7,1937. At one lime, Tombstoae had a large populalioa of Chinese-Americans, maay 
of whom had teladves buried in the old oemetefy. Acooiding to local beliefs, the booes were removed aî  
taken back ioGiinaaflerllie family left the aica. The Tombstone Epitaph, April 21, 1938; The Arizona 
Daily Star, January 16,1938. The same belief applied to Deadwood. See Joe Sulenlic, DeadwoodGiddi: 
The Last Chinatanm, Deadwood: ABC Business Supply. 1991, p. 71. 

 ̂The Tombstone Epitt̂ h, January 13,1938. 
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In Tombstone's olden hectic day 
A famous Chink was he.̂  

The service to Kee marked a shift from the outlaw ballyhoo of the last decade. The 

restaurant owner, by virtue of his ethnic heritage and status as business owner, afflrmed 

the memory of many locals that the gunflghter hyperbole was a disservice to the real 

communiQr builders—those to whom they could relate to—who were the true pioneers of 

the town. At the service, Kee lauded by Ginigi as a man "never accustomed to the handle 

of a six-shooter, but rather the handle of a frying pan." Ethel Mada, another long-temi 

resident followed Giragi and reclaimed the local history of the cemetery by framing it in 

terms of an ordinary cemetery but with a frontier slant. In her radio talk, she called it the 

place where '*many of Tombstone's finest people were laid to rest: the wife of the mayor, 

the baby son of a physician, the young daughter of a business men...as well as those who 

helped to make the glamorous blood and thunder history." 

To distance the burial ground even more from the outlaw belief, Macia then told listeners 

that the burial ground also once had both Chinese and Jewish sections.̂  The ceremony 

ended with the unveiling of a monument over the grave built with petrified wood. 

The Stumph and Kee incidents marked a modification in the way the site was 

marketed. Tombstone's local promotional brochures puUished in the late thirties 

acknowledged that the "famous Boot Hill grave yard" was the home of "180 graves of 

persons in all walks of life.**" A later brochure depicted as a "last resting place for 

pioneers of the Old West" where "outlaws and peaceful citizens alike are buried.*  ̂Outside 

writers were less enamored with the pioneer aspect and still emphasized the outlaw aspect. 

For example, Joseph Miller, writing {cx Arizona Highways in 1938, focused his writing 

specifically on the graves of the Clantons, VfcLaurys, and the four Bisbee robber hung in 

Tombstone."' Writing a decade later for the same magazine, Lenora Brimmer took a more 

"Ibid  ̂ Mays, 1938. 
The Tombstone Epittq>h, Apiil 21, 1938. 

" Tombstone Town Tattler, Tombstone: Tombstone Giamber of Cdmmeice, ad.. Pamphlet 9. SC, 
UAL 

Tombstone, Arizona. Health-History-Hospittdity, Pamphlet 10, SC. UAL 
*' Josepb Miller. "Here Lie the Bodies, '̂ i4rta>na Highways, 14(Maich 1938), p. 18. 
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even handed approach, saying that a visit to Boothill is 1o recapture the pioneering spirit 

of the frontier.'' Although she acknowledges the '̂ good people who made up the 

background," the lion's share of her article is dedicated to the "outlaw section" of the 

cemetery.® 

Boothill publicity increased visitation as well as proUems. Vandalism and souvenir 

by souvenir hunters was a primary challenge by locals or visitors who wanted to take a 

pieces of Boothill home with them. A year after Quong Kee's monument was completed, 

the city had to build a fence of sharp-needled ocotillo in an attempt to halt souvenir hunters. 

Even this was not a viable solution: by 1944, Quong Kee's memorial was chiseled down 

to its cement base and its protective ocotillo fence stolen. Elsewhere, only four graffiti 

covered wooden headboards erected by the Chamber of Commerce remained. Calling the 

situao'on a desecration of the "Shrine of America," Juanita Igo, writing for The Tombstone 

Epitaph, called her fellow citizens remiss in their "duty to posterity" and warned about the 

consequences to the tourist trade. Igo urged the city to hire a guard and charge admission 

to restore Boothill" 

A year later. Tombstone followed the lead of [)odge City by trading concessionary 

privileges for custodianship. In 1945, Emmett Nunnelly, a former mine operator and 

conOactor, who, like Dodge City's Dad Rhodes, was a wild west afficiado, was granted 

official sanction by the city fo operate a souvenir stand on the site in exchange for its daily 

upkeep. For over a year, Nunnelly and his wife Lela cleaned the site and continued the task 

of researching and marking the grave sites with metal markers donated by Harry Ohm, an 

Indiana resident who recently purchased the Bird Cage Theater. The signs were vandal-

proof, small, and cast in cement to prevent further thefts. In November 1946, Nunnelly 

died in his Boothill ofllce. As a gesture of thanks, the city allowed him to be buried in the 

old cemetery."* After her husband's death, Lela Nunnelly expanded the souvenir stand, 

installed restnxMns (at the behest the city council) and published an official guide to the 

cemetery in 1952. Of the 250 graves she now listed, 101 supposedly died from violent 

''Leooa Brimmer. "Boothill Grav^anl,*'̂ £a>iia îgAw< .̂24<Januaiy 1948),pps. 12.15. 
** The Tombstone Epitaph, June 29,1944. 
•• November 11,1946; Brimmer, *3aolfaill Gfav^ard." Arizona Highways,, p. 17. 
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acts ranging from hanging, stabbing, shcxHing, or murder by Apaches Tombstone's 

Boothill, like its Dodge City counterpart, had its own version of exaggerating authenticity 

for the purpose of profit. 

Deadwood's Mt. Moriah Cemetery 

Although Deadwood did not have to invent a "Boothill" to meet tourist 

expectations, neither did it refrain from using its existing cemetery as a municipal 

attraction. The major difference between it and its counterparts was that ML Moriah, 

Deadwood's historic cemetery was still in use, and in the 1930$ had a growing occupancy 

of over 2500 souls who represented both the notable and mundane of its past and present. 

Respect for the dead and the limits of taste curbed the exaggerated commercializaticm that 

characterized Dodge City and Tombstone. Rather than focusing on outlaw graveyards that 

smacked of fiction, Deadwood banked on the fame of characters, already established as 

icons of the Old West 

Initially, Deadwood buried its deceased in an improvised graveyard called 

Ingleside, located on level ground close to its growing main street. As the land increased in 

value to the growing city, council members in IS78 decided to incorporate the land into its 

fourth ward and move the cemetery to a higher, less desirable spot on a nearby mountain.*' 

Over the next few years, the graves from Ingleside were reinterred at the new site, now 

called Mt. Moriah. Many of flfQr lacked identification and were placed in a potter's field. 

The process of removal fostered cemetery reorganization and planning. Over the next few 

years, Chinese, Jewish, Masons, soldiers, firemen, and the Society of Black Hills 

Roneers each had sections in the new cemetery set aside for members. Citizens organized 

the Deadwood Cemetery Assodation in 1892 to oversee plaiuing and maintenance. 

The movement of the bodies would have probably proceeded without much 

** bid̂  April 28. l9XJ''0ieth Ammiersary Hettdorado Program, Tombsinie: Helldorado, liDC.. 1979. 
p. 20. SC. UAL; The Tombstone EpiUfth, My 22,1949: lisaB. Numielly.'A Descriptive List of the 
More than 250 Giaves in BooUuH.** pam^et, SC. UAL. 

* The Black Hills Daily Times, My 17, 1878; The Deadwood Daify Pioneer-Times, January 14. 
1924. 
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attention as was the case in E)odge City, had it not involved the town's most famous dead 

citizen. Already, residents witnessed a parade of visitors to see Hickok's Ingleside grave 

and were irritated by the loss of three headboards over three years to souvenir hunters. In 

1879, ML Moriah inherited the notoriety associated with Ffickok following the publicity 

sunounding the exhumation of his body and reburial in the new site. Much of the attention 

stemmed from the obsession of a Deadwood resident named Louis B. Shoenfield, one of 

the four men involved in the exhumation and move of the body. Eager to find a spotlight, 

Shoenfield developed a relationship through correspondence with Hickok's brother, 

Lorenzo and claimed credit for overseeing the event, much to the deep dismay of Chariie 

Utter and Jack Crawford, Hickok's old friends and self-appointed guardians of Hickok's 

grave. Shoenfield's fears that the body would be stolen by grave robbers made him urge 

Lorenzo Hickok to arrange for it to be removed. He also spread tales that bombs were 

planted around it to prevent grave robbers from disturbing it.̂  Utter, meanwhile, accused 

Shoenfield of being a "bilk" whose sole motivation was notoriety." 

Shoenfield appears also have been a source of a public rumor that when 

disinterred, Hickok's body was in a state of perfect preservation. Soon after Hickok was 

reburied, the story found its way into The Black Hills Daily Times as it proclaimed "Wild 

Bill Petrified" and attributed it to his god-like status."* Although this state of the corpse was 

later denied by a Deadwood undertaker named Henry Robinson, John McClintock, author 

of Pioneer Days in the Black Hills and one of the four men present at the macabre event, 

recalled that when the casket was opened the body "to our great astonishment, appeared to 

be in a perfect state of preservation.** McGintock took a stick the size of a cane and 

tapped the body and wrote that the "sound from the tapping was much the same as would 

result from the tapping of a wall, and not of solid stone." After inspection, McClintock 

recalled that the lid of the coffin was then reinstalled and the "body of the great gunman, 

one of the greatest man-killeis that the worid has ever known" was reburied for the second 

''Joseph Rosa, Wild BUI Hickok: The Man and the MythSJummx: Umvcfsily of Kansas Picss, 
1996, p. 2Q5-208, The Black Hills Daify Times. April 20, 27.1880. 

** Cited in Rosa, p. 206. 
** The Black Hills Daily Times, August 5.1879. 
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and final dme." 

If Deadwood residents could honor Hickok by allowing him to become a deity by 

being petrified, they could also enshrine a martyred servant of God in the Old West by 

giving him a proper burial in Mt Moriah. Less than a year after Hickok was reinterred. 

The Black Hills Daily Times urged local Methodists to locate the body of Henry Weston 

Smith, a minister allegedly killed Indians in 1876, so the remains could be buried in ML 

Moriah.'' The challenge was ultimately taken up by the Reverend M. Cummings, a new 

pastor of the Methodist church. With the aid of a local undertaker named Henry Robinson, 

Cummings located the uimiarked grave in the old Ingleside cemetery in 1883 and staged an 

elaborate funeral for the martyred minister on September 25,1883.̂  Eight years later. 

Smith was reburied in the center of the cemetery, a move—whether intended or 

not—which brought him closer to Hickok. 

As the two main attractions. Smith and Hickok were targets for souvenir hunters. 

Hickok's new wooden headboard of 1879 was soon destroyed by souvenir hunters 

whittling off chunks. Finally in 1891, citizens commissioned through subscription the 

services of J. B. Riordan, a sculptor from New York, to create a nine-foot tall red 

sandstone monument of Hickok, bearing the epitaph, Xuster was lonely without him" 

and a full statue of Smith in the hopes the new memorials would put an end to the 

desecration of headboards. Unfortunately, the statues simply added more souvenir 

possibilities. Although vandals picked away at local hero Smith, the full brunt of their 

attention focused on the nationally famous Hickok. Within a decade, Hickok lost his 

mustache, long hair, shoulders, and nose.̂  

The continued defacement embarrassed promoters who believed it would cast the 

town in a bad light and aroused concern that they could lose the town's chief historic 

tourist attraction. In 1893, lite Deadwood Daily Times raised the fear that some 

""McQinlock, p. 112-113; The Black HUls Daify rimer, August 9.1879; Acconfing to Hany (Sam) 
Youngonly the left side of the body was petrified. Young. p. 223. 

•' The Black Hitts Daify Times, April 27,1880. 
'̂ Ibid  ̂September 21,25,1883. 
** Unidenlffiedclippmg in Hickok EDe. Adams Museum Atciiives, Deadwood, South Dakota. 
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enterprising capitalist might ''resurrect the body and take it east for exhibition'' and urged 

citizens to watch the cemetery to catch vandals in the act in the hopes this would stop the 

desecration.̂  After someone completely brote off the head of Hickok in 1901, The Daily 

Pioneer-Times declared the '̂ veil-known land mark, that has been visited by so many" 

beyond repair and warned of the loss of interest unless the monument in renewed or 

replaced since "a visit to Deadwood is not complete without an inspection of Wild Bill's 

monument. ̂  Within a year of Hickok's defacing, a fund-raising effort was launched to 

conunission a life-size statue protected by a wire fence. The new monument, a Deadwood 

paper noted, "will certainly be of great interest of tourists from the east who have read of 

the man in life, whose deeds, with those of others of his stripe, made Deadwood so 

famous that the tenderfoot feels shaky even yet when he steps foot upon the soil.''̂  

When Calamity Jane Burke died in 1903 in nearby Terry in she was buried next to 

newly refurbished Hickok grave. Whether she was buried in accordance with her last 

wishes or whether the burial location was a measure by the Society of Black Hills Pioneers 

to concentrate Deadwood's most famous characters on ML Moriah's frontier shrine is 

unknown. Its effect, however, was not lost on as a reporter for the nearby Belle Fourche 

Bee, who wrote that the town would now have a "double attraction to exhibit to visitors 

from the easL"  ̂Instead of a statue. Calamity Jane's grave featured a large um decorated 

with chembs donated by her friend, Dora duFran. 

Deadwood's graveyard trinity was the centerpiece of its historical conunemoration 

by the 1920s. As the city's tourism industry expanded in the twenties, ML Moriah and its 

three famous characters took center stage in carefully orchestrated promotions by the 

chamber of commerce and Black Ffills tourist associations which highlighted their direct 

assodation with Deadwood's Old West period. This change in orientation underscored 

the major shift of two decades earlier when the editor of The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-

** Hd« Rezzaio. Mount Moriah: The Story of Deadwood's Boot HiU, Rapid City, South Dakota: 
Fmwyn lYess, 1989. p. 32. 

The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Tmes, August 23. 1901. 
** N.d, n.p.. dipping in (fidcok FQe, Adams Museum Aidnvcs, Deadwood, South Dakota. 
" The BdJe Fourche Bee, August 6.19Q3. 
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Times, urged Deadwood citizens not to emphasize its Old West past since many visitors 

were from the east and **expect to find the Deadwood of romance of twenty-flve years 

ago" and fail to recognize its modem progress " By the twenties and thirties. Blade Hills 

tourist guides made it a conmion practice to feature short biographies of Calamity Jane, 

Hickok and Smith, within the context of a Deadwood reminiscent of dime novels a 

generation earlier. One guide described Deadwood as a place where ''not so long ago that a 

quick finger and a nimble eye meant life or death/* ̂  Another called it the "Sodom and 

Gomorrah of modem ages" and the "wild west capital of the world" but where few traces 

of "its fabled wickedness survive." Of those remaining, the guide continued, were the 

graves of the "two famous characters it has given history—" Calanuty Jane and Hickok."" 

Promotional materials put out by the Black Hills advertisers often exploited the 

close association already established in the minds of tourists between ML Moriah's Hickok 

and Calamity Jane and Deadwood by popular books and magazines. "Deadwood, city of 

song and romance," one tourist wrote, "what a train of thought that name arouses; what 

scenes of wild border life these calm majestic hills have looked down upon in bygone 

days, away up there on ML Moriah, 'Wild Bill' and 'CalamiQr Jane' lie in the hills they 

loved, and the youthful reader still thrills as he pores over their exploits.""" The editor of 

The Kimball Graphic (South Dakota) expressed a similar observation when he noted the 

town still "carries all the charm and adventure of the wild days of gold dusL easy living 

and quick clean up fortunes" then told readers it was also the site of Wild Bill Hickok's 

demise, now memorialized in the "brow of the hill in ML Moriah Cemetery.""" 

Although both characters were scrutinized by biographers, such as Duncan Aikman 

in s Calamity Jane and the Lxuty Wibkats, in the twenties and thirties in a less than heroic 

lighL official tourist guides and information portrayed them in heroic and chivalric terms, 

** ne Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, July 23,19Q3. 
** A. L Jbhnsoo. Touriog the Black HOls." ThePahastfaQmirterly, 9(Juiie 1920), p. 163. 

Paul Bellamy and GJ). Seymour, A Guide to the Black Hills, The Black HQls Transpartadon 
Compaoy, 1927, pps. 26-27. 

TheDeadwoodTelegram, August 29, 1923. 
October 19.1923. 
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a tactic that allowed the towns to be associated with noble rather than criminal characters. 

Hickok was shown as a fearsome and chivalrous peace officer, unjustly murdered, with no 

mention of his gambling and other unsavcHy qualities. One guide called him "E)eadwood's 

idol" and a 'Ivfined enforcer of law and order.'̂ *" Another described him as 'Absolutely 

fearless," a hero who was assassinated before he could take the establish order in 

Deadwood. Similariy, S. Goodale Price attributed his demise to the fact that his '̂ var on 

bad men on the frontier made him a mariced man.'"°* O. W. Coursey, in his Beautiful 

Black HiUs, said he 'Nvas simply a gentlemanly gunman; one who only shot in self 

defense, or else to uphold the dignity of the law.""  ̂ Official Deadwood information, 

provided by the Chamber of Conmierce in response to inquiries, described him as a 

gunman to whom "the majesty of the law was everything" and was "not a bad man in any 

sense" and perpetuated the story that he was about to be appointed chief of police to 

establish order when he was killed."  ̂

Calamity Jane was portrayed as a boisterous but kind-hearted frontier woman with 

no hints of her reputation as an alcoholic or prostitute. In Black Hills, Land of Legend, S. 

Goodale Price called her as a woman who "beneath that rough exterior was a heart of 

gold.""  ̂Another guide pointed out that "old timers around Deadwood are still eager to 

testify in chorus to her good traits and to the service she rendered to the Black Hills 

Pioneers.""* According to guide authors, this reputation stemmed from nursing sick 

pioneers back to health and her generous spirit. As Peterson wrote: "she was always ready 

to share her money and provisions with those who needed it."'"' 

Once elevated to the status of official icon, Deadwood had the responsibiliQr for 

'"'P. D. Peterson, Through the Black Hilb and Bad Lands of South Dakota, Pierre, South Dakota: J. 
Fred Olander Company, 1929, pps. 87-88; Bellamy and Seymour, A Guide to the Black Hills, p. 26. 

S. Goodale Moe, Black Hitts Land of Legend, Los Angeles: DeVorss and Company. 1935, p. 106. 
Coufsey, Beauiifid Black Hills, VGichell, South Dakota: Educator Supply Company, 1926, 

p. 100. 
"^DeadwoodChamberofCommeice Records. FQe 96.130, Deadwood Preservation Archives, 

Deadwood, South Dakota. Hereafter died as DPA. 
" l̂Yice, Block HiOs Land of Legend, p. 109. 
"*Cbuney, BeatUifid Black Hills, p. 111. 
'"*Petenoii, Through the Black HiUs and Bad Lands of South Dakota, p. 88. 
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protecting the image and authenticiQr of its heroes. Calamity Jane, who had the 

misfortune among publicists of living long beyond the frontier period upon which her fame 

was based, was a special challenge. In 1937, Federal Writer's Project researchers in 

Washington, D.C, working on her biography for their South E)akota guide, challenged the 

official Deadwood version by questioning the loose facts surrounding her life and even 

raised doubts on whether the person buried in Mt Moriah was actually Calamity Jane, 

after indications surfaced that the real Calamî  Jane may have died and been buried in 

Montana in 1912. At the same time, the WPA version of Calamity Jane's life was 

submitted to the chamber for comment In it, she was described as practicing a "life-long 

trade of prostitute" and a woman who eventually **sanlc lower in the social scale."The 

WPA account also mentioned that she was buried in the same plot as Hickok, but later 

moved. The questioning of the authenticity of the burial and character was a major shock to 

chamber members. To settle the question, WPA researchers and the Deadwood Chamber 

of Commerce looked for her death certificate and the whereabouts of living relatives to 

verify the identity of the burial."° At the same time, Neil Perrigoue, the secretary of the 

Chamber, defended the authenticity of the Deadwood version. In her response to Archer 

Giinilan of the Federal Writer's Project, she pointed out the difficulty in locating official 

birth or death records and argued that the best means of verification was through the 

memory of living pioneers. After extensive questioning of these witnesses, Perrigoue 

maintained, it was concluded that the ''real and only Calamity Jane ever known in this 

section of the west, died in 1903 and was buried August 4, in Mt. Moriah Cemetery." On 

the character of Calamity Jane, Perrigoue stated that "she was never known to have lived 

the life of a ptosdtute in an open manner; that pioneers and other dozens accepted Calamity 

Jane at all times and remembered her for deed d* kindness." The Chamber secretary 

offered to file affidavits and newspaper documentation to prove the authenticity of the facts 

and sent along a photograph showing the two were never buried in the same plot She 

considered the question of the ''real Calamity Jane who is buried in Mount Moriah" 

""HemyG. Abbeig to lisle Reese, Novembers. 1937; Byron Crane to Qeik and Reconkr. December 
6,1937; Arcber GtlfiUan to CamiUe VuiU. Novembers. 1937; Deadwood Chamber of Cbmmeroe 
Recofds.FOe 96.130, DPA. 
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closed."' 

Deadwcxxl's boosting of its famous grave sites in the 1920s and 1930s was part of 

an organized promotionai campaign led by Black Hills tourist associations aimed at 

attracting auto tourists. This publicity, along with Deadwood's own tourist camp and 

Chamber of Commerce activities, plus ongoing national attention on the Old West and its 

characters, transformed a mere site visit to a pilgrimage. To this effect, Peterson's guide 

panted out to potential visitors that '*Notonly Deadwood, but thousands of visitors climb 

this hill to visit the shrine of these three eariy idols.A. J. Russell, for the Minneapolis 

Journal, recalled going to visit the graves and noted that the grounds around them were 

'*wom bare by the tread of thousands of pilgrims who visit the spoL""  ̂Another writer 

simply noted going to "historic Deadwood" and visiting the "graves like thousands of other 

tourists.""* 

The increasing number of pilgrims raised the unresolved issue over the 

responsibility of the famous graves and the cost of upkeep. From its beginning in 1892, 

the Deadwood Cemetery Association maintained the entire grounds and general upkeep of 

Mt. Moriah Cemetery. Since the burial ground was an active one, unlike the Boothills of 

Tombstone and Dodge City, the visitation by tourists increased wear and tear and stretched 

the limited funds of the Association. As maintenance and security languished, promoters 

grew worried as tourists expressed criticism. One visitor from Minnesota, writing on 

"behalf of myself and others who feel the same way" expressed disappointment at the 

general appearance of the graves of Hickok and Calamity Jane, pointing out that the "long 

clover growing within the enclosure of Wild BilPs tomb completely covers the inscription 

'"NdlPenigoue to AichcrGilfillan, December6,1937. Deadwood Chamber of CaaunerceRecotds. 
Hie 96.130. DPA. EvenaftertheWFAcoatioversy was settled, Petrigoueconliaiied to search for records 
to verify Calamî  Jane's birth. At the same time, she looked for documentatioii for Hickok and Smith, 
periiaps to be pcepaied if the authenticity of (hose graves were challenged. See Deadwood Qiamber of 
Commerce Records. Hie 96.130, DPA. TbestofyofHidtok and Canary being buried in the same plot 
along with thw alleged close relalionship appears ofieaia popular literature. One version appeared m 
EUymood W.Tharp's article, "Looking Back at the Old West." OitfKfcor^y .̂Jmuary. 1926. pps. 18-19. 

"'Peterson, Through the Block HiBs and Bad Lands of South Dakota, p. 88. 
TheDeadwoodTetegram,Aagiat 11. 1924. 
The Black Hilb Weekly, My 4.1929 
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of the headstone." He suggested that the graves needed regular attention and concluded that 

'tourists I met spoke of this lack of attention to the graves of these notables, and 

commented upon it, feeling that this is the least that could be done by those having 

Deadwood's interest at heart.** The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times used the critidsm (o 

rally general conununiQr suppcvt for the necessity of using histoiy as a tourist attraction 

and emblem of dvic pride. "We who live in Deadwood,** the editor argued, '̂ including 

nearly all of us, are prone to discount the value of our early day history...to tourists and 

visitois,** he continued, '*this careless attitude is shameful.** He urged that particular 

attention must be paid to its well publidzed leading attraction; *The history of "Wild Bill** 

and "Calamity Jane** whose in song and story from one end of American to the other, and 

Deadwood owes it to herself and to our visitors to perpetuate whatever remains to 

commemorate their deeds and assodations.**"  ̂

Local criticism gave way to national ridicule as vandalism continued. Despite the 

metal fence surrounding Hickok*s grave, souvenir hunters continued to chip off body 

parts. In an article in The Saturday Evening Post in 1930, Courtney Ryley Cooper, gave 

readers an account of his visit to ML Moriah, calling the statue "A sad representation** that 

instead of being the "dominant figure which he was supposed to be, the statue now allows 

him to be as chinless as a ground hog.** To make matters worse, the article featured a 

prominent photogr  ̂of the defaced monument"  ̂Saintly Preacher Smith*s statue fared 

no better. Gradually it too lost its ears, nose,beard and arm, and finally its entire head. 

Tourists developed the practice of climbing up the statue had having their pictures taten of 

their faces in place of Preacher Smith's."  ̂ Neither was Calamity Jane's grave spared. The 

floral um decorating her plot was hacted to pieces with crowbars in 1938."  ̂Unable to 

stop the desecration of the monuments as well as maintain the cemetery, the Deadwood 

Cemetery Assodation dissolved in 1938 and transferred its function to the City of 

"* The DeadwoodDaity Pioneer Tmeŝ  My 11, 1924. 
"*Cbiiitiiey Ryley Cooper. "AnoChcr Redsldn Bit the Dust!" The Saturday Evening Post, August 2, 

1930, p. 106. 
Black Hills Weekly, July 30.1948. 

"'lbid.,My 15.1938. 
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Deadwood, a motion accepted by the City Council <*i December 5,1938."' 

Soon after municipal control was extended over the monuments and graves at Mt. 

Moriah, the Chamber sought new ways to market the cemetery. One suggestion was to 

clean up the Chinese section of the cemetery and mark it Another opportunity met a more 

immediate need. In 1940, a new State Highway Conunission program designed to boost 

tourism in the state offered to furnish signage. Nell Perrigoue quickly identified nine sites 

worthy of "historic interest'' three of which were the graves at Mt Moriah and two others 

which were directly related to Hickok: his assassination site and the place where his 

murderer. Jack McCall, was apprehended. She pointed out that the program met a true 

demand, and in her letter of thanks after the signs arrived said they were ''welcomed with 

equal enthusiasm by local citizens as well as visitors."'̂  

As the Chamber developed marketing plans, the central question of how to improve 

the "historic character graves" remained unanswered.'̂  The irony was that the officially 

sanctioned new signs pointed to what was now a ludicrous, pock-marked and headless 

stanie of Hickok enclosed in a mesh cage. The Black Hills Weekly finally expressed its 

disgust at the equally pitable condition of Preacher Smith's monument 

Dali, or some other surrealist sculptors might like the way he looks now, but the 
ordinary person thinks he's having a nightmare. Preacher Smith doesn't have a 
head, to put it bluntly. But instead of the snapped off neck somebody has balanced 
a round sandstone rock where his head should be, featureless, not a face, not even 
in scale, just a round rock.'̂  

Two years later, a vandal climbed onto the headless Preacher Smith statue and toppled it 

completely. Without ail its Mt. Monah monuments of its leading characters, either defaced 

beyond recognition or destroyed, the Chamber struggled over a suitable form of 

commemoration. Nell Perrigoue, Chamber secretary, advocated placing large photographs 

at the graves, while others wanted new busts. Unable to reach a consensus, the Chamber 

"• Rezado, p. 37. 
""Nell Pfeirigoue to A. H. Pankow, January 8, Mardi 7,1940; Cail H. Locke to Ptaigoue. January 

30,1940; Deadwood Chamber of Cdmmetoe Recoids. FOe 96.1.23, DPA 
"'GumberofCbinnictce Annual Report, 1941. DPA. 
"'The BlackHitts Weekty, September 19.1941. 
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decided in 1950 just to keep the graves clean by using the services of the Boy Scouts.'̂  

The discussion ended three years later. Following a visit by a member of the Wild 

Bill Hickok Foundation in Abilene, Kansas, the mayor of Deadwood received a letter from 

its president stating that the town did not have rights to the body since Hickok was never a 

citizen of Deadwood and it had allowed the grave to become desecrated. The letter asked, 

on behalf of the citizens of Abilene, that the body be returned to Kansas where it would be 

given the proper care and respect to which it was entitled. The request spurred the 

Chamber into action. New plans called for new fences, removal of what remained of 

Hickok's statue, and replica of the original headstone be placed on the grave of "sufficient 

size to be photographed easily." The project was financed by the city and through private 

donations.'̂  Meanwhile, Deadwood's mayor, E L. Ewing curtly turned down the Abilene 

request stating that the city was "capable of seeing to it that in the final analysis the grave 

will be preserved for future generations with all the glory, and the historical aura to which 

it is entitled."'̂  As added protection, Deadwood informed the stale's attorney general that 

they would demand the grave be protected by state militia if Kansas made any move to 

remove the body. This request was forwarded to the Kansas attorney general, who 

immediately distanced his state from the issue, saying it was illegal to disturb a grave there 

and assumed South Dakota had a similar law.'̂  The improvements at Mt. Moriah ended 

the Abilene threat but not the vandalism. Three years later, the new headboard was stolen. 

Exasperated, the city finally planned and implemented simple granite markers embedded in 

large stone walls atop each grave, surrounded by a sturdy metal fence. The new walls were 

completed in 1961.'" 

The assumption of responsibility of Mt Moriah and its promotion by the city of 

Deadwood echoed a similar pattern expanding local government involvement in the 

'"VCautesof the Regular Weekly Meetiiig of the Quunber of Commefce, April 25,1950, Deadwood 
Giamber of Commerce Records, File 96.1.7, DPA. 

The Black Hilb Weekly, June 17. My 1.1953. 
'"IbuL, June 24, 1953. 

July I. 1953, 
"'Deadwood Chamber of Commerce Activities in Review, n.d., FQe96.1^and Deadwood Chamber 

of Commerce Annual Report, 1961, File 96.1.11, p. 4, DPA. 
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management of Tombstone's and Dodge City's Boothills. In each case, the expansion of 

their respective tounst industries necessitated the creation of attractions which required 

government assistance to compensate for the lack of long-term community commitment to 

provide on-going funding and voluntary labor to support a growing, but nebulous industry 

many rank and file community members did not completely support This growing 

government involvement came through the offices of their respective Chambers of 

CcHnmeice, which acted as semi-official agencies of the cities by setting agendas for 

promotion, assuming responsibilities for physical maintenance, directing voluntary 

involvement, and channeling local and outside funding. This was facilitated in large part by 

common memberships between these groups by promoters like Arlington Gardiner in 

Tombstone or Hamilton Bell in Dodge City. Deadwood, on the other hand had a paid city 

employee, Bert Bell, and later, Neil Penigoue serving as a link between the city, the 

chamber of commerce and various local business clubs and service organizations. The 

creation of the Boothills in Tombstone and IDodge City, and the adoption of the ML Moriah 

characters in Deadwood to a lesser extent, were obvious business enterprises directed and 

supported by local business leaders who hoped to bring economic benefits to their 

communities by making their pasts a consumptive item. 

The danger of this movement toward developing attractions that satisfied market 

cravings for the Old West was the temptation to drift toward fictionization and 

overemphasis on the lurid elements of their pasts. Too much hucksterism threatened the 

expectations of authenticiQ  ̂for which tourists were primarily attracted to the towns. Still, 

as long as tourists expected the Old West to reflect images they carried with them, then 

towns were careful not to disappoint them. This meant selective embellishment of 

gunslingers, prostitutes, and outlaws and a de-emphasis on important aspects of local 

history such as town building—sometimes to the chagrin of local citizens who did not 

share the wild west version of their past Courtney Ryley Cooper, writing for The 

Saturday Evening Post, after a visit to Deadwood, believed this approach was an national 

phenomenon, which originated from Ihe fact that the general public, looking to the West 

as the one great romantic spot of America, wants its West as raw as possible." According 
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to Cooper, this translated into the expectation that "every mining camp must have been a 

lawless, brawling camp with vigilantes woridng overtime and every tree decorated with 

human fruit Charles Finger found some Tombstonians also more than willing to 

provide him with the wild west he wanted. One "old rapscallion" who was "a well-

developed agency of information" took him on a tour of all the old sites, embellishing it 

with stories of his personal experiences with gunfights, gambling houses, and personal 

acquaintances with outlaws. Only later did Rnger learn his guide with the "magnificent 

memory" lived in Michigan until 1929 and came to work in Tombstone as an umbrella 

maker.'® 

The drive by local businesses and governments to promote and create attractions for 

traveling consumers shifted historic commemoration back to the Old West and with it, 

brought a new form of hucksterism that hearkened back to the traditions of Wild West 

Shows and the dime novel luridness of the nineteenth century. Accordingly, as towns 

commodifled their pasts, they went beyond the simple marking of specific Old West sites, 

building monuments, and creating attractions. One of the ways local chambers of 

commerce promoted the roadside appeal of their towns was through the creation of civic 

celebrations and events that drew on the visual images and expectations created in movies 

and popular literature; a new activity that made boosterism and conmiemoration 

indistinguishable from entertainment 

Cooper,'̂ Anotber Redskin Bit the Diist,"rteSia(i<r<&^£veRtitf/'o5r. p. 106. 
"* Rnger, Adventure Under Sapplure Skies, pps. 119-120. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CELEBRATING THE MOMENT 

Each magazine articie, book, and movie about Dodge City, Tombstone or 

Deadwood confirmed that America was interested in each town's past, not its progress. 

Each curious tourist arriving to get a taste of the wild west proved its market value. By the 

1920s, city and business leaders recognized their futures were somehow linked to their 

identification with their famous pasts. This change in attitude was manifested through the 

development of their tourism industries and attempts to attract visitors by appealing to their 

desires for the authentic Old West through advertising campaigns, marking certain historic 

sites, and creating attractions. At the same time, boosters and local chambers of commerce 

struggled to find ways to enlist community support for tourism and the wild west theme 

they sought to promote. One of the most powerful means they developed to galvanize 

public interest, promote their cities, and attract tourists were massive public 

commemorative celebrations held in each town beginning in 1922. Although each 

celebration varied in degrees; they signaled a major change in they ways these communities 

defined themselves. Political, social and business leaders, who once eschewed their pasts, 

used public celebrations to assert a distinctive identity as authentic Western communities, 

rather than as Eastern aspirants. As these celebrations became a part of conununity tradition 

through annual repetition, this identity was permanently ingrained. 

In each town, public presentation illustrated the ways local business and political 

leaders perceived the role of the past in their contemporary communities and used 

widespread community participation to enlist support of their ideas. In Dodge City, early 

public celebrations embraced modernism; Deadwood and Tombstone commodified them to 

boost their ailing economies. The appeal of these forms of public events stemmed from the 

general context of the period. These conunemorative events occurred at a time when 

Americans were nervous at the post-World War One changes resulting from the country's 

new international role, the shift in orientation from rural to urban values, materialism 

brought by the new consumer society, massive inunigration, and the loosening of 

morality. One method Americans found of assuaging fear of this new modem society was 
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to remind themselves cf the roots of their exceptionalism, the frontier experience. By 

remembering the pioneering experience and the values it fostered— perseverance, 

individualism, opportunity, and hard work— they could prepare themselves for the 

challenges of the new corporate sodety. When these values were presented in the form of 

the wild west, both local community and tourism needs could be meet 

At a more intimate level, public commemorations offered an avenue in which 

community memory became publicly accessible. Whereas the responsibility of other forms 

of commemoration such as marking sites or building physical attractions could be deferred 

to government or civic bodies, pubb'c celebrations were open to large scale involvement, 

and became, by their nature, highly personal. All members of the community were openly 

encouraged by local organizers to participate by volunteering time, acting in skits, wearing 

costumes, growing beards, displaying relics, or decorating their homes and businesses. 

IDespite this democratic principle, celebrations carried specific social and economic agendas 

which governed the ways the past was interpreted and defined. These intentions were 

manifested within the structures and means in which community celebrations presented 

their pasts to visitors. 

Public commemorations offered cities ways to turn the unsavory aspects of their 

past into community assets. Event originator accomplished this by disempowering 

negative images of street violence, gambling, prostitution, and drinking by tFansforming 

them into entertainment forms which were already familiar to the American public. This 

switch was relatively simple; the West had a long tradition of forms of entertainments to 

chose from which could easily be incorpcxated into the evolving structures of the 

celebrations. By the time city leaders began orgam'zing their public celebrations in the 

1920s, forms of entertainment outside popular literature and considered as distinctively 

Western were already welt established in theaters and Wild West Shows. The eariiest of 

these, stage plays with Western themes such as those based on the lives of Buffalo Bill 

and Wild Bill Hickok, were standard fare in cities like New York and Chicago by the 

1870s. As Western theatrical productions grew in popularity over the next 25 years, 

production values such as lighting, set design, and spedal effects became more 
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sophisticated in the quest for more leah'sm. These in turn, accentuated large scale visual 

effects such as gunfights, train wrecks, and horsemanship.' Visual spectacles in theaters, 

in turn, helped inspire Wild West shows such as those developed by William ''Buffalo 

Biir Cody, which expanded the level of realistic experience a step further. 

Wild West shows were capable of enlarging the spectacle of the West to a scale far 

beyond what the stage could offer. Between 1884 and 1938," Bill shows," as they were 

popularly called in reference to Cody's "Wild West," offered world audiences a blend of 

drcus, authenticity, dime novel plots, and dramatic visual imagery. Cody and his 

pnxnoter Nate Salisbury, structured the "Wild West" to provide patrons with a general 

scenario of the West punctuated with minor stories such as hold-ups of the Deadwood 

Stage, reenactments of famous battles, and gunfights between established heroes and 

villains. To lend authentidty to the tableau, shows included herds of buffalo, western-style 

clothing such as buckskins, wagons, buggies, horses, and large numbers of guns. Added 

realism came with the enlistment of known westerners such as Cody, Sitting Bull, Chief 

Joseph, Geronimo, Calamity Jane, Aimie Oakley and Buck Taylor. At its peak between 

1894-8, Cody's show was so massive that it covered 30 acres when it played in New 

York, employed 467, and required 52 train cars.̂  The popularity of Cody's "Wild West" 

fostered a series of rivals such as those by f̂ wnee Bill, the 101 Ranch, and Cummin's 

Indian Congress and even a major dramatic pa^ant called the "Drama of Civilization" by 

Steele McKay, a well-known playwright and actor in Madison Square Garden complete 

with a prairie fire, cattle stampede, cyclone machine, and an enormous movable cyclorama 

painted as a backdrop.̂  Although each *3111" show had some unique features, certain 

features were standard: an introductory parade, authentic characters, western costumes, 

' David Daly and Joel Penky, The West aod die Wesieni.'*/oiima/o/{AeWiar,6(April 1990), p. 14. 
Also see Heaiy Blacknan Sdl aod Victor Weybright, Buffalo BUI and the Wild West, Loodoo: Oxfoid 
Univetsity Press, 1955 and Doa RusseO, The Wild West: A History of Wild West Shows, Ft Worth: 
AmoorCatter Museuni. 1970. Ricfaaid Sloddn discusses the imageiy of Ihe Cody's WQd West in 
Gw^ghter f/ation: The Myth ofthe Frontier in Twentieth Century America,̂ itfK Haiped^ereiinial, 
1993, pps.74-84. 

'JosqihSdnvaiz, The Wild West Estcŷ iittgQaBaBitr Jounud of Popular Cubure, 
3(Sprii)sl870).p.659. 
* Ibid., p. 661. 
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Indians, reenactments of events, marksmanship, and rodeo style activities lite exhibition 

horse-riding, roping, bull and bronco-iiding, and fancy lariat tricks. 

By the time organizers in £)odge City, Deadwood, Tombstone planned their events 

in the 1920s, these aspects were two generations old and well established as standard 

Western fare. This allowed event planners the abiliQr to choose from a host of activities 

with proven track records in Wild West shows, stage, or even movies. Parades, reenacted 

mini-stories, rodeo activities such as races, trick horse riding, calf-roping. Western-style 

clothing, Indians in full regalia, horse-drawn wagon processions, theatrical pageants, and 

famous characters were all at one time or another incorporated into dvic events in all three 

cities, adding both entertainment and historic realism. At the same time, promoters in 

Dodge City, Tombstone, and Deadwood were able to elevate authenticity to a higher level 

by capitalizing on the decided advantage of being the physical locale where actual events of 

the West had unfolded and where renown Westerners once walked. This claim to 

legitimacy was proven with relics, actual (and increasingly aging) participants, history 

books, and portrayals of famous heroes. 

Dodge City's Semi-centennial 

As the fifty-year anniversaries of the founding of their towns approached, 

questions arose among organizers about the means and methods their towns should 

employ to deal with their controversial pasts. Despite the half-century distance, some town 

members still remained sensitive to their sordid reputations and believed the key to 

communiQr survival rested on promoting modernism and progress. As the oldest of the 

three. Dodge City was the first to address the issue with the decision to create a semi

centennial celebration in the spring of 1921, after J. P. McCollum, a local businessman, 

suggested at a meeting of its chamber of commerce that Dodge City combine its fiftieth 

birthday with the hundredth anniversary o€ the Sante Fie Trail. The idea was 

enthusiastically supported by other local business owners and chamber members, 

including Hamilton Bell, Merritt Beeson, and Heinie Schmidt— the same group that later 
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drove the preservation of Boot (fill/ Any concerns about celebrating the controversial 

aspects of the K>wn's past were allayed by placing it within the context of the progression 

towaid modernism. As if to underscore this point, the chamber of ccvnmerce combined the 

anniversary celebration with the Southwest Biir, the region's annual thiee-day showcase 

of commercial, agriculture, livestock and industrial progress. 

The "Pageant Ingress" as it was officially called, was the largest public 

celebration to date in Dodge CiQr. It depicted the history of the southwest from the arrival 

of the pioneers to the present day of Tast motorcars, airplanes and other developments of 

the modem age.Although called a pageant. Dodge CiQ '̂s Semi-Centennial could be 

better tenned a parade, since it was not a staged tableau but a procession which 

distinguished between the old Dodge and the new. Through the dramatic difference 

between the two, orgam'zers promote the town as an example of modernism evolving from 

the primitive. Images of the parade reinforced the civic values that symbolized this 

success: family values, strong and responsive local government, schools, churches, 

community involvement, business success, aflluence, and modem technology. At the 

same time, it stressed the perceived values of pioneers that created this succ ,̂ piety, 

hard-work, entrepreneuiship, and communis loyalty. 

Organizers of the parade designed it to show the ultimate triumph of Dodge City 

as it rose from frcntier town to modem dty. The entire pageant was divided into six 

sections representing various periods of Dodge City and Southwestern history. The first 

sections gave a romanticized depiction of the era of the cowboy and range. These sections 

included a modem version of Dodge City's once famous Cowboy Band featuring 

surviving members, a float called ''Cowboys at Mess" with a whiskered cook preparing a 

meal for ranch hands, and a group of one hundred cowboys led by Hamilton Bell. The 

arrival of civilization was illustrated by a section devoted to pioneer women. It featured 

two covered wagons, a replica of a sod house, and a float called "A Prairie Home" created 

by the Dodge CiQr Council of Women's Clubs. Immediately following this was ''A 

Modem Home" built by the Carpenter's Union to show present day conveniences. 

* The Dodge City Daily Gkbe, December 21.1921. October 11.1922. 
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Authenticity was enhanced with vintage horsedrawn wagons, buggies, and a stage coach. 

At one point a live buffalo was used to represent early homesteading days when settlers 

relied on buffalo chips or "surface coal" for fuel.̂  

The following sections exhibited the features that culminated from the frontier 

experience: political and social stability and prosperity. Social stability was shown by 

examples of families who laid down roots in the community through a procession of the 

first generation bom and raised in Dodge City. Organizers depicted political stability with 

the appearance of the mayor and city council members, the Chamber of Conunerce, and 

officers of local civic clubs such as the Kiwam's and Rotary. They were followed by a 

series of floats which illustrated various business successes such as lumber companies, 

merchants, and retailers. The final sections stressed the value of patriotism and community 

loyalty with the Fort Dodge E)rum Corps, veterans from the Civil War, Spanish-American 

War, and Worid War One. Highlighting the section was a float called the "Melting Pot" in 

which children of different nationalities appeared in a large pot surrounded by marching 

veterans in the shadow of a replica of the Stature of Liberty. The final section showed the 

reward of hard-work, loyalty and stable institutions: technological progress depicted by 

examples of new car models, modem farm equipment, road graders, and street washers. 

All told, the parade had over 50 floats, three thousand participants, stretched a mile and a 

half, and was viewed by an estimated audience of 20,000.' What was significant about the 

parade aspect that were not included. There were no elements that smacked of any kind of 

extremism such as wets (those supporting the repeal of prohibition), Ku Klux Klan 

delegates, labor um'on representation, and minorities (save for a Mexican band). The 

message of the procession was clean harmony and prosperity were the rewards when the 

values of the pioneers were adhered to and all were welcome to the community if they 

shared those values.̂  

* The Dodge City Journal, October 12,1922; The Dodge City Daily Globe, October 10-12,1922. 
'Ibid. 

 ̂Aocoidtiig 10 lw«inwan n»viH fHMaherg, pnMic pwaeniaiiona that showcd awnimmities as places 
widioatdisoanlwasaiifevalentlbeaieinllie 1920s. SetDwni(jiaâ )ag,AinericaHHistoricPageaiitry: 
The Uses of Tradition in the Early Twentieth Century, Giapel IfiU and Loodoo; Umversily of Noith 
Caioiuu ftcss, 1990, p. 249. 
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Dodge City's organizeis strived to incorporate authentic elements which supported 

the town's image of western town with strong frontier roots as a means of enhancing the 

legitimacy of its presentation. Celebration organizers encouraged the conununiQ  ̂to 

participate in showing the pride in their heritage by wearing vintage clothing and asking 

town businesses to decorate storefront windows with relics and antiques, or to display 

large artifacts such as stage coaches and vintage wagons on the fairgrounds.' The ciQr 

also sent Heinie Schmidt and a number other members of the organizing committee to Fort 

Supply, Oklahoma in a last minute attempt to persuade Amos Chapman, a still-living scout 

for Custer, and Wounded Antelope, the cmly remaining survivor of the Southern Plains 

Indian wais of the 1870s to participate in the parade.' One of the most popular means of 

showing their frontier roots was honoring the pioneers in person by inviting those still 

alive to march in the parade and attend a public reunion. Activities after the parade 

reinforced the Western atmosphere organizers tried to create by recalling some Wild West 

show activities such as horse, colt, and harness competitions, and a mule race with women 

riders. The most popular event, was the reintroducuon of an old Dodge City sport of 

"coursing"— dog races where greyhounds chased real rabbits instead of mechanical 

ones.'" 

The presence of aging pioneers, quaint relics, and costumed cowboys in the age of 

Jazz, prohibition, flappers and cars proved to viewers how far the dty had progressed in a 

half centuiy. The city reinforced this point even further by publishing a souvenir booklet 

commemorate the event written by Cail Etrick, a local publisher and history booster. His 

132 page "Dodge City Semi-Centennial Souvenir" contrasted old photographs of the town 

with 120 views of the modem ciQr highlighting its schools, churches, and business." 

Newspaper repcms also su(̂ x>rted the theme. After watching the pioneers and wagons roll 

by "over paved streets, through a prosperous business section** a repcMrter was stnick by 

the '̂ ccntrast to days gone by.** He noting the school house atop famous boot hill,** the 

*The Dodge City DaifyGM)e,Ocuibet 9,1911. 
* Ibid.; The Dodge City Journal, October 5.1922. 

October 12.1922. 
"CadEtdck, Dodge City Semi-CenumUal Souvenir, Dodge Qqr: Etrick Pubiishets, 1922. 
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modem residences, and "efOcient agricuituie" and concluded that ''yes, the wild days of 

Dodge Cî , the *bell-hole* of the west are indeed only in distant memory. The actors in 

those early picturesque days have played their parts...the prosperous Dodge City of today 

with its schools and churches and modem homes, stands as their monument."*  ̂ This 

observation confirmed an opinion of The Dodge City Daily Globe editor, Jess Dem'ous, 

who wrote that those pioneers still alive "have lived in two ages'* and '̂ any is the time 

they have boasted their good fortune in having seen the period when railroads, telephones, 

electricity, rural mail delivery, power farm machinery, motor can and trucks, street 

pavement, sewers, large, well-equipped schools, imposing churches...were not even a 

dream on the barren waste known on the map as southwestern Kansas."" 

Still, the message of modernism triumphant was neither unique nor interesting to 

some writers who found the past far better copy. Chester Leasure, editor of the nearby 

Hutchinson Gazette, after watching the parade, found the sheer contrast between old and 

new Dodge more evocative of its famous history than the town intended. Calling the 

anniversary "fittingly celebrated" with the absence of "carmine lights and beverages" as the 

best evidence in the world that Dodge City had "put aside such childish things," the 

editor's interest then diamatically shifted. Leasure was clearly not interested in the modem 

Dodge, sedate and pious, and upcoming, with streets paved with red brick and not slippery 

with red gore" as boosters desired, but in the days when "Dodge's Front Street was 

known from coast to coast as hell with the lid blown off." He seized the opportuniQr to 

provide readers a lengthy depiction of the period when Dodge City was a "twelve o'clock" 

town inhabited with the "sons of Belial" where law was enforced by hard, but stalwart 

sheriffs such as Bat Masterson and E t̂ Sughrue.'̂  

Such depictions of Dodge City's past were nowhere evident in the Semi-

Centemual. The history organizers ciK»e to celebrate was a safe one built on focused on 

cowboys as builders erf* the modem livestock industry, and sod homesteaders as those who 

laid the groundwork for civilization and agricultural triumph. Aside from the brief 

'The Dod̂  City Journal, October 26,1922. 
The Dodge City Daily Globe, Marcfa 31,1924. 

"Ibid  ̂ October 23,1922. 
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appearance of an outlaw during the I^geant of Progress, there were no other hints any 

unsavory aspects of Dodge CiQ '̂s past such as its gambling, saloons, or street violence or 

famous characters that might have indicated an hint that the town was not fully supportive 

of prohibition and condoned any kind of vice or deviance. By stressing cowboys, 

pioneers, and standard western entertainments, the city showed it was comfortable with 

selected form of Western identity but was unwilling to make its sordid reputation a part of 

its official memory lest it tarnish its view of itself as an outstanding modem dty. 

Despite the trumpeting of the Semi-Centennial as an unqualifled success by E)odge 

City newspapers in terms visitor participation and profitability, the celebration did not 

become an annual event'̂  After 1922, the city returned to hosting the annual Southwest 

Fair, choosing instead to showcase modem business developments, livestock, machinery, 

new car models, and agriculture. Prosperous, growing, and confident. Dodge Citians did 

not have the economic imperative to capitalize on its famous past Through its very namie, 

however, the event elevated awareness of the town's history among organizers. Following 

the semi-centennial's conclusion, Hamilton Bell, Menitt Beeson, and Heinie Schmidt 

turned their attention to maridng and preserving sites as described in previous chapters. In 

1929, they organized the cî r's next public celebration of its past, 'The Last Round-Up." 

Deadwood's "Days of 76" 

Dodge City's Semi-Centennial served as a tribute to its present prosperiQr and 

strength of its communiQr institutions. Public celebraticxis in Deadwood and Tombstone, 

on the other hand, were created to develop business and boost community solidarity at a 

time of economic slippage. In bodi cases, the actual impetus for creating celebrations was 

more to sooth wounded civic pride than to commemorate 50-year anniversaries as Dodge 

City had. 

Deadwood's dedsion to create an annual civic celebration two years before its 50-

year anniversary in 1926 stemmed from adispute with its sister city. Lead in 1923. Two 

'* The Dodge City Journal, October 14.1922. 
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years prior, the two cities decided to alternate hosting annual Fourth of July festivities 

between them with the pledge to help the other when it was their turn to host. In 1923, 

Lead broke the gentleman's agreement by announcing it would hold its own celebration 

henceforth. This insult prompted the Deadwood Business Club, to proclaim that it too 

would take a Tree hand" the following year but would have to skip celebrating the R>urth 

in Deadwood in 1923 because of a lack of dedicated funds." Lead's announcement that it 

would take over the Fourth, left Deadwood as the only city in the Black Hills without a 

communiQr celebration: Belle Fouiche had its Tri-State Round-Up, Rapid City had its 

"Alfalfa F^ace", Speaiflsh its American Legion Picnic, Mitchell its Corn f̂ ace, Sturgis 

had auto races and Custer sponsored its Gold Discovery Days. Each of these events by 

surrounding towns focused on a histmc event, major economic aspect, or special activity. 

What made Deadwood unique among other towns was its frontier moment. The realization 

that its past could be turned into a distinctive celebration spurred the The Black Hill's 

Pioneer to ask: "Why not let "Deadwood have its 'Days of *76' Homecoming 

Celebration?''" 

Members of the Deadwood Business Qub conceived the first "Days of 76" in the 

spring of 1924. Its business leaders, unlike those of Dodge City, had no qualms about 

creating a festival that centered on its notoriety. Their intention was to capitalize on its past 

and inaugurate "one of the greatest events in the history of the Hills."*' In May, a 

committee of the Qub appointed to draw up proposals, recommended it be made into an 

annual event "true to the days of '76, when the town and the Hills were in their infancy, 

and 'dour, delightful, devilish Deadwood' was an alliteration every adjective of which was 

deserved."*' To achieve this goal, organizers hoped to present an authentic pageant "in 

which will be depicted true to life the characters who were noted during the days of '76, to 

reproduce exactly, or as nearly as possible, the scenes which made the city picturesque 

The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, \biy 13,1923. 
The BUtck Hills Pioneer, Jane 29,1924. 
The DeadmodDaffy Pioneer-Times, My 9,1924. 

'•»«/, May 27, June 5,1924. 
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during those days...*  ̂Nor were they unclear about the intentions of the festival. 

"Deadwood will be the lure," The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times reported, ''which will 

draw hundreds within her limits." '̂ At the same time, they saw it as an opportunî  to 

raise civic morale and strengthen support for tourism. "The spirit of the occasion is being 

transfused into the blood of our citizenry," a reporter noted, '̂ d we confidently predict 

that I>eadwood's well known reputation as a host will have new wind in its sails after the 

initial reenaction of the 'Days of '76.*  ̂Because the celebration was largely a commercial 

proposition, the Deadwood Business Club assumed sponsorship of the event Even 

though the idea originated with the club, some of the more conservative members were 

reluctant to take on the event unless there were assurances of widespread conunumty 

support. To assuage fears, members canvassed retail owners, dty leaders, and local 

organizations, and agreed to take on the project̂  The club further sought to ensure 

communiQ  ̂participation by forming an executive committee composed of representatives 

of civic groups and business interests, headed by local retailer Fred Gramlich and managed 

by Eari Morford, publisher of The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times. ̂  

As plans for the celebration unfolded, the Days of '76 became a community 

version of a "Bill Show." It included many of the standard features familiar to Wild West 

show viewers: an introductory parade, reenactments of historic events and famous 

characters. Western activities, plus a heavy emphasis on authenticiQ .̂ Like a Wild West 

show, the Days of '76 was also intended to be a consumable event in itself— designed to 

entertain visitors with c f̂erings of images and activities that matched their expectations for 

what the perceived to be a real Old West experience. The main difference was the 

distinctive community flavor provided by sponsorship of floats and activities by local 

businesses and organizations. 

Organizers understood that to succeed with the grand Wild West celebration 

» nxd  ̂ My 1,192*. 
"/biV/.. June 5,1924. 

ibid  ̂June 20. July 25.1924. 
June 17.20.1924. 

"ft«/.June25.29,l924. 
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community involvement was critical. One method Days of '76 promoters drew on was the 

practice of linking conrniemoiation with civic pride. 'XZommunity cooperation and the 

instilling of the spirit of the occasion into every person in the city is the paramount 

necessity for the staging of the event," Eari Morford wrote, "and should that be lacking, 

plans might just as well be abandoned at the outset" He expected that "every resident of 

the city will be a member of the committee on cooperation and will lend assistance to those 

in charge.*  ̂Since voluntary organizations were the strongest source of support, the 

executive committee organized open public meetings to provide information, assign tasks, 

and foster enthusiasm. Morford made a special point to enlist women and sent a special 

invitation for help to members of the Women's Club, the Giri's Club, and various other 

women's groups. ̂  As further incentive, he reminded the community of the economic 

potential the celebration offered. "Merchants and others are beginning to realize the great 

advertising possibilities of the celebration," The Deadwood Daily Pioneer 'Times reported, 

"this has given place to an enthusiasm for the cause which means that every businessman 

and every citizen from now on is going to lend a helping hand.*  ̂

Another way of fostering involvement —as well as advertising the event— was 

encouraging community members to play the part of pioneers by altering their physical 

appearances. Through such participation, citizens had the opportuniQ  ̂to publicly 

demonstrate their civic loyalQr as well as endorse the wild west theme event organizers had 

chosen. All males were encouraged by organizers to stop shaving so they would resemble 

buriy goldseekers of 1876 and join the "More Whisker Club" as a means to add to the old 

time atmosphere. When they did not get the level of participation desired, they proclaimed 

that all male citizens of Deadwood were now elected to membership in the new club and 

told to proceed to the city's Franklin Hotel to pick up a membership card, pay a $ 1.00 fee, 

and swear to give up shaving until the end of the Days of '76 event. The club offered 

prizes as incentive and threatened to convene a Kangaroo Court to fine those not sporting 

beards. Again, organizers equated membership with civic pride: "Be loyal to your 

''/Aid.. June 29,1924. 
9,26,1924. 

"IbuL 
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towiL..help make the More Whiskers Club a big success, which will in turn greatly assist 

in making the 'Days of *76' celebration a success.*  ̂ A few days later, 150 men had 

enrolled. Progress of the the whisker club was reported regularly in Deadwood 

newspapers, which also asked citizens to were Days of '76 hatbands, big Western-style 

hats, and put bumper stickers on their cars.̂  

In the same vein, the executive committee planned to transform all of downtown 

Deadwood into a period setting so it too, could serve as "a unique and attractive means of 

advertising.'̂  To try to create a frontier atmosphere, the executive committee requested 

retailers to place pine tree slabs obtained from mills in nearby Spearfish over their 

storefronts so they would resemble log structures or use other materials to achieve the 

same rough-hewn frontier effect̂ ' So that business owners could a better idea of what 

organizes envisioned, they were urged to look at a old photograph unearthed by a men's 

clothing store owner that showed a '̂ vild and untamed " Deadwood showing "a jumble of 

log buildings" with "fellows dressed in top boots, flannel shirts, heavy trousers, wide hats 

and six shooters. To facilitate installation, the executive committee oversaw the delivery 

of loads of slabs to merchants and told reluctant store owners that they gave "&n attractive 

effect, and those who have used them are glad they have done so.*  ̂As the celebration 

neared, many retailers finally got into the spirit of things. In addition to instalUng slabs, 

some merchants placed relics in their windows and hung quaint signs recalling the frontier 

period. One grocery store hung a replica of an 1876 sign that read: 'X}old DustTaken 

Here for Groceries.'** Each time a store owner got into the spirit. The Deadwood Daily 

Pioneer-Times used it as an example to spur others into action. 

Not all of Deadwood endorsed the idea of emphasizing its turbulent days. Some 

feared the orientation the celebration could further damage the town's already tarnished 

My 20.1924. 
**Ibid̂  July 23,26,1924; The Deadimod DaifyTekgram, July 24, 1924. 
''Ibid. 
*'TheDeadtmodDafyPuHieer-rmes, My 1.1924. 
*'ftMf..My3.1924. 
"/Wa:. My 26.1924. 

Ibid., My 30,1924. 
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reputation. Edward Senn, publisher of The Deadmod Telegram and a staunch 

prohibitionist, wrote on behalf of "some who have regard primarily for the moral influence 

of such affaiis.*'(He never identified who these people were) Senn felt that many worried 

that the celebration would be "largely a reproduction of the underworld life of Deadwood 

in *76 with its saloons, gambling and other forms of vices and carouser which would 

release present restraints and return back to the "spirit of revelry and debauchery which 

formerly held too prominent a place in Deadwood." He warned that such a return would 

"not be tolerated by the people of the ciQr who place its moral welfare above financial and 

entertainment considerations" and ultimately cause it to be "blacklisted as something 

inimical to the moral welfare of young people." Instead, the publisher urged that the 

program have an educational emphasis by focusing on legitimate activities of the frontier 

rather than "on the red light, night life of the gold camps and their lawlessness." The 

publisher offer examples such as the replicadon of a miniature gold camp, portrayals of 

historic characters, and reenactments of stage hold-ups and incidents such as the killing of 

Wild Bill Hickok "faithfully reproduced in a way that would be thrilling and instructive.'̂  

Senn grew more shrill as the celebration approached. After learning that despite his 

protests, Morford and Gramlich still planned to open reenactments of dance halls and 

gambling bells, Senn warned that people with high moral standing in Deadwood have been 

"mislead into giving support to something which the will have to regret and condenm." He 

again described the "degrading night life features" as a serious blow to the success of 

moral progress accomplished in the ciQr. "It has been difficult for Deadwood to live down 

the evil repute inherited from the days of *76 even after it has been cleaned of cesspools," 

the editor pointed out Senn demanded the activities be dropped immediately, lest it "drive 

away from the ciQr, the class of citizens most needed.*  ̂As evidence, he pointed out that 

"some good people" were boycotting the celebration from fear of a return to its days of 

"letting down the bars." To quiet the publisher, members (rf*the executive committee 

assured him that advertisements were figurative, not literal and that women participating in 

* The Deadtwod Daily Telegram  ̂June 26,1924. 
"IbUL, August 11,1924. 
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dances would not dress immodestly, no drinking would be tolerated, saloons would only 

served soft drinks, and gambling would only involve play money. Still, Senn warned that 

the Days of '76 put Deadwood on public trial as either a celebration of what was 

'instructive and commendable" or a town that '̂ glories in the evils of the early days." 

Responsibility for protecting morality, he pointed out, rested upon public officials and 

celebration managers.̂  

Most businesses did not share Senn's worries, at least publicly, and saw the 

advantage in participating. As momentum grew, some major economic groups saw the 

historic orientation of the celebration as a way to boost their respective industries by using 

the past of illustrating their own industrial evolution. Evan W. Hall, the Lawrence County 

farm agent offered Deadwood "hear  ̂cooperation in every way possible" to create an 

exhibit on the history of farming in Lawrence County.̂  Not to be outdone, the Homestake 

Mining Company in Lead, announced sponsorship of an exhibit on old mim'ng processes 

which included the hydralucing, sluicing, long Tom rocking machines of late nineteenth 

century placer mining, a battery of stamps used to crush ore mounted on a truck, and air 

drill. Each of these were plarmed to be in full operation, including a fake UasL  ̂

In making every effort to authenticate their presentations, Deadwood leaders 

exploited the city's close proximiQr to the Pine Ridge Reservation and Ft Meade. To get 

U. S. Army representation for the parade, Morford and members of the executive 

committee visited nearby FcMt Meade and arranged forTroop C, to arrive in the city in 

heavy marching order with full equipment and transportation. At the same time, other 

committee members went to Pine Ridge Indian Agency and received permission for to 

involve a large number of Indians of the "Uanket variety" to participate in the parade and 

perform a series of traditional dances. According to The Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Umes, 

organizers believed the presence erf* actual Sioux would not '*only be a feature that would 

attract great attention, but prove most interesting and novel to the visitors from outside the 

" Ibid̂  August 14, i92A. 
The Deadwood Daify Ptoneer-Tinm, My 20.1924. 

''Ibid  ̂ My 18.1924. 
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state.** 

Days of '76 organizers also imitated the Dodge City piactice of involving the 

communiQ  ̂in authentication through public calls for vintage clothing and objects for 

exhibition in the parade or in its "hall of relics." Searching through their homes and sheds, 

Deadwood citizens unearthed large numbers of curious and historic objects which they 

perceived had intrinsic historic value. What emerged was a mix of objects that reflect the 

desires of promoters to boost the wild west, others that were simply curious, and some 

that were part of daily life a half century earlier. Among those singled out for comment by 

The Deadwood Telegram were a broom handle carved by an penitentiary inmate in the 

likenesses erf" Custer, Buffalo Bill, and Wild Bill Hickok; a copy of the town's first 

newspaper, and a series of posters dating from 1877 offering rewards for stage robbers 

and murderers. Other items included a large collection of gold nuggets, fossils, Indian 

beadwork, vintage flrearms, quilts, and historic photographs.̂  ̂ The artifacts that drew the 

most attendon were two "Deadwood Coaches," originally made famous in the Deadwood 

Dick sagas and later as a regulariy featured hold-up attraction in Cody's Wild West show. 

On the eve of the event, J. S. McCIintock, a long-time resident, donated the two old 

Concord stages to the city parade organizers so they could be exhibited in the procession 

and be used for hold-up reenactments.̂  The donation delighted orgam'zers as one of the 

principle icons of their past, remim'soent of the Deadwood Stage that gained fame in dime 

novels and in robbery reenactments in Buffalo Bill's >A l̂d West "It is one of the pioneers 

of the west," one reporter noted, "and its appearance of the in the parade drawn by six 

prancing horses and loaded down with fearless and aggressive men of the old frontier and 

supported by outriders is surely going to attract attention."*" 

After months of intensive preparation, the first Days of '76 began on August 15, 

1924. Unlike Dodge Cî 's paean to munidpal progress, the event afllnned the city's 

determination to create an annnai Western sQde event that like its Wild West show 

My 17-20.1924. 
*' TheDeaduioodTeiegram, August 11, 14.19,1924. 
«/&«i,My24.1924. 
** The Deadnmod Daily Pioneer-Timeŝ  July 24.1924. 
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predecessors, offered a synthesis of authenticiQr and entertainment Each of the two days 

began with a mile-long parade down the center of town consisting of floats and marchers 

with an Old West theme. The procession featured a large number of costumed figures 

representing subjects event organizers detennined best represented the town's past: 

prospectors, a Homestead Mining Company Float with large gilded blocks representing 

gold, a float with a miniature log cabin, impersonators of the flrst dty officials, groups of 

women bedecked in vintage clothing, U.S. Cavahy units, and Indians of both genders 

riding horses and wagons. The procession also featured living links with its past 

consisting of floats of the sons, daughters, and grandchildren of pioneers, and the oldest 

woman in South Dakota. Interspersed were moving displays geared toward tourists: a 

South Dakota Highway commission sponsored float of Black Hills scenery, a State Game 

one showing animals from nearby parks, a National Barest warning against Are danger, 

and a reproduction of the Roosevelt monument Despite its frontier theme, evidences of 

municipal progress appeared through representative groups like the Campfire Giris, city 

nurses. Elks, Fire Department, and car dealers.*  ̂

Activities at Deadwood's amusement park which surrounded the parade, offered a 

more direct form of Wild West show sQrle of entertainments. Indian dances, shooting 

contents, bronco riding, pony races between Indians, cowboys and cavalry members, 

cowgirl races, pony express races, mining demonstrations, "squaw wagon" races, and 

trick roping recalled standard rodeo fare. The celebration also took a page from Wild West 

shows with staged reenactments of its colorful past: an Indian attack on an emigrant train 

and settler's cabin, and stage hold-ups. In the evenings, the town held dances, band 

ccmcerts, and opened up its faux gambling hall with faro, roulette, dice and card games. 

The evenings ended with dances held at at the old Gem and Bella Um'on dance halls, and 

flreman's pavilion. The only major concession to modernism were airplane rides by a 

Casper, Wyoming concessionaire.̂  

Unlike Dodge City, Deadwood played up its famous historic personages. 

** TheDeadimodTekgram , Aogaat 19.1924. 
**llKd.:TheDeadiiifoodDaUyPicfneer-Tmes, Aufust 19. 1924. 
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Characters costumed as Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Deadwood Dick, and Preacher 

Smith appeared in prominent roles in the parade. They were also the subjects of staged 

mini-dramas over a two-day period which organizers termed "historic scenes." On the first 

day, local performers reenacted Hickok's assassination and a wedding Preacher Smith 

while a local Baptist minister gave the martyred Smith's undelivered sennon. On the 

second and flnal day, handbills announced the second part of the (fickok drama as local 

citizens acted out a play written by Nell Peihgoue and Mary Ann Wood, entitled The Trial 

of Jack McCall." Although based on an actual event, the play took major artistic liberties 

that conformed to prevailing local versions of Hickok and Calamity Jane. The play 

depicted the motive for the assassination as the fearamcmg the camp's comipt element that 

Hickok was to be appointed as city marshal and placed Calamity Jane at the scene and trial, 

hinting that she and gunflghter had a romantic relationship. The writers also added the 

flcdonal character Alkali Ike of dime novel fame.'*' 

Newspapers and organizers considered The Days of '76 and '̂ unqualified success" 

and ample proof for it to become an annual event Attendance figures for the event were 

estimated newspapers to be between five and eight thousand. Edward Senn, after his 

initial fears, became one of its strongest supporters. The editor believed the event served as 

a model example of building community solidarity; an "object lesson to the people of 

Deadwood what they can do if they pull together.̂ The conununity resolve, he wrote, 

served "notice to the world that despite the adverse conditions which have reduced the 

population of this city to one third of what it was at its zemth...Deadwood is yet very much 

alive and can come back." The success of the Days of *76 proved once and for all the 

marketability of its history. The celebration, according to Senn, showed the strong desire 

of visitors to recapture the days of the Old West, whkh he reasoned, Deadwood alone 

could deliver. *^0 other city has had such a glamour of romance thrown around it by the 

writers of nction...They rightly reason that here and here alone, can they find the nearest 

return to the scenes of the tales that enthralled them in youth" In the future, the editor 

 ̂ Ndl Penigooe and Mary Am Wood, "Deadwood's HutoiicXfiiiiiigCowt: Trial of Jack McQril." 
ad., Deadwood RnervaiiaaAiciiives, folder96.1.24; SoavcnirRogim. "The Trial of Jack MoCall for 
ibelQlliiigofWadBiIlHiGfcak.'*ap..ad., Deadwood ftiMic libnty. 
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reasoned, thousands would come, choidng the city and sunounding forests with 

campens.'' 

Senn believed if the Days of '76 was "pushed and directed" as it could and should 

be, it would within Ave years "one of the biggest drawing cards of the entire wesL" To 

ensure its future success, the Telegram editor wanted it placed on a formal business basis 

by the incorporation so it could be professionally managed and promoted. Senn also urged 

a greater emphasis be placed on authenticî . He urged the establishment of a permanent 

Hall of Relics; more examples of pioneer mining operations; the complete slabbing of the 

downtown business district, including disguising telephone poles with pine trees; 

eliminating airplanes; and lessening rodeo activities in favor of more Indian and pioneer 

activities, which he felt "can be the biggest drawing cards."* Senn hoped that future Days 

of '76s would take the oppoitunity to use its educational potential to reverse the declining 

morality of youth by altering its basic orientation. "Why conflne reproduction of the night 

life of Deadwood to its seamy side as was done in this year's celebration?'̂  he wondered, 

"Why not reproduce the notable social function with young ladies attired in costumes 

duplicating those described and dancing the dances of those days." Senn believed the 

portrayal would have a "sobering influence on some of the youth today to see the decorous 

dancing of their grandmothers and compare it with the indecent dances now prevalent 

filched from cesspools of the worid and adopted 'in best circles."  ̂

Senn's wishful thinking about using funire Days of '76 celebrations as molality 

lessons clouded his more accurate understanding of the market quality of the event As per 

his recommendations, subsequent years would see more professional management with 

greater emphasis placed on authenticity, and more sophisticated promotion. The basic 

elements of the 1924 event—community involvement, focus on the Old West, 

reenactments, relics, historic characters, westem-sQ l̂e events, interspersed with 

communis progress—remain the basic structure to the present More significantly, the 

Days d* *76 organizers and supporters liloe Senn maiked a major way the communiQr 

" The Deadwood Daify PitHieer-Times, August 24, 1924. 
**Ibtd  ̂August 24, 25.1924. 
"•Ibid  ̂ August 28, 1924. 
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leader had come to tenns with Deadwood's reputation. Now deHned as a business 

enterprise endorsed the city, controversial frontier memories were tiansfonned into 

fomis of enteitainment drawn from Wild West shows. The new expression of community 

memory was given added legitimacy by citizens who endorsed it through public 

performance, exhibition of relics, wearing costumes, sporting beards, and changing the 

town's appearance. Such involvement did not mean a rejection of the modem; it was a 

general acceptance of the town's special place in American history and role in the great 

frontier epic. 

Tombstone's "HeUdorado" 

Tombstone's first public commemorative celebration, "HeUdorado," in 1929, like 

its Black Hills counterpart, was a commercial event designed to bolster community morale 

and create an ongoing civic enterprise to support the town's economy. HeUdorado 

organizers went go a step further than those in either Deadwood or IDodge City: they had 

the advantage of a large nimiber of vintage buildings still standing, which could serve as 

the perfect backdrop for an authentic presentation. This environment inspired the idea of 

transforming Tombstone into a total Wild West spectacle with reenactments and 

authenticated along the same lines of relic display and old pioneer parO'dpation followed by 

its counterparts in Deadwood and Dodge City. The show will be Tombstone," 7%e 

Tombstone Epitaph proclaimed, "the scene wUl be Tombstone and the entire town wUl live 

once more in the scenes and atmosphere of 1879."" 

Offidally, the event marked the fiftieth anniversary of Tombstone's founding; 

under the surface it was a attempt by WUliam H. KeUy, the publisher of The Tombstone 

EpUaph to reinvigorate Tombstone's coUapsed economy and stop the further loss of its 

population.̂  Kelly, the new owner of The Tombstone Epitaph, was the son of the official 

 ̂The Tombstone Epiteph, Jooe 27,1929. 
" The town's lost almost half its popolalkia of 1582 in 1920 lo just 849 in 1930. i2 BiviRxanental 

Caosaltants, The Tombstone Heritage: A DompitoR o/Ooimiiaiir Trends, Fboemx: CXCoe of Ecanoauc 
Flannmg and Devdopmeni, 1974, p. 154. 
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state histonan. George H. Kelly, former owner of the paper. The younger Kelly, a recent 

graduate from the UniversiQr of Arizona had worked on the newspaper since 192S. Three 

years later, following the departure of Frank Moy, he took over the role of editor and 

publisher. Like his predecessor, I&lly was strongly interested in developing the town's 

tourist potential to the point that one critic described him as more interested in "sensational 

ballyhoo on behalf of Tombstone" than journalism.'̂  As if by fate, the year Kelly took 

over the EpOaph coincided with the fiftieth anniversary of the town's founding. Initially, 

the new publisher tried to rouse community interest in the anniversary which he envisioned 

as consisting of no more than a small parade and speeches, hoping an event would allow 

him to create a flf̂ -year special edition of the newspaper. Despite widespread apathy for 

his idea for a celebration, he went ahead with plans to create the special edition. After the 

publication of Breakenridge's book, Helldorado, brought new attention to Tombstone, 

Kelly developed a sense of urgency to develop a major celebration to take advantage of the 

new publicity.® 

At some point in the spring of 1929, Kelly began to envision using Tombstone's 

natural historic and architectural advantages into a unique form of public celebtation that 

could rival other annual events such as Globe, Arizona's, Days of '49. Judging from the 

success of national publications and the number of tourists already arriving to see 

attractions such as the Bird Cage Theater and Boot Hill, Kelly believed there were enough 

existing historic structures to allow the entire town to be completely tinansformed into back 

to its original 1880s appearance. Instead of having western activities and events reenacted 

in showgrounds as at the Days of '76, Kelly wanted the streets and historic buildings to 

serve their original purposes so visitors could be completely immersed in an authentic Old 

West atinosphere. As his own excitement grew, I&lly tried to tally conununity support 

Thousands would travel, he wrote, to "see Tombstone rehabilitated to appear as it was fifty 

years ago with scenes of pioneer days reenacted, cowboys, stage coaches, and Indians, 

^PatlLIbyliiintioToQhey.MaichS. 1934, Tambstone Research FQe. Aiizooa Dqwiuueut of 
Ufanfy, Aicliives aidniblicReojids, Phoenix, Aiuaaa. 

» William Kdly to Waller Cole. Ansnst 22,1949, Fbtder 19, Wilfa'amKeUyPlBpen. SC. UAL; The 
Arizona Daly Star, October 13,1971; WiUiam BreakeoEklge. Hdtdorado: Bringing the La» to the 
MesquUe, Boston: Hoo îlaii and \fiflliii. 1928. 
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dressed as they were in eariy times, thundering through the streets of the most romantic 

and historic town left in the West We believe the whole country would want to wimess 

that kind of a show if Tombstone would give it to them."  ̂Ironically, lolly's vision found 

support by an unlikely source—its leading rival, Bisbee. "Why not start immediately to 

lay plans for the greatest celebration ever attempted in the West?" The Bisbee Review 

asked, ** no city has had greater publicity, preserved so many landmarks that are connected 

with its romantic past... With the expenditure of a few thousands. Tombstone could be 

changed back to the mining camp of 1880 with its saloons and gambling houses.**" 

Impatient with what he believed was conmiunity's failure to seize a prime 

commercial opportunity, Kelly took matters into his own hands. In June of 1929, he 

approached the Tombstone ciQ  ̂council with his idea of a Tombstone spectacle with the 

offer to organize and manage the celebration plus provide finandal backing from the 

Efntaph in exchange for 60% of the net proceeds plus a salary of $150 permonth.The 

council approved the deal unanimously with a supporting resolution pledging city and 

citizen support for the 50 year celebration in which "the atmosphere of an eariy day mining 

camp is to be produced in as true a manner as possible and visitors throughout are to be 

given in characters and in scene, as near a picture of Tombstone as it appears in the 80s as 

possible."  ̂Kelly then borrowed between five and six thousand dollars using the Efniaph 

as collateral, gambling that real profits would be made from printing jobs and the special 

Epitaph edition that would accompany the show. Later, Mayor Krebs also put up an 

additional $1,000 to cover expenses. ̂  

A few weeks later, Kelly armounced his plans for the shape the celebration would 

take. He intended to reopen and repair the town's famous historic buildings, the Bird Gtge 

Theater and Crystal Palace Bar, block off all streets in the present business district, and 

use some vacant buildings to house exhibits and transform others into old time saloons and 

dance houses. In addition, Kelly wanted existing stores in the business district to be 

** The Tombstone Epitaph, May 30,1929. 
" The Bisbee Review, June 13,1929. 
"ILB-KiebstoKdly. Jane 3,1929, Folder l.KdlyCoUeclian,SC, UAL. 
'̂ KeUy to Waller Cole. August 22,1949. Folder 19, KeUy CbUecdon, SC, UAL. 
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decorated and repainted to replicate as close as possible the eariy 1880s. These would 

furnish the backdrop of a "program of entertainment as nearly duplicate of the 

entertainments of the early days." I&Uy wanted entertainers to be "high class" calibre 

whose talents were consistent as much as possible with the frontier atmosphere. Some of 

these were standard fare: a cowboy fiddler, cowboy roper, expert show, cowboy chorus, 

and a rock drilling contest Within the Bird Cage, he envisioned an "old time show given 

in the same manner that characterized the old varieQr."" In other respects, Kelly's ideas for 

the form of the celebration were consistent with those of Dodge City and Deadwood. The 

"big event of the show" would be a street parade 'in form of pageant to show visitors the 

dress, modes cf travel and characters well known in Tombstone streets in 1880." The 

intention of the parade/pageant was more than Old West nostalgia; Kelly wanted to 

undeisccM  ̂and promote modernization by showing the "development and growth of 

Tombstone and Arizona from the discovery of the mines by Edward Schieffelin to modem 

times." Plans also called for exhibits on mining, pioneers, and Old Tombstone. Kelly also 

proposed reenactments of the scenes and activities of characters who "gave fame to this 

place placing special emphasis on those who figured prominently in recent literature: Ed 

Schieffelin, Wyatt Earp, John Ringo, Ike and Billy Clanton, Doc Holliday, Buckskin 

Frank Leslie and Bat Masterson. 

Kelly realized the chances of being successful related directly (o the efTectiveness 

of promotion. His deal with the city called for hiring a professional promoter to develop 

and coordinate advertising. In correspondence, Kelly sought out the the advice of well-

known professional promoters in the area, who afiumed the marketability of his idea. 

George C. Pound, a promoter from Globe, Arizona with a strong background in event 

marketing, whom Kelly later hired, advised him that the key to success would be to "cover 

the state with the the story of attractions and general plan of the show" and focus on "law 

and ordo*" of the early days, stickingascloseaspossibletotheideaofanaccurate 

reproduction of 1881. Pound strongly emphasized the hunger of audiences for 

"The TombstoneEpitof̂ ,SootZ7,1929;"SaggeatcdPtogramforTomtwtone'sHeUdotado."Folder 
l.KeayPapen.SC.UAL. 
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authenticity. The trick is to inoculate the atmosphere and the spirit of this thing into the 

minds of the people," he told Kelly in reference to the general public, "and then give those 

little touches of reality slight in themselves but tremendously important as not to disappoint 

them when they get here. The twist of the sign, the size and shape of the lettering, the 

position of the beer keg, and the shape of some man's hat is going to make or break this 

thing. Clyde Zerby, a specialist in pageant publicity from Dallas urged Kelly to strive to 

develop a completely unique event and '̂ get completely away from the idea of Rodeo, 

Barbecue, or any of the other time worn free amusements.'' Ptople want to be thrilled and 

are ever looking for somedung different and something out-of-the-ordinary.'*' John 

Clum, the town's Hist mayor and a member of its advisory committee also reminded Kelly 

that a key component for success had to be amusement The purpose of fairs and 

expositions he wrote Kelly, is ''publicity" and the "entertainment of the crowd. 

Building from this advice, Kelly crafted a public relations campaign based on 

making audiences believe Tombstone was a town frozen in time which would soon come 

back to life. Ryers emphasized the fact that Helldorado was not a rodeo or carnival but a 

"true-to-life reproduction" of the hisftnic city in the '8Qs. "One needs but little imagination 

to stand in the streets of Tombstone today and visualize the Tombstone of Ed. Schieffelin's 

time," he wrote in a general press release, "Many years have gone by since the Earp 

brothers and Doc Holliday shot it out with the Clantons and the McLowrys [sic] yet the 

fight might well have taken place yesterday for all the changes in the scene." Since the 

"march of progress has left undisturbed the historic scenes of that day," it was the reason 

why Tombstone citizens "have decided to live again for a few short days the episodes of 

fifty years ago."° Kelly found a highly receptive audience for his releases. "We have 

found so far that the thing advertises itself pretty well," he wrote Walter NoUe Bums, 

"and the newspapers in Arizona are treating us royally.In appealing to the Southern 

** George CPband to Kdiy. June 30,1929. Folder 5.. KeUy Ripers, S.C. U.A. L. 
*' Qyde Zerby to Kdly. My 6,1929. Folder 5. KeUy F^pen. S.C. U-AX. 

John amn to Kelly. August 2,1929. Folder 9. Kelly Papen. S.C . 

"Ress release, ad.. Folder 3. KellyPqwrs. S.C. U~A.L. 
** KeUy 10 Waller NdUe Buns. August 27.1929. RilderS. Kelly Papen. S.C. UA. L. 
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Faciflc for assistance in publicity, he said the effort would be "the first time in the history 

of the West" that an entire town would be transformed back in time, since there were 

"twenty or more buildings still standing that were being used before Wyatt Earp and his 

friends left town."" The railroad agreed to help with all publicity as well as ran special 

trains from California and Tucson. 

Kelly tailored his publicity to the interest newspapers showed in the wild west 

aspects of Helldorado. The Dallas News was particularly interested in a story of the "early 

days of Tombstone when it was wild and woolly—with pictures." " In press releases, he 

promised that Helldorado would depict the days of "quick riches from mines and gambling 

tables" where "cattle rustlers, stage robbers, and other desperadoes played poker and drank 

bad whiskey until the complexion in Tombstone would change.*"" In an article for 

Progressive Arizona and the Great Southwest, Kelly affirmed the tone of the celebration by 

describing the towns founding and its "many notorious characters."  ̂ Wild West versions 

of Helldorado which focused on Earp, Holliday and other historic characters appeared in 

articles in the Los Angeles Times Sunday Magazine and the New York Herald Tribune, 

among others.'® 

Kelly sought to give Helldorado an aura of historical accuracy by publicizing that 

he had enlisted a group of prominent historians and individuals who had once lived in 

Tombstone in the 1880s to act as consultants. These advisors, Kelly wrote 'Vill take part 

in the show and will assist the Helldorado [planning] committee in making the 

reproduction of early day scenes as tnie to life as possible." Among the top two names 

Kelly enlisted were those most responsible forTombstone*s recent publicity, Walter Noble 

Bums, author of Tombstone, and William Breakenridge, author of Helldorado. Kelly and 

the ciQr council even named the celebration "Helldorado" to honor Breakenridge's work. 

"Kelly to ED. Rockwdl, June 30,1929, Folder 16. KcUy Papers. S.C, UAI-; The Arizona Daity 
Star. Octobet 13,1971. 

"Kelly to Ted Dealey, n.d.. Folder 5. Kelly Papers. S.C. UA. L. 
" Kelly, pfess tdease. n.d.. Folder 3, Kelly Papers, S.C . U-AX. 
** wniiam Kelly. "HdMorado,** Progressive Arizona, 4(OctDber 1SI29). p. 16. 
** Los Angeles Times Sunday Magazine, December 8,1929; Nm York Herald Tribune, October 27. 
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Kelly provided more historical credibiliQ  ̂with the additions of his father, George R 

Kelly, the state historian; Edith Kitt, the secretary of the Arizona Historical Society; and J. 

R McCIintoclc, author of a multivolume histcny of Arizona. The conunittee was further 

enhanced by a powerful group of well-known Arizona figures including Arizona Governor 

John C. Phillips and a number of well known Tombstone pioneers, John Clum, its first 

mayor and founder of the Epitaph  ̂William Hattich, the editored Ho/tEfntaph in the 1880s. 

Whether or not these advisors actually provided actual information to Kelly or served as 

figureheads is unknown. 

Like his counterparts in Deadwood and Dodge City, Kelly planned part of the 

celebration to be a reunion of past pioneers from around the country. A gathering of past 

residents, he reasoned, would put the celebration on a lugher plane" by giving it historical 

legitimacy and making it a once-in-a-lifetime event, and serve as a natural form of publiciQ  ̂

that would "speak for itself without exaggeration. Publicity sent out by Kelly affirmed 

this fact The Phoenix Republican reported that "pioneers who in the glamorous frontier 

days of the southwesL..wiU be the objects of acclaim and honor at Tombstone's 

Helldorado."  ̂Chamber of Commerce president Arlington Gardiner stressed that a 

gathering of "old timers" was an unique historical event in its own right which should be 

documented since "the pioneers are passing away more rapidly each year, and there will 

never be such an opportunity to meet so many and obtain photographs of those who made 

history here.**" 

As word of Helldorado spread, Kelly's efforts found reward when a number of 

well-known old individuals who agreed to attend. The most noteworthy were George 

Parsons, a close associate of the Earps and John Clum, the niece of founder &iward 

Schieffelin, and Billy Fourr, a well known rancher. Anton Mazzanovich, the author of the 

hockTrailing Geronimo, offered to come dressed "gun and all," sing songs, deal faro and 

^The Tombstone Epitaph, August 29. 1929. 
''̂ The Phoenix RepMican, September 22.1929. 
" The Tombstone Epiiqph, August 29. 1929. 
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'innovate characters of the old days.*  ̂To help round up past residents living in 

California, Kelly enlisted the help of William Hattich to head up a California Helldoiado 

Committee. Hattich was assisted l̂ CluminlocatingpastTombstoniansandarranginga 

special train with the Southern Pacific to take the group to Tombstone for the celebration.'" 

Building up expectations increased pressure on local citizens to deliver an authentic 

1880 towTL The promise by HeUdorado planners to visitors to deliver a **true to life picture 

of the famous mining camp as it appeared 50 years ago*^  ̂ translated into the hard tasks of 

picking up garbage, cleaning, painting, and repairing buildings. During the summer, local 

crews removed 40 years of rubbish from the Bird Cage Theater and repaired its rotu'ng 

floor. At the same time, carpenters renovated the the Crystal Palace. They also built and 

installed hitching posts, covered the main street with dirt, built two arches over the city's 

main street, constructed two performance stages and set up an elaborate system of electric 

lights for night time events in the downtown area. Organizers soon found the repair and 

restoration work more work than originally anticipated and as the time for the opening 

came closer, Kelly sent out for carpenters who had experience in building movie sets to 

complete the replication.̂  ̂On the eve of the celelnation, he pleaded with citizens to pick up 

trash and weed to present an improved picture for guests so Tombstone would get the Tull 

benefits" of their visitation.̂  

As in Deadwood and Dodge City, Helldorado promoters asked citizens to help 

enhance the hist(»ric integrity of the event by loaning relics. For Helldorado*s organizers 

there was an added urgency~old objects were desperately needed to enhance the period 

settings of downtown buildings being restored. Mayor Krebs and members of the city 

council tried to accelerate the search for artifacts with official calls for saloon pictures. 

 ̂The Arizpm Daily Star, October 28,1929; Anton Mazzanovich to Kelly. August 1.1929. Folder 
11. Kelly Papers, S.C., U.A. L. 
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mining equipments, old guns, and decorations. Later, Hany Palmer, the head of the 

historical exhibits committee, made specific requests for cooidng utensils, photographs, 

and household items promising to safeguard them and display them in an "elaborate 

exhibit." ̂  Within the last weeks even Kelly negotiated the loan of an old Modoc stage 

from the Prescott, Arizona's Frontier Days Association for use in the parade.̂  

Event organizers wanted all citizens not only to volunteer time and relics, but 

paiticipate in Helldorado by wearing period cosmme to complete the effect of the spectacle. 

"Although every effort will be made to make the Helldorado area as neariy accurate as 

historically possible," Kelly told Epitaph readers, "the work would lose much of its value 

if itwerenot accompanied by the appearance of local citizens in costume.** Kellyasked 

all Tombstonians to participate in costume and furnished guidelines for the styles of period 

clothing he felt were appropriate to the image Helldorack) sought to portray. He 

recommencfed the "local men can dress as cowboys, fieighteis, miners, gamblers, 

troopers, or prospectors," while women could vary their dress between those wom on the 

cover wagons to the "more elaborate costume of the ball room and theater.'*' 

Throughout the summer and fall, Kelly snuggled to find ways to inspire citizens to 

paiticipate in Helldorado preparations. This was crucial, and because of the town's low 

morale and its dismal economy, proved to be a challenge. Kelly later recalled that 

'Tombstone in those days was a sad old town. The depression had started, business places 

were few and their intake scarce. Business owners were hanging on, hoping that someday, 

somehow, someone would come along, rent a store and actually go into business.**  ̂To 

offset the conununity depression, I l̂ly hailed Helldorado as an economic turning point. 

The history of Tombstone, he wrote "has inspired the publication of four books, and 

perhaps thousands of newspapers stories and magazine articles...the publicity surrountfing 

such an event would undoubtly attract both the visitor and investor. A new hotel, new 

 ̂The Tombstone Epitaph, July 4. August 15, 1929. 
^ KeQy ID RaodsCrabMe, October5.1929, Folder?. Kelly Papers, S.C, U-A.L. 
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September 12,1929. 
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homes, possibly a sanitarium would inevitably follow. The time is ripe, the opportuniQr is 

present and the task is not beyond our capabilities.'̂  Local government agreed. In the 

opinion of the city council," Kelly wrote, It will undoubtly be the tunung point in the 

efforts of local people to capitalize on the scenic, historic, and climactic attractions of this 

place.*** Mayor R. B. Krebs and Ariington Gardiner described the event as a means of 

advertising to "attract possible investors who may be induced to remain in Tombstone and 

make their homes here.'*  ̂ The economic angle even thread through other means of 

building community involvement Eariy in the planning, organizers fonned a whisker club 

similar to that of Deadwood, known as the Tombstone Helldorados whose members 

agreed to "grow beards, mustaches, and sideburns to help advertise. 

Kelly and other planners used public meetings and an impressive framework of 

working committees to ensure a large involvement. Formal preparation of Helldorado 

began with a public meeting at the Crystal Theater in late July. At the meeting. Mayor 

Krebs flxed October 27-29 as dates and answered general concerns for Helldorado with a 

pledge of the city council to support it "in every way possible." He assured citizens that 

Helldorado would be a "strictly home show" with any outside vendors conQt)lled by city 

licensing. To avoid any questions about possible breeches of prohibition in recreated 

saloons, he gave assurances to sheriff George Henshaw that the ciQr would "stand for no 

bootleggers.'*' Krebs also armounced the formation of 24 special committees to oversee 

the details of the event The event was to be driven by an 20 member executive committee 

composed of a broad representation of communiQr leaders, including the mayor. The 

executive committee, in turn, oversaw the work of 22 smaller committees charged with 

overseeing such all general aspects of the event such parking and sanitation. The 

membership of these subcorrmiittees stood at 74 citizens. Taken together, conunittees 

"The Tombstone Epitaph, June 6,1929. 
June 27,1929. 
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represented a total of 94 Tombstonians—eleven percent of the town's population of849." 

Kelly punctuated the meeting a few days later in the Epitaph reminding Tombstonians that 

the event would only be a success if it '*gains the support of all citizens of Tombstone.** 

As work progressed, the executive committee opened all individual committee meetings to 

the public so even more could become invdved "to make an name for Tombstone as 

entertainer and host 

As preparations entered their final stage, outsi(fe events fueled the need to mate 

Helldorado successful. Looming in the background of the celebration was the quickly 

evolving threat of Tombstone losing its position as the county seat Over the preceding 

decade, Douglas and Bisbee agitated about holding a special election to move the county 

seat out of Tombstone to a larger community with active mining operations. This talk 

renewed during the summer of 1929 and suddenly came to a head in September when 

Douglas took the unprecedented step of donating a site for a county building plus 

$ 100,000 for construction." Since Cochise CounQr administration was a major employer 

in a city with few other options, the consequences would be dire. 'Tombstone will be a 

ghost ciQr if Douglas gets the counQr seat," The Epitaph reported, ''Douglas has so many 

advantages and Tombstone so few that it would be regrettable to take the one remaining 

lease on life away from the colorful town." Helldorado planners hoped in desperation 

the event would provide a sentimental high ground which might sway voters. "Whether 

the celebration Helldorado will influence the situation is unknown," The Arizona Star 

reported, "but it will turn all southwest eyes to Tombstone and should make many to 

hesitate to take from the silver camp its greatest claim to modem day popularity."" The 

Graham County Guardian agreed: The loss of the court house will sound the death knell 

of Tombstone, this fact stands alone out above everything else and many voters, not 

**Basedoalhe populaliaanguiefor 1930. 
"The TombstoneEpiuph, August 1.1929. 

Septembers. 1929. 
** The Arizona DaUy Star, November 20.1929. 
" The Tombstone Epitaph, September 12,1929. 
**The Arizona Daily Star, 5,1929. 
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actuated by selfish interest, will pause at the ballot box before he casts a vote against the 

old pioneer town." ̂  Meanwhile The E^ntaph persisted in sticking to the official line that 

the event was an economic watershed. '*When Helldorado days are staged this fall,** Kelly 

wrote, let it be hoped that the celebration is not in the nature of a death wake, but rather a 

revival for the city that once dominated southern Arizona.*  ̂

Under the dark shadow of the county seat issue, Helldorado opened October 24 in 

disasterous weather conditions. A sudden cold, driving rainstorm caused the municipal 

light plant to fail, leaving the city in darkness and delayed opening festivities and scheduled 

perfonnances until the following day. Some visitors arrived during the night to find the 

city in total darkness, the hotels filled to capacity, and were forced to sleep on cots covered 

by a single blanket  ̂Undaunted, Helldorado committee members lit kerosene lamps and 

candles to provide light for businesses—an accidental detail of historic accuracy. 

Aside from the transformation of its downtown business district into an living 

stage, in many respects the final format of the show developed by Kelly and various 

committee members bore some strong similarities to the first Days of *76. The biggest 

difference being Tombstone's attempt to minimize all aspects of modernity as not to 

interfere with its attempt to create a wild west atmosphere. Each day began with a 

"pageant" parade with an old west theme with as many authentic elements as possible, 

followed by a long schedule of reenacted events and activities, including dances, faux 

gambling and soft-drink saloons. In the procession, Helldorado organizers included as 

many celebrated pioneer citizens as possible. John Clum, the founder of the Epitaph and 

Tombstone's first mayor, was named honorary Helldorado mayor and led of the parade 

accompanied by its honorary sheriiT, HeUdorado author Billy Breakenridge. Historic 

horsedrawn vehicles, groups of costumed cowboys, pioneer women and children, floats 

featuring eariy mining, and locals dressed as prospectors followed in their wake. 

As in Deadwood and Dodge City, the Helldorado parade enlisted Indians for 

additional authenticiQr. Kelly arranged with Bureau of Indian Agency Officials to 'Supply" 

** The Tombstone Epitaph, September 19.1929. 
Ibid., September 12,1929. 

-The a Paso Tones, October 28.1929. 
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Tombstone with "six Apache Indian men who can ride hoiseback and who will be willing 

to wear appropriate costumes" and participate in the parade and leenactments." He also 

secured the services of a Yuma Indian band for the various Helldorado events, with the 

added stipulation that they, like the Apaches, would '*do a reasonable amount of 

Ballyhooing for the different attractions."" Whereas the Apaches made their appearance in 

full traditional clothing, the Yumans marched in the band wearing uniforms consisting of 

red shirts, dark trousers with gold stripes down the sides and feathered war bonnets. The 

only old west aspect of the band, other than being Indian was bandleader's waving of a 

pistol in lieu of a baton. Clum later recalled enjoying the band immensely, but wryly noted 

that neither be or his friend, Billy Fourr "could not remember ever having seen or heard 

anything like during those 'early days' of the camp.*  ̂

The Yuma marching band was an exception to Kelly's definition of authenticity 

which was based on what he perceived to be the 1880s. Keeping true to his promise that 

Helldorado was a unique Old West reenactment, he turned down numerous offers that 

would have indicated it was either a rodeo or civic celebration. Among the proposals he 

rejected were an exhibition football game between Yuma Indians and U.S. Army soldiers, 

the I58th U. S. Infantry Band, and the Arizona State Band. Similariy, he turned down 

offers of trick mules and the wonder colt of California, curtly telling querying peribrmers 

that "Helldorado is not a rodeo.""" For the most part, Kelly kept to his intention of 

remaining true to vintage entertainments. To this end, he allowed the Arizona Cowboy 

Quartet from the University of Arizona school of music to perform on street comers as "if 

they were a few cowboys in town for a good time" and could "give a song when the spirit 

moves them.**" Other acts Kelly included were a fireman's hose cart race, mining drilling 

contests, a medidne show, acrobats, boxing and wrestling competiticms, trick shooters 

and topers, a cowboy clown and boomerang throwers. In the Bird Cage Theater, 

*^KeUy to Ted Shipley. October 7.1929, Folder 7. KeUy Papers. S.C., UAX. 
** Î Uy lo Yuma Indian Band, October 8.1929, Folder 13, Kelly Papers, S.C. UAl.. 
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organizefs successfully obtained the services of Annie Duncan, the Tombstone 

Nightingale.** The former vaudeville performer reprised songs she sang in the theater 

during the 1880s, surrounded by a troupe of younger can-can dancers."" 

Organizers highlighted the presence of almost 400 former residents, many of whom 

came on special trains from Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Tucson. As in Deadwood and 

Dodge City, the early settlers were treated to spedal honors. On the second day, ''pioneer's 

day," a banquet was held for them in Schieffelin Hall followed by a pioneers parade made 

up of only those who lived in the Southwest 40-50 years ago. Pioneer residents also took 

center stage in a ceremony held at the monument honoring the memory to Ed Schieffelin, 

the town's founder. Surrounded by old pioneers, including Schieffelin's sister and two 

m'eces, William Breatenhdge gave a short eulogy, then placed a wreath on the granite 

monument. At the end of the ceremony, those who personally had known the founder 

were acknowledged."" 

Despite Kelly's attempt to authenticate the Helldorado spectacle with peaceful 

representations of the past, reenactments of famous violent events were included in the 

program by its executive committee. I&lly recalled later that be tried to focus on the 

"entertainment available in an eariy day mining camp and the romance and excitement erf* 

eariy Western life" rather than violence."* Yet, once word spread of the celebration, he was 

besieged with letters filled with suggestions for programs. One of the most graphic 

examples came from Harriet Hankin, a long time resident She urged Kelly to consider 

restaging the O.K. Corral battle, the lynching of John Heath, have cowboys shoot up the 

town, and have a buckboard rush into the city with a terrified family pursued by 

Apaches."  ̂Planners sifted through suggestions and decided to staged only three events— 

the OJC Corral gunOght, a lynching, and the robbery of the Modoc stage. Of the three, 

only the O.K. Corral incident was rationalized as a carefully documented replicatton of an 

actual historic event Mayor Krebs, speaking before a Bisbee Rotary club, told listeners 

""77ie Phoenix Republican, October 26,1929. 
The Douglas Dispatch,Oadber 26,1929; Qum, "Helldorado;* p. 11. 
The Arizona Daily Star, October 15.1971. 
Hairiet Hankin \o Kclly, September 24,1929, Folder 6, Kelly Papers, S.C, UAX. 
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the O.K. Corral reenactors would use three of the original guns and the scene would be 

directed by two eye-witnesses."* 

Organizers publicly proclaimed Helldorado as a n)£yor success for the town. It 

attracted 6000 visitors, pumped a little money into the economy, and provided the town 

with publicity. Financially, the event emerged in the Uacic but only by a few hundred 

dollars."  ̂Reports in regional newspapers praised it as triumph to authenticity. According 

to The Phoenix Gazette, Helldorado celebration was carried out without digression 

from historic facts; it was not necessary to exaggerate and, in truth, therein lies the reason 

for its success.The Phoenix Republican also congratulated Tombstone and proclaimed 

the '̂ greatest feature was the reenactment of the famous 'duel to the death* between the 

Earp-Clanton feudists staged at the exact location of its enactment more than 40 years 

ago.""  ̂

John Clum, in a review of Helldoiado for the Epitaph, had a much different 

impression and felt that the presentation contradicted his own recollections of early 

Tombstone. He termed the program '*more or less historical," puzzled about what the 

name Helldorado actually meant, and described the Helldorado pnxnotion as "lurid—and 

alluring" with the intention of attracting visitors on the basis of the image that Tombstone's 

inhabitants "were engaged chiefly in gambling, booze-guzzling and gunfighting...that the 

streets and resorts of the city presented a moving panorama of wild abandon and 

continuous hullabaloo..." Clum and his friend, pioneer rancher Billy Fourr, both of whom 

had served on the advisory conunittee, "failed to recognize in this Helldorado picture any 

semblance of the youthful Tombstone we had known so well... we mutually assured 

ourselves that we were not as desperate and devilish and depraved fifty years ago as the 

Helldorado publicity literature and press dispatches had painted us." He found the OJC 

Corral reenactment "repulsive and distressing" and found it "inconceivable that any normal 

'̂ *The Bisbee Review, Octobcr 18.1929. 
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biggest incomepcodiioer of HieOdocado were its slot iiiacl)tiies.Noie by Kelly  ̂on cooiract. May 13,1974, 
Folder 1, 1929, KeUy Pliers. S.C., UJVX. 

"̂The Phoenix Gazette, October 28,1929. 
'***7%  ̂ Phoenix RepubUam, October 25,1929. 
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spectator derived either fdeasuie of benefit from viewing the mock battle." The only 

fortunate part about the gunflght was that 'Very few among the throngs assembled daily to 

wimess this mock combat were able to see it." Clum could only recall one street battle and 

one lynching in the entire fifty years of the town's existence, and that, he pointed out, was 

perpetrated by Bisbee citizens. 'These facts have given Billy Fbuir and myself," Clum 

sarcastically penned, "some hint as to just what the word 'Helldorado* may mean.""° 

Other commentators had a different meaning of the word Helldorado. As the 

election for the county seat loomed, it became a bittersweet symbol of the town's final 

glory. The Arizona Daily Star reported Tombstone "may be a Tombstone," and added the 

next day that "Helldorado is the new 'Epitaph' added to the slowly growing lists of 

inscriptions that mark the flnal resting place of Tombstone's great and glorious." With the 

end of the event, "stark reality came back to rule in Tombstone; a tomb of memories.""' 

After telling readers Helldorado would never be repeated. The Phoenix Gazette was just 

as dismal: "It is probable that the final curtain has dropped in the Bird Cage and the last 

lights have gone out in the Crystal Palace.""' When the election was held on November 

20, county residents voted practically rather than sentimentally and in a two-to-one margin 

elected to move the county seat from Tombstone to Bisbee, pending the construction of a 

new courthouse. The Douglas Dispateh indicated that had it been a broader election the 

result might have been different since the sympathies of the people of Arizona were 

generally with Tombstone for two reasons: it needed the county seat more than the other 

contenders and its "historic character" was revived "in a flash in the Helldorado 

celebration."*" One of the first casualties of the county seat move was Kelly. In April, 

1930, he sold The Tombstone Epitaph to Walter Cole after the value of the newspaper 

Qum, "HeUdoiado,"pp8.4-5,8-9. 
"* The Arizona Daily Star. October 27,28,1929. 

The Phoenix Gazette, OaslberTS, 1929. 
"* The Douglas Dispatch, November 23,1929. 



dove from $16,000 prior to the county seat move to only $4,000."* 

Even more than Deadwood, Tombstone self-consciously tried to transform the 

entire community into an image of the past inspired in large part by literary depictions of 

Bechdolt, Bums, and Breakenridge. This Wild West spectacle of Helldorado, with its 

official sanction by the ciQr government and communis endorsement, offered a powerful 

new identity for the city, filling the void left by the loss of its role as county administrator. 

Hencefoith, mostTombstonians defined their town as a living historic spectacle, a time-

machine of the old West 

Dodge City's The Last Round-Up 

Within two weeks of Helldorado, Dodge City also returned to the realm of public 

commemoration with an event called 'The Last Round-up," an event designed to help 

commemorate the dedication of the city's famous cowboy statue on Boot Hill. The new 

event marked a major change in the way Dodge City dealt with its early past; instead of 

treating it as means of celebrating modernity, the city now gave official sanction to the 

significance of the town as an emblem of the west and an inheritor of the values of the 

pioneers. 

In the years following the Semi-Centennial in 1922, momentum slowly built for a 

new celebration after a series of professionally prcxluced pageants by the John B. Rogers 

Company in Ohio, or the drama department form Emporia State College, were held in 

conjunction with the annual Great Southwest Fair. The first production held in 1925, 

"The Story of the Southwest" featured a professional director from Emporia and a 400-

citizen ensemble. It depicted the history of the region from settlement by Indians, to the 

arrival of pioneers in the 1870s with reenacted scenes, songs, and dances. In 1927, a 

new production written by a Kansas rancher from nearby Clark County, C. D. Shupe, 

"*Kelly to Walter Cole, April 4,1930, Folder 19. KeUy Papen, S.C, UAX. KcDy look a podtran 
of advcftising manager at the Arizona Daily Star in Tucson. He laieratieiided graduate schod at Î acd 
and received a PhD. in Anthropology ui 1943, and eventually retnmed to die Univenity of Arizona to 
teach edmology until his death in 

The Dodge CityJoumat, September 17,1925. 
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called "Pioneer Days in Western Kansas," had a wild west focus, depicting the years 1874 

and 1875 as an epic battle between Indians and pioneers for control of western Kansas. 

The new pageant dispensed with ensemble dances and singers, in favor of a wild west 

show format with large scale outdoor action, authentic elements, and reenactments. The 

pageant's writer claimed to have based the production on the reminiscences of the his 

mother and pageant managers prided themselves of adding the realism of historic relics, 

mounted cowboys and real Indians brought to Dodge City from Oklahoma. As an 

additional attraction, fairground promoters arranged for Cheyennes to create an Indian 

village so visitors could view aspects of Native American life such as food preparation and 

dancing. Because of its regional approach there was no direct mention of Dodge City per 

se, only indications of its presence as described in its setting: "Western Kansas far remote 

from civilization; scattered border towns...inhabited by hard-bitten saloon keepers, dance 

hall sybarites and gamblers, lawless men driven from the boundaries of the law...'""' 

"Pioneer Days in Western Kansas" was held until 1928. 

Shupe's pageant was a prelude to The Last Round Up celebration held on 

November4,1929. During the summer of that year, Hamilton Bell, Oscar Simpson, 

Heinie Schmidt, and Merritt Beeson, along with other preservation activists began 

organizing a celebration to commemorate Simpson's cowboy statue on Boot Hill and the 

laying of the cornerstone of the new city courthouse on the site. Following the blessing of 

mayor W. Otis Thompson, who proclaimed the day a school and business holiday and 

pledged full communis cooperation, the committee took formal shape with Bell as general 

chairman, supported by a strong network of supporting committees to organize specific 

features of the parade and supporting activities."  ̂The committees then solicited the support 

of local business and civic organizations such as the Rotary, Kiwanis, and Women's Club 

of Dodge City. 

The Last Round Up, as it was oflldally called, marked Dodge City's cautious shift 

"'"Piaiieer Days m Western Kansas," program, in scrapbook7747. Box 80, Boot Hill Museum 
Afcfaivcs, Dodge Gty, Kansas. 

James L. Pogue, "The Last Round Up." ttanscnpt, in Last Round Up file. Boot Hill Museum 
AicUves, Dodge City, Kansas; JDodge City Daily Globe, October 3,11,30.1929. 
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toward a fonnal recognitioii of its Wild West past, although not as extreme as that of 

Helldoiado and the Days of *76. Its official purpose, hence its name, was to pay tribute to 

the legacy of its still living pioneers. Such reunions, echoed similar ones in Deadwood 

and Tombstone, reflected an national awareness that the past was rapidly receding into the 

distance as the number of participants in the frontier period died off. Pioneers represented 

the last living link with the great epic and each reunion, marked the inevitable severance 

with the heroic past As befltting their historic role, event organizers promised old 

residents representing Dodge CiQr and the surrounding region, a place of honor in the 

"monster parade" and a formal public reception hosted by Hamilton Bell."" The city's 

intention to publicly honor its pioneers city was intended to be more than just recognition 

for past achievements. They offered personal proof to the city's important place in history 

and the need for a fonnal conunemoration which would served as permanent reminder of 

the values of hard work and perseverance of an older generation to the spoiled new Jazz 

age generation. Jess C. Denious, the editor of The Dodge City Daily Globe and an event 

organizer, hoped that the presence of the "sterling worth of the folks who pioneered this 

country" would "arouse the sleek well-fed present" to the hardships of those representing 

the past and the need to enshrine the history of the city on Boot Hill."' 

Event publicists soon realized the name "The Last Round Up" had a strong 

marketing appeal because it marked the final chapter of the Old West to a national audience 

enamored with the frontier. The Last Round Up appears to have caught the fancy of the 

newspapers," Heinie Schmidt told a reporter for the Globe, "they sense something 

different and they are correct This probably will be the last gathering of early notables in 

the Southwest The New York Herald Tribune, The New York Tunes, The Christian 

Science Monitor, The Saturday Evening Post, The Kansas City Star, The Daily 

Oklahoman, and The Onutha Bee News, all requested stories from Schmidt about the 

"̂ The Dodge City Journal, October 10.31.1929; bivitalioa letter, RB. Bell. n-A. Last Round Up 
file, Kansas Ifcritage Genier. Doî  City. Kansas. 

"*7V Dodge City Daily Globe, October 14.1929. 
October 24.1929. 
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event"' It also caught the attention of Stuart Lake, then in the process of writing a series 

of articles on £)odge City as a prelude to his book on Wyatt Earp. Lake agreed to cover the 

event for The Saturday Evening Post. 

In addition to the pioneer reunion. Last Round Up organizers followed many of the 

now standard practices of authenticating the event and fostering oommuniQr participation. 

Like their counterparts in South Dakota and Arizona, promoters soon found rallying 

support a challenge. One of the plans for The Last Round Up pioneer relic committee 

called for all businesses to display relics in their show windows. But as the event neared, 

few complied. Frustrated, the committee resorted to public pressure through the Globe. 

"It looks as if we'd have The Last Round Up with the streets reflecting the twentieth 

instead of the seventies,'' the Dodge City Daily Globe observed, "that is no way to 

cooperate."*  ̂A week later, the Gbbe trumpeted its own pioneer window display as an 

example for other merchants. The organizing conunittee had greater success with 

commemorative publications. Tied into the publiciQr for the event was the reissue of 

Robert Wright's 1913 book on Dodge City and a souvenir booklet entitled The Last Round 

Up written and published by Cari Etrick. The booklet outlined the program events and 

offered a pictorial history of Dodge City from "sod house to city" placing the continuity of 

modem progress.'" 

The structure of the Last Round Up also featured the now standard elements of 

presentation along its wild west theme, which one newspaper called a Qibute "in honor of 

its six shooting founders."*  ̂Despite the historic overiay, elements of modem progress 

were generously incorporated into the general program. The one day general format for the 

Last Round Up consisted of a large parade divided into four parts; a historic section which 

featured Dodge City's cowboy band, 30 Indians from the '3oot Hill" band of Cheyenne 

lead by Chief Sure Bite, 49ers, a sod house, assorted wagons and stage coaches, and 200 

cowboys and cowgirls; a patriotic section with veterans and Women's relief corps; a 

"'The Dodge City DaifyGlobe.Ocldber2U30,1929. 
"'Call Eirick, The Last Round Up, Dodge Qty; Call Eirick Outers, 1929. p. 16. 

The Dodge City Daily Globe, October 22,1929. 
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pioneer section with assembled old residents, and finally a civic section with a float 

representing the flrst school, graduates of the Boot Hill school, and the Dodge City 

fireman. Absent from the parade were the large number of commercial floats and the heavy 

civic boosterism that characterized the Semi-Centennial. The parade concluded at Boot 

Hill, where viewers watched the unveiling of the cowboy stature and heard an address by 

the keynote speaker, A3. McDonald, a feature writer for The Kansas City Star and be 

introduced to the famous evangelist Billy Sunday, who coincidentally, had arranged a six-

week crusade on the grounds of the hill that week. At the end of the address, crowds went 

to the fairgrounds to witness a "Western Thriller" restaged by C.D. Shupe from his 

pageant the year before which reenacted a stage coach attack followed by an epic battle 

between cowboys and Indians.'̂  

Like celebrations in Deadwood and Tombstone, the Last Round Up was 

ballyhooed as an overwhelming success based on estimated attendance figures between 

20,000 and 25,000 by the two local Dodge City newspapers. The event signaled a 

willingness of the conmiunity to go a step further in developing its identity beyond that of a 

modem progressive city as it had seven years earlier. By 1929, the city's blessing of the 

monuments on Boot Hill, the de facto sanctioning of Robert Wright's 1913 book on early 

Dodge City as oflicial history, the emergence of a historically conscious group of long-

term residents led by Hamilton Bell, signaled the beginning of the town's gradual 

movement to not only embrace its western identification, but to celebrate its special place as 

a quintessential western archetype as defined by public images generated by literature and 

film. 

Celebrations in the Marketplace 

The 1920s saw a revolution in the way Americans viewed business and 

consumption. After Worid War One, Americans achieved the highest standard of living 

they had ever known, which combined shorter days, and new technologies such as radios. 

IbttL, Novonber 4,1929; The Dodge City Journal, November 7,1929. 
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lighting and electricity, created a new confldence in the free enterprise system and 

generation geared for peisonal consumption. One major driving force in the improved 

market economy was the professionalization of management brought on by the studies of 

Frederick Taylor and other efHciency experts. Another msyor factor of the new consumer 

oriented martet was the evolution of advertising from simple product descriptions to 

enticements of lifestyle and personal image.'̂  It was into this worid of efficiency and mass 

consumption, that local organizers offered their celebrations as a novel wild west 

commodity. 

Unlike Dodge City, public commemorations in Deadwood and Tombstone 

celebration orgam'zers created their events to be both vehicles of dvic promotion and 

commercial enterprises. To compete successfully in the marketplace, organizers felt it was 

necessary to provide them with formal financial and organizational structures. The first 

recognition of formal business status came with incorporation. Organizers incorporated 

The Days of '76 in 1929 as the "Days of '76 Amusement Corporation" under the control 

and direction of the Deadwood Chamber of Conmierce. A year later. Tombstone followed 

suit with the formation of Helldorado, Incorporated with a loose connection to its Chamber 

of Commerce. Since business owners such as Fred Gramiich in Deadwood and R.C. 

Krebs were leaders of their respective events, they understood that success in the 

competitive commercial worid typically rested on the twin principles of familiarity and 

novelty. Knowing this, promoters touted the unique nature of their respective event to 

attract attention and tourists hungry for new experiences within the drcle of genentl 

expectations. During their first years, each event drew heavily on proven entertainment 

forms drawn from Wild West shows and popular literature. In subsequent years, 

organizers struggled to find new ways to keep their events attractive to consumers by 

touting their novelty within the prescribed and inherent boundaries of authenticiQr. The 

greatest need today," a speaker at the Deadwood Commercial club reminded listeners. Is a 

program of a Qrpically western sort for Eastem visitors. They don't come to the Black Hills 

See William Lcuchtenburg,"77ie Perils of Prosperity 1914-1932, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Î ess. 1958, pps.178-179 and Roland Maichand,iWverti:nnj(Aei4iiier(caR Dream: Making Way for 
Modernity, 1920-1940, Bokeley: Univenity of Califoima Press, 1985, passim. 
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to dance or play bridge—they can do that at home.„They are fascinated by Indians, by 

accounts of early day characters, by historic spots.*^" 

Both Deadwood and Tombstone struggled to sustain their celebrations in the years 

following their inaugural events. Keeping events novel and vital involved borrowing 

traditional entertainment forms such as rodeos and pageants, and expanding feature with 

existing formats. Of the two cities, Deadwood successfully sustained its celebration every 

year since 1924, due a number of factors. First, its eariy beginning gave it the sUength of 

being a local tradition with a core group of dedicated supporters. Second, it had the good 

fortune of being located in the Black Hills which took off as a major tourist destination in 

the 1920s and 1930s as a result of intense marketing by state and local tourist associations 

and the carving of Mount Rushmore between 1927 and 1939. Third, its economy remained 

relatively stable during the depression due to the continued operation of the Homestake 

Gold Mine in Lead. Finally, it received the benefit of the promotional leadership of 

Deadwood's chamber of commerce secretary Nell Perrigoue, who expanded certain 

marketable elements of the celebration outside its annual confines allowing the Days of '76 

to become mc«e closely integrated into the community structure. Tombstone's Helldorado, 

on the other hand, discontinued only three years after it began due to the lack outside 

promotional assistance, a collapsed economy, and the decline in its population after the 

county seat removal. 

Deadwood 

One popular form of public presentation celebration organizers in both I>eadwood 

and Tombstone used to give distinction to their celebrations were theatrical pageants. 

Although each town referred to its parades and allied activities as "pageants," the actual 

reification of the term as a large-scale scripted theatrical production with a series of acts did 

not occur until the year following their initial celebration. The pageants that followed on 

the heels of inaugural celebrations echoed each town's willingness to join in a cultural 

The Black Hills WeeUy, March 6,1930. 
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phenomenon which reached widespread populariQr throughout the nation in the 1920s as 

communities turned from seeking to build conununity solidarity during the progressive era 

to commemoFating events that marked their unique places in history.'" At the same time 

formal pageants provided an added attraction to their celebrations while at the same time 

legitimating the version of the history they wanted to present by placing it within a formal 

context By acting out the roles and scripting the action, communities enhanced the aura of 

realism that now characterized all of their various forms public commemoration and strove 

to build the community solidarity necessary to the success of their respective aimual events 

and tourism. 

Deadwood^s first Days of '76 pageant, a two-hour production called The Spirit of 

Deadwood" pageant first appeared in I92S as part of the celebration's expansion from two 

to three days. Wntten by local Deadwood citizens, Eva Traman and Elizabeth Howe, editor 

of The Black Hills Weekly, the production featured local actors, and traced the history of 

Deadwood. It began with dance of the "dawn maiden," the coming of the Sioux, the initial 

gold rush, and concluded with the modem city. Traman and Howe's script called for the 

story to unfold through successive spirits which reflected the town's civic virtues: the 

Spirits of courage (prospectors), service (Preacher Smith and (Halamity Jane), 

brotherhood, education, recreation, sportsmanship, hospitality, civic pride, and 

democracy. In 1926, the "Spirit of Deadwood" expanded into three acts over three days 

and added Rosebud Rose, head of the Rapid City Indian School and grand niece of Sitting 

Bull as an advisor for the Sioux segment for more authenticity.'̂  

The Spirit of Deadwood's" ethereal approach to history with its dancing spirits 

and emphasis on modem conununity virtues did not appear to be the crowd pleaser 

organizers hoped; the following year, it was scrapped in favor of a play written by an 

Michad Kammen. Mystic Cords ofMemory: The Transformation of Tradition in American 
Culture. Kew Yoric Vinlsige Books. 1993, pps. 442-423; Earl Pomeioy. In Search of the Golden West: 
The Tourist in Western America, tiocoln aod London: University of Nebraska EYess. 1957, p. 179-180; 
See David Giassbcrg. American Historical Pageantry: The Uses of Tradition in the Early Twentieth 
Cenliffy, Chapel [fill and London: Univeisilyaf Nb^CaroliiiaPtess, I990roracoinpfdiensive 
discussion on pfogfcssive eta pageanny. 

Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, My 2,14,1926; The Deadwood Telegram. August 23,1926; Lead 
Daily CaU/Deadwood Pioneer-Times, August 1.1967. 
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outside professional firm, the John B. Rogers Company, at the same time the group was 

producing its pageant in Dodge City. The new pageant "Days of '76" stressed more 

historic-style features in accordance with the wild west theme of the celebration: Indian 

camp life, the assassination of Hickolc, a stage hold-up, the arrival of gold-seekers, and 

Deadwood's first wedding. The only nod to modernism was the final episode. The 

Masque of the Nations," which depicted immigrants from foreign nations gathering 

together in the American melting pot. The program was ambitious in numbers: it consisted 

of 195 participants from the community with an additional 200 Indians from the Pine 

Ridge Reservation.'̂  In 1928, the pageant idea was dropped in favor of a a wild west 

show format where a larger audience could be seated in an arena so they could wimess 

large scale reenactments of the hold-up of the Deadwood stage, see battles between 

soldiers and Indians, watch horse racing and other standard rodeo events. 

Another successful method of sustaim'ng interest by Days of '76 organizers was by 

expanding the role of Indians in the general structure of celebration activities. Such 

involvement met public expectations since Indians were a traditionally part of wild west 

literature, shows, and motion pictures It also added an element of authenticity, particularly 

if they were part of the pre-reservation era. Taking advantage of its close proximity to the 

Pine Ridge Reservation, IDeadwood's Day's of '76 organizers arranged for bands of local 

Sioux to set up encampments with tipis inside the city to allow "easterners and tenderfeet" 

the opportunity to see "children playing around their temporary homes and the bucks and 

squaws in all their savage finery' parading the streets."'̂ ' In subsequent yeans, the 

encampments grew in size and organizers searched to find Indians who were somehow 

linked with the old west. Phrasing indicated the separation of the past and present as foes 

became friends. "Eight of these former savages who fought Custer on that memorable Held 

...are the weekend guests of our city...The Black Hills Weekly reported during the 1928 

Days of '76, but added that "it is instructive to visit these native Americans and one 

"''"Days of '76* (fistoricat Pageant of Deadwood, South Dakoca," Days of '76 Museum F3es, 
Deadwood, South Dakota. 

The DeadwoodDaUy Pumeer-Times, August 14,1924, August 12, 1925. 
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wonders how the white inan might react if placed in similar circumstances.'̂  ̂ During the 

depression, different tribes vied for the employment the Days of '76 offered, often by 

touting their own authenticity. In a letter to the Days of '76 organizers in 1938, J.E. 

Hihawk of the Cheyenne River tribe, offered to replace the "bunch from the Pine Ridge 

Reservation" with 50 people, including "five professional fancy war-dancers, four old 

veterans or warriors who took part in the battle of Little Big Horn Mountains, and one 

prominent figure, a nephew of the famous Chief Sitting Bull."*  ̂As late as 1972, local 

reservation promoters still reassured Days of '76 organizers that the Indian section in the 

event would "be colorful and authentic as possible in every way.'"  ̂

Another means by which Days of '76 organizers strengthened their western flavor 

was by adding a formal rodeo component to the celebration activities. Rodeos or Round 

Ups as they were often called, were a standard form of Western entertainment that 

showcased cattle ranching skills such as roping, horsemanship, and bronco riding. Cody 

and other wild west shows long featured many of these activities and helped popularize 

them. Modem rodeo, distinguished as a form of competitive entertainment with prize 

money dates to Oregon's Pendleton Round Up in 1910. By the 1920s, rodeos were 

standard fare in many western conununities feaniring local as well as regional talent As 

their popularity soared with national interest in cowboy life and the west, professional 

rodeo circuits developed and transformed what had once been informal community events 

into an official sport with ascending levels of purses and championships.'̂  From its 

inception, Deadwood's Days of '76 featured many rodeo activities as part of its program, 

but orgam'zers in 1928, flush from a highly successful 1927 event, added a competitive 

rodeo component Event organizers kept the feature the following year, but the high purses 

Black Hills Weekly, August 2,1928. 
J. C. Hihawk to Resident, Days of '76, July 16,1938, Days of '76 fdes. Deadwood Giambcr of 

Canmerce, Deadwood, South Dakota. 
"^GibLeBeauloLairyHiuisaa, Januaiy 17.1972, Days of *76 files. Deadwood Chamber of 

Cammerce. 
'"PoKuaay, In Search of the Goltkn West,p. 177-178; Fbrdiscussioiis on the early hisloiy of todeo 
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wananted by professional level rodeo caused a decline in profits and aroused divisions 

within the Chamber of Commerce between supporters and others who feared the effects of 

the depression would cause the program to run in the red. Consequently, the 1931 Days of 

'76 program returned to a free program but featured a night rodeo.'̂  Two years later, 

when the Chamber of Commerce elected to cancel the celebration in 1933, the Deadwood 

Women's Auxiliary of the Chamber under the direction of Pat Wood took over the 

management of the Days of '76 for that year and reinstated professional level rodeo, which 

continues as a permanent fixture of the celebration.'̂  

After the success of the first Deadwood's Days of '76, Chamber of Commerce 

members led by s^retary Nell Pierrigoue realized some of its most successful aspects could 

be extended beyond the brief period of the annual celebration and used as tourist attractions 

in their own right and a means of community boosterism. Preacher Smith's last 

undelivered sermon was routinely offered each year by different ministers. Perrigoue's 

own play, 'The Trial of Jack McCall" became a regular summer feature of the summer 

beginning around 1927. Occasionally, the play featured Gale Wyman of Deadwood, 

whose grandfather built the scaffold upon which McCall was hanged in Yankton.'̂  

According to a chamber survey in 1938. the trial ranked among the leading Deadwood 

attractions.'" Perrigoue also used the show as a means of civic promotion when 

opportunities arose. During World War II, she staged it in Yankton, South Dakota, to 

support the war effort by raising funds for the Red Cross and routinely performed it for 

groups of visiting convention groups such as travel editors and state oflldals. Although 

she advertised the show as "an authentic play based on actual proceedings of the miner's 

court," she was not adverse to modifying if the proper advertising opportuniQr presented 

itself. In 1944, she was invited by Jack Paige, of the WNAX radio company in Yankton, 

venules of the Deadwood Chamber of Cbmineice, March 31. May 19.26.1931, Box 96.1.7. 
Deadwood Picsenraliaa Archives. Deadwood, South Dakota; TTieB&icitM/ilr Weekly, September ,̂ 1929. 
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to find a "tie-in" with a personal appearance by the Lone Ranger and his horse Silver 

during the city's "Midwest Farmer Day" celebration since "a great many of his shows have 

told the story of Deadwood." Perrigoue oflered to perform the skit and as the "tie-in" have 

the Lone Ranger capture Jack McCall and bring him to justice.'̂  

Since Deadwood's signature attraction hang long been its historic characters, 

Hickok and Calamity Jane, Perrigoue and other publicists selected new town celebrities 

out of certain Days of '76 characters to represent authentic links to its storied past Even 

though such characters stretched the definition of authenticity, they provided a 

personification of the past Giving the past a personal link seemed to be well understood 

by Perrigoue and other promoters, who skillfully transformed three local flgures into local 

celebrities to provide living proof to Deadwood's claim of historical legitimacy. 

Each character Deadwood boosters picked represented in some manner the frontier 

archetypes which were most associated with Deadwood's frontier period. "Poker" Alice 

Tubbs, a cigar smoking former madam and long term resident of nearby Sturgis suited the 

role of the Calamity Jane figure of a rough-hewn, hard-drinking masculine frontier 

woman. Tubbs gained attention by dealing faro during the first Days of "16 celebrations 

and became a popular figure due to her colorful mannerism and rumors that she was once 

accused of murdering two soldiers from Ft Meade. *'*' 

"Deadwood Dick" Clark played the role of frontier scout and swashbuckler 

befitting his namesake. Like Tubbs, Clark had pioneer status based on his long residence 

in the region. In reality, he lacked the romantic pedigree befitting a Western hero— he was 

a retired railroad worter living in nearby Whitewood. Clark assumed the role of the 

fictional Deadwood Dick in the 1924 Days of *76 celebration and relished the attention so 

much that he took to fabricating accounts that he was an Indian fighter, scout for Custer, 

pony express rider, stage driver and guard. Gark played the role well. He dressed in 

""Jack Paige to Nell Petrigooe. June 2,8,1944, Ndl Perrigoue to Jack Paige, July 26,1944, FSe 
96.1^1, Deadwood Freservab'oo Afduves. 
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buckskins, had long hair, sported high boots along with a western style hat, and spoke 

convincingly of his frontier experiences to tourists. In 1927, at the age of 77, he 

established himself in a canvas tent in Pine Crest Tourist Park and soon became a popular 

attraction in his own right spitming yams to tourists camped there. A year later, the 

Chamber of Commerce recognized his service to the city as a historic character so highly 

they build a permanent cabin for him at the park.'̂  The next year, at Clark's request, the 

cabin was expanded with the help of volunteers to accommodate the large number of 

tourists, who according to The Black Hills Weekly, considered him **the mecca of their 

visit to the Black Hills." 

The Deadwood Chamber of Commerce employed Clarlc and Tubbs io represent the 

city whenever the need for a Wild West representative arose. When Omaha, Nebraska, 

asked the Chamber of Commerce for representatives from Deadwood to participate in its 

Aksarben Jubilee, the celebration of its 75th anniversary of statehood, it sent Tubbs and 

Clark to ride in the parade in the Deadwood stage.'*" Clark eventually superseded Tubbs as 

Deadwood's prime representative because alcoholism, and frail health. He led the parade at 

the tenth annual convention of the Custer Battlefleld Highway Assodation in Billings, 

Montana, and in 1928, accompanied a group of Black Hills promoters and businessmen to 

Washington, D.C. to deliver a message of goodwill to President Calvin Coolidge and 

extend an invitaticxi to him to return to the Black Hills for his next vacation.'̂  

After both Clark and Tubbs died in 1930, Nell Perrigoue focused her attention on a 

new local celebrity, "Potato Creek" Johrmy Pfcrrett, the perfect archetype of the lone 

prospecUx*. Perrett, a Deadwood resident since 1883, lived on nearby Potato Creek and 

eked out a living parming for gold, and gained instant fame after finding one of biggest 

gold nuggets in the Black Hills in 1929. He gained the attention of Chamber members after 

joining the Days of '76 Whisker Club, walking in the parade pushing a prospector's wheel 

barrel, and acting in the Trial of Jack McCall. Like Clark and Tubbs, Perrett fit the part 

DeadwoodBusiiiess Gub \fiiiules.Maicli6,1928. Deadwood PneseivalkMi Aiduves. 
The Black Hills Weekly, July 25, 1929. 

November 4,1929. 
ffiid. November 15,1928. 
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well; he still lived in a prospector's shack on his namesake creek, he had an elf-like 

appearance at a four-foot height, wore long flowing gray beard, wore gold rimmed 

spectacles, and had an extensive knowledge of placering. During summers of the late 

1930s, he replaced Clark as the local in-person celebriQr by entertaining tourists with 

demonstrations of placer mining. Perrigoue soon realized, that like Clark, Pbrrett could be 

used to market the town on a national basis. In 1941, she invited him to accompany her to 

Chicago to participate in the Chicago Tribune's annual International Travel Show. Pbrrett 

dressed in buckskins and giving gold panning demonstrations, and according to ITie Black 

Hills Weekly "was the "hit of the show.""  ̂ Flush with success, Ptrrigoue assumed the 

role of Perrett's agent and landed him a interview on CBS Radio's "We the Ptople" 

program by depicting him as the "dedsive proof that there is a genuine old time 

prospector.'"* She later engineered an article by him (ac All Story Western Magazine. 

When Perrett died in 1943, he was so beloved by the community that he was honored with 

a massive funeral and buried in ML Moriah near the giavesites of Hickok and CalamiQr 

Jane in tribute of his role as the city's famous "last pioneer""  ̂

Perrigoue's elevation of Perrett into a local hero and her making leenactments 

drawn from the Days of '76 into traditional fixtures outside the event served as a means of 

weaving historic commemoration of the wild west even deeper into the sodal fabric of 

Deadwood. Gradually through repetition, historic skits and colorful personalities assumed 

the power of tradition, and once this mantle was taken, became part of community identiQr. 

The Days of '76 also became a integral part of Deadwood's seasonal routine and survived 

uninterrupted since 1924 from the abilities of its administrators to give it with an organic 

nature by allowing it to grow and expand within a traditional structure. 

The flatus ofHeUdorado 

1941. 
'**NellFfcnigoiie to Donald Sevatn, October 22,1941. Pblalo Creek Joiumy Hie, Deadwood 

lYesetvaiiaa Aiduves. 
'** The Chicago Daily News, March 13,1943. 
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Tombstone had neither good fortune of place, timing, nor the strength of tradition 

to sustain Helldorado in subsequent years. Like their Black Hills counterpart, organizers 

struggled to keep it a vital affair by incoipoiating a pageant, experimenting with 

presentation sQrle, and at the end, adding a rodeo. Ultimately, depression conditions in 

Tombstone closed the door on the early Helldorado era. 

After the loss of the county seat and departure of Kelly, many of the original 

planners gathered with Walter Cole, the new owner of The Tombstone Epitaph, in June 

1930 to plan another Helldorado. In their discussions, they shifted toward stronger 

emphasis on violence and characters to make it more attractive to visitors interested in the 

Wild West The new show replaced Kelly's emphasis on camp entertainment with "more 

stirring scenes "and "additional gunplay in accord with the spirit of the scenes being 

portrayed." These shifts. Cole announced, would make Helldorado "more virile than any 

other show" but keep true to the principle of authenticity; "Not a lurid feature of the rip-

roaring 80s will be defident in any detail—there'll be plenty of action. 

"Action" translated into what the Epitaph referred to as the "gun and fun" festival 

and a large number of historic skits. Instead of having the scenes reenacted in the streets 

as Kelly had done, planners combined them into a stage setting at the High School grounds 

in the form of a formal theatrical pageant called the "Helldorado Pageant." Unlike the 

professionally scripted and directed productions in Deadwood and Dodge City, 

Tombstone's pageant was written by a local ̂ iscopalian minister. Reverend Henry B. 

Moore. His production made no pretense of conmiunity building or modernism as did the 

Days of '76. Instead, it focused exclusively on violent episodes representative of the early 

frontier period, including a wagon massacre by Apaches, a fight between cowboys and 

miners, an elaborate stage hold-up, a claim jumping scene, a lynching by vigilantes, with 

the climactic gunfight at the O.K. Corral.'" Promoters made the sensational tone more 

credible by giving it the spin of authentidty. Such "thrilling features," Cole proclaimed in 

the Eĵ taph, would be "reminiscent and historically truthful to the days when Judges Colt 

The Tombsione Epitaph, Jime 5, August 19,1930. 
'''HcDdoiado Piogiam. 1930, S.C., UAL. 
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and Lynch ruled the loosL"'̂  At the conclusion of the 1930 celebration. Cole called the 

Helldorado pageant the "American Oberammergau" which should be staged in the natural 

amphitheater around the city because of its elevation of Tombstone to national importance; 

We glimpse the Helldorado visitors coming as pilgrims to the shrine of the past 
where the life of that day meets them in a form as nearly as possible as it was then, 
carrying away with them a vision of beauQr of the soul of old Tombstone that will 
inspire them to better living and higher thinking.'̂  

Unfortunately, the Helldorado Rigeant alone was not enough to sustain the 

celebration in depression-strapped Tombstone. Desperate to keep the town alive. 

Tombstone promoters turned to mailceting the health benefits of the climate and mining. 

The town's history, however, remained on the forefront. Harry Carr, writing for The Los 

Angeles Times, attended one of their booster meetings and observed that it was the first 

one he had ever been to "where the subject of the debate was how to cash in on a bad 

reputation."*  ̂ Much of this debate centered on how to spend an appropriation to the city 

from the state of $8,{XX) to cover the basic costs of Helldorado for a two year period, 

reasom'ng that the celebration was an advertisement for the state as whole.'" With cash on 

hand, Helldorado organizers expanded the celebration to four days and added more 

violence to the pageant by adding "ten outstanding episodes in the camp's bloody history 

on each of the four days."** 

Violence alone was not enough to generate enough support to sustain Helldorado as 

Tombstone's economy collapsed with the 1931 departure of the last elements of county 

admim'stration. In a final effort to bolster the celebration, committee organizers departed 

from Kelly's "Helldorado is not a rodeo" stance and added one to the 1932 Helldorado. 

Community support of the event languished, however, and with the exhaustion of the state 

appropriation in 1932, the city discontinued Helldorado. The following year the city 

staged a "super rodeo" in lieu of the celebration. Subsequent attempts to organize a 

Ibid., August 14, September 25,1930. 
The Tombstone Epiliph, SovtaabcT6,1930. 
The Los Angeles Times, April 26,1931. 

'"77ie Tombstone Epiuph,Msudi 12.1931. 
'**lbid., August 14, 1931. 
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Frontier Days Rodeo continued intermittently throughout the 1930s, but failed to 

materialize into a community event 

IDespite its relatively short duration, the seeds of tradition of Helldorado were 

firmly planted within the community. When it was successfully revived again in 1946, 

public celebration in Tombstone replicated many of the forms and features of its 

predecessor but also had the benefit of a more solid economic footing and widespread 

publicity generated by a series of movies in the late 1930s and 1940s. 

By the end of the 1930s, public commemoration in [)eadwood. Tombstone, and to 

a lesser extent. Dodge City, had established their past as separate world from the present 

City and social leaders, seeking to make their communities more economically viable, 

elected to eschew modernism and recast their identity in terms of their Old West moment 

The historic imagery of the Wild West—the product of the Western industry— was reified 

and authenticated within each conununity through costumed participants, historic 

reenacunents, pageants, rodeos, Indian encampments, and relics. Working in league with 

city chambers of commerce, celebration participants supported the new civic identity based 

on the idea that their towns held a heroic and monumental place in America within the 

definition set forth by event organizers. Still, within each communiQr, many business and 

political leaders remained reluctant to tum completely away from the values of modem 

progress and modernity which they believed were the keys to the future prosperity and 

health of their communities. This hesitation was particularly evident in Dodge City, which 

until the dust bowl, prided itself on its regional leadership and strong economy. Gradually, 

their reluctance abated as the number and quality of Western Alms about Tombstone, 

Dodge CiQr and Deadwood after the 1930s and the advent of television following World 

War 11 brought forth an unprecidented wave of tourist and new oppcMtunities to capitalize 

on the past Few business and political leaders anticipated the full power of the mediums 

to elevate western imagery to a new height and the major effects it would have on each of 

their communities. 

The Tombstone Epitaph, September 1,1932, September 28,1933, August 22.1935, April 29, 
1937. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: STARS OF THE WEST 

The thread that ran through all forms of commemoration—ersatz Boot Hills, 

historic sites, books, and community celebrations—was entertainment Tourists arrived in 

Tombstone, Dodge City, and Deadwood to do more than satisfy a psychological need to 

connect with a storied past, they wanted to be amused. What made the Wild West 

successful across all mediums was the pleasure it offered to escape the pressures of 

modem life and the opportunity to engage, however briefly, in the fantasy of a gloriously 

simple time and place they perceived to be real. Publishers, theaters. Wild West Show 

producers, and town boosters understood this and strived to make their Western 

presentations as enjoyable as possible by enlisting and infusing familiar images, dramatic 

reenactments, famous heroes, with elements of authenticity. The most powerful forms of 

entertainment, and the most influencial image makers of the West in the twentieth century 

were motion pictures and television. Although films and television had limitations as 

narrative mediums because of their visual nature, they had a decided advantage over other 

types of popular entertainment because of they did not require large investments of time or 

even the ability to read, and could be seen in virtually every town in America and abroad, 

and later, in every living room. 

To publicity hungry towns, eager for any kind of attention that could be used as 

promotion, movies and television were godsends. They considered the new mediums a 

new form of advertising for their towns to attract tourists and a chance to heighten 

community prestige with the opportunity to be movie locations and have association with 

famous stars. Celebration orgam'zers were particulariy enamored with films and television, 

seeing them as kindred spirits in the worid of entertainment world and took every 

opportunity to use Hollywood glamour to draw attention to their events. Nor was this a 

one-sided relationship. Film and television producers inherited from earlier mediums the 

need to authenticate their productions and associated themselves with the towns they 

depicted as a means of enhancing their credibility. By the 1960s, this relationship had 
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grown to the point that tourism promoters and event oiganizers were so eager to capitalize 

on their town's movie and television notoriety, they shaped local commemoration and 

authenticiQr to match the expectations among tourists that were created in Hollywood. 

Movies 

Movies revolutionized the presentation of the West The Western was one of the 

first topics covered by flbn makers; Thomas Edison filmed scenes of western life as eariy 

as 1894 and produced his 1903 classic, The Great Train Robbery. The sweeping success 

of the film inspired so many sequels by the Edison Company and its numerous rivals that 

by 1914, some film reviewers already proclaimed the Western a tired genre.' Much the 

success of Edison and his competitors lay in the ability the new technology to take the 

virtualization of the West a step beyond that of wild west shows, pageants, and stage 

producticMis. Movies had the power to ttansport viewers to actual or perceived western 

landscapes and towns in various locations, an advantage which expanded further with the 

advent of sound and later, color.' 

Bu-ly filmmakers drew freely on western subjects drawn from other media. Hence, 

it was no surprise when they transferred famous Western characters, plot lines, settings, 

and stories from dime novels, slicks, pulps, and popular history to the screen. Given the 

fame of their characters and the reputation of their towns, Deadwood, Tombstone, and 

Dodge City were in prime position to receive Hollywood attention. Throughout the 

twentieth century, each town was the recipient of the movie industry either as a location, 

setting, or film depicting a character (»-story closely associated with it Often, the effects 

accumulated over time as studios remade popular subjects such as the gunfight at the O.K. 

' Richard Sloddn. Gwifighter Nation: The S/fyth of the Frontier in Twentieth Century America, Niew 
Yofk: Hnper Peremitil. 1992, p. 231. 
' See GeofgeBluesioiie. "File Cbangmg Cowboy: Fkom Dune Novel lo Dollar Him." fKscern 

Humanities Review, 14(Suiiiiiier 1960). pps. 331-337. for aa exiensive discuisioa of ibe inmsfer of die 
dune novel genre 10 die silver screen. Also see John Cawrdti. 77ie Sitr GHH second editkio. 
Bowliiif Green. Ohio: Bowling Giecn Stale UmvenityE^ess, 1984.andLeeClî Vfiiclieil,ll̂ efiems.> 
Making the Man in Fiction and Film, Chicago and London: UniversiQr of Chicago I¥ess. 1996. 
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Corral and the Hickok assassination, over successive generations, giving them power of 

tradition befcwe American audiences. 

Deadwood benefited most from a long series of films and serials which depicted its 

two official characters. Wild Bill Hickok and Calamity Jane, which expanded their 

established fame by giving them heroic roles and often focusing on the mythical romance 

between the two figures. As long as the two remained in the spotlight, curious tourists 

made the pilgrimage to Mt. Moriah to pay homage to their graves. At one point, Nell 

Perrigoue, Oeadwood's chamber of conunerce secretary, requested Universal Studios to 

''consider erecting statues at the graves" since so "many pictures that originate in 

Hollywood are built around the lives of the frontier characters Wild Bill Hickok and 

Calamity and centered in the Deadwood gold camp.*  ̂ As eariy as 1915, the pair were the 

subject of a locally produced Nebraska movie, In the Days of '75 and '76. Hickok 

appeared as a major character in The Last Frontier in 1923 and as the main subject in 

William S. Hart's Wild Bill Hickok in 1923 (although the film was set in Dodge City). 

One of the most famous portrayals of Gary Cooper's Hickok and Jean Arthur's Calamity 

Jane in Cecil B. DeN/fille's 1936 epic. The Plainsman. * Calamity Jane, often Hickok's 

paramour in films, achieved Hollywood stardom in her own right in Calamity Jane and 

Sam Bass (Universal 1949) and more notably in Warner's 19S3 musical extravaganza. 

Calamity Jane, where she was played by Doris Day.̂  Even Deadwood Dick briefly 

resurfaced in a IS chapter serial by Columbia in 1940, were he was helped by the 

ubiquitous Ffickok. 

Dodge City appeared in films that focused on cowboys and cattle drives. The first 

indication of its Him potential came in 1916, when an eastern studio expressed an interest 

in making a movie version of Robert Wright's book. Dodge City, the Cowboy Capital 

* Nell Parigoae to Ray HoKUyl September 29,1941. Folder 96.1 ,̂ Deadwood lYeservatiaa 
Aidnves,Deadwood, SoiuhDakoia. 

* SidMeqaeot fOma inclnded Hickok's atoiy oamumed in serial foim m 77le Greta A/i«finire o/tViiii/ 
Bill Hickok (Columlia. 1938); and tbefeaane films Tbc Return of WiU Bill (f̂ valBUk, 1940); The 
Prairie Schomms, (Qilimibia. 1940); Badlands of Dakota (Univenal. 1941), JackMcCaU, Desperado, 
(Coivmbia, 1953); Wild BtU Hickok Rides (WmaetBiadita, 1942); The Pony Eĵ ess (Banunount, 
19f3). and Wild fii/̂ XWamer Efecna, 1995). 
' Calamiiy Jane was also tbelead^dianciermThe Texan Xieets Calamity Jane (Cdbmbia, 1950). 
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calling the "wooUy days of the town" a ''fine sutyect for the screen."' The flist film 

however, to depict Dodge as the main setting was Hart's WiUi Bill Hickok.foUawed 

seventeen years later by the most famous portrait of the town, Warner Brothers' 1939 

production. Dodge City, starring Enol Bynn and Olivia De Haviland.̂  

Dodge City and Tombstone both received a permanent association with Wyatt Earp 

as he became a favored Hollywood topic following the publication of Stuart Lake's book. 

Hhnmakers soon discovered the Earp story had all the elements of a successful Western: a 

hero (ostensibly) seeking to bring order to a corrupt and immoral frontier town, climaxing 

with the epic battle between good and evil. The first film rendition of Earp came in 1932 

with the adaptation of William R. Burnett's 1930 novel about Tombstone, Saint Johnson, 

into the film Law and Order. This was followed by a long series of movie versions of 

Lake's Wyatt Earp biography, beginning with Frontier Mxrshal (Fox, 1934), and 1939 

(Twentieth Century Fox). Three years later, F^ramount adapted Walter NoUe Bums' 

book. Tombstone into Tombstone, the Town Too Tough to Die. The story of the O.K. 

Corral was retold again in 1946 by John Ford in Fox's My Darting Clementine with Henry 

Fonda as Wyatt Eaip. Director John Sturges offered his version of the epic battle with Burt 

Lancaster and Kirk Douglas in Gunfight at the OJC. Corral (Paramount, 1957).' 

Filmmakers, like their Wild West show predecessors, understood that authenticiQr 

was a crucial part in the presentation of the West In his memoir, actor and producer 

William S. Hart recalled being inspired to make realistic western movies after watching an 

"awful" western picture and coming to the conclusion that "here were reproductions of the 

Old West being seriously presented to the public—in almost a burlesque manner."* 

* The Dodge City Daily Globe, December 27,1916. 
 ̂OdKtfibaafeiOaiagitttcitywac The Plainsman, The Dailon Gang (Uppert, 1949), Santa Fe, 

(Columbia, 1951), Mcaterson of Kansas, ( Columbia,1954) and Gunfight at Dodge City (Vfirisch, 1959). 
' Wayne KfficiiaBlSaf,Gn(Mf££ns You, Bî ato M/, New York: AsaodaledUiiivcnilynessesaad 

Cornwall Booia, 1983, pps. 37-67; Jon Tuska, The American West in Film: Critical Af̂ oaches to the 
Wteiern, Westpcxt. Cooneciicat: Oiiiiribaiioiisio the Study of Popular Culoiie. 1985, pps. 175-180. 
Firam 1932011, the&rpsiofywasieioldaiidtailofcdioiiewgenefaiioiisorfilmfoen. RonaldRcagan 
played mEHpcbnKiermUttvcnal's 19S3,ieiiiake. Law aod Older; Warlock (TmoAdikCevimyViXK, 
1959), Hour of the Gun (Umled Aitists, 1967), Doc (Uniied Aitists, 1971), and Tombstone îaOywood 
Pictures, 1993); aod Wytm Earp (WarnerBiotiien, 1994). 

•WillimS. Han, West, New Yoricand Loadoa: Benjamia Blom. 1968, p. 198. 
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Another Western movie star of the 192Qs, Maynard, after visiting Tombstone in 

1927, toid The Tombstone Epitaph that his 'interest in the history of the West was being 

put to practical use by him in giving the public as nearly as possible a true impression of 

the places and the spirit that prevailed in the old days," Maynard added that **11 was his aim 

not only to be interesting in his acting but also to be historically accurate.* '̂" Director Cecil 

B. DeMille, told readers in his memoir that he so insisted on authenticiQr on filming The 

Plainsman that he made Jean Arthur, the actor playing Calamity Jane, learn how to 

manipulate a 10-foot bullwhip. He also boasted that he shrugged off executives who asked 

him not to kill off Hickok telling them he ''could not remake history to that extent" " An 

easy method of adding historic credibility to early films was to give westerners such as ex-

outlaws like Frank James and Emmett Dai ton or ex-sheriffs such as Bill Tilghman, fihn 

roles.'̂  Even Wyatt Earp appeared in a bit role in Alan Dwain's 1915 film. The Half 

Breed. Studios also enlisted actual frontier participants to serve as historic advisors. Hart 

made acquaintances with both Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp and used their advice in his 

film Wild Bill Hickok." The ubiquitous Earp also developed close associations with actor 

Tom Mix and director Raoul Walsh." Later, director John Ford told an interviewer that he 

based his version of the OiC. Corral gunfight in his movie. My Darling Clementine on a 

personal interview with the former marshal.'̂  

The need for historic credibility led studios to develop associations with the real 

towns where the events in their films took place. Prior to making his 1923 film Wild Bill 

Hickok, Hart made a point of stopping in Dodge City where he claimed he was met by 

'̂ entire population and that of the surrounding country" with "every citizen who owned one 

had a forQr-flve belt full of lead on his hip." The star was given the gun from the last man 

" The Tombstone Epiuiph, October 27.1927. 
" Donald IfajQe, ed.. The Autobwgraphy of Cecil B. DeSSUe, Eoglewaod QifTs, New Jersey: 

Pleniice-Hdl. be., 1959, p. 350,352. 
'̂ Ibid.,fpt.234-2yr. 
'*WyattEaip lo William S. Had, July 7,1923, Williaiii S. HiaitPqien, Los Angeles Vfoseumof 

Natufal Histafy, Los Angeles, Califonua. 
'* Ibid., p. 306, Raool Walsh, £iacA Man m His Time: The Life Story of a Director, New Yoik: Iwar, 

Straus and Giroin, 1974, p. 103. 
'* Peter BogdHioviGfa,/o/iRFor(( Beriseley: UniveniQr of Qdifoniancss. 1978, pps. 84-85. 
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killed by Sheriff Chalk Beeson and led on a tour to Boot Hill."' Hart also made a point to 

visit the city soon after the Last Round-Up in 1929, and sent a telegram to Mem'tt Beeson 

which paid homage to its heritage: "The streets of Dodge City may be paved down deep 

with concrete but the spirits of Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson and all those other great 

fronU'ersman will not be buried up."" 

The interest by many studios in having a close relation to the actual location was 

warmly received by small towns like Dodge CiQr, Deadwood, and Tombstone. Each town 

viewed a celebriQr's visit or Him made about it or one of its historic personages an 

indication of its significance and a means advertising. As early as 1921, Tombstone had 

appeared in a Bolder Film Company movie entitled Otdy Girl, which papers called 

"inestimable value for publicity."" The Deadwood Daily Pioneer Times called The 

Overland Stage, which was flhned around Deadwood in 1927, a "credit to the 

community," whose "worth as an advertising medium to Deadwood and the Black Hills 

cannot be estimated" because the film would "instill in the minds of those who see it a 

desire to visit here and see for themselves the country that has played so vital a part in the 

development of western history."" Following the release of Hart's Wild Bill Hickok in 

1923, The Dodge City Daily Globe reported that "never before has Dodge CiQr received 

more widespread publicity that she is now receiving, and will continue to receive for the 

next 18 months or two years...Thus a tale of Dodge City and the Great Southwest, a 

region whose eariy history is unsurpassed in richness is being given to millions on the 

screen..."® 

The reciprocal needs of studios and boosters translated into a strong, mutual 

serving relationship between studios and communities. Towns regularly took an active 

hand in reinforcing the Hollywood connection. One early eariy manifestation was the 

involvement by Hollywood celebrities in commemorative celebrations. Generally, any type 

Lifit East and West, p. 233. 
"The Dodge City Daity Globe,'Nmanha6,1929. 

The Tombstone Epitiph,MaKk 20,1921. 
*̂TheDeadif»oodDaUyPioHeer-Tuiies,hBaary2D, 1927. 
The Dodge City DaifyGlobe,T)eoaBbet4,1923. 
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of celebrity was welcomed by event organizers as a way of boosting its prestige and 

attracting pubiiciQr. Deadwood's Days of *76 scored a major coup in 1927 when local 

organizers arranged for President Calvin Coolidge. then vacationing in the Black Hills, to 

attend the event, where he posed for pictures wearing a Sioux headdress. Aside from 

Coolidge, politicians were so common a presence that they rarely received much attention. 

Western movie stars, on the other hand, were held in special regard because they allowed 

an immediate connection to larger-than-life worid of Hollywood with its glitz and glamour. 

When film starl&n Maynard announced he would participate in the 1926 Days of '76 

celebration, one Deadwood newspaper reported: "it is certain the presence here of these 

celebrities of the movie worid will enhance the interest which visitors will take in the 

celebration." '̂ 

Boosters found it easiest to attract the attention of studios when the opportuniQr for 

publiciQr arose. Hollywood producers were particulariy interested in community 

celebrations where they could receive the benefits from press attention and association with 

a legitimate historical conmiemoraticNi. In 1924 and 1925, Jack Hoxie, a western movie 

star and former Wild West showman, lode in the fiist two Days of '76 parades and emceed 

its programs at the amusement park. Hoxie's celebrated role was eclipsed the following 

year, by First National, a Califonua film production company, which filmed the movie 

"The Overland Stage" depicting Deadwood's 1876 gold rush period following the Days of 

76 celebration using costumed and bewiskered communiQ  ̂members as extras in the 

production. To help publicize the film, the studio had its lead. Ken Maynard''the wonder 

star of HrstNaticHial" arrive in Deadwood on a special train with an entourage of twenty 

people and his horse, Tarazan, to join in the festivities and remain afterward to film 

sequences around the Black Hills and Lead. 

Hollywood associaticxi was also a part of eariy planning for Helldorado in 1929. In 

keeping with his spectacle approach, Wilh'am Kelly hoped to lure astudio to Tombstone 

during Helld(xado by describing itas an unique opportunity to get economical footage for 

future movies since the town was a natural "lot** with historically accurate architecture. 

" TheDeaAmodDaitf Pianeer-Tmes, August 18,1926. 
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local people in costume, and a large number of hc»sedrawn vehicles ° The tactic worked; 

Pithe Sound News agreed to cover Heildoiado for use as a Him short, saying it "would be 

an excellent medium of municipal propaganda.̂ "" It also aroused the interest of Ken 

Maynard, now with Ken Maynard Productions (Universal Studios), who offered to 

suspend production on his current picture to bring and entire company to Tombstone to 

film the events and historic spots in return for permission for Helldcxado organizers to 

announce the star's coverage which would "secure national publiciQr at no cost 

whatsoever.**  ̂ Maynard's offer met immediate resistance from Wilh'am Breakenridge, 

whose attorney informed him copyright laws covered many Helldorado scenes reenacted 

from bis book. Breakenridge saw Maynard as an interioper who was "trying to bust in 

and get a picture worth at least $50,000 for nothing. And 1 as the author of the book shall 

surely protest" ̂  Rather than risking the danger of the public wrath of the celebration's 

namesake, the city council telegraphed Maynaid that they would grant him penm'ssion for 

$3000, which was subsequently refused.̂  

Local boosters took every opportuniQr to remind fihn producers of their town's 

historical nature in the hopes the community would be picked as a film location. Heim'e 

Schmidt and MerrittBeeson of Dodge City meeta special train in 1927, carrying 

Hollywood executives and producers and provided them with historic literature along with 

pledges of support in the hopes a studio would pick the town as the subject for a future 

movie." When appealing to Hollywood executives, boosters often stressed their 

celebrations as sources of authenticity. After learning that F^ramouni Studio's intended to 

base an epic movie on the life of Hckok (DeMille's The Plainsman), Bert Bell, president 

of the Deadwood Chamber of Commerce, and his successcx-, Nell Perrigoue, reminded 

executives that the Days of 16 featured Hickok as a prominent character and the event 

"KeUy to Fox Studios, August 4,1929, Kelly lo WiUiam Sistrooai, September 23,1929; Folder 18. 
Kelly Papers, S.C., UAX. 

'̂ AiLGwiiiier to KeUy, October 9,1929.Fokler 18, Kdly Fkpen. S.C, U.AX. 
'*KeaMayiuid toTombstoiieQMmbcrofConuneice, Ociober9,1929, &Uy Papers, S.C..UAX. 
" WQlian Bieakenridge to KeUy, October 13,1929. KeQy Pkpeis, S.C, U^X. 
" Council to Miiyiuni, October 15,1929, Folder 18, Kelly Papers, S.C, 
"TheDodge City Jounal, Suae 16,1927. 
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itself "had more local color displayed on the streets of Deadwood during the three days of 

this show than can be found anywhere in the United States.**" Perrigoue offered facilities 

complete with "characters of all descriptions, nationalities, and numbers, local color 

galore, together with the cooperation and support which truly typifies this ccmmiuniQr as 

purely WESTERN..."® In 1939, Tombstone went to the extent of advertising itself for sale 

in The New York Times as a movie set.̂  Often their efforts paid off. The Black Hills 

were the setting for The Deadwood Stage with Tom Mix in 1926, Afen of Daring starring 

Jack Hoxie in 1927, and Sitting Bull, with Boris Karloff in 1953. Unfortunately, 

sometimes the movies filmed on location were not quite the genre promoters hoped. 

Tombstone was the site of an 1936 horror film entitled The Crime of Dr. Forbes and 

Deadwood allowed filmmaker Roger Gorman to shoot The Creature from the Cavern there 

in 1959.̂ ' 

Another way towns sought to gleaned direct benefits—both in terms of publicity 

and community pride—from Hollywood was to host a premier movie about it in a local 

theater. Studios also saw local debuts as way d* receiving additional credibility by 

association with the actual towns they depicted. Authentidty, however, could be readily 

redefined. Communities were often so eager for the prestige of a Hollywood opening that 

they condoned Hollywood fictionalization of the premier film. In 1923, William S. Hart 

arranged to have an advanced premier of his movie.ll7£(/ Bill Hickok, at the Beeson 

Theater in Dodge City. Even though Eart bragged of historical accuracy in his memoir, 

his film took major liberties with actual locations and events. Hait set the movie in Dodge 

City even though Hickok was never know to have spent time there (he was marshal in 

Abilene, Kansas). Ffe also associated the gunfighter with a pantheon of historic characters 

including Atoaham Lincoln. Calamity Jane, George A. Custer, Bat Masterson, and for the 

'"BatBditoPKamountSiiidim.MiBy 13,1932, Movie file. Deadwood Chamber of Commerce Files, 
Deadwood, South Ddcoia. 

" Niett Penigoue to Roducdoii DepaMment, Panmnont Snidios, April 22,1936. Movie file, 
Deadwood dumber of Coomicrcefiks, Deadwood, SoudiDaioMa. 

"The New York Times, July 20,1938. 
The Tombstone EpiUfh, May 14, July 23,1936; The Black HUb WeeUy, Fdiiuaiy 18. lStS8, 

niamlM>r nf rnmmMm to Bain Alti\ PmdiirliniM. Kehniry iq«. Mnvig file, neadwood 
Chamber of CommeiceRks, Deadwood. South Dakou. 
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first time, Wyatt Earp.̂  These obvious breaches in truth were overlooked in Dodge CiQr, 

which reveled in the attention it received from the fihn. In a review of the fllm. The Dodge 

City Globe believed Hart ''truly depicted the life of the 'tough town in the West*  ̂

Newspapers in Deadwood, which believed their town had the proprietary rights to Hickok 

and Calamity Jane, did not share the same ĉ mon. After first learning of the film. The 

Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times resented the fact that the semes were "faked" in 

Caliform'a and lacked "correct historical settings."  ̂Neither did it have good things to say 

about Hart' "CDld Bill Hart in the character of Wild Bill Hickok cannot very well be other 

than a travesty and his efforts must create disgust in the minds of those who knew the real 

Wild BiU in life."'' 

When the musical Calamity Jane premiered in Deadwood in 1953, it was thatciQr's 

turn to bend authenticity to meet community needs. After an aggressive public relations 

campaign by Nell Perrigoue in 19S2, Wamer Brothers agreed to allow Deadwood and 

Lead to debut the movie along with a series of other major cities in the Midwest̂  For 

additional publicity, the ciQ  ̂organized a parade and a series of activities surrounding the 

initial showing. What seemed to be a normal civic celebration suddenly turned sour when 

the governor of South Dakota, Sigurd Anderson proclaimed he would not attend the 

premier because the movie "did did not present a true portiayal of the frontier characters 

Calamity Jane or Wild Bill Hickok, nor did it present an accurate account of eariy South 

Dakota history."  ̂A week later, Anderson's protest was followed by a formal protest by 

Heinz A. Grabia, a Baptist minister in Rapid CiQr who said the movie "was not of high 

caliber" and whose tide "signified nothing but degradation and disgrace." Grabia called the 

film a contribution to juvenile delinquency and excoriated the Deadwood Chamber of 

Commerce for promoting a "picture that does not represent the high standards and morals 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, November 23, 1923. 
December4.1923. 

** The DeathmadDaily Pimuer-Times, My 27, 1923. 
**A .̂July28, 1923. 
**Penigoae notes. Movie file, Deadwood Gumber of Cammene files, Deadwood. South Dakou. 
" CUpp ,̂ n.d. File 96.1 Deadwood Piesetvaiiaa Aicbives, Deadwood, Soudi Dakota. 
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of our people."* Under the barrage, R. L. Ewing, the Deadwood mayor, issued a 

proclamation declaring a CalamiQr Jane Week with the disclaimer that the picture was made 

to "furnish entertainment only and carries with it certain features which are of more than 

usual interest to the people of this community, as a publicity medium."* 

The Premier of "Dodge City "and the Boot Hill Fiesta 

The most significant manifestation of the unwritten partnership between 

moviemakers and community leaders occuned when Warner Brothers announced that its 

new epic. Dodge City starring Enrol Flynn would bold its worid premier in Dodge City in 

April 1939—the first time a major studio held an opening outside California. For Dodge 

City, the premier marked a major turning point in the way it identified with its past The 

unprecedented level of attention brought by the premier dramatically raised awareness of 

the town's marketability as a Wild West icon. City and sodal leader's heightened interest 

was the direct product of Hollywood's version of Dodge City, not one grounded in 

historical realities. The town had already shown a willingness to overlook facts if these 

contradicted the benefits of pubUcity as shown in their eariier reactions to Halt's Wild Bill 

Hickok. Now, dazzled by the presence and glamour of Hollywood's largest stais and the 

attention of one of its most powerful studios, many Dodge City promoters embraced its 

Hollywood reflection. 

The premier was the result of a carefully orchestrated plan by Dodge City business 

leaders and Warner Brothers to stage a publicity stunt to overshadow the opening of rival 

studio MGM's epic. Gone With the Wind. In the winter of 1938, members of the Dodge 

City Chamber of Commerce learned from Warner Brothers publicity department executives 

that the studio intended to film an historic epic based on the eariy history of Dodge City 

and were interested in holding a premier of the fihn in that city.̂  Warner Brothers 

f̂todaniatiaa by RL. Ewing. Movie file. Deadwood Gianiber of Comiiiace Files, Deadwood, 
Sootfa DakoCa. 

 ̂The Dodge City Globe, October 4.1938. 
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confinned the rumor the following fall after the studio solicited Tull and authentic" 

information on the town's history on the basis that they and the city weie pursuing a 

common aim in directing as much public interest to Dodge City.'" In response, Frank 

Dunkley, the secretary of the Chamber provided the studio with a flve-page synopsis of the 

history of Dodge City. Shoitly afterward, Dunkley convened a meeting at the request of 

Jay Wooten, the local Warner Brothers theater director, to establish local support and to set 

up a local organizing committee. At the meeting before the chamber, Wooten confirmed the 

studio's willingness to make the Dodge City opening ''one of the greatest premiers the 

world has ever known" and assured citizens the company had "gone to every effort to 

produce as nearly as possible a picture that will be a credit to this community and Warner 

Brothers." He infonned the assembled citizens that the company intended to bring the 

entire cast to Dodge Cî  bedecked in the costumes worn in the movie. To achieve the 

effect of being petitioned, the studio desired the city generate a petition and scroll 

requesting it hold the premier in Dodge City signed by "every leading person in Dodge 

City and the state of Kansas." The petition would then need to become a joint resolution in 

both houses of the state legislature. In addition, Wooten U)ld chamber members that 

Wamer Brothers expected the cî  to stage an appropnate wild west local celebration that 

would complement the showing of the picture. A central feature of the event, according to 

Wooten was to be a rodeo, furnished with trick riders from Wamer brothers, where the 

stars could be highlighted as official rodeo guests. In addition, the studio issued a 

complete plan of how the stars would be officially greeted: after the Sante ¥e Train used in 

the picture brought them to the dQr; the city would hold a stage coach race to the depot 

through the city to pick up the arriving stars; then have the stars give a short program from 

the theater stage covered nationally 1  ̂radio. Finally, Wamer Brothers asked that the film 

be shown ccncurrently in all three Dodge City theaters. At the conclusion of the meeting, 

the chamber elected Jess C. Denious, the publisher of The Dodge City Daily Globe and 

*'GeoigeiLShiiacrioDo^CiiyClHniberafOiiiiiiace,Octobcr 13,1938, DodgeCity, Wamer 
Bioibcn Goileciiaii, 1988 .̂44, Docnneot Box SSe, Boot IM MnseumAicliives. Dodge City. Kansas. 
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state senator, to be president of the committee, thus giving it an oflidal sanction.*" 

Studio executives naturally assumed that a small town like Dodge City would thrill 

to be a premier host and found no resistance among chamber members. Although the dty 

stood to gain a windfall of national publiciQr and the economic benefits of visitors coming 

to see the event and from the studio itself. Dodge City's enthusiasm for the premier 

appeared to due to the thrill of seeing many of Hollywood's major stars in person. In 

letters to Warner Brothers, Dunkley assured studio executives that the populace was 

behind the ''program one hundred percent" with the observation that *it appears that the 

success of the entire program hinges on one feature, and that is the appearance of the Stars 

of this picture at Dodge City, Kansas.** He indicated that the only thing needed to make the 

celebration a real success would be an official confirmation from Warner Brothers on the 

extent of their acnial involvement̂  

The studio hesitated to make an oHldal announcement until it recdved the official 

petition from Dodge City and the state of Kansas. As they awaited offldal confirmation, 

local organizers dedded against waiting until the last minute and commenced plans by 

contracting with the Butler Brothers Rodeo of Elk CiQ ,̂ Oklahoma, for a full scale rodeo 

for May. In the meantime, rumors abounded that the premier would be held in Kansas City 

instead of Dodge City.*" These fears were put aside when the offldal Kansas delegation 

composed of Hamilton Bell and £)r. Claude McCarty, a well-known local pioneer who 

claimed the distinction as the first white child bora in Dodge CiQr; Senator Jess C. 

Denious; lieutenant governor Carl Friend; Chamber of Commerce president Hany Stark; 

Jay Wooten; and a number of offidals from the Sante Fe Railroad rushed to Hollywood to 

present their petition. On February 20,1939, before rolling smdio cameras, the delegation 

presented Jack Warner, the head of Warner Brothers Studios, with a ofllcial '̂ scroll" made 

of buffalo hide requesting Dodge City be the premier site along with alistof 15,000 

nrrwidje Tity PwHiierrniiiiiwttei>, nacemher, 1938, Dodge City, WamcrBioiiien 
Colkctiaii. 1968 .̂44, Documait Box 5Se. BootHiU Museum Aidiives. Dodge Kansas. 

**Daiikley îoWanierBioilienPiciiiies, Jannaiy 7,1939, DocffeC/iy, Warner BioihenCoikctiaa. 
1968X44, Documeot Box SSe. Boot {fill Museum Aichtves, Dodge Qty. Kamas. 

**DuiildeyioJJLHublMBd,Febniaiy 10,1939, Dodge City, Warner Btoibaa CoUecdon 1988.2.44, 
Documeot Box S5e, Boot {fill N&ueum Aiduves. 
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signatures from Dodge City and other Kansas Cities plus the legislative resolutions the 

studio originaiiy requested. Warner then gave his official acceptance and promised that the 

stars of the film, Eirol Rynn, Olivia de Haviland, and other main cast members, along 

with a host of other available actore would airive in Dodge CiQr aboard a special Sante Fe 

'̂ glamour train" accompanied by members of the Warner Brothers executives, 

photographers, camera crews, members of the national press corps, trained horses, trick 

ropers, and stunt men.*" 

On March 9, Warner Brothers suddenly moved up the date of the premier to April 

1, to upstage rival MGM's Gone With the Wind anticipated opening in Atlanta. This move 

surprised Dodge City planners who now held a rodeo contract for May, which they now 

called the Boot Hill Round Up. Responding to the concerns of local organizers. Jack 

Warner agreed to furnish the rodeo activities as well as equip the rodeo grounds if the 

locals would provide a parade, street dance, and other planned activities. Warner's 

solution did not solve the problem of the Boot Hill Round Up. After a series of 

discussions, organizers decided to keep the May rodeo and used the premier as the first 

pan of the six-week inaugural Boot Hill Round Up celebration.̂  With planning on a fast 

track, committee members patterned the event along familiar forms and activities associated 

with Western celebrations. Mayor Arthur Nevins urged male citizens to grow whiskers, 

locals were asked to dress in period garb and display relics in show windows. An old 

timer's reception was also quickly organized along with a westem-sQ îe parade with 

cowboys, and bands. To meet the demand for western clothing, merchants stocked up on 

boots, cowboy hats and kerchiefs.'' Organizers, abiding to the dictates of Warner Brothers 

kept the parade completely western, and requested that businesses refrain from using cars 

and trucks and use horse drawn vehicles.̂  

** The Dodge City Daily GU ,̂ Febniaiy 21.1939; Susan L Sutton. "Dodge Q .̂ Kansas: 
IfollywoodfaraDay." Un  ̂Western Skies, #4.1988. pps. 45,47. 

**Dunkley toBenGnmsley.MlBfcii 11,1939. Z>odlgeCiiy." Warner BrothenCoUedkin 1988.2.44, 
Document Box 55e. Boot Hill Museum Aiciitves; Sutlao. "Dodge Qty. Kansas: Hollywood for a Day." 
pps. 49-SO. 

" The Dodge CUy Journal, Much 2.1939. 
**IbuL, Mvcb 15,1939; Dunldey lo Helen Skidmoie, Much 14,1939, Dodge City ."Warner 

Biodien Cdlkciiaa 1988.2.44. Document Box 5Se, Boot Ifill \fiise«n Aicluves. 
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Massive publidQr geneiated by Warner Brother soon brought Dodge City into the 

national spotlight On the eve of the event, government officials directed state troopers, 

national guardsman, and polioe from neighbonng communities to control the anticipated 

crowds. Anticipating that sleeping capacity would be exceeded in Dodge City, the studio 

assigned stars to sleeping quarters ia the '̂ glamour train.** As the glamour train converged 

on Kansas from California, a similar special left New York CiQr filled with members of the 

press corps including Ed Sullivan, then an entertainment columnist with the A/iew York 

Daily News. At a point beyond Dodge City, the westbound train met the eastbound 

Hollywood train, and together made a carefully staged entrance into the city  ̂to the sounds 

of "Oh, Susannah" played by the Sante Fe Band before a massive throng of 20,000 

assembled people from Dodge City and surrounding conununities, including Kansas 

governor Payne Ratner, Franklin Roosevelt, Jr., and the governors of Colorado and New 

Mexico. At the same time the trains arrived, a fleet of private planes brought major studio 

executives into the city.̂  Jack Warner did not fail to deliver on his promise to deliver his 

top stars. Humphrey Bogart, Rose-Marie, Jean Parker, Gilbert Roland, Ann Sheridan, 

Jean Parker, Eddie Fby, Jr., John Garfield, Bruce Cabot, Leo Carrillo, Buck Jones, Jane 

Wyman, Alan Hale, John Payne, Hoot Gibson, plus a larger number of other stars 

emerged one-by-one and greeted the assembled prairie multitude, many of whom were 

dressed in period clothing. The star of the movie, Eirol Bynn, dressed in buckskin, 

emerged last to accept the key to the city on behalf of the studios." 

Following their arrival, the stars, dressed in Western costumes from the movie, 

took prominent roles in the parade, either riding horses or sitting aboard wagons. At 

parade's end, they joined the public at the Warner Wild West show at the newly completed 

Dodge CiQr arena. The rodeo appearance was followed by a live NBC radio broadcast and 

street dance. Dodge City tan continuously in the town's three theater throughout the night, 

highlighted by surprise visits by film stars. All told, an estimated 100,000 visitors swelled 

thetowit" During the entire premier, there was one noticeable omission. In neither the 

* NdmiaaZieraid, The Mogub, New Yak: Avon Books, 1969, p. 245. 
''The Dodge City Journal̂  March 16, \9i9-. Dodge City DaUyGtobe, April 1,1939; Sutton, p. 54. 
*' ZiaM, p. 245; Sutton, p. 54; The DodgeCity DdfyGlobe, August 2, 1939. June 13.1959. 
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celebradon or fllm, was any mention or depiction of Wyatt Earp, out of fear that any 

attention given to the figure would provide publicî  to rival studio Twentieth Century Fox 

which was featuring him as a protagonist in its current flhn. Frontier Marshal. Even press 

releases sent out by Warner Brotheis described the city in terms of its other hero, Bat 

Masterson.̂  

The celebration's success awakened broader public interest in the town's history. 

A reporter for The Dodge City Globe observed that in "almost every conversation" 

following the premier, "crept the suggestion that the community should permanently 

capitalize the Old West glamor which it disclosed in surprisingly large quantities" during 

the event This sentiment was also vocalized by Heinie Schmidt, one of Dodge's main 

boosters, who felt that the town had a "publidty and entertainment resource" it failed to 

appreciate. "Dodge City can be made to symbolize the Frontier West and become a popular 

visitation point for thousands of visitors..."  ̂ The new enthusiasm as well as the swell of 

publicity following F^emier Day carried into the flist Boot Hill Round Up Rodeo six 

weeks later. Dodge City rodeo organizers took full advantage of the chutes, corrals, and 

bleachers hurriedly constructed by Warner Brothers as well as Jack Warner's pledge to 

have Warner Brother's stars attend the Round Up rodeo. Despite the fact that the rodeo 

barely eked out a profit of $186, its large attendance figures—6000 attended the last day's 

rodeo— were enough for organizers to (noclaim it a success in terms of participation and 

publiciQ  ̂and call for the Boot Hill Round Up rodeo to be an annual civic affair.̂  

In many respects, the Boot Hill Fiesta and Dodge City Days bore strong similarities 

to those celebrations held in Deadwood and Tombstone with the usual parade, Westem 

style activities, reh'c display and whisker club. Dodge City celebration organizers, 

however maintained the link established with Hollywood from the Dodge City premier, 

one of the most important events in the small city's history. Building off its euphoria of 

having stars in its midst, each successive Boot Hill Hestaand Dodge CiQr Days attempted 

" fdeaae. April 1,1939. Dod̂  City. Warner Brodien Colkcliaa 1 .̂2.44. Docmnent Box 
SSc, Boot Hill Museum Aiduves. 

 ̂The Dodge City Daily Globe, April 3,1939. 
** The Dodge City Daily Globe, May 27,1939; My 26.1990. 
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to feature a mjyor western celebriQr from either movies or television. Hollywood too, saw 

the advantage of the publidQr it received. The New York Times reported the event "accrued 

more publicity for Dodge CiQr than any productioiiof a similar caliber''̂  Years later, Harry 

Fnedman, the National Services Editor for Warner Brothers-Seven Artists, Inc. recalled 

the premier as legendary "among Hollywood press agents."  ̂Hoping to maintain the 

successful association with the Old West town, studios eagerly provided celebrities 

dressed in western costume as "stars of the show" on an annual basis to Dodge CiQr 

celebrations until well into the 1960s. These stars included Rex Allen, Roy Rogers, Smiley 

Bumette, Tim Holt, Michael Ansara, Tex Ritter, Eddie Dean and members of the 

Gunsmoke television show cast. 

Television 

The advent and aftermath of World War II marked the reversal of fortunes in the 

economies Tombstone, Dodge City and Deadwood and with newfound confidence, a 

revival of historic conunemoration. Of the three towns, Deadwood*s Days of '76, 

continued to be peiformed, albeit in a reduced version, reflecting a loss of population 

following a wartime order to close down all the working gold mines in 1942. The most 

dramatic change came in Tombstone, the most depressed of the three, which Anally 

achieved its goal of being a health resort when Bither Roger AuU, a Catholic priest from 

New Mexico, picked the town because of its dry climate to start a clinic for the treatment of 

arthritis in April 1945. Aull developed the fadliQr around the belief that chlorine gas when 

provided in specific doses broke down calcium deposits in joints. Tombstone city 

ofiidals, desperate fora new health industry, opened a commum'ty center remodeling 

the jail to acconunodate health seekers. The plan worked. Health seekers flUed all available 

housing, along with two new tourist courts. 77kei4rKonaDe»(y5lar reported that the 

" The New York Times, April 9, 1939. 
" Sunoa. p. 56. 
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invasion was so great restaurants ran out of food by 4:00 RM. ̂  AulPs clinic reversed 

Tombstone's downward population trend as the number of new residents moved upward 

from 822 in 1940 to 910 in 1950. Over the next decade, the population rose to 1283 

strengthened in part from the growth of nearby Sierra Vista and the army base of Ft 

Huachuca which expanded during Wortd War II, closed, then reactivated again during the 

Korean War." Deadwood also saw its economy recover as it built on its role as the legal 

and banking center of the region by viitue of being the county seat Following the end of 

the war, the tfomestake Mine in Lead and nearby Bald Mountain reopened their gold 

operations, resulting in a surge of population into the Black Hills and a rising demand for 

building materials. Lumber production by the Northwest Preserving Company and 

Western Pine Treating and Wood Products company fueled the local economy. As its 

economy recovered, Deadwood experienced a series of disastrous fires in 1948,1951, 

1952,1954, and 1955 which destroyed a large number of buildings in the business district 

as well as its city hall and municipal records postponing a full recovery.̂  Dodge City also 

received great benefit from the booming postwar economy. Beginning in 1946, it reversed 

its serious population loss as agricultural and livestock conditions rebounded and the dty 

strengthened its role as southwestern Kansas' leading commercial and shipping center.*" 

By 1950, the city's population grew from 8333 in 1940 to 11332.*' 

The general stabiUzation of the economies of the three towns coindded with the 

emergence of a new interest in tourism in the West After Worid War II, gas rationing 

ended and Americans transfeired much of their accumulated savings into tourism and 

leisure time activities. Resorts which had lain domiant during the war reopened as roadside 

commerce flourished At the same time, local and national campaigns to improve road 

" "Revival in Tombsloiie." Time Mdgaziae, 46(November 19,1945), pps. 94-95; Tombsloiie. 
Anzoaa," PendeMagaane, May 4,194>7, p.l7; The Arizona Daily Star, o.d. clipping. 

** iZ Eavtraomental Caastdamts. The Tombstone Heritage: A Description of Dominant Trends, 
Fhoeiiix. Arizona; Office of Eoonomic Plamung. 1974. pps. 37-39.154. 

** Bob Lee, Guns-Gais-Gold-Guls, p. 248; Some History of Lawrence County, pps.569- 570. 
Stale Bead of Agricultuie. 36 Biennial Repoit. 1947-1948, Topcka: Stale Miner. 1948. p. 253. 

*' Bureai of Govcnment Researefa, "A Compicfaensive Flanntog Smvey of Dodge CiQr, Kansas." 
Lawfcnoe: Univein^af Kansas, 1950.p.6. 
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qualiQr resulted in a radical increase in paved roads and by 1960, completions of sections 

of interstate freeways. As more Americans purchased cars, they chose to vacation in the 

West in increasing numbers, camping in national parks and visiting places of national 

interest In 1945 an estimated 5-7 million tourists visited the West. Ten years later, the 

number had grown to 20 million and reached 50 million by 1960.° Tourism, already a 

lucrative business before the war, boomed in an unprecedented manner." To prepare for 

the flood of visitors, Deadwood and other Black Hills Chambers offered a 'tourist school 

for its business conmiunity in 1947 and Dodge City officials held meetings with the 

Kansas Industrial Commission in 1953 to explore new ways to attract and improving 

amenities.̂  

Economic revival and tourist interest in the West dovetailed with strong patriotism 

after the war and a sharp increase in interest in Western films, literature and books, as 

Americans sought to give voice to feelings of national exceptionalism.*" The flood of 

western movies coincided with a similar deluge of historical literature, many of which 

focused on the old favored stories and heroes connected with Dodge City, Tombstone, and 

Deadwood. Biographies of Wyatt Earp, Doc HoUiday, Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, 

Luke Short, Bat Masterson and others appeared with regular frequency. At the same time, 

the towns themselves were major historic subjects. Stanley Vestal's Dodge City, Queen of 

Cowtowns appeared in 1952, John Myers Myers, The Last Chance (later. The Tombstone 

Story) was published in 1950, while Deadwood appeared prominently in Robert Casey's 

The Black Hills and Their Incredible Characters, 1949 and in Rodenck Peattie, ed.. The 

"GenidNiaab. The American iiKarmrAerM«iiii«fAC«niury.Albiiqiien|iie:irniverutyofNew 
Vlexico Press, 1977, p. 242. 

** Jbim Jakie, The Tourist: Travel in Twentieth Century North America, lincoia and London: 
Umvenity of NiebiaskalYess. 19BS, p. 18S. 

** The Black HiUs Weekfy, May 2.16.1947; The Dodge City Daily Ghbe, My 28. 1953. 
"Tins is vgued by Vficbad Kaomien in Mystic Cords of Memory: The Transformaiion of Tradition 

in American Culture, New Yock: Vintage Booics. 1993, pps. S4A'S49, passim.: and by Sloddn 
iaCunfigliter ffation, pps. 347-353. 
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Black Hills, 1952.*  ̂The laige number of historical books and articles which appeared in 

magazines such as Frontier Times and True West, provided an overlay of authenticity 

which continued to enhance the legitimacy of local commemoration and counter 

fictionalized accounts in films, and later, television. 

This renewed interest translated into the revitalization of local commemoration in 

the three cities in (he immediate postwar era. The most dramatic rebirth was Tombstone's 

Helldorado. Tombstone's American Legion Chapter in 1946 organized a new civic 

celebration. Tombstone Day" bore elements of Helldorado, including a parade, public 

barbecue, football game, a reenactments of the Birp-Clanton gunfight, and a lynching, 

along with a dramatic play entitled The Drunkard.'*  ̂ The Legion sponsored the event the 

following year, then relinquished its role to the Chamber of Commerce in 1948. The 

chamber rechristened the civic celebration " Helldorado," obtained the financial support of 

local bars and restaurants. Organizers of the new program made the reenactments the center 

of the event by quadrupling the number of street "episodes" and sought to give the new 

format of credibility by having having a narrator present describing the actual facts of the 

killings.*" The Arizona Daily Star termed the expanded program "a pageant of death" 

which resembled "guerrilla warfare." After the "bloodletting," the paper continued, "the 

spectators, now either gun-happy or completely subdued, mm to barbecue, dancing or a 

perusal of the carnival.'*" 

After 1948, dramatic episodes became the signature of Helldorado. Western Ways, 

the Tucson promotional agency contracted by event promoters made this aspect the center 

of their campaign. "During each Helldorado," a press release issued by the company 

stated," Tombstone puts on the 'standard' entertainments for dvic celebrations out 

West—parades, rodeo, football games, whiskerino contest, crowing of the Helldorado 

** Stanley Vestal. Dodge City. Queen of Cowtowns, New Yoik; Harper and Row, 1952; John Myers 
Myta, The Last Chance Grossett and Dunlap, 1950; Rabat Casey The Black HiOs and 
TheirIncredibleChanKlers, New Yoik: BobbB-MBirili.1949; Roderick Ptoatde. ed. The Black Hilts, New 
Yoik: VanguaidlVess, 1952. 

" The Tombstone Epitcph, September 12. 19.1946. 
** One of the nanalots was Qaytoo Smith, poblisber of the ̂ ilapA./ibu/.. October 28,1948. 
** The Arizona Daily Star, October 24.1948. 
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queeiL..but what makes Tombstone's HeUdoiado the 'biggest show in the West' are its 

street-scene reenactments of historic incidents from its colorful past*  ̂The success of 

Helldorado—10,000 people viewed it in 1949— affirmed the validiQr of the new 

approach.̂  The following year, a group of interested citizens lead by EpUaph publisher 

Clayton Smith reactivated Helldorado, Incorporated with the hope a formal organization 

would stop squabbling over sponsorship between civic groups and make Helldorado 

organizing a year-long activity rather than a seasonal event To elicit support. Smith 

proclaimed it (o be the **du  ̂of all citizens to take some active port" in the now permanent 

on-going celebration preparation.̂  

The revitalizaticn of Helldorado in the 1940s paralleled similar renewals in 

Deadwood and Dodge City. Although Deadwood's Days of '76 survived through the war, 

its postwar years saw the event expand with a higher professional level rodeo, theme days, 

and a longer parade. In 1950, Dodge City's Junior Jaycees and Chamber of Commerce 

inaugurated a permanent city celebration with the creation the annual Boot Hill Hesta. 

The celebration consisted of two separate parts: The first, the Boot Hill Hesta held in the 

spring, was a city parade which combined elements of the Semi centennial— floats 

boosting businesses, marching bands, civic groups, military elements, and city services 

—given a western twist with wagons, Indians, and groups of cowboys. Whisker groups 

appeared alongside costumed spectators and business sponsors. The second. The Boot 

Hill Round Up held in early summer, featured a rodeo usually comprised of locals and 

amateurs, and a carnival. Seven years later, the Dodge City Saddle Club, sponsors of the 

rodeo, whose members included the Mayor N.O. Reese and Chief of Police Ramon K. 

House, split from the Besta, and incorporated itself as the EXxlge City Roundup. ̂  After 

two years of finandal problems, the two groups merged in 1960 to form a week-long 

celebration called Dodge City Days which billed itself a top professional rodeo endorsed by 

^FhuikR-Leslw, The Biggest Show in tile West," October 18,1949. Western Ways CoUectiaa, 
Box 82, File 1603. Arizona Historical Sociely. Tucsoo, Arizona. 

The Tombstone Epitaph. October 27,1949. 
^TheTondutoneEpitaph, September?, 19S0. 
" IbitL, November 11,16,1957. 
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the Rodeo Cowboy's Association.̂  

The most important factor in expanding national interest in Deadwood, Tombstone, 

and Dodge City was neither popular literature nor movies in the I9SOs—but television. 

From its emergence in the late 1940s as a hybrid between radio and movies, television 

rapidly established itself as a powerful medium in its own right; within a decade and a half 

it was an integral part of American life. Its power lay in the abiliQr to penetrate even more 

intimately into American life than either radio or movies. The new medium offered 

moving visual images on a personal scale within the most intimate of settings, the family 

hone. At first, television was a social affair with neighbors gathering around the small 

screen to watch favorite prognuns. As more families purchased sets, it became less a 

neighborhood event and more of a impersonal fonn of communion. Television had the 

decided advantage of giving viewers greater control over what they wanted to watch 

through program variety and competitive networks. Because TV was conmiercially based, 

it offered viewers the chance to lengthen the pleasure of watching favorite programs at 

regular times over an extended period—as long as it remained on the air. Eariy producers 

adapted the serial format pioneered by movies and radio—short episodes that appeared 

weeldy that were connected by characters and formulaic plots. Like movies, television's 

initial programs drew on the existing popularity of Westerns. Hop-along Cassidy and The 

Lone linger premiered in 1949, followed by the Cisco Kid and Gene Autry in 1950, and 

The Roy Rogers Show, in 19S1. By the 1960s, Westerns predominated Cold War 

American television, (there were 32 series in 19S9) explcdng all avenues of 

characterization and situations ranging from never-ending migration (Wagon Train), a 

never-ending cattle drive {Rawhide), to family ranches {Bonanza, The Big Valley, The 

High Chaparral), secret agents(77ke Wild Wild West), mercenaries, {Maverick, Have Gun 

Witt Travel, The Rebel, The Rifleman, Fastest Gun Alive), Indians {Broken Arrow), and 

'*IbUL, Maidi23.My26.1960. 
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enforcers {Lawman, Wanted Dead or Alive, Laramie, The Deputy) 

Given their now-long established association with the wild west through movies 

and literature. Dodge CiQr, Deadwood, and Tombstone soon became recipients of 

television attention. The new medium borrowed many of the images of the towns and their 

characters from movies but with greater effect Patrons attended movies only periodically; 

television programs were accessible once a week and over periods of yeais, a factor which 

radically expanded the number of viewers. At the same time, repetition of visual images 

and plots intensified expectations in the minds of viewers about nature of the three towns. 

Over time, these images gained enough power that they were incorporated into the identiQr 

of the towns themselves. 

Deadwood was the first lo become the recipient of a television program that dealt 

with an aspect of its past It was no surprise soon after producers inaugurated program 

series, they turned to the one hero with longest history of marketing success. Wild Bill 

Hickok. Wild Bill Hickok, a half-hour program starring Guy Madison as Hickok and 

Andy Devine as his sidekick. Jingle B. Jones, began in 1951 and ran through 1958 

(syndicated, 1952-1954; CBS, 1954-1957; ABC, 1957-1958). The same characters 

reprised their roles on a radio version the series between 1951 and 1956. Although Wild 

Bill Hickok was not set in Deadwood, it kept the town's hero before the pubic eye. 

Tombstone, on the other hand, became so closely associated with its television 

versions that at cne point, a newspaper colunmist at The Arizona Daily Star, wrote that "if 

there were no real Tombstone, TV would have been forced to invent this symbol of the 

Wild West at its wildest and woolliest..TV daily embroiders and enlarges the legend of the 

town too lough to die." ̂  The intimate assodation between the medium and (own was 

affirmed by Arizona Governor Paul Buuiin: ''what civihzed portion of the worid today, 

having been exposed to the many news media from small county newspapers to the 

electronic marvel of television has not heard the name Tombstone and its cast of ooloiful 

" SeeVGchaelBanan.'nieTV Wcstans.'*mBnanG.Rose,ed.. TV Genres, Wcatport, CoimcciicMt 
andLoodaa: Gieeawood Press, 1985, p. 57-64; ndRitoPuks, The Western Hero in Film and 
Television, Am Alitor LJMI Research Rcss, 1982. 

 ̂The Arizona Daily Star, May 5,1961. 
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cbaiacteis that literally created the myths and legends now accepted as fact throughout 

much of the worid?*  ̂ Tombstone's television fame rested primarily on two major series. 

One, Tombstone Territory, (syndicated 1957-1959) based itself on the actual flies from 

The Tombstone Epitaph and featured the newspaper's founder and city mayor, John Clum 

as a principle character. To ensure accuracy, producers enlisted Wallace Clayton, who had 

purchased the from WalterColein 1938, to serve as a techm'cal advisor for the 

series.̂  Of even greater impact was the long-running ABC series. The Ufe and Legend 

ofWyatt Earp, which premiered in 1955 and starred Hugh O'Brien. Wyatt Earp, along 

with Gunsmoke and Cheyenne, martod the beginning of the so-called prime time "adult 

western," a concept that rapidly gained popularity in the late 1950s.'̂  The six year series 

depicted Earp as a roving white knight, who moved from town-to-town establishing order, 

but gave him a general residence in Dodge City for the flrst three years, then moved him to 

Tombstone for the final three. The program ended in 1961, climaxing with a five-part 

sequence culminating with the gimfight at the OJC Conal. Stuart Lake originated the Earp 

series, wrote a large number of its scripts, and served as a consultant to give the program 

"historic" credibility." 

Of the three towns. Dodge City was the greatly impacted by television. From 1955 

through 1975—a complete generation— the town was a continual topic of television 

programs. In addition to Wyatt Earp, television featured another of its noteworthy figures, 

NBC's, BatMasterson starring Gene Barry which ran between 1958 through 1961. The 

most influential program by far, was Gunsmoke, one of the most popular television 

western programs of all time. Following a successful radio show begun in 1952, 

Gunsmoke premiered on CBS in 1955, and ran continuously until 1975. Both radio and 

television series depicted the adventures a flctional sheriff. Matt Dillon, played on radio 

by William Conrad and on television by James Amess, set in Dodge City of the 1870s and 

^JohaGfldiriese, "Governor Paul Faaniii's Address at die Dedicadon of Tambslaae as a Nialiaiial 
Ifistodc Sile, ** September 30.1962, Pamphlet 5, SC UAL. 

The Tombstone Epitaph, March 12,1959. 
 ̂Banco, p. 60. 
See Paul Huttaa, Celluloid Lawmao; Wyatt Earp Goes to Hollywood. American West 21(May-

Jane. 1984) pps. SMS, for an exieasive discussiaa of &ip and bis leladooship wiih Ifollywood. 
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1880s. The show rapidly gained in popularity and became the number one program in its 

third season and remained in the top position for four years." 

Local leaders in Dodge City originally considered both the radio and television 

versions of Gunsmoke, as a threat to their town's reputation. Unlike Tombstone and 

Deadwood, which now fully embraced their wild west identic, many business and 

political elites remained hesitant about associating with violence, saloons, and prostimtes. 

of this nervousness stemmed from confusion over the authenticity of the leading 

characters. When the radio series first appeared in 1952, the city's Chamber of Commerce 

became inundated with requests for history and information about the character Matt 

Dillon. Given long history of fictionalization of real westem characters by movies, most 

viewers logically assumed Dillon to be based on an actual person. Even locals wondered. 

Bnally, George Weeks, manager of the Chamber of Commerce wrote to CBS asking for 

documentation on the character, revealing his own ambivalence: "As near as we can 

detennine, Matt lived here at one time, but other than that, our information is extremely 

meager." The volume of interest also alarmed members of the local business community 

who feared its depiction of a lawless Dodge City would give readers the wrong impression 

about the modem dty. In 1953, Ellis Cave, the president of the Dodge City Chamber of 

Commerce, supported by a number businessmen who were concerned with the "merits of 

wild and woolly publicity" wrote a letter to CBS radio expressing their dismay that the 

series was "perhaps too well produced" as evidenced from the flood of mail the chamber to 

Matt Dillon "from those who sympathize with his trying ordeals." Cave objected that "this 

was carrying the thing too far." He wrote that "between the newspapers, radio, movies, 

and the historical novel. Dodge City has received more publicity than any other place in 

this region and now comes *Gun Smoke.' This means we will have to Hght it all over 

again to let America know this is the £)odge City that was, not is." Cave petitioned CBS to 

inform viewers that the program was "merely a realistic mirror of Dodge City and Westem 

SiizaoDeaidGabarBariMs,Gimsifioite.' A Complete History and Analysis of the Legendary 
Aroaifcasr&nff,Jiefrcnan.NbflliCaoliiiaaiidLaodoii:McFariandandO]m|iany,Iiic.,1990,p. 152. 

"George B. Weeks 10 Howard S.Î gan, December 15.1952,Gi«5iiio/tieCoRespaDdeDoeFile, 
1988JZ.66, Document Box 55i, Boot Hill ̂ filaeamAlclltves. 
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Kansas inthecouiseof their creation," and pointed out that the communities of western 

Kansas merited recognition "as cities which lead, not lag, in American progress.'̂  After 

the television show premiered in 19SS, the city offered to send economic literature to CBS 

for the netwoik to send out in response to inquiries about Matt Dillon to prove Dodge City 

was "modem in all respects.** By the time Gunsmoke became the nation's most popular 

show in 19S9, local opinion had changed completely. 

Dodge City business leaders soon came to realize as did Deadwood and 

Tombstone, that television programs translated directly into profits via the tourist 

industry.77  ̂Tombstone Epitaph credited the Tombstone Territory series with increasing 

tourist business during its first year on the air by one hundred percent.*  ̂TV shows still 

head the list of reasons why most people want to visit the old camp," the Epitaph observed 

in 1961, ""Tombstone Territory and Wyatt Earp are credited with bringing in a lot of folks 

here,"adding that" the influx has created a new interest in further development of 

Tombstone as a tourist center."*' In 1958, The Kansas City Tunes noted that with the 

"tremendous assist from television" Dodge City was "cashing in on its riotous past," 

adding that "as long as westerns top the ratings. Dodge City promises to be the greatest 

tourist attraction cf all.'*' In 1960, Ike Bassett, speaking for the Dodge City Chamber of 

Commerce estimated that TV could take credit for 150,000 visitors per year." Robert 

Peaiman, in an article on Dodge City's new found television fame in The New York Tines 

Magidne, reported that 60 million Gunsmoke weekly viewers plus an additional 20 to 30 

million Wyatt Earp watchers translated into an estimated annual tourist income of a million 

**EUis K. Cave to Sidney Gaifield, Janiiaiy 29,19S3; Associaied ftcss Release, January 29,1953. 
Gunsmoke Gxicspoodence File, 1968.2.66, Document Box 5Si, Boot Hill Museum Afcluves. 

" George Weeks to Bud Teneram, July 10,1956, Gunsmoke Coticspuudence FOe, 1988.2.66, 
Document Box 55i. Boot Hill Museum Aicbives. One of (he major irooies about Gunsmoke was (he fact 
that the progiam was not avaflaUe until the dty gained CBS television access m 1960. 

** The Tombstone E t̂aph, Febniaiy 19,19S9. 
** Bud., Mmdi23,1961. Hie idea (hat the two (elevisiaa programs sparked the upsurge m tourism is 

also staled by George Ikilliater, Trip to a Tough Town," Zlaenillaigaw, 3 l(Febnî . 1968), p. 13. 
" The Kansas City Times, August 1,1958. 
** Ike Bassett 10 Robert Peannan,MiaRh 31,1960, Publicity News Stunts FDc, 1988.2.24, Document 

Box 5Sc, Boot IfiU Vhiscam Aichtves. 
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dollars " A year later. Dodge CiQr Mayor N.O. Reese told readers in the Dodge City Daily 

Globe that no other has received the amount of free advertising and underscored a 

national smdy that showed tourism was the third largest business in the county. With the 

profits from a million visitors each year, Reese argued, 750 new jobs and 1000 homes 

would be created.̂  

One method locals revived to exploit the television connection was the practice of 

mixing actors into public celebrations just as they had earlier with movie stars. Tombstone 

Helldorado organizers enlisted Pat Conroy and Richard Eastman, the stars of Tombstone 

Territory to be official guests of the event and ride horses in the 19S9 parade." Similarly, 

in 1951, Deadwood tried to exploit the new television and radio programs Wild Bill 

Hickok by enlisting its stars, Guy Madison and Andy Devine to serve as celebrity guests 

for the 75th Anniversary Celebration of the anniversary of the gold rush and death of 

Hickok. As a way of exploiting the new show, Nell Peirigoue and other organizers made 

Hickok the center of the celebration with the unveiling of a granite bust of Wild Bill 

sculpted by KorzcakZiolkowski in downtown Deadwood as the feamred attraction. When 

asked by Perrigoue to participate, producers of Wild Bill Hickok agreed to allow Madison 

and Devine to participate in the event on the condition that local organizers organize a 

parade, hold a best western costume competition, transport the stars into town in a 

stagecoach that would be part of a reenacted hold up, and arrange for *two guitar slinging 

singers" for the actois to croon with. The studio understood that these requests were 

"reaching for the stars," but assured Deadwood (vgam'zers it was the only way to "assure 

coverage by the publicity outlets that count"" Perrigoue also agreed to reenact the killing 

of Hickok and the trial of Jack McCall as well as provide elements of authenticiQr. Since 

very few actual participants in the frontier period were still alive, event orgam'zers invited 

locals had a historic connection by virtue of being a relative, namely Judge Lee Wyman, 

"Robert Punnaa, "Eap. Dillm and Co.." The New York Times Magazine, October 19,1958, p. 68. 
*'The Dodge City Daily Globe,Soivtwber II, 1959. 
*' The Tombstonê taph, Septembers, 1959. 

David Dole to R.E.DnsGoU. June 6,1951, Leo Burnett Co. lo George ibnler. June 7,1951, file 
96.1.17, Deadwood lYeaetvatioa Aidaves. 
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the son of the man who built the scaffold upon which Jack McCall was hung, the grandson 

of Deadwood's first sheriff, and two cousins of Hickok. The only real witness was 96 

year-old P. A. Gushurst, supposedly the only living wimess to the gunOghter's death." 

When the day-long event finally unfolded, a crowd of5000 wimessed a standard mix of 

authenticity and entertainment starting with parade with "many Wild Bills, Pteacher 

Smiths, Calamity Janes, Poker Alices, I^pectors, and Calico Club members" followed 

by a series of reenactments, and the dedication of the Hickok bust.̂  

Dodge City organizers, well-seasoned in aligning events with celebrities, 

surpassed both counterparts in a series of staged publidty events in conjunction with 

producers. In January 19S8, the city honored its most famous actual lawman by creating a 

Wyatt Earp Day, with Hugh O'Brien, television's Wyatt Earp, as the main attraction. 

Dressed in his television costume, O'Brien laid the cornerstone for a new replica of the 

town's original Bont Street, and watched as the city changed the name of its Chestnut 

Street to Wyatt Earp Bouievard.̂  Not to be upstaged, CBS announced plans the 

following fall to bring their top television celebrities to Dodge City in an event called 

"Return to the Sante Fe Trail" to help publicize their line '*adult westerns." Leading the 

list of stars were Gunsntoke's James Amess, Amanda Blake, and Milbume Stone; Zone 

Grey Theater's David Janssen; Trackdown 's Robert Culp; Wanted—Dead or Alive's 

Steve McQueen; Johnny Western of Have Gun Will Travel', and Chill Wills of the Texan. 

To support their arrival. Dodge City received the standard request by producers to plan a 

Westem celebration consisting of a parade, fast draw contest, Spanish fiesta, and an 

Indian dance.̂  Two weeks before the stars arrived, twenty-eight Dodge City retail firms 

and hotels on Walnut Street in the downtown business district presented the city 

commission with a petition requesting the name of the street be changed to Gunsmoke 

** The Black Hills Weekly. June 20,25,1951; Hoadly Dean, press release, June 11.1951. file 
96.1 ,̂ Deadwood Reseivaliaa Aiclives. 

•*/&«/. June 27,1951. 
*• The Dodge City Globe, Jamiaiy 27,1958. 
"VfitciieU Fctguson to Vfocbaots and Tourism aod niNid  ̂Cammiaee, ad.; George Weeks to Ron 

Roberts, September 23„ 1958, CBS Publidqr Jaunt Rle, 1988.2.18, Document Box 55c, Boot {fill 
MaaeaaiAniiiveaiTheDodgeCityDailyGlobe, September 22,1958. 
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Avenue as a means of endorsing the television program. The blatant attempt to capitalize on 

television irritated a number of residents who resented the growing influence of television 

on usurping the history of the communiQr. After hearing about the request, they drculated 

a counter petition asking to teep the present name. When presented to the ciQr, L. Ralph 

Miller, a Img-term resident told the council that It is not essential to rename one of our 

streets every time a movie celebrity visits our city." As a compromise, the commission 

voted to change the name of only a section of Walnut Street to Gunsmoke Street̂  

By the 1960s, Gunsmoke was so ingrained in the economic and social fabric of 

Dodge City that many saw it as a reflection of community values. A twenty-foot fiberglass 

statue of a cowboy, affectionately know as "Big Nktt" greeted visitors coming into the city 

until he was blown down in a windstorm. When CBS announced its intentions to cancel 

the program in 1967, the city commission fought the decision with a letter writing 

campaign and an open appeal to CBS expressing their disappointment, citing that the 

program had a "decisive influence upon the economic development of our city." 

Gunsmoke, the letter continued, was "synonymous with the individualism and courage 

which have formed the bulwark of this country" as well as conveying "a sense of pride, 

courage, and philosophy of life which could be utilized in facing the frontiers of the 2(Xh 

century.'** Kansas legislators supported the city with an unanimous resolution calling for 

the reinstatement of the program.'' In March, CBS reversed its decision and the program 

continued until 1975, the longest running prime-time series to that date.'°° In a flnal attempt 

to capitalize on the program after CBS ended the show, George Heinrichs, director of the 

city's Boot Hill Museum, tried to obtain the television set and transport it to Dodge City, 

but the staging proved too massive to withstand the attempt'" 

Television, along with movies built up expectations and hopes among tourists that 

"Ibid., Sqnember 16,18,19S8. 
"Gcotge Voss to CBS, n.d.: Gunsmoke Cbntspomknce Rle. 1968.2.7, Document Box SSI, Boot 

{fill Museum Aiddves. 
**Thad Sandstonn to Rank Stanton, fteaident, CBS, Marefa 11,1976, Document Box Boot Ifill 

Museum Aiduves. See Baiabas, p. 124-125for a compiete aooount of tfac omcdlitfioo and reversal. 
'""As of dos writing, only CBS's Suoy Minutes has been on die air longer. 

The TopekaDaityCapitat, April 3,1976. 
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the western places they witnessed on the screen or in their living room could still be 

experienced. With potential revenue at state, the question of how to satisfy tourist 

expectations without compromising historic integrity and still remain true to the principles 

of modernism became a major communiQr issue. '*MoviesandTV paint a picture of 

Tombstone for thousands of people every year," The Epitaph observed, then asked, 

"How do we come close to fulfilling this dream of Western glory?"*® 

One means of fulfillment was for local citizens to play the part of the Westerner. 

Deadwood residents were reminded not to lose their "personality or individualiQr —the 

western hat, the picturesque garb of the cowboy, which the Easterner expects as as much 

when he comes west as he does the formal dress of eastern functions." In 1949, 

IDeadwood Chamber of Commerce members discussed the possibiliQr of "all local people 

wearing western attire during the summer months" and having its own members chose 

between wearing western costume or becoming active members of the Day's of '76 

Whister Club."° A year later, Clayton Smith, the Epitaph editor requested Tombstone 

citizens to take advantage of the town's "free advertising" by wearing western 

clothes—boots, hats, Mexican costumes, and Navajo blouses.'°*He later asked that 

"businessmen in particular might wisely consitter the effect a little western dress would 

have on people who stop to see Tombstone.""" In the late 1950s, Dodge City conformed 

to the popular interest in sheriffs Matt Dillon and Wyatt Earp by making stetsons the 

offlcial headgear of its munidpal police force."* The Tombstone Chamber of Commerce in 

1962 went a step further by instructing residents to practice western mannerisms as a 

supplement to their western wardrobe. It is good business, the ̂ Htaph reported, to "speak 

to all persons with a friendly good morning or 'howdy partner' particularly if you happen 

to have on your best western boots, plaid shirt and cowboy hat""  ̂

1959. 
VGnules of the Regular Weekly Vteetmg of the Chamber of Commace. May 17,1949.96.1.7, 

Deadwood I^esetvaliaiiAiGfaives. Dea^ood. South Dakota. 
The Black Hills Weekly,, April 27. May 4.19S0. 

'«/6iaL.April2. 1959. 
'*« The Chicago Tribune, June 25.1961. 
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In Tombstone, some residents took the idea of being Western to an extreme by 

forming local clubs to keep the memoiy of the old West alive not only dressing the part, 

but acting it as well. The Hrst of these groups, the Vigilantes were an outgrowth of the old 

whisker club concept The Vigilantes were originally composed of long-term residents and 

newly arrived citizens who came to Tombstone following Worid War II for health reasons, 

whose purpose was to provide Tombstone with "a bit of western color throughout the 

year" by dressing the part and performing in reenactments during Helldoiado."" According 

to the Epitaph, the club was composed of "civic minded men" who '*go to church by stage 

coach, wear impressive .4Ss strapped to their middles" and give "visitors exactly what they 

want to see.'"' The Vigilantes made their debut as an orgam'zed group during the 1947 

Tombstone Days Celebration, then assumed sponsorship of the event from 1949 through 

19SI, then returned it to the American Legion and Chamber of Commerce, preferring 

instead to direct and organize the reenactments of the annual celebradon. 

The Vigilantes incorpoated themselves in I9S4 and officially proclaimed their 

dedication to the promotion of the "western frontier mode of living." Throughout the year, 

the group dressed in western clothing, staged shoot-outs and skits for events, and 

"lynched" prominent visitors by throwing a noose around their neck and photographing 

them for The Tombstone Epitaph. Aside from civic boosterism. Vigilantes and other 

reenactors strove to relive what they perceived to be were the days of the old West Jan 

Olsson, a Swedish writer who spent a number of months in Tombstone in 19S6, recalled 

his exdtement at being allowed to participate in a Vigilante reenactment: "I was quite 

excited at the thought of being able to play at Wild West in earnest: a game it was, of 

course, but still as serious as could be." Olsson was joined by other Vigilante members 

including the president of the chamber.For Olsson and other Vigilantes, the shining 

moment, was the amiual Helldorado, with its large number of skits ending with the 

climatic gunfight at the OiC Corral. 

The Vigilantes reflected a local need to control images projected by the media by 

iM Tombstone Epitaph, September 29,1949. 
Match 3.1951. 

"* Jaa Olof Olssaa, Welcome to Tombstone, Londoii; Elek Books, 1956, pps. 77-78. 
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making their nole-playing into a community service. Although reenactment groups 

subscribed to being as authentic as possible in the means of their presentations, there were 

sharp divisions within the communiQr over what it actually meant Eventually, the lack of 

consensus over the role of women as reenactors became a major controversy within 

Tombstone. In 19S5, this issue split the Vigilantes, after a numbered members' wives 

expressed a strong interest in being active participants in the reenactments. After a series 

of internal debates failed to resolve the issue of allowing women to join the group, 

Morgan Livingston, a major proponent of female inclusion, and a number of other 

Vigilantes split from the main group and with their wives, formed the "Ghosts of Old 

Tombstone.""' Two years later, a group of women reenactors formed an exclusive female 

group, the Vigilettes giving the town three separate organizations: one male, one female, 

and one mixed. The deepest tension existed between the Vigilantes and the rebel club, the 

Ghosts of Old Tombstone. For almost a decade, the two rival groups competed for time in 

the Helldorado and the civic honor of hanging visiting dignitaries. In 1962, the bitter 

rivalry between the two over control of Helldorado inspired an emergency meeting of the 

ciQr council and a series of editorials in The Tombstone Epitaph calling for both groups to 

realize that the event was "bigger than the Ghosts, bigger than the Vigilantes." Angered by 

the move by members of both groups away from its doctrine of authentidQr, Clayton 

Smith reminded both groups that Helldorado, Inc., must refrain from entanglements from 

any specific organization and reserved the right to "control and exercise scouting over 

reenactments which will be staged for public consumption." Snu'th added that Tombstone 

had enough true stories that reenactments did not necessitate getting the "Hollywood 

treatment""  ̂

Organizers also equated authenticiQr with local voluntary participation as to make a 

clear line between the honest puriQr of amateurism to remove any doubts of the altruistic 

intention the programs. "No one is getting paid one cent for services," the Epitaph 

reminded readers, and '*every member of Helldorado is a resident of Tombstone who take 

The Tombstone Epittph, Augost 8,1975. 
"^IbitLAptHS, 1962. 
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part because they want to." Smith reassured Tombstonians that benefits from Helldorado 

were invested into civic groups such as the Girl Scouts, Little League, municipal 

swinuning pool and fire department"*" The 1964 Helldorado program supported the 

almnstic motivation of the reenactors, saying they were "dedicated to the preservation of 

memories and incidents of Tombstone's uproarious and exciting past, cast are hard

working, serious minded, fun loving people who sole pay is the enjoyment derived from 

helping put on an important communis project. Total communis support was 

reinforced by the common line found on Helldorado programs from 19S7 through 1979: 

'Hlie celebration is a show cf the people and by the people of Tombstone for the people of 

the whole world who love the Old West"*" When talk of hiring a paid director and paying 

cast members surfaced in 1963, the Epiiaph argued that such a change the traditional 

integriQr of the show based on amateurism and authenticity. Helldorado would " lose its 

meaning and appeal to visitors if supervised by an outsider," Smith wrote, reaffirming that 

"Helldorado is a Tombstone show...better to drop it then see it disintegrate into a show 

that loses its meaning."*" The board of Helldorado compromised by hiring a local director 

for the reenactments. 

The question of "good taste" was a concern among local civic promoters even while 

promoters played up the violence to match that of movies and television. Public concern 

about television violence as a cause of juvenile delinquency led U.S. Senator Estes 

Kefauver in 1956 to conduct a series of congressional bearings into the matter. Following 

the premier and popularity of a particularly violent series The Untouchables in 19S9 and an 

escalation of violence in other programs. Senator Thomas Dodd in 1961 began agitating 

for restrictions."  ̂With such newspaper headlines as "Frontier Violence to Greet Visitors" 

and "Violence to Reign" used by the Epitaph to promote Helldorado and Vigilante events, 

community members became worried that their depictions of mayhem had exceeded the 

"*A(tf..OctoberlO,1963. 
"'HeUdofado Ptognm 196*, S.C, 

HeUdando Pmpma 19S9. S.C. UJ\X. 
"* The Tombstone Epitaph, July 25.1963. 
"'Barabas,p. 130. 
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limits of popular taste.'" Outside opinions afTiimed their fears. At one point. The Arizona 

Daily Star reported that "every known degree of murder was done, singly and in various 

multiples," but added that '*the reenactments are performed in as good taste as violent 

murders can be."'"* Inez Robb, a colunmist for The Arizona Daily Star, found the town's 

emphasis on violence repulsive. "Via tourism," she wrote. Tombstone today lives on the 

senseless violence and bloodshed that distinguished it 80 years ago..." Robb considered 

the town's Boothill "one of the country's most depressing monument to the lawlessness 

and wholesale violence that accompanied the winning of the west" and was convinced that 

"almost as much blood shed here as daily flows from home screen."'̂  Accounts of 

HelldcHado's reenacted violence even reached as far as Soviet Woman Magazine which 

describe the event as a killing school for youth; "And although it is a mock manhunt and 

the blood that is not spilt is not real, one need not all be surprised when the youthful 

participants in 'galas' of this kind begin to shoot and kill in earnest It throws light on the 

means by which the imperialists seek to corrupt the rising generation, to cultivate animal 

instincts and contempt for human life in children." In response, the Epitaph said 

"Helldorado is symbolic of the wirming of the West, an honor to good citizens of early 

Tombstone and a product of a free community."*" Still, even some locals had reservations 

about the nature of the show. In 1954, church groups in Tombstone criticized 

Helldorado's depictions of drinking and gambling and asked the ciQr council not to stage it 

on Sunday. One city council member remarked that if petitioners were participants in 

planning, they "could have produced a show to suit their ideas" but agreed to help with the 

necessary changes.'" 

Helldorado organizers tried to stem criticism by stressing the educadonal value of 

their reenactments by underscoring their historical accuracy. The Vigilantes prided 

themselves on documenting their costumes and reenactments by spending "long, hard 

October 19.1961. 
The Arizona Daily Star, October 16,1965. 
IbuL, May S,S, 1961. 
The Tombstone Epitcph, My 16. 1953. 
IbUL December 16.1954. 
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weary hours digging through old files, books, paper and personal stories in this area to get 

as nearly as possible, a complete and true story of the frontier life that was lived so fully in 

so short a time in 'the town too tough to die."*  ̂ Even the Vigilettes called themselves "ai 

history club," and organized "authentic" costume shows for Helldorado and staged 

melodramas such as "Bertha: the Beautiful Typewriter Girl." As part of its history 

function, the group funded guest speakers, and sponsored history paper contests in 

Tombstone schools. In 1957, Helldorado organizers, sought to enhance the legitimacy 

of the part of Wyatt Birp by accepting the services of Hobart Earp, alleged to be lawman's 

fourth cousin, to play the part of his illustrious relative. Earp. a California lapidary and 

fast-draw artist, returned each year until the mid-1960s, to act the role.'̂  

Besides dressing and acting out Western roles, businesses that catered to tourists 

also played a key role in reinforced the Western image. In addition to the construction of 

motels—Dodge City alone built 14 to accommodate tourists—each town featured souvenir 

stands, cafes, and garages that catered to the new influx of travelers. By the 19S0s, most 

o( them had distinctive Old West names that gave additional strength to their town's 

historic identity. Dodge Cî 's 1954Howdy book listed the Boot Hill Oil Company, the 

Trail Inn Hotel, the Boothill Grill, the Western Cafe, and the Lariat Cafe. A 1961 tourist 

guide for Deadwood recommended such businesses as the Wild Bill Bar, The 76 Bar, 

Buffalo Bar, Gold Bar, Calamity Jane Motel, Lariat Motel, Tomahawk Tent Camp, and the 

Gold Run Inn.'̂  Tombstone businesses blended revitalized original names along with 

newer ones, ftomotional brochures in the 1940s through the 1960s featured retailers as 

the Crystal Palact Cafe, Wagon Wheel Inn, Boothill Motel, Crystal Theater, Boothill 

Hardware, OX. Cafe, Wells Fargo Trailer Court, Can Can Variety Store. Purple Hogan, 

Mason's Corral Bar, Wyatt Earp Cafe, Lucky Cuss Restaurant, Johimy Ringo Bar, and 

"*HeUdofado Pltogram 1957. S.C.. U.AX. 
The Tombstone Epiteph, August 22.1975; Hdldondo Program 1979. S.C. UAX. 
HeOdondo Ptognm 1964. S.C. U-AX. 

Dodge SttangeaodHietzelPiiblisfaiiig. 1954. 
"Welcome lo the Twin attes of cfae Northern Black Hills of South Dakota." Dead wood and lead 

Oiambcn of Commerce. 1961. South Dakota ifistorical Society Archives. Piene. South Dakota. 
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the Iron Chinaman Laundry.'̂  

Often the towns themselves, through the offices of their chambers of commerce, 

constructed attractions designed specifically to draw in tourists seeidng historical 

experiences. "Enterprising people are giving Tombstone something with authenticity that 

the traveling public wants to see," The Epitaph wrote. This desire to satisfy needs often 

translated into community enterprises that blended hucksterism and history. Dodge City 

offered stage coach rides in the late 1950s and Tombstone opened some of its abaixloned 

mines for tours. Deadwood went a step farther. In 1953, Chadie Waters of the 

Deadwood Chamber of Commerce formed a non-proflt corporation under the auspices of 

the Chamber and purchased an abandoned pyrite mine once operated by Olaf Seim, 

renamed it the "Broken Boot Mine," and opened it for public tours.'̂  Six years later, Nell 

Perrigoue, Pat Wood, and James Shea opened a wax museum called the "Ghosts of 

Deadwood Gulch" with 80 flgures representing the daily life of eariy Deadwood. To add to 

its legitimacy, its proprietors announced the new exhibit was "educational in scope" which 

downplayed "the scenes of violence which are sometimes more dramatic.""' A few years 

later, the group added daily performances of the Trial of Jack McCall to the attraction. 

Despite the obvious overiapping with entertainment, the concept of authentidty 

continued to be the driving principle of oflicial and private types of historic 

commemoration. Tombstone, whose economy rested most on tourism by the early 1960s, 

was most sensitive to being perceived as at least having the image of historical integrity,'̂  

"Authenticity has been the key to success," Clayton Smith reminded Tombstonians in 

1962, adding that the community has "always operated on the premise that there's enough 

glamour in Tombstone's history just the way it is without adding a Hollywood touch." 

Smith urged readers to "be watchful and diligent if we are to maintain authenticity, lest we 

'"Tambstoiie promodoaai pamphleis, SC., U.AX. 
The TombsU>ne Epitâ  January 1,1959. 

'** The Black Hilb Weekfy, August 3,1955. 
'*'/»^Decanber9.1959. 

In 1972, ibe Anzooa DefMBtment of Eoooomic Flaontng and Wdfaie leafed iliat tourism was ifae 
driving focoe of the local ecoooiny. Tombsttne. Arizona Cdmmuniiy Rrofile," Flioemx; Depattmcnt of 
Econooucllanmng and Development, 1972. 
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take the easy road to commercialism.'̂  His dedication to authenticî  and historic 

accuracy about the West was strongly supported by many Western writers who routinely 

contributed to magazines such as True West and Frontier Times, out of the hc  ̂they could 

give the West the digniQr and respect it deserved. 

Western writers developed a missionaiy-like devotion to providing historic 

credibility to counteract what they perceived to be fomiularized Hollywood versions aimed 

at young people. Frank Robertson, the President of the Western Writers of America, 

believed Hollywood's "young hot-shot writers" failed to provide an accurate picture on 

television because of their adherence to the limits set by producers. ''Dammit, I love 

Dodge City," he wrote Ike Bassett, the secretary-manager of the Dodge CiQr Chamber of 

Commerce in 1960, "and I don't like to see it being slandered. Such shows as Gunsmoke I 

like, but in most of the others there's a terrible lack of originaiiQr." Robertson felt the 

situation would improve considerably if writers like his good friends, Homer Croy or 

Harry Drago were doing the shows. Part of the problem, Mike Chegwyn, an author of 

articles on the West, found it hard to be taken seriously as a westem researcher '̂ vhen 

society takes western history to be something for the younger set, or for Television 

actors!*"  ̂ Frank Waters, in his introduction to The Earp Brothers ofTombstone, 

proclaimed his intention was to expose the 't}reat American Myth" of the westem badman 

painted by pulps, slicks and paperbacks, one-reel Westerns, super-colossals, and the 

In the quest for the truth, writers argued amongst themselves over the real nature of 

characters. Wyatt Earp, due to his heightened standing from both movies and television, 

was the center of a firestonn between promoters such as Stuart Lake and critics like Grace 

McCool, Ed Barthdcmew and Frank Waters. 

The varied versions of the Westctffered by writers and Hollywood offered a 

dilemma to the towns, who banked on authenticiQr. Clayton Smith, the pubUsherof 

'** The Tombstone Epiuph, September 27,1962. 
'**FniikC. Robertion ID Dw Bassett, Mwdi 25,1960, PubUdOr Clippiiigs and CoRcqnadeiiGC Rle. 

19882.48, Document Box S5r, Boot IfiU Museum Aidnvcs. 
'"NfikeC!liegwyntoRobeit&gHi,Januafy5,1961,RobertEaganPapers,Box6, DenverPuUic 

lihmy. 
'** Rank WalBn. The Earp Brothers ofTombstone, Niew Yoik: Qaik N. Poller, Inc.. 1960, p. 5. 
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Tombstone Epitaph believed the m-going arguments damaged Tombstone's tourist 

industiy. "Wyatt Earp can't be a hero in one end of town and a bum in another," he wrote, 

** and have the visiting public impressed enough to come back or tell friends they should 

see Tombstone." He recommended the formation of a liistory school" directed by a 

''recognized historian" for those dealing with the public so everyone would have the same 

version of the past ̂  Similarly, Deadwood residents were urged to brash up on points of 

interest to give adequate and reliable information."' One way Dodge City and Deadwood 

tried to address the problem was by issuing official versions sanctioned by their respective 

chambers of commerce. Dodge City provided visitors offldal '*Howdy Books" beginning 

in 1954 which described the town's history as well as its retail and mum'dpal services. 

Tourists inquiring about about Deadwood's history at information booths set up and 

operated by the Chamber of Commerce were sold an (̂ ficial souvenir booklet which gave 

a short history its leading characters and founding. 

Was Wyatt Earp a hero or villain? How many men did Wild Bill Hickok actually 

kill? Was Matt Dillon based on a real person? Such questions that were once discussed in 

informal circles by the 1960s had become matters of public policy. Dodge CiQr, 

Tombstone, and Deadwood all saw movies and television as forms of advertising. Yet, 

what did they advertise? No movie or television program showed interest in their progress 

or modernism—such stories were mundane amidst a sea of thousands of such towns and 

cities in every region. Movies and television were only interested in their wild west 

pasts—which, ironically, were based images that they were largely responsible for creating 

and perpetuating. Through the continual telling of stories of heroes and events, set against 

the backdrops of saloons, gambling dens, street violence and prostitution, through popular 

literature, movies, and later television, these images became the means of defining the Old 

West Towns like Tombstone, Deadwood, and later. Dodge City, were lured by the 

economic ben t̂s and the sense of historic impcxtanoe such attention brought, and reifled 

these images as an integral part of their community's identity by adopting western clothing 

*̂''The Tombstone Epitaph, April 20.1961. 
<*• TheOacktmWeBUf, AprH 1.1938. 
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and mannerisms, leenacting the past, tailcxing public celebrations, and creating business 

and attractions which met tourist expectations. Were these towns commemorating their 

own history or Hollywood's version? By the 1960s, entertainment and authenticity were 

so deeply intertwined, it was very hard to tell. The struggle to separate commercialism 

from authenticity, long-time partners in the commemoration and celebration of the 

American West proved to be a difHcult, if not impossible task as local forces of historic 

preservation stirred in each town. As the golden age of the television Western ended in the 

1970s, each town moved in separate directions to And sanctiHcation and national 

recognition of its legitimate place in history. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: THE WILD WEST PRESERVED 

In each decade since the nineteenth centuiy, popular literature, histories, movies, 

and television affirmed that Deadwood, Dodge City and Tombstone's place in history was 

the one moment they thought exemplified the essence of the Old West Communities 

reinforced this feeling of exceptionalism through traditional public celebrations like the 

Days of '76, Helldorado, and The Boot Hill Fiesta. Efforts by chambers of commerce and 

community leaders to give make the Wild West period the official town identity through 

sanctioned slogans, public celebrations, monuments, and markers gave rise to a larger 

discussion within towns on how memory should be preserved to serve both the interests of 

posterity and local economies. Intrinsic to this dialog was an underlying need for each 

town to have its claims of historic impoitance be officially recognized and validated on a 

national level. The path to this goal was a difficult one. Preservation of memory in each 

of the three communities, whether through museums, building restoration, or replication, 

entailed balancing public and private agendas as a direct consequence of the blurred lines in 

each town between the needs of tourists, the local business community, and the desire for 

national credibility. 

The best evidence a conmiunity could offer as proof of historical legitimacy were 

the tangible elements of the past—people, objects, documents, photographs or buildings. 

These remnants achieved historical importance when placed on public exhibition in annual 

celebrations <x in museums by celebration reUc committee members or local historians. In 

Tombstone, Dodge City, and Deadwood, offldals deemed any objects or person that 

represented the Old West as historically valuable. This designation opened the road to any 

community member, regardless of sodal standing, to become a partidpant in the 

conununity's collective memory by simfdy loaning CM* donating a relic. Architecture and 

landscapes like Dodge CiQ '̂s Boot I£ll offered even more dramatic afHrmation of the post 

by providing both physical evidence and the imagined experience of a historic 

environment Unlike individual relics, buildings and grounds changed over time through 
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remodeling, weathering, or demolition and most remained in use by private owners. These 

changes frequently raised the concern of how much of the building remained that could be 

restored, and raised an even bigger question of the meaning of "original." Even more 

challenging to community members in Deadwood and Dodge City seeking to validate their 

frontier moment was simply having few vintage buildings left after the structures were 

swept away by fires and modernization. Only Tombstone had a substantial number of 

buildings remaining when preservation efforts began in earnest after Worid War H. Yet the 

absence of historic buildings did not mean losing architecture as evidence. If no buildings 

existed to provide the proper historic atmosphere as a means of keeping the memory of a 

prescribed era alive, they could be replicated, as they were in Dodge City. 

Museums were one of the most direct methods of validating the past. As 

institutions, they provided an official means through which individuals could participate in 

their community's official history by donating, loaning or selling objects, photographs or 

ephemera for public display. Instead of the modem anthropologically derived term 

"artifacC which describes an object in terms of its typological status in reference to a 

culture, communiQr museums of the eariy half of the twentieth century referred to their 

holdings as "relics"—objects that testified to truth of a historic event or personage by merit 

of assodation in much the same way certain religions preserved sacred objects that offered 

physical proof of their faith. Exhibit styles reflected the sacred connotation for historic 

relics. Like a reliquary, curators assembled and displayed objects topically, not in terms of 

illustrating an interpretive story as in modem practice, but in their own right, as assemblies 

of material evidence that testified to the truth an eariier time or personage. Hence, they 

could be associated with a famous person, a major event, a prosperous family, or 

vocational history of ranchers or homesteaders. Private and public museum administrators 

collected and displayed relics according to what they perceived were the important aspects 

of their communiQr's past In Deadwood, Dodge City, and Tombstone, both private and 

public museums assumed the form of Old West reliquaries, thus serving to legitimate their 

communiQr's claims of historic importance as well as assuming the function of aroadside 

attraction for the tourist business. 
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Deadwood 

Deadwood's first official effort to preserve community memory was the Adams 

Memonal Museum, which arose out of the efforts of Fred Gramlich, one of the original 

organizers of the Days of *76 celebration. Gramlich, a Deadwood resident since 1898, 

was a shoe store owner in Deadwood and Rapid City, who developed a sttong interest in 

museums after directing the collection of relics during the Days of 16 celebrations in the 

twenties and displaying them in stores downtown. By the mid-1920s, Gramlich had 

formed the Black Hills Pioneer Memorial Museum Association as the first step toward 

creating a municipal museum to house the laî e number of artifacts he collected.' In 1926 

he presented them in a ''Hall of Relics" in a vacant store downtown Deadwood. The 

following year, Gramlich presented a plan to fellow members of the Deadwood Business 

Club for a museum to be financed through public subscription. The proposal received 

unanimous endorsement and the promise of committee support its president, Ray L. 

Ewing.* It also caught the attention of William E Adams, a wealthy wholesaler and 

grocer and Deadwood resident since 1877, who had amassed a considerable fortune by 

expanding his wholesaling business into nearby states.̂  Soon after the plans were 

announced, Adams agreed to purchase a site for the city, pay for the total cost of museum 

construction, and provide an operating endowment, contingent on museum admission 

being free to the public. With both immediate and long-term financial support assured, the 

original museum conunittee became a building committee steered by Adams and Gramlich. 

After a regional contest, the committee hired architect Ray Ewing. who also happened to be 

the president of the Business Qub and a member of the building committee, to design the 

new downtown structure. Ewing's building featured spaces to house relics as well as a 

meeting space for the Society of Black IfiUs Pioneers. Atq> the structure, he designed a 

' 7A« Btacit Hills Weekly, SqNember 15.1927. 
*• TheDeadimodTelegram, August 2.1926; Febniaiy 10.1927. 
* Adams also aerved as mayor of Deadwood and picsident of the Deadwood Busmess Qub. 
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tower to house a set of electronically controlled chimes which could play fifty selections at 

any designated interval/ 

The Adams Memodal Museum opened in October 1930, as the new the ofHcial 

center of Deadwood's community memory. Museum supporters intended to mold it into a 

shrine to commemorate Deadwood's role in the Old West The Black Hills Weekly echoed 

this idea when it proclaimed that the museum would be a place where the '*Wild days of 

America's last Frontier will be lodged, imperishably in brick and stone, to last for future 

generations."  ̂At the opening ceremonies, Adams was a little more humble and called it a 

memorial erected to early pioneers ''who have ̂ ne to the great beyond."' To oversee and 

expand the museum's relic collections toward these ends, the city hired Irish-bom and long 

time Deadwood resident D. M. Gahey in April 1931. 

As the museum's curator, Gahey collected relics and photographs he believed 

documented the everyday lives of early Deadwood residents, its signiflcant events, and 

objects representing the surrounding environment A sampling of objects Gahey originally 

collected and displayed in the 1930s showed he took the meaning of "relic" quite seriously. 

In addition a large number of objects reflecting local businesses and everyday community 

life, he amassed a considerable number of artifacts that reflected Deadwood's Wild West 

legacy. These included the first steam engine to reach the Black Hills in 1879, a post from 

Custer's stockade in the Black Ffills, a leather trunk brought to the Black Hills in 1876, the 

original wooden headboard from Wild Bill Hickok's grave, Hickok's marriage license and 

gun, objects from Deadwood's Chinatown, Indian beadworks, a bullet ridden lithograph 

of the battle of the Little Bighorn from a saloon, a weather-beaten sign warning off claim-

jumpers, the skull of Two Tails, a rifle used in Indian battles, numerous geological and 

mounted animal specimens, and a miniature nudist ranch hand-carved by local resident 

One of the museum's most prized items was the Thoen Stone, a rock inscribed with a 

message allegedly left by seven prospectors searching for gold in the Black (fills in 1833 

* The Deadwood Tekgranh September 5.1929. 
* The Black HiUs Weekly, October 2.1930. 
•ibuL, October 9.1930. 
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just before they were killed by Indians  ̂

Gahey straggled to keep the museum generally in line with Adams original 

intention to celebiate early pioneers, but pressure accumulated for a stronger Wild West 

slant 1  ̂the chamber of commerce. Tourists logically made the assodation that a museum 

in Deadwood would naturally feature the town's most famous characters, Hickok, 

Calamity Jane, and Deadwood Dick, and assumed they would find a treasure trove of their 

relics." This fascination iilced the staid Gahey, who once confided to a Rapid City Journal 

reporter that "too much emphasis has been placed on Deadwood's notorious characters." 

The curator preferred instead to focus on the town's community builders and desired to see 

'*due credit and reverence placed on the unsung heroes who settled this roaring gold camp 

and saw it through its many privations to the modem town it was today."' 

Despite Gahey's personal feelings, the chamber of conunerce considered the 

museum a tourist attraction and was mariceted by Nell Perrigoue as an Old West memorial. 

One brochure published by the Chamber described it as '̂ chock full of mementos of 

Deadwood's mad early days—from Wild Bill's marriage certificate to big, raw gold 

nuggets.**'" Another flyer distributed by Perrigoue stressed its authenticity. The Adams 

Memorial Hall, it stated, 'Wers one of the most unique and valuable collections of any 

museum in the entire west The historic displays in the Hall could not be reproduced at 

any cost, many of them being brought into the Black Hills during the gold rush of 1876."" 

The eariy internal layout of the museum also catered to Old West. Thefirstfloorof the 

museum featured a heavy concentration of objects relating to Hickok, Deadwood Dick, 

Calamity Jane, and later. Potato Creek Johnny along with exhibits on local Indians while 

the upper balcony featured a extensive display of guns including Little Bighorn relics. 

Objects relating to everyday pioneer life, including clothing, tools, and mining equipment 

' Acoessiaas Regisity. Adams Museum. Deadwood. South Dakota. 
* The Block Hilb Weekly, June 29.1934. 
* The Rapid City Journal, Februay 19,1950. 
'""Deadwood: (fistoiic Gold Camp in die Black (fills of South Dakota, "ltd., n.p.. South Dakota 

Stale Aiduves, Piene. South Dakota. 
" **Pa  ̂of Outstandmglinlefest Which Should Not be Overiooked During Your Visit to the (fisloric 

Qty of Deadwood, South Dakota," 1934, File 96.124, Deadwood ncsetvadoa Aiduves. 
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were concentrated in the basement. Although not directly governed the Chamber, the 

curator was a city employee and the museum's attendance flgures served as a monitor of 

tourist numbers which were reported regulariy in Deadwood newspapers. Visitor 

comments also served as an barometer of visitor interest in the ciQr and its surrounding 

attractions. 

In spite of all their internal claims historic importance, neither the Adams Museum, 

the historic graves at ML Moriah, nor any of its other singular attractions provided the 

officially sanctioned designation of Deadwood's legitimate place in the history of the west 

The best means of achieving this status was through a formal national recognition; an 

opportunity which arose from the passage of the Historic Sites Act of 1935. Shortly after 

the passage of the law, federal site surveyors conducted a large amount of groundwork 

aimed at identifying possible sites, including mining communities like Deadwood and 

Tombstone for the new historic landmark designation. During Worid War II, the project 

was halted and remained in hiatus for over a decade. After the Historic Sites Act was 

revived in 1957, a new Consulting Committee reviewed the long list of eligible sites made 

recommendations to an advisory board of National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and 

Monuments. The board ofHcially notified Deadwood, along with a host of other 

conmiunities identified from the early study on July 4,1961 of its designation as a 

National Historic Landmark. In its report, the National Park Service's attention focused on 

Deadwood's reputation and characters, a recognition of their legitimacy: '̂ As well as most, 

perhaps better than any other, Deadwood has come to typify the wideKipen lawlessness of 

the frontier nnining camp... Much of Deadwood's present renown stems from the exploits 

of such notorious individuals. Wild Bill Hickok, Calamity Jane, Poker Alice, California 

Jack, and the legendary Deadwood Dick.'"  ̂The Wild West significance continued in 

Deadwood's application for listing on the National Register for Hist(»ic Places in 1966. 

According to the authors of the application, Deadwood retained 'Very much the atmosphere 

of an old mining town, adding that many of the old buildings still survived including 

The Black HiUs Weekly, July 12,1961; Deadwood siledesigiuMiaiiqxxt, ad.. Deadwood 
IVeaervaiioaReoacds, South DidEota Slate Arddvcs. Piene. South Daisoca. 
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Saloon Number 10, the site of Hickok's assassination. 

Ironically, ambiguiQr over the boundaiies of Deadwood's histoiic district resulted 

in questions of the nature of its original designation by state preservation officers. A 

review by John Rau, the State Historic Preservation OfTicer in 1969 uncovered a major 

irony. The report found that Deadwood's original designation based on its frontier period 

fell '*short of encompassing the the tnie historical character and significance of the 

resources contained within its boundaries," in large part because only one building from 

that era could be adequately documented. The report observed that Deadwood still retained 

"some of its old mining boom town atmosphere" but this situation was largely due to the 

fact that "several attractions in the city were and still are based on its days as a rowdy 

mining camp in a SOTiewhat fictitious facade." The really significant architecture, the 

report argued, were the "several authentic local landmarks including tourist homes, motels, 

and gas stations as well as the ever-popular Adams Museum that date from the eariy days 

of tourism development." By shifting Deadwood's historic significance from the boom 

days to eariy tourism, Rau established the rationale to allow the expansion of the district's 

boundaries as the period expanded lo 1939.'* 

Deadwood city and chamber of commerce difldals moved to restore the historic 

integriQ' of its business district In 1971, the ciQr office of Housing and Redevelqjment 

headed by Eddie Rypkema, a local car dealer and long-time director of the Days of '76, 

undertook the task of preserving a number of vintage buildings in Deadwood's downtown 

business district The office in turn, gave way to a Historic Preservation Advisory 

Commission which by 1975, struggled to ignite local interest in a city-wide preservation in 

the hope it would attract tourists.'̂  The costs of preservation in the 1970s recession 

forestalled any widescale restoration efforts through voluntary efforts and the movement 

ebbed. Preservation interest resurfaced in the 1960s, then took an unusual tum after a 

NalioDal Register of tfisloric Fboes Guvealofy-NdDitiialiaD Fonn. 1966, p. 2. Deadwood 
ftesetvaiioa Reooids, Sooth Dakota Stale Ardnves, Hem, South Dakota. 

^^Maiiaaal PiriiSctvke.NiMioaalRegbier of Ifistoric Places, Deadwood IfistancDutria 
Amendment, 1989, DeadwoodfteaervaiioaRBOQids. South Dakota SutfeArciitves,Piene. South Dakota. 

^*TlieLead-Deaitw>odDaUyCaU, SqNeiiibcr6,16, l9T2irhe Rapid City Journal, Febniary 22,1975. 
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disastrous fire in 1967 gutted three historic buildings. In its aftermath, a number of 

business leaders and restoration supporters revived an attempt by members of the chamber 

of commerce in 1983 to legalize gambling in Deadwood. Whereas the original attempt 

centered on bolstering the local economy, the new initiative supporters called themsdves 

the "Deadwood You Bet" committee and organized a state campaign to convince legislators 

and voters that a large portion of the generated revenues would be used to finance the 

historic restoration of Deadwood. 

Gambling and preservation movements united in 1969. At the same time, the 

Deadwood You Bet committee began its lobbying campaign, Deadwood passed an 

ordinance making a Deadwood Preservation Conunission part of the ciQ  ̂government 

This development was followed in January 1969 with the passage of an ordinance giving 

the preservation comnussion review power in the downtown district Meanwhile, the 

gambling arm of the preservation movement gained the enctorsement of the State Historic 

Preservation Center and the Black Hills, Badlands and Lakes Association, the major 

source of tourist promotion in the Black Hills region. Given the rising support, the state 

legislature agreed to place a proposed constitutional amendment before state voters. Voters 

oveiwhehningly approved the measure to allow limited stakes gambling in Deadwood on 

Novembers, 1988 and legalized gambling returned to Deadwood in November 1969. 

By 1990, Deadwood had succeed in two major goals; its past was officially recognized by 

the national government and the means of preservation achieved. Deadwood's past had 

been returned as a measure to preserve itself. 

Dodge City 

Like Deadwood, Dodge City's movement to preserve the memory of its Old West 

heritage originated from mixed efforts within the communiQr and attract tourists. Unlite 

'* Stale I&todGam6aeivainii,'*Repaft on {fisiofklYeaetvaiiao and Resiofaikn in Deadwood," July 
1990.p. 1-3. Somh Dakota Stale Aicliives,Picne, South Dakota. See \fididle Demus, tlambiing as a 
Tool for Fuiduig Small Town lYeaeivatkio: A Case Stuify  ̂of Deadwood, South Dakota, Muter's Iteis. 
Umvcnityof Oiefoo. 1995. 
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Deadwood, Dodge City received the full effects of television attention in the 19SOs and 

with it, unprecedented waves of tourists carrying with them strong expectations and 

images of a bygone West This influx of visitors heightened the awareness of the need for 

preservation of its frontier past while at the same time drawing attention to the irony that 

Dodge City frontier past had largely been eradicated by wrecking balls. In lieu of authentic 

frontier buildings, E)odge City embarked en a different course. If tangible elements of the 

past did not exist, they could be replicated "in spirit" it and authenticated with relics and 

national recognition. 

The Last Round Up in 1929 and Stuart Lake's biography of Wyatt Earp in 1932, 

served as two main catalysts for arousing feelings by newspaper editors that legacy of its 

pioneers was not only important, but in danger of being lost through modernization. In the 

late 1920s and eariy 1930s, Dodge City newspapers periodically issued concerns about the 

passage of pioneers and the end of an era. The survivors of those nirbulent days are being 

reduced rapidly," The Dodge City Daily Globe wrote, 'They have seen the thundering 

herds give way to the pfut-pfuting combines which symbolize the transition of the 

Southwest"'̂  A few months later, following the razing of a livery bam and construction 

of a gas station, the newspaper observed that "the press of civilization and the speed of 

ccmmerce are obliterating the evidences of the frontiersman's day...Before those prairies 

are covered with paved highways and the famous groves and landmarks are swept away 

by the inevitable march of progress, some good friend should come to their aid."" After 

The Last Round-Up in 1929 with its displays of relics heightened awareness, dialog about 

preserving memory shifted toward the need for a museum. The Globe reported "plenty of 

conversation" about the possibih'ty of a city museum to house the "hundreds of relics of 

frontier days which in time will be beyond value." The newspaper afflrmed that the new 

city hall recently constructed on Boot Hill had space set aside for such a purpose and 

pointed out that "a museum of old Boot Hill is a combination of frontier interest that should 

attract stirangers. Dodge City owes it to the heritage handed down to it to preserve properly 

The Dodge City Daily Gb)be,lkcaiiatx 12.1929. 
'* ttttd., April 21, 1930. 
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those articles of an eariierday,"^* The first museum in Dodge Cî  was not on Boot (fill as 

so many desired, but in Hamilton Bell's pet store in the city's downtown. In anticipation 

of a city museum on Boot tOll, Bell, as president of the Southwest Historical Society, 

offered a room in 1932 to the society to showcase relics such as buffalo skulls, ox yokes, 

branding irons and other items loaned from the private cdlections of its members.̂  

While Bell and the Southwest Historical Society members waited fruitlessly for the 

city action, a larger museum arose through an opportuniQr presented by author Stuart Lake 

to Merritt Beeson, one of Bell's close colleagues in the Southwest tfistoiical Society. Like 

his associates Hamilton Bell and Doc Simpson, Beeson's life-long association with the 

town fostered a strong commitment toward the preservation of its early history. Unlike his 

friends, Beeson was one of the few Dodge City preservation activists who has the 

distinction of being bom and raised in Dodge City. Beeson was the son of "Chalky" 

Beeson, a well-known saloon owner and musician. Menitt had been bom in 1878, and 

like his father, was interested in musical entertainment After serving in the U.S. Army 

during the Spanish American War, Beeson renimed to Dodge City, selling sand and 

gravel from his family's farm. In I91S, he opened the Beeson Theater in honor of his 

father, to host vaudeville acts and motion pictures. Later, Beeson served as a deputy game 

warden between 1925 and 1929. During his career, he became closely intertwined into the 

community not only as a businessman but as a member of various lodges and dvic 

organizations such as the Masons.*' Through these associations and his Dodge City 

pedigree, Beeson became interested in the history of his city and joined Bell and Simpson 

in their original efforts to create a museum on Boot Hill and organize the Southwest 

Historical Society. 

By his own recollection, Beeson's entrance into the museum business in 1932 was 

accidental. Following his publication oiWyattEarp: Frontier Marshall, Stuart Lake asked 

'*A ,̂JaDe25,1930. Unsfed^af the loss of the pioneer past was a conunoascnliiiMiit in 
Western towns. See the discussMn in Robert G. Atlieni, The Mythic West in Twentieth Century America, 
Lawrence: IMvetsî  of Kansas, 1986, pps. 43-63. 

'̂ IbuL, August 24, 1932. 
""Meiritt Beeson," tianscî uiB^Iemtt Beeson Reseaidi Hie, Bool EM VfiiseuniAiclKvcs,Dodse 

CiQr.Kiasas. heieafierdiBd asBHMA, DC; ne Dodge City Daily GhbeJammy 27.1956. 
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Beeson if be would gather up and ship him some historic relics relating to Dodge City that 

could be exhibited in California to promote his boolc. Beeson remembered that he 

"gathered up quite a display" and sent them to Lake. When they returned almost a year 

later, Beeson was besieged by requests by locals to see the now famous relics by virtue of 

their California exhibition. In response, Beeson and his wife arranged them in their 

basement and soon began collecting historic objects from neighbors and conununity 

members who wished to have them exhibited publicly. By the end of 1932, Beeson had 

amassed over 500 objects and by his own estimate, 2000 photographs. The collection 

filled his basement, now officially called The Corral"" or more commonly, the Beeson 

Museum. As the number of visitors increased and number of relics and documents grew, 

Beeson expanded his exhibits upstairs and charged admission to cover his 

costs.® 

Through his museum, Beeson assumed the mantle of custodian of the town's 

history, believing it was bis mission to create a repository of artifacts, photogr^s, and 

documents from which the true story of the city could be told for public benefit He was 

particularly interested in its early period and actively collected items that related to its 

historic characters and "glamorous days." At one time be appealed to Wyatt Earp's widow 

for Earp material and to friends and acquaintances for gambling items.̂  By 1935, his 

collection had grown to the point that he was authorized to participate in the WPA's 

Historic Records Survey of the town's history using WPA relief workers to sort through 

his collection of photographs, newspapers, court documents, coroner's reports, and hotel 

registers. Beeson hoped the survey would create "an authentic documented history of 

£)odge City that could not be found anywhere else."  ̂

His inspiration stemmed from his belief that the fictions created by the media about 

his city could be overwhehned with carefully documented history—a stance he believed 

 ̂MenittBeeaoa.'̂ ^ îaeiini,'' inaaciqiiiaiimBec3oaPapera,BoxlB.BHMA, DC; ZTIeDm  ̂
City Daily Globe, January 11,1933. 

** VfenittBcesaaiolbto.Wyatt&Bp,Jaiiiiaqr 16,1934. Beeson ioFfaiikWancn.Jiiiie 6.1934. 
Beeaoa Papers, Box lA, 1996^4, BHMA, DC. 

** The Dodge City Daify Globe, Smmy 30,1935. 
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was also shared by tourists. 'Thousands of visitors have been thrcxigh the museum and 

their opinions have aroused us that violation of history will soon be chected by the general 

public," he wrote, adding that **disgust for the ones responsible will see themselves on the 

outside looking in; only authentic historical history will survive the test"" Beeson 

distrusted writers who sought him out for information after finding that much of what he 

provided was misinterpreted. After an initial meeting with Walter Campbell (who wrote 

under the name Stanley Vestal) in 1949, a professor of American literature at the 

University of Oklahoma, then researching his book Dodge City, Queen ofCowtown  ̂in 

1949, Beeson wrote that his case seemed to be "running true to fonn" with his previous 

experiences and asserted his determination never to sell information for those seeking to 

proHt from fictionalizing the town's history. Only after heartfelt assurances from Campbell 

that he was a academic scholar of high standing and would not profit from his history of 

the city, did Beeson finally agree to cooperate.̂  

Like the Adams Museum in Deadwood, Beeson touted his museum as an 

educational facility while at the same time promoting its Wild West aspects to attract 

tourists. In 1950, he relocated the museum to a new larger site just outside the ciQr on a 

main highway leading into IDodge City to both acconunodate his 6000 items collection and 

provide greater visitor exposure. Following the move, Beeson advertised The Corral as 

"authentic history and articles'* featuring "photographs of the good and bad men and 

women of the plains." Among these photographs he emphasized Bat Masterson, Wyatt 

Earp, Bill Tilghman and Luck Short, along with the "true story of Boot Hill."  ̂ This 

promotional thrust was also routinely carried by in newspaper account of the museum. 

One reporter was fascinated by its piano from the Long Branch Saloon, but made special 

note on its gambling devices, guns, and cowboy relics.' 

An unanticipated byproduct of the success of Beeson's Museum was new interest 

" Vfemit Beesoo, "Beeson 24,1939. Beesoa Papen, Box IB.BHMA, DC. 
" Beesoa to Waller Caoipbell, June 6,1951. Campbell to Beesoo. Jme 13.1951. Beesoa Papen. 

BoxlA.BHMA.DC 
The Cotial pmnwrional pMiiphlet.n.d.. Beeson Papen. Box IB. BHMA,DC. 

** "Beesoa Museum, Becoming Shrine of West." Hobbies, 5S( April 1950). p. "29; The Hutchinson 
]limaatjfews, June 10,1959. 
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in a city-sponscHed museum at Boot Hill. The town's mayor, E. G. Gingrich was worried 

the existing Boot (fill commemoiation consisting of Doc Simpson's statues failed to live 

up to the expectations of the growing numbers of tourists in comparison to the Beeson 

enterprise. '*A great many peofrie who have read of Boot FfiU stop in Dodge CiQr to see it, 

or even go out of their way to come by here," he told a reporter in 1935,''and then they are 

disappointed at what they Hnd."  ̂ The mayor was heartened by Beeson's offer to donate 

his collection to the cî  if construction conunenced. But the continued lack of funds in the 

Dust Bowl choked-city forestalled any forward motion on the project despite attempts to 

attract New Deal funds earmarked for public improvements.̂  With the onset of Worid War 

II, talk ebbed despite the finding of a survey done in 1941 by the Kansas Road Bureau that 

revealed that Dodge City and its association with the Wild West was the leading reason 

given by motorists for visiting Kansas.̂ ' 

With the end of Worid War II, interest among dvic groups renewed in a ciQr 

museum on Boot Hill Museum, precipitated in large part by a decision by the city 

commissioners to build a municipal auditorium at the place originally earmarked for a 

museum. To forestall criticism after the announcing the decision, new mayor Bert Green 

quickly assured citizens the new construction would not interfere with Simpson's existing 

Boot Hill flgures since the cemetery was such a "valuable attraction to Dodge City 

visitors.*  ̂ A few months later, the mayor unveiled his vision for the form in which the 

Dodge City's historic conunemoration should take. Speaking before the Chamber of 

Commerce, he described the future construction of what he believed to be a typical Kansas 

frontier cowtown. He envisioned the replica to be a "commerdally profitable 'movie set" 

of the town's original Bxnt Street featuring a corral, woridng blacksmith shop which 

could sell small "DC" souvenir branding irons, a museum, and a hotel which would serve 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, January 18,1935. 
** Dodge QQr was sdecled to be the ccnier in Southwest Kansas for a museum extension service with 

60 employees aimed at furnishing educaiioiial maienals to piMic scfaoob. These maietiab were aimed at 
boosting local uidustnes such as agriculture, minenls, and transpoftatioa, along with encowaging 
pageantry and historical incidents to surrounding counties. Atf., January 28,1937. 

Much 3,1942. 
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EXxlge City steaks '̂ served on checkered table cloths by costumed waitresses."" Each 

building would be constructed in "historic fashion.'* The only drawback to the scheme 

was the price tag. Green estimated a cost of $100,000 and told listeners that local 

businesses would have to shoulder the burden since the city would never undertate such a 

massive project̂  

Green's vision was too ambitious for Dodge City's commercial sector and the 

concept was tabled—at least for the next few years. Meanwhile, a new plan emerged. In 

January of 1947, W. B. "Dad" Rhodes announced his retirement as the overseer of the 

Boot Hill attraction. Believing the site would be abandoned, R.C. Hill, Jr., a leading 

member of the Dodge City Junior Chamber of Commerce, convinced fellow members in 

February that the Jaycees should assume responsibility for site and improve it by 

upgrading the cemetery and building a museum. Paul Allen, Jaycee president, and a 

committee of club members presented their proposal to Mayor Green and received the 

city's blessing to construct a museum on Boot Hill.̂  Within a few weeks, the Jaycee plan 

unfolded. R. C. Hill, now the project committee chair, drew up designs which called for a 

600 square-foot structure built from concrete blocks made to look like adobe so the 

museum would replicate a false-front frontier building. Ffill's plans also called for a curio 

shop, a cowboy wishing well, and corral. The centerpiece of the building was a miniature 

version of Green's period setting: Hill envisioned a model of the entire southwestern 

territory stretching from Dodge City to the Rocky Mountains featuring over a thousand tiny 

figures of buffalo, cattle, wagons, cowboys, and Indians, plus the historic landmarks 

crudal in the region's development. The diorama was to be surrounded by a series of 

glass cases with fliled with historic relics.̂  At the same time Hill unveiled his plans, the 

Jaycees launched a local fund-raising campaign. Going from merchant to merchant, club 

members raised $4500—enough to construct the building that spring, but not much else. 

When it opened that summer, the Jaycees could only present a modest version of Hill's 

April 26,1946. 
'*/»tf..Fcl)niaty28. Mareh 14,21,1947. BootHm.Iiic.AiiiiiiiiRqioct. 19SB.p.2. Jaycee 

Sciapbook. #7968M. BHMA, DC. 
* The Dodge Cit̂ Daify Globe, 14,1947. 
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vision because of lack of funds. Instead of a massive miniature diorama of the region, the 

main feature was a small model of an Indian village with a series of hand<carved figures of 

Indians and buffalo carved by the museum's first manager and custodian, Roy Hardin.̂  

Now called the Boot Hill Jaycees, the club rationalized its role as museum 

administrators as part of their commitment to public service for its value as an educational 

facility and as a means to strengthen the local tourist industry.̂  As evidence of this 

commitment, the club refrained from charging admission, relying instead on donations and 

the sales of souvenirs to keep the enterprise afloat Since its mission, according to the 

museum's newsletter, was "to preserve the spirit and history of the old west" and "to 

bring tourists to Dodge City and keep them here as long as possible,** the new Boot Hill 

Museum emphasized existing sensationalism of the cemetery, heavily supplementing it 

with artifacts and features that matched audience expectations of the Wild West and its 

associated violence " In 19SI, they added another room to the museum called the '*grave 

room " The room's primary attraction was an open grave showing a skeleton and the 

remains of a casket found on the old Boot Hill site. Two years later, a group of Jaycees 

"took" the old Ft Dodge jail house dating from 1864 and installed it on the site as an 

additional attraction as what one Jaycee later called "a grim relic of the early days of the 

west"" 

Despite the good intentions of the Jaycees, Boot Hill's ersatz graves and the lurid 

quality of its presentation brought critidsm of the attraction by many who were offended 

by its hucksterism. Joe Hulpieu, the furniture store owner who dreamed of turning Boot 

Hill into a historical park that replicated the Sante Fs Trail in miniature, called it "just a hole 

in the ground" that needed to be made back into a hill with the existing museum placed 

underground.̂  Rejecting criticism, the Jaycees protected the nature of their presentation by 

**'X)pentiaasarBootIfillMiiseamaiidFhntSinet,''JayceeRecoids#7754.p.2, BoxSl, 
BHMA, DC: The Dodge City Daily Globe, 27,1947 

 ̂ ia die fidd of Tiade IVomoiioo,'* Dodge Gty Jumor Cbamber of CammeiGe. Jayoee 
Scnpboolc, 7966d, BHMA, DC. 

The Boot Hill BuOetin, August 23,1954, BooduU Fik. Box S9A, BHMA, DC. 
"BootHUlV&ucum.Iw.. AnaualRqxMt, 1958, p. 3, Jaycee ScmpboolE, #7968M, BHMA, DC. 

The Dodge City Daily Gb̂ , Ndvanber3.1952. 
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claiming it represented the spirit of the times, not the literal truth. ''Some of our more 

critical neighbors say Boot Hill is a farce and that it was moved from the east side of the 

wider territory than the space in now or earlier covered," one member wrote in the Boot 

HiUBiUetinin 1954, "^vhether it is north, south, east or west of the City Hall, it makes no 

difference. It is still Boot Hill. As the big sign on the cemetery grounds says, it is still a 

MONUMENT TO THOSE WHO DIED WTTHTHHR BOOTS ON." 

Shoving aside critics, the Jaycees continued to add new features to the museum. In 

1954, museum administrators exhibited a steam locomotive along with an extensive 

collection of guns. The club constructed a room to house the guns, funding the new 

construction and the gun collection with money loaned by five Jaycee members. The 

orgam'zation, in turn elected to protect the debt d" its members by incorporating the 

operation as a non-profit entity called Boot Hill, Inc. with all Jaycees included as 

stockhdders and governed by a board of trustees from its ranks.̂  Aside fmn protecting 

its debt, the new organization was intended to place the museum on a solid business 

footing to facilitate plans for a future expansion to accommodate the growing numbers of 

tourists coming to the city as a result radio and television exposure from Gunsmoke. 

Mayor Green's old plan of a replica of the town's old Front Street still loomed in the minds 

of many Jaycee members who were eager to start serious planning for the new project̂  

As the number of visitors increased, the Front Street concept seemed to appear a 

logical supplement to both the Boot Hill and Beeson museums. Such museums were 

limited in the means in which they offered visitors an experience of the old West since they 

were restricted to exhibits of their relics, photographs, curios, and dioramas. Visitors 

hoped for more. "As usual, we get tourists who still think we're living in the Old West," 

George Heinrichs, the director of the Boot Hill Museum once told a reporter."** When they 

did not get moie o( the Wild West, criticism followed. '*We had Eastern relatives visit who 

The Boot mi BuUetiiu August 23. 1954, BoothOl Hie. Box S9A. BHMA, DC. 
**/&«£, p. 4; tlpenitiaiis of Boot (fill Museum and {toot Street.'* Jaycee Reoocds #7754. p. 2, Box 

81. BHMA, DC. 
The Boot Hitl Bulletin, August 23.1954. BootfaOl FUe. Box 59A. BHMA, DC. 

**UmdeDiifiedClippiDg,ad..n.p.. Boot (fill Reseaidi File. Kansas HeriUige Cater. Dodge Qty. 
Kansas. 
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couldn't wait to see Dodge CiQr," one Dodge City Globe reader wrote, "and in thirt>' 

minutes they had seen it Disappointed? You said iL"*  ̂

The lack of frontier era buildings thwarted any larger Western experience in Dodge 

City. Tlie Mgh Plains Journal repotted in 1958, that "in Dodge City, the only one of the 

buildings on the eariy day townsite left is the one made over into a rug cleaning plant by 

the Dodge City laundry."  ̂Since visitors would not flock to see a rug cleaning plant, the 

Jaycees turned to the concept of providing them the next best experience; replication of a 

Wild West environment by reconstruction its notorious Front Street Dodge City was not 

alone in this line of thinking. Three decades earlier, a reproduction of colonial 

Williamsburg was created in Virginia on a massive scale through the generosity of the 

Rockefeller family. More recently, Frontier City, outside Oklahoma City, and Old 

Tucson, a movie set constructed in 1940 near Tucson, Arizona, took similar advantage of 

the fifties western craze by offering repUcations of entire western towns. 

Dodge City's Front Street replica finally came through a complicated series of 

events revolving around the town's attempt to become the home to the National Cowboy 

Hall of Fame. The idea for a national shrine devoted exclusively to cowboys and the West 

originated in 19S3 with Charles A. Reynolds, the chairman of the board of the R D. Lee 

Company in Kansas City. To move the idea forward, Reynolds created a board of trustees 

consisting of the governors of 17 western states plus two governor-appointed members 

from each state. In January 1955, the group met in E)enver to set up the parameters for 

deciding which city was best suited for the honor.̂  Within the next few months the group 

entertained proposals from 47 towns, including Abilene, Kansas; Cheyenne, Wyoming; 

Denver, Colorado; Las Vegas, New Mexico; Rescott, Arizona; North Platte, Nebraska; 

Oklahoma City; Coiorado Springs, and Dodge City. Even Tombstone and Deadwood vied 

aslocations. This list was then cut to ten by by a location committee. After site visits, the 

field was narrowed in March to three Hnalists: Dodge City, Oklahoma City and Colorado 

**Umdaiiified Qiiipaig. itd.. tip., BootlfiU Rcseatdi FHe, Kansas Herit̂  Cdiicr. Dodge Qty, 
Kansas. 

'* The High Plains Joymat. March 27,1958. 
*'lbiiL, Febniaiy 10,1955. 
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Springs. The final choice would be made in the following month. 

Upon receiving the news, a number of Dodge City business and ciQr leadeis led by 

Lany Yost, Gene Gunner, president and vice-president of the Boot Plill Jaycees, with the 

support of mayor Gordon Morgan launched an all out campaign to get the city the nod. The 

movement began with a city-wide meeting of local businesses where Yost, the president of 

Boot Hill, Inc. headed a committee to coordinate efforts. Racing against the deadline. 

Gene Gurtner, a local architect, provided aichitectural renderings of a impressive structure 

which included a dining room atop a tower overlooidng the city, a two tier parking garage, 

and ample space for reUcs and exhibits.** Hus rendering was the prime feanire in a quickly 

prepared case statement in which Dodge City systematically outlined the reasons why it 

was the ideal setting. Foremost among the reasons, according to the authors of the 

document, was the town's place in the history of the West, and its Wild West reputation in 

particular. "Dodge Cî  is the product of a romantic past," the statement began, ''showing a 

violent record which includes thundering cattle herds, range wars, rampaging buffalo 

herds, gunflghts in the streets, daring marshals and all the other segments which 

contributed to history of the old West" The introduction continued by pointing out that 

Dodge City stood alone among '*other Old West cities, whether it be claims of cattle 

bawdiness or gunfighters" because it was the first to "edify the Cowboy himselP as 

evidenced by the Simpson statue, its nickname as the "Cowboy Capital," its two 

museums, and Boot Hill Hesta and rodeo. The authors further tried to strengthen their case 

by pointing out the town was already an estabUshed national shrine to the Old West. "Few 

cities have been written about as much, or filmed or better known the world over than 

Dodge City," the authors wrote, "Dodge City is IT whenever a cowboy is thought of or an 

animal is branded, and whenever one thinks of law and order or the Development of the 

West is discussed." As evidence, the statement listed 24 books and 7 movies and the radio 

[Kogram GunsmokeJ* 

At the same time, the case statement was being prepared and sent to Hall of Rune 

***QiwboyHidlafFaiiie: Dodge Qty,'* Qiwboy Shrine Hie—1955,1968.2.10. Documeot Box 
55B. BHMA.DC. 
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trustees, Yost orchestrated a letter writing campaign to show widespread popular support 

for Dodge City. In his instructions to letter writers, Yost listed the names all the trustees 

and restated the reasons why it should be selected, directing letter writers to emphasize its 

national publiciQr: 'Tell the man or men you write to that you have BEEN IN DOEXJE 

CITY or SEEN DODGE CITY IN THE MOVIES OR ON TELEVISION, or HAVE 

HEARD ABOUT DCXXfE CITY ON THE RADIO." He cautioned them, however not to 

say that a friend or relative asked them to write a letter." Simultaneously, Yost's committee 

solicited the support of other Kansas communities as well as the state's governor and other 

state politidans. Dodge City received widespread endorsement from its fellow Kansas 

communities—Abilene even withdrew its applicaticMi in deference to Dodge. Meanwhile, 

the neighboring towns Garden City and Pratt, feared that the hucksterism of Boot Hill 

as an embarrassment to the state, and pledged their assistance to Dodge on the condition 

that it get rid its **notorious tourist trap. Boot Hill" which The Garden City Telegram 

regarded as "tarnish" on a "monumental project." After this suggestion raised the fury of 

Jess Denious, the publisher of The Dodge City Daily Globe, the towns retracted their 

demand, but refused to change their opinion of Boot Hill. The editor of The Garden City 

Telegram, conunented that if Dodge wanted to continue to "perpetrate that cemetery fraud 

on the witless public, then I suppose all we can do it to keep warning the gullible." 

What effect the Boot Hill kitzchiness had on the final decision by the Hall of Fame 

trustees on April 15 is unknown. On the day the decision. Dodge City began its final 

presentaticm before the trustees by announcing the arrival of its delegation in Denver with a 

parade led by the Dodge City Cowboy Band. Representing the interest of the Kansas town 

was a powerful assembly headed by Governor Fred Hall, a Dodge City native; and Kansas 

senator Andrew Schoepel. In his address to the trustees. Hall offered the support of every 

Chamber of Commeroe in Kansas for the project along with pledges from state labor, 

agricultural, and individual business assodations. In addition, he announced the backing 

"Dodge City the Cbwbî  CqMial"Type«mtlea docament in Cowboy Sbrine Hie—1955. 
1968.2.10. DociinKntBox5ffl. BHMA.DC 

" 77ieGardbiCiiiyrdlegram,iLd.,clQiî  in CbwboyShiuie File—1955,1988.2.10, Document 
BoxSSB. BHMA.DC. 
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of400,000 school children plus the assurance that the Kansas legislature would provide a 

state apfxopriation. When the presentations by the three cities concluded, a reporter for 

The Hutchinson News-Herald  ̂believed the general consensus among close observers was 

a decision in favor of Dodge City ° This hope dashed quickly when it was announced two 

days later that Oklahoma City had received the nod, based on the state's willingness to 

provide monies up front to finance the prqect 

The decision embittered many Kansans, who felt their historical claim to the Hall of 

Rune had been tnimped by Oklahoma money. '*We don't believe we have ever seen a 

bunch of people as mad as Kansans over the decision," The High Plauis Journal observed, 

"to sell the memorial to Coahoma City for cash on the barrelhead. Those who expressed 

their chagrin amounting to bitterness, were not all from Dodge City, either."" Letters of 

sympathy and support flowed into Dodge City from throughout Kansas. One supporter 

from Ashland, Kansas representing the National Press Women, called it the "Hall of 

Shame" and described it a "sell-out" that was "as cheap as the plot of a third-rate Westem 

movie."  ̂Governor Hall called it a slap in the face to the people of Kansas and urged the 

citizens of Dodge City to respond to the insult by constructing their own shrine in Dodge 

City."7%e Kansas City Kansan endorsed this idea: "Let the governor, senators, chambers 

of commerce and hundreds of individuals who plead the cause of Dodge City continue to 

do so, but to carry on in practical manner by acquiring a site and erecting a Kansas 

memorial to the cowboy, in the real cowboy capital."  ̂

The response to HalFs call for action came on the Monday following the unpopular 

decision. On the evening of April 19, a hastily called mass meeting attended by perhaps as 

many as SOOO people from Dodge City and its surrounding communities gathered there to 

hear a series of speaters, among them Dodge City mayor Gordon and state senator Bill 

Weigand, describe the need to launch a statewide campaign to construct their own shrine. 

** The Hutchinson, Kansas, News-fkraU, Apnl 16.1955. 
 ̂The High Plains Journal, April 28,1955. 

** Rmh McNfilliomo Dodge ay ehambcr of Ommeicc. April 18,19 .̂ Cowboy Sbiw 
File—1955, DocuiiieatBox55B, BHMA,DC 

** The Kansas City Times, April 19.1955. 
" The Kansas City Kansan, April 18,1955. 
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As an expression their anger, some Dodge Citians hung a diunmy with a sign "A good 

cowboy" next to a placard reading "Judas Sdd-Out for Money.** As a result of the 

meeting, interested parties fonned a new statewide conunittee with Hany Stark of Dodge 

City as chair to set a initial goal of raising $100,000 to construct the memorial. Spurred by 

strong emotions and existing pledges to the original concept, the local fund reached 

$50,000 within two weeks.̂  To differentiate itself from the original, the new Kansas 

group incorporated themselves as the Cowboy Capital of the World, Incorporated, with 

headquarters in Topeka, the state capital. 

Serious differences soon emerged between state committee members and Dodge 

City members over the proper site for the shrine. In June, 19SS, the mayor of Dodge City 

issued a letter to the committee offering a site on Boot Hill to the Cowboy Capital of the 

World if it also agreed to construct a replica of Old Front Street" The proposal was taken 

into consideration by the building and site committee and added to a list of sixteen other 

potential Dodge City locations. In the fall, the committee assembled in Dodge and toured 

all seventeen potential sites guided by the impression that each would be available either as 

an outright gift or for purchase at a minimal cost. Dodge City representatives, however, 

refused to consider any site other than Boot Hill. Given the fact that Gene Gurtner and 

Lany Yost, along with other Boot Hill Jaycees comprised the nmjoriQr of Dodge City 

representation, the Boot Hill move came as no surprise. After the visit, Yost, as president 

of Boot Hill, Inc. issued a strongly worded letter to Mayor Gordon Morgan afiirming the 

group's insistence that the only acceptable site in EXxlge City where the '̂ cowboy should 

be honored" could only be "the most hallowed spot of his heritage. Boot Hill." Yost 

indicated to the mayor that if a site other than theirs was chosen fcx* the shrine. Boot Hill, 

Inc. would withdraw its support and not allow its museum to be incorporated into the 

project Yost added that the group did not wish to see two tourist attractions in Dodge City 

and felt they had an "obligation to the businessmen of Dodge who have helped us so much 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, April 30,1955. 
** Bufldiiig and Locaiiaa Caoumttee, Cowboy Cqiiial. Dk. U) Qiizens and Voios of Ford Ownty, 

Febniaiy 29,1956, Cowboy Capital CbUectiao. May 1,1956-1959, #1968.2.17, Document Box 55C, 
BHMA,DC. 
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in the past in providing an attraction for visitors to our city."" The building committee 

brushed off Boot Hill, Inc.'s strong arm tactic on the grounds that neither Boot Hill's 

location within the city limits or its reputation was appropriate to the project In a published 

statement, Ferrell described the committee's opinion that "a cowboy and his horse has 

never been found in the heart of a city and that is always looked at as a man in the wide 

open spaces." Nor did the committee feel that Boot Hill was the most hallowed spot for 

cowboy heritage: "We feel that ail history will agree with our thinking that Boot Hill did 

not become famous because of the reputable and peace loving cowboy. Rather, the name 

came from those who died with their boots on and was typically the cowhand or outlaw 

who ran afoul of the law. That is not the typical cowboy."*° 

The biggest problem for the committee was the failure to come up with a viable 

alternative. After reviewing the seventeen sites, all but two—Boot Hill and an Old Army 

airbase—were eliminated. Of these two, only Boot Hill remained the most plausible 

because of the city's pledge to donate the site. Feeling stymied by their own negative 

feelings toward the Boot Hill site and the failure to find an alternative, the committee 

recommended to the state board that it suspend planning unless EXxlge City presented a 

more viable site or other Kansas locations could be considered. If neither of these met 

approval, it recommended dissolving the state organizadon in favor of making it a Dodge 

City projecf̂ ' At its first annual meeting in Emporia (where it had moved from Topeka), a 

slowdown in campaign revenues, exacerbated by the the Boot Hill impasse, resulted in the 

decision of the board to shift the project into the hands of the Dodge City contingent In 

the new arrangement control passed to Dodge City and its Chamber of Commerce. One 

d* the new board's first acts was to move the headquarters from Emporia to Dodge City. 

There, the Chamber of Commerce assumed control by controlling the appointment of 

** Lany Yost lo OoidoD Mofgan, December 8.1955. Cowboy Ca{Mlal CoUectioD. May 1.1956-1959. 
#1968.2.17. Docmnait Box 55C. BHMA. DC 

BiiildiiigaiidLocatioaCoiiiimtlee, Onvboy Capital, Inc. to Qfizeas aod Voters of Ford County, 
Febniafy 29,1956, Cowboy Capital Collection, Miay 1,1956-1959, #1968.2.17, Document Box 55C, 
BHMA, DC 

*' Building and Locadoa Comminee, Cowboy Capital to Diicclon, Cowboy Capital Iteject, ad.. 
Cowboy Capital Collection. May 1,1956-1959, #19flB.2.17, Document Box 5X2, BHMA. DC. 
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Dodge City representatives, and by fuinishing office space and administiative stalTing.'̂  

Now in authority, the Dodge City Chamber controlled board announced Boot Hill 

as its offidal site and embarted on plans to reenergize the sagging capital campaign. In 

March of 1957, the total amount raised amounted to only $120,000 ° The new board, led 

by R. Roy Taylor, a Dodge City motel owner and highway promotion organizer, with an 

obvious interest in tourism, quickly launched a new $250,000 campaign to construct the 

cowboy shrine. Dodge CiQr made no apologies in announcing the prime purpose of the 

shrine was the creation of a tourist attraction, a direct reflection of the Chamber's prime 

motive, which in the words its president in 1956, was '*to create a memorial which will 

attract tourists with attendant economic values."*  ̂ Official publications, acknowledged this 

intention, using the language of creating a viable industry, and validated by placing it 

within the context of £)odge City's place in the West A "Fact" sheet issued to potential 

donors described the project as having a "broader significance" because it offered 

"recognition by this city of its own unique historical background and the great part Dodge 

City played in the opening of the West and the spread of the United States from ocean to 

ocean. The new campaign focused on the creation of the Cowboy Shrine, a more modest 

building designed by Gene Gurtner, which included a miniature replica of Dodge City and 

exhibits on peace officers but considered the Front Street idea a secondary consideration.*  ̂

A shift of interest away the shrine in favor erf* the Front Street project cdncided with 

the rising popularity of Gunsmoke and WytMEarpaad the number of tourists the 

programs bring to Dodge Cî . In 1957, the Boot Hill Museum boasted the highest 

number of visitors in its history—295,000—along with its largest revenue and resulting 

surpluses.'' C. E Knight, a Dodge City businessman, in a letter to TJie Dodge City Daily 

George Weeks to Jobn D. Banow and Assodaies. June 19,1956, Cowboy Capital CoUeclioii, May 
1,1956-1959, #1988.2.17, Document Box 55C. BHMA, DC. 

**1116 Dodge City Daity Globe, Mach22,1957; Vaughn Kimball, President of Dodge City Chamber 
of Commeree to John Drake, October 2.1956, Cowboy Capital CoUection, May 1,1956-1959, 
#1988.2.17, Document Box 55C. BHMA, DC 

•*lbid. 
* "Facts." Cowboy Capital Collection. May 1.1956-1959. #1988.2.17. Document Box 55C. BHMA. 

DC. 
** Annual Report, 1958. p. 6. Jaycee Sciapbook. #796 .̂ BHMA. DC. 
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Gbbe in September, 1957 expressed the sentiment that Dodge needed to capitalize on the 

potential new windfall. He believed the ciQr was "blessed by not by nature, but by history 

with the heritage of the old west" and recognized that tourists arriving from the East, 

carried with them specific visual expectations. "Recent TV {Hograms," he continued, "have 

added a mental image to the tales of radio, with Dodge City the center of locale." Knight 

recommended that "with a nominal investment in cash, talent and sweat. Dodge City could 

live up to its reputation of TV and radio fame and recreate most of the scenes and activities 

of the old west" Rather than a "fancy, marble shrine," he urged that if "the tourist wants 

to come to Dodge City and pay to see a chapter of Wyatt Birp...Ief s give it to them."  ̂

Rush with the success of the Boot Hill Museum, the Jaycees made a formal proposal to 

the Cowboy Capital of the Worid organization in the fall of 1957 to rebuild the Old Front 

Street replica cm the Boot Hill site. The Cowboy Capital of the Worid agreed and entered 

into a formal partnership with Boot Hill, Inc., allowing the latter to manage the replica, 

with future profits to be managed by both corporations." The decision was celebrated by 

one Dodge City newspaper. After affirming the opinion that "pay-as-you-goers are 

looking for notorious front street," the writer applauded the intention to match tourist 

expectations: "With out-of-state requests pouring in. Dodge Citians wisely have decided to 

put the money raised for a Cowboy Hall of Fame into a replica of Front Street...There*s 

gold in that thar hill north of Wyatt Earp Boulevard and Dodge City had decided to mine 

it."® 

Now financed, construction on the replica commenced in late 1957. Both its 

ceremom'al ground breaking by actor Hugh O'Brien, dressed as his character Wyatt Earp in 

January 1958, and final dedication by Gunsmoke actors Milbura Stone and Amanda Blake 

on August 1,1958 offered strong symbob'sm to its television connections. To offset the 

criticism that surrounded Boot Hill, organizers promised that the replica would be an 

accurate copy of Front Street in the IKTOs. Acoar^ng to The Dodge CUy Daily Ghbe it 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, SqNeoiber 17.19S7. 
** "Opentiaas of Boot Hilt Vfiiseum and Firoot Street." Jayoee Reoocds #7754. p. 2. Box 81. BHMA, 

DC. 
"Clippaig. n.d, its.. Iroiit Street Pnj/eet 1958. Box 59A. BHMA, DC 
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would "be as authentic as possible " and "designed to provide a center of reliable 

information about the old west to visitois.**  ̂ The row of false front buildings attempted to 

reflect what its organizers perceived to be a Wild West atmosphere. They included the 

Rath and Wright General Store, dry goods store, and dental office. The main attraction 

was its Long Branch Saloon (a version of which was shown on Gunsmoke) which 

feahired floor shows, can can dancers with a star performer. Miss KitQr, inspired by the 

Amanda Blake character of the Gunsmoke series. For an additional level of authenticity, 

Jaycee members funushed the buildings with relics purchased from the Beeson Museum.̂  

The success of the Front Street Replica proved the accuracy of the Jaycee's 

understanding of the need among tourists for a broader Western experience. During the 

opening month of August alone, visitation reached 90,000 and by the end of the year, 

reached an all-time high of370,076. Gross receipts were six times the size of the previous 

year.̂  At the begirming of 1959, Don Young, Jr., the president of Boot Hill, Inc. and 

Front Street proclaimed the combination to be the biggest tourist attraction in Kansas.̂  

Flush with success, the Boot Hill/Front Street operation continued to expand its services. 

Museum administrators added Stage coach rides in 1960 and gunfight reenactments in 

1964. Boot Hill. Inc. purchased the Beeson Museum the same year, and housed it 

within its complex, allowing Merritt Beeson's daughter to manage it They moved the 

Hardesty House, an 1878 ranch home to the site in 1969. Two years later, the organization 

added an ice cream pariorand a theater to facilitate larger and more sophisticated stage 

productions. 

Organizers of Boot Hill, Inc. were aware that Front Street's success depended on 

television programs, particularly, Gunsmoke. To satisfy tourist demands for the Old West 

experience, museum and front street administrators stressed gunfighting, historic 

characters and other standard images over less consumable subjects like homesteading or 

The Dodge City Daily Globe, December 14,1957. 
MenittBeesoadicdiaJiaiiiiaiy, 1956.TbeBeesoa Museum was piodiased by Boot HOI. IDC. in 

1964.; Boot IfiU \fiiseum. Inc., Annual Repoct, 1958, p. 7, Jayoee Sciapbook. #7968M. BHMA, DC 

" The Dodge City Daily Globe, Febiuacy 9.1959. 
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community building. Writer Robert Pearman, observed in 1960 that despite the 

knowledge that violence in Dodge City was overblown by television. Dodge CiQr residents 

were enamored by the "sweet smell of tourist dollars" and were "^showing a growing 

tendency to pretend that it is." But regardless of whether the legend of the ciQr stemmed 

from real lawmen such as Eaip or fictional ones such as Matt Dillon, Peatman pointed out 

correctly that it added up "to the biggest bonanza in free publicity since Baroum gave the 

world Tom Thumb. And IDodge CiQ ,̂ where for years the repentant citizens tried to forget 

the ciQr's frontier sins, is becoming one of the biggest tourist attractions between 

Williamsburg and Disneyland.*^" This observation was later ailiTmed by George 

Heinrichs, the executive director of Boot Hill, Inc. Heinrichs told a reporter that the show 

kept the city in the tourist business and acknowledged, and pointed out that since the 

program began the average number of tourist rose from 150,000 to 405,000 in 1971.̂  

The generation-loig dependency on Gunsmoke ended with the cancellation of the series in 

1975, raising questions on the future of the town's principle tourist attraction and historical 

commemorative effort Publicly, Henrichs displayed confidence in continued growth,̂  

but declines in attendance—a drop to 280,000 in 1977 and the resulting fall in 

revenue—indicated a need for some fonn of action to bolster the Museum complex.̂  

Planning for the museum's posX-Gunsmoke future was led in 1977 by the recently 

hired Museum director Jim von Gremp. Gremp inaugurated the process by inviting a 

professional museum consultant to facilitate discussion among the museum's major 

stakeholders, including the mayor, trustees, chamber of commerce members, and museum 

staff.*" One of the direct results of the meeting was the decision to ccmstruct a fence around 

the facility and charge admission as a means of raising revenue, preventing vandalism, and 

ensuring better crowd control. Von Gremp increased the number of Long Branch Shows 

in the hope, as he told a reporter for the Globe, that "the history and entertainment will 

" Bob PEannao, "For HfteenYetn Dodge Qty was a NfeanTo«rii,"Ar{Hr(]ntfA<igazt/ie. July 1960, p. 
35. 

" James Dcaiiey. "The Town 'Gtimmolte' made Prosperous. ** Grit, Odober 8,1972, p. 27. 
 ̂The TopekaDaify CapUat. April 3,1976. 

"The WichitaEagk. May 26.1978. 
 ̂The Dodge City Daily Globe, December 15,1977. 
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biing people back."  ̂When the people did not return and von Gremp departed. Boot Hill, 

Inc. trustees made a monumental dedsion: invigoiale the attraction by departing from its 

television-bred flctionalization and recraft its image as an authentic historic institution. In 

1979, the board hired the institution's first professional director Jim Sherer, a college 

instructor with an MA in history. Sherer in turn, enlisted Richard Welch, director of the 

Studebaker Museum in Indiana to serve as its first academically trained curator. Sherer and 

Welch made it their mission to fulfill the board's plan to have the museum be nationally 

recognized through accreditation by the American Association of Museums, a program 

launched in 1970 with the intention of creating a professional standard for museums and 

historical societies."* 

Most Sherer and Welch's efforts to build historic credibility centered on 

removing all the elements of hucksterism and television influences that fed the institution's 

tourist trap image. The pair removed Simpson's concrete casts from the fake Boot Hill 

cemetery and covered over the open grave (which served as a macabre wishing well for 

visitors) despite protests from some board and conunimity members. At the same time they 

tackled the daunting task of cataloging and documenting the museums artifact collections 

and trying to make the facades on Front Street truly reflective of their period. More 

significantly, the pair shifted away from the emphasis on gunfighters and the lurid aspects 

of the Wild West toward one on communiQr building and the role of Indians and minorities 

in the town's development To underscore their new approach, Sherer and Welch 

masterminded the construction of a new 7500 square foot visitor's center which included 

an orientation exhibit gallery, archival space and a small theater." In 198S, exactly a 

decade after the end of Gunsmoke, the museum was accredited by the American 

Assodation of Museums and with it, achieved their goal of attaining national recognition of 

Dodge City's historical legitimacy. 

Tombstone 

ÎbuL, December 14,1977; The WichitaEagle, May 26,1978. 
TciesaBynie-DKM^e, HequiemfaraTaaBStTfap.** Ameruxma, Jmmy/Fcbtaary, 1984, p.64. 

*' Ibid., passim. 
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In contrast to Deadwood and Dodge CiQr, historic preservation efforts in 

Tombstone centered on the ambitious goal of saving the lai:ge number of its existing 

frontier period buildings around which the town was gradually building its identiQr. 

Serious talk about preserving the town as a whole began following Tombstone's loss of 

county seat operations, led by the new editor of The Tombstone Epitaph, Walter Cole, 

chamber secretary Arlington Gardiner, and Ethel Macia, a long term resident According 

to Harry Carr, the author of The West is Still Wild, who witnessed a meeting of town 

boosters in 1931, talk centered around two preservation plans: first to msdce the town a 

historical monument by not allowing any now construction in the old district and creating a 

new town nearby and second, to And a wealthy benefactor such as John D. Rockefeller, 

Jr, to subsidize the town as a historic park.° 

Throughout the thirties, the group, led by Cole, struggled to find some means of 

preserving the slowly deteriorating building. Following the passage of the National 

Historic Landmark Act in 1935, he turned his attention to the National Park Service, 

hoping to have Tombstone designated as a national monument maintained by the National 

Park Service." After enlisting the help of U.S. Senator Carl Hayden, the Epitaph owner 

arranged a site visit by William R. Hogan, a Park Service representative in 1936. Hogan, 

impressed by the town's history and the large number of its vintage buildings, 

recommended in his report that the Bird Cage Theater become a National Historic Site.** 

Horgan's preliminary report was not followed up until 1940 due to the large number of 

other historic mining camps included in the initial survey. In 1941 and 1943, Aubrey 

Neasham, the regional supervisor of historic sites, issued reports recommending that 

Tombstone be designated a historic landmark by virtue of its large number of endangered 

sites and buildings which allowed the town to retain "much of its historic flavor." It was 

** The Los Angeles Times, April 26,1931 
** Waller Cole to Douglas Miartui. October 17,1961, Walter Gile Piqiets, SC. UAL: Qiaries B. 

Hosmer, Jr., Preservation Comes of Age: From Wittiansburg to the National Trust, 1926-1949, 
ChaikMtesviUe: Umversilyof Viigmianress. 1981, p.368. 

** William R-Horgao, Report oaTombsiooe, Arizona. October 1936, Arizona Depatunent of Libniy. 
Aiddves and Î lbiic Recofds, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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clear that the inspector's optnion was strongly influenced by the town's feputation. "Even 

for a mining camp," he wrote. Tombstone was unusually lawless and became nationally 

notorious for its gunmen and violent feuds, the feverishness of its gambling, its numerous 

barrooms an its hectic life." Neasham strongly advised that the National Buk Service set 

up an advisory board composed of national, state and local representatives and create a 

master plan for the preservation and inter{»etaiion of the town " Because of U.S. 

involvement in Worid War II, Park Service officials suspended action on the report and 

tabled it until 1957. 

Meanwhile, Cole, new mayor Brooks Davis, Judge John L. Larrien, former 

mayor R. B.Krebs, and Mada tried initiate a local restoration movement by forming the 

Southwest Museum Association, whose first goal was to convert the now empty 

courthouse into a museum. During Krebs' term as mayor, he secured the building for the 

city by arranging for it to be leased to the city from the county for fifteen years at a cost of 

one dollar per year with the plan to make it a museum and prevent the historic structure 

from being used for private purposes.*' The prime obyective of the group was to fund the 

ccMiversion by ̂ )pealing for a state senate appropriation through a direct solicitation to 

Arizona Governor R. C. Stanford.'' The Attorney General felt the proposal was 

unconstitutional and said that it would only be feasible if it was framed to represent a 

museum representing southeastern Arizona. Disappointed, Cole appealed to the governor 

to tack the appropriation onto a state fair bill, saying that "if Tombstone is to persist as a 

relic of the eariy days of the state, it must have some help from the state, itself." 

Unfortunately, the desired state monies were not forthcoming and with Cole's departure 

1938, the preservation momentum dimim'shed. 

Although the intention by city officials and chamber of commerce members to 

** Aubcey Neasham, Special Report oo the ftoposed Nialionat Historic Site of Tombstooe. Arizona, 
May 1941, TambstooeFile, Arizona Stale Paik Archives. State HisloiKfteservalioaOCnce,Fhaeiiix. 
Arizona; Arizona Sites Survey Department. "Hie Advance of the Fhntier." 1943, p. 72. FA 13  ̂Arizona 
Depamueut ofLibraty.Aidavcs and RiblicRecowb. Phoenix. Arizona. 

The Arizona Daily 1933; The Douglas Daily Dispatch, Nmtcaba 3,1931. 
"The Tombstone Epitaph, Fdbamiy 4,11.1937; Waller Cole to Governor R.C. Stanford, Febniacy 

4.1937; Arizona GovemorFaes, Box 9, FIO. Arizona Dep«tment of Lihwy. Aidiives. and Public 
Recoids, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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preserve Tombstone's buildings was evident, there was little acoial physical restoration. 

Throughout the depression and Worid War II a large number of its old buildings 

deteriorated, were remodeled, or razed. Tombstone's first post office was demolished, 

joining the Mining Exchange Office, onginal SheiifTs office. Fly's Photo Studio, and the 

Grand, Cosmopolitan and Occidental Hotels into oblivion. One of its last visages of its 

Chinese immigrant community, the Quong Wing Sing &nporium, lost its roof and rapidly 

crumbled, the 14-room home of EB.Gage, once owner of the Grand Central Mine, 

became the Loma de Plata Guest Lodge, Schieffelin Hall was remodeled, and in 1939, the 

first church included in the Gird building, originally opened by Endicott Peabody, fell to 

the wrecking ball. In 1946, a Douglas businessman leased the long empty Tombstone 

Courthouse from the county and tried to remodel it into a three story hotel. Following the 

economic recovery after World War II, both long-term and new residents started to voice 

concern about the growing number of architectural changes. The Epitaph reported in 1946 

that it was "deluged with communications bemoaning the loss of landmarks to the real 

estate boom." Alarmed at the threat to historic environment, Clayton Smith, the latest in a 

line of Eĵ taph publishers who took the lead in raising historic consciousness, called for 

the people of the city to assume responsibiliQr and preserve Tombstone as a historical 

shrine." 

Smith's call for action found its voice in D'Estell Izard, a Hollywood movie 

executive. Izard, a lover of Western lore, became interested in restoring Tombstone after 

being stationed at nearby Ft Huachuca. Izard made a series of visits to the town after 

1946 and gradually aroused interest among Izard among long-term residents Ethel Macia 

and R. C. Krebs, and newly airived citizens such as Edna Landin and Clayton Smith in 

launching a new restoration effort" Over the next three years, the group built a core of 

local support, assisted by Smith, who used the Epitaph to exhort communiQr members to 

lend their assistance to Izard, calling the effort the last chance to save the town's 

** The Tombstone Epiwph, March 14,1946. 
**RadioIiitefvie«rTiaDSGnpt,KSlJN.Bisbee,Fcbniafy7,1950. TambataoeCautllioiise Stale Hisloiw 

Paik Aicidvcs, Tombstaoe. Aiizooa. Heieafter died as TCSHPA. 
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disappearing past̂  

In October 1949, Izaid and his supporters met with business leaders to oflldally 

unveil their dream of a Tombstone restored to its original frontier gloiy. They envisioned a 

completely restored downtown district which would "be authentic in eveiy respect" that 

included the rebuilding of building facades, the installation of wooden awnings, 

constmction of hitching posts and water troughs, building boarded sidewalks, the 

restoration of historic buildings such as the O.K. Corral and SchiefTelin Hall, and the 

removal of all modem advertising signs, power lines and telephone wires.'̂  All together, 

Izard estimated the cost of the completed project to be $350,000. Knowing that the plan's 

success rested on the support of the business community, Izard and his supporters 

embarked on a campaign in the fall of 1949 to drum up enthusiasm. Izard, concerned 

about the stigma of possible huckstensm, pledged to keep the project free of 

commercialism by allowing the restored downtown free and open to the public. Yet, to get 

the support of businesses, he returned to old argument that Tombstone was loosing its 

share of the tourism market by failing to give the "tourist industry what it wants—the dd 

West." Thousands of people know Tombstone, he told the 'They have found 

mental pichires of an old western iniheir minds, and they expect to see just that when they 

come to visit'"  ̂Izard later toid a group of business leaders that the present Tombstone was 

"somewhat of a disappointment to visitors in that it has become a fairly modem appearing 

city."" With the new restoration program, he promised. Tombstone would boom as the 

"Williamsburg of the West'*** Gayton Smith, speaking through The Epitaph was more 

direct He called the local economy at "low ebb" and warned that "100% backing" was 

necessaiy if the scheme were to be realized.*  ̂ This talk contradicted the ofilcial line of the 

group which maintained that its intention was not to create a tourist attraction, but simply 

The Tombstone Epiutph, October 13,1949. 
** Bud., Januaiy 26,1950. 

October 6,1949. 
"ftia;, October 13,1949. 
•*Ibid., November 24,1949. 
"/W.. October 13,1949. 
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to show "visit{»s from all parts of the country what an old western town was really 

like."* 

In December, Izard and other preservation supporters incorporated themselves as 

the Tombstone Restoration Commissi(m, publicly stating its goal was to make Tombstone 

'̂ e showcase of the West** The group stressed its grass roots basis based on allowing 

any resident to be a voting member of the commission. Designed to bridge the private and 

public sectors, a seven person board composed the Governance Commission, four of 

which were elected from the general membership, including two appointed by the city, and 

a commission-appointed historian. The initial governing members represented a powerful 

conbination of long-term residents— Ethel Mada, the historian; A. P. Giacoma; Mayor 

John Giacoma; Sam Medigovich, along with the more recent arrivals, Clayton Smith, C. 

M. Bdmer (former executive director of the American Wildlife Institute), and Izard as 

director. The commission launched its campaign to restore Tombstone on January 5,19S0 

with a week-long western celebration proclaimed in person by Governor Dan Garvey as 

'Tombstone Restoration Week." At the request of the commission, the governor appealed 

to all Arizonans to contribute to the new project as a means of honoring Tombstone's role 

in the state's history. The campaign kick-off was supplemented by a special restoration 

issue of the Epdaph and reenactments of historic incidents by the Vigilantes." 

The publicity surrounding Tombstone Restoration Week drew both interest and 

criticism. The grassroots nature of the Restoration Commission and its professional 

approach intrigued federal offidals. Rederick Rath, the executive secretary of The 

National Council for Historic Sites and Buildings, pledged to provide any information or 

expertise to Izard if it was ever needed." &ik Reed, the Regional Archaeologist for the 

National Bark Service, called it a '̂ genuine local project, organized and supported by local 

people with objective of true restoration, not primarily designed to attract tourists." He 

afHrmed Rath's belief that it merited the cooperation of the National Park Service and 

National Council, but felt that the **widespread feeling in Arizona of antagomsm of Federal 

**RadioIaieiviewTiiiisGript,KS(JN,Bisbee.Fd)niaiy7,19S0.TCSHPA. 
"Ibid.,¥amKy9,1950. 
**FtederickL.RailiioIzKd.Fcbniaiy 14.1950. TCSHPA. 
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land ownership and Federal authority" made it "inadvisable" to suggest any National 

Historic site arrangement" After a visit to Tombstone in April, Reed concluded that 

Izard's thorough research and strong sense of vision made their technical and assistance in 

planning unnecessary. The biggest challenge, the archaeologist concluded, was the 

problem of raising the large sum of money needed to support "such an ambitious 

project."'® 

At the same time, the project drew criticism from some who questioned the basic 

idea that the experience of the frontier period could be brought back in the present Walt 

Cobum, the editor of Walt Cobum 's West Magazine, endorsed the intention of the 

commission but felt that the Hollywood style reenactors were insulting to the memory of 

the real pioneers: "Let's not have any more of those whiskerino vigilante, blank cartridge 

forces to mock the dead in the boothill graves."'°' A more scathing comment came from 

The New York Tunes, which questicned the core idea that the feeling and experiences of 

actual people of the past could ever be replicated through architectural restoration. The 

editor took particular offense at the comparison to Williamsburg, which he believed 

merited restoration simply because it "was a gem of Colonial Architecture." Tombstone, 

on the other hand, "never surpassed the Taj Mahal or even a railroad street in a 

Pennsylvania coal town.What old Tombstone did have for a few short years was 

life—loud, roaring and bawdy—and pyrotechm'c people. Alas, how does one rebuild or 

recreate them? If the Tombstoners know how lo do that, they have something." Let the 

townspeople dress up as their fathers did in the Eighties, be wrote, but they will "neither 

be able to lay the ghosts that stalk Toughnut Street nor, far more important to flesh them 

and let them crowd their way once more to the faro tables a the Crystal [̂ ace.""° 

Resistance was also evident within the community, a factor which was a grave 

concern to the Restcnation Commission since the foundation of its plans rested on 

grassroots fimd-raising and support Ethel Macia, the commission's offlcial historian by 

"EiikK. Reed 10 Dticctor, Match 1.1950. TCSHPA. 
***Reed ID Director, May 23.1950. TCSHPA. 

Tombstone Eî ta  ̂ Jaiiuary26.1950. 
'T/ie New York Times, Januaiy 24,1950. 
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virtue of her life-long residence in the communis and interest in its history, acknowledged 

the situation early and admitted that the commission would **not be able to satisfy 

everyone" even in terms of historic accuracy."" Although the commission strived for 

community consensus, many business leaders and residents still subscribed to ideas of 

modem progress, contemporary advertising methods, and laissez faire attitudes toward 

commercial development in general. One group, represented by Lester Huston, felt the 

Restoration Commission should reconstnict Old Tombstone along the lines of Old Tucson 

at a separate location and let the downtown business community become modem, a idea 

resisted by the commission because of the costs and loss of authenticity such a plan 

posed.'°* Over and over, Izard tried to get support by assuring downtown business 

owners that the commissions plans were only "concerned with the external appearance of 

the town" and pledged to "have nothing to do with any interiors and anything done 

therein.""" Such rhetoric failed to engender the support the project needed. The lack of 

consensus was clearly evident to Erik Reed, who after his visit to Tombstone in the spring 

of 1950 observed that "many of the local people are either hostile, or indifferent, or else 

impatient for impossibly quick results.""  ̂

By the end of the year. Restoration I îdent C. M. Palmer admitted the campaign 

had failed because the inability to generate funds. of reason, he believed, stemmed 

from a downturn in the economy f(4lowing the decommission of Ft. Huachuca and the 

resulting loss of income as the military moved out As a result of the combination of 

circumstance, the citizens of Tombstone could only raise $1400, barely enough to cover 

initial expenses and the cost of a six-minute fihn appealing for funds. The only actual 

restixation work was done to Schieffelin Hall, a project performed in-kind by the local 

Radio Inietview Tmiscript, KSUN, Bisbee, Febnuury 7,1950, TCSHPA: The Tombstone E t̂aph, 
Novembers, 1949; DofodiyG.E'&liiier, "Ethel Vfacia: HntLadyofTambsloiie,''i4rc;ona//i;g/m'ays, 
April 1958, p. 30. 

^«*TheTomlatoiieEpiU ,̂ Febcoaiy 12,1953. 
Radio Iniemew Tnoscript, KSUN. Bisbee, Febmaiy 7,1950, TCSHPA 
Reed lo Diieoor, May 23,1950, TCSHPA. 
Edna Ladin to Governor HbwanlPyie, January 12,1951, Governor Hies, Box 120c, F17, 

ADLAPR. 
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Masons under the sponsorship of board member A.P. Giacoma.'** In his annual report, 

delivered in December, 19S0, Palmer conceded the original goal of a grassroots fundraiser 

was " the product of enthusiasm and not of a clear understanding" of the extent of the 

undertaking. Much of this naivete, he confessed, was due to the belief shared by Izard and 

other members that people around the country "were just waiting for the opportunity to 

contribute to such a project to restore Tombstone," a situation hampered the fact their 

lack of experience in fundraising. The inability to raise money was deeply discouraging to 

Izard, who subsequently retired from the conunission. The lack of experience also carried 

over into the actual work of restoration. Palmer admitted restoring buildings such as the 

O.K.Corral, which at first seemed to be a simple proposition, was a formidable challenge 

given the dearth of photographs and documentation. He recommended a reconsideration of 

the conunission's stance on no commercialism but reasserted the idea that tourists come to 

see a "legitimate" show about the Wild West, a goal which would ultimately be achieve by 

restoration of the town's historic atmosphere."" 

Two weeks later. Palmer issued a new more cost-effective strategy intended to 

create a historic atmosphere as a stopgap measure to the massive restcxation they originally 

envisioned. Instead, he requested the conunission place its energies toward attracting 

tourists by focusing on historic interpretation and obtaining community support "Hrst 

and foremost," Pahner wrote, citizens must "WEAR WESTERN. There is no alternative." 

He also requested the return to the old names of businesses on buildings regardless of the 

current business, installation of historic markers at historic sites, creation of a guide map, 

organization of a guide service, use of the Vigilantes "with Vigilante badges and side arms, 

boots and stetsons" as colorful providers of information to visitors, construction of a series 

of exhibits on mim'ng, gambling, ranches, Mexican-American life, Indians, and a diorama 

of gunfights. Merchants were also encouraged to display vintage products from the 

The Tombstone EpiUph  ̂My 6,1950. 
M. Palmer, AmuaiRepoit of TomiMtoiieResloralioaCoiniiiissioii, December 21,19S0, 

TCSHPA; The TombstoHe Epita ,̂ December 28,1950. 
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1880s."° Following the new museum-like strategy, the commission exhibited a large 

collection of assay and mining equipment next to its ofRoes in Schieffelin Hail.'" 

In 19S5, Edna Landin succeeded Palmer as the president of the commission. The 

choice of Landin proved to be fortunate indeed; during her five-year tenure, she brought to 

the office new energy, a strong sense of pragmatism, and an adeptness in local politics. 

Landin moved to Tombstone with her husband from Bisbee in 1949, soon displayed a 

remarkable at̂ Qr to climb up within the conununiQr's sodal and political power 

structures. In addition to being president of the Restoration Commission, she served as 

treasurer of the Woman's Club, sat on the Cî  Park and Recreation Board, headed the 

Tombstone Business and Professional Woman's Club, and in 1957, became the first 

woman to be elected to the city council. More importantly for the cause of preservation, in 

the three years before assuming presidency of the Restoration Commission, she served as 

the president of the chamber of commerce, a position that provided her with a powerful set 

of political and business allies. 

Landin returned the focus of the Restoration Commission to architectural 

preservation. Instead of trying to revitalize the earlier plan of trying to fund a massive 

project with a large-scale campaign, she concentrated her energies in halting the further 

demolition of historic buildings and searching for public funding to preserve the town's 

famous courthouse. Economic changes also worked in her favor. After the U.S. Army 

aniwunced the reactivation nearby Ft Huachuca in 1953, Tombstone was flooded with 

new business applications."  ̂The prospects of new stores raised concern among Landin 

and elected ofllcials about the need to protect the historic downtown from the threat of 

modem development "In a few months," the E^pUaph reported, "enough changes could be 

made to create an entirely different town than that for which Tombstone is famous." In 

February 1954, the mayor and city council instructed the city legal advisor to draft the 

""CM. Palmer. '̂ A Few Suggestifliis farTombsloiie Reslccalion.'* Janua^3,1951, TCSHPA; The 
Tombstone EpiU t̂h, January 25,1951. 

"'Au/.. April 26,1951. 
"'FtHuadumwasdoaeddoimiii 1947, leopenedduî dieKofBanWar.tiiea briefly deactivaled 

agam. It was leaciivaiedui 1954 as liiepennaaeot site of liieAimy'selecttaiiic proving grounds. 
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tcnvn's first oidinance to preserve the "western flavor  ̂of the six squaie blocks of 

downtown Tombstone.̂ '̂  When it passed on April 10, the oidinance established a 

bordered restoration zone, a zoning commission consisting of the mayor, a representative 

of the Restoration Commission and three at large members nominated by the mayor, and 

the requirement that all new buildings within its boundaries conform to the Tombstone 

atmosphere as prevailed generally in 1883." This environment was to be achieved by 

limiting the height of buildings to twenty feet, limiting construction materials to adobe, 

frame or brick, and forbidding any adornments, signs or outside fixtures not consistent 

with Old Tombstone. To Clayton Smith of the ̂ ntaph, the lack of protest by the 

business community was a signal that the town had finally recognized its future rested on 

"building a tourist industry** based on history. "Mines come and go," he wrote, "history 

with its fabulous amount of free advertising is here for keeps.""  ̂

With the ordinance secured and the downtown's historic integrity protected by law, 

Landin turned her energy toward restoring the old county courthouse and opening it to the 

public. The building became available for preservation following the unsuccessful attempt 

to convert the courthouse into a hotel. In the interim, it fell into disrepair and became a 

major concern for Landin and the commission who elected to take it on as the 

commission's first tangible project."' Early in 1954, Landin and the conunission secured 

"arrangements" with the county to take over the building for the purposes of restoration."  ̂

With the building secured, Landin started a campaign to provide funds to remove the 

renovations made by its previous lessee. By 19S7, she had raised $60,000 including in-

kind construction donations and the city's assistance to reroof the structure. The cash was 

enough to stabilize the structure and restore its first floor. Even though the second floor 

Tjmdin to Pylc, February 26,1954, Govemor's Files, Box 120c, F17. ADLAPR; The Tombstone 
Epita  ̂February 18,1954. 

Aid, Match 3.1954; TambsloiieResU)iBtiaaZoningOidinaDce.Nuniber l<l6.TainbslooeHle, 
ADLAFR; Billy Ganett and James W. Gaitisoa. PUm fi/r the Creation of a Historic Environment in 
Tombstone, Arizona  ̂Tombstoae, Arizona; Tambstone Restoratioa Cbmmissioii, 1972, p. 25. 

"'The Tombstone Epitaph, April 1. 1954. 
"* Htnnr J. Bames, Tombsloae: An Adventure iaio ffistory," Arizona Review of Business and Public 

Administration. l4(Oclober 1965), p. 7. 
Landin to Pyle,Fcbniaty 26,1954, Governor's Files. Box 120c. F17. A1X.AFR. 
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remained unfinished, in October of that year the commission moved its exhibits and 

offices out of Schieffelin Hall to the partially refurbished courthouse and opened it to the 

public.'" 

At the same time, Landin struggled to obtain state funding for the project Even 

after an initial rebuff by newly elected Governor Howard Pyle in 1954, she hinted that 

Tombstone would seek an appropriation, pointing out to I l̂e that the territorial 

courthouse was the oldest in Arizona, and "therein is further appeal for help from all 

citizens of Arizona.""' Refusing to be denied, Landin opened a dialog with Dennis 

McCarthy, the director of the Arizona State Parks Board, stressing the need for the 

courthouse to be designated a state monument After months of negotiation, McCarthy 

notified Landin in September, 1958, that the courthouse would be part of a new first-year 

plan for inclusion in the new Arizona State Park system. The following month, Landin 

confirmed with McCarthy the offer to deed the building to the state, which in turn agreed to 

finish the restoration work. Under the agreement, the state allowed the Restoration 

Commission to maintain its bookstore and store in the facility.'̂  The courthouse came 

under the jurisdiction of the state as Tombstone Courthouse State Historic Monument on 

August 1,1959 as the third park in the new state system. Now understate control, 

contractors removed the rest of the 1946 improvements and completed the second floor. 

Then in keeping with Tombstone's Wild West atmosphere, they constructed a replica of 

the gallows "with 13 fateful steps" originally used to hang the four Bisbee store robbers in 

1884, in the building's courtyard.'*' 

At the same time Landin engineered the transfer of the courthouse into state hands, 

she learned the National Park System had renewed interest in surveying sites for national 

landmaric status. After a note to the chamber of commerce that Tombstone was being 

considered, Landin immediately contacted its regional historian, Robert Utley, to remind 

""Tombsloae Reslotatioii Cotanuanoa," Helldondo ftogtam, 1979, SC. UAL: Bames. p.7. 
"*Pylc to l-iwHiii, January 18,1954. TJWMKII lo Pyle, Fdmiary 26,1954. Govemor's Files, Box 120c. 

F17. ADLAPR. 
Laodm to Deoms VfeCarthy. October 27.19S8.TCSHPA. 
The Tombstone Epitaph, March 30. My 26,1961. 
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him the town's earlier consideration as a National Monument'̂  A year later, after a site 

visit by Utley, she guaranteed him their fullest cooperation since there "was no question" 

that the town's landmarks should be "designated a National Monument—an authentic 

shrine to our last Frontier of the Old West"'̂  At the same time, Landin hoped to exploit 

the new national interest by meeting with Kenneth Corley, director of Colonial 

Williamsburg, a friend of John D. Rockefeller, in the hope the benefactor of Williamsburg 

could hkewise help Tombstone.'̂  Landin did not get the philanthopist's ear, but she did 

get the recommendation she craved from the National Park Service. Following his visit, 

Utley wrote a one-page report recommending Tombstone for National Landmark Status on 

the basis of it being "one of the best preserved specimens of the rugged frontier mining 

town of the 1870's and 1880's." The historian added that "except for the addition of neon 

signs and paved streets, it retains much of its frontier flavor and, under the auspices of the 

Tombstone Restoration Commission, is trying to recapture even moie."'̂  The National 

Park Service Advisory Board approved Utley's recommendation and the courthouse was 

dedicated as a National Historic Landmark in September 1962 by Arizona Governor Piul 

Fannin. 

Despite its two major victories, the preservation movement in Tombstone split 

between a groups supporting a more commercialized approach, private business interests, 

and those with a more altruistic motive. Private museums turned into tourist attractions had 

long been a mainstay in Tombstone beginning with the Bird Cage Theater and later, the 

O. K. Corral. As Tombstone's television fame grew, the lines between historic restoration 

and hucksterism became hard to distinguish. In 19S7, Don Dedera, a columnist for The 

Arizona Republic in Phoenix, wrote that "in Tombstone, the unorganized efforts of private 

owners have brought forth a corrupt carnival of tourist traps. Preservation and restoration, 

in that town has resulted in a mockery, a caricature of histoty.**'̂  The situation became 

'»f.andin to Robcit Ullcy, February 4,1958, TCSHPA. 
'̂ Laodm to Roy Appleman, May 30,1959, TCSHPA. 

Roy Appfeman to Tiidin. June 9,1959, TCSHPAU 
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further confused when private parties worked hand-in-hand with the Restoration 

Conunission. The first major example private restoration occurred in 19S9, when Boyd 

and Minnie Laughrum moved to Tombsttme ficnn Phoenix and purchased the old Nelh'e 

Cashman Hotel and adjacent Wells Fargo ofiice. After two years of restoration, they 

furnished the building with an ice cream parlor, a variety of pioneer artifacts including a 

gun, vintage clothing and Indian objects, built a diorama of an undertaker's parlor with 

wax corpses, a gambling scene with three Chinese card players, and a Navajo hogan. 

Despite the obvious commercial motivation, the Laughrum's enterprise was held up as a 

good example by some members of the Restoration Commission. 

Growing tensions over the ambiguous meanings of restoration erupted in 1962, 

over a decision by the Arizona Highway Department to reroute U. S. Highway 80 through 

the heart of Tombstone's historic district, which stemmed from a 1960 request by the 

Tombstone City council. The rerouting of the highway through downtown had long 

appealed to many city and business leaders because it offered a relief from the mounting 

costs of street paving and repair from the increased number of tourists, as well as bringing 

more business to stores on Fremont Street, its principle conunercial area. The chief liability 

of the plan was the widening of the street and the danger it posed to the historic integrity of 

the designated historic district. Shortly after the announcement, two factions, each led by 

members of the Restoration Commission, broke into a bitter debate. On one side, Jeanne 

Devere, the daughter of Restoration historian Ethel Mada, argued that such a change 

would effect many of the structures on Fremont Street such as Schieffelin Hall and the old 

city hail which had porches that would have to be modified. She was joined by members 

of the Vigilantes who objected to paving the street since that was not only historically 

inaccurate but would fcHce the Vigilantes who currently ''bit the dust" during reenactments 

on Fremont Street to "have to bile the concrete.** Devere's faction also worried openly that 

the street improvement would endanger its new status as a National Historic Landmark and 

if lost, ultimately destroy the tourist business. To stress the seriousness their 

The Tombstone Epitaph, My 27.1961; Janoafy II, 1962. 
The Tombstone Epitaph, Sqxanber20,1962; BetfriceOidiiez to Governor Paul Fannin. 

November 27,1962, Pipers, Stale Puks Hie, ADLAFR. 
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opposition, the group sent a petition to the governor demanding the project be halted.'̂  

Opposing Devere were those who endorsed the rerouting, led by Edna Landin. 

Landin argued that Tombstone could not afford the loss of tourist trade caused by a 

possible rerouting of the highway around the city  ̂and pointed out that reenactors 

performed on the asphalt of the current Highway 80 for the past 13 years, underscoring the 

point that the paving of Allen Street with 15 landmarks bad not affected the historic 

designation. Landin further pointed out that the widening of the street conformed to 

original plans from the 1880s which called for an 80-foot width.'̂  

Caught between two growing fires. Governor Fannin called for a sixty-day faa 

finding period led by a State Landmarks Committee headed by Dr. Emil Haury, director of 

the Arizona State Museum. The committee closely examined the sihiation by looking at 

studies that showed the impact of rerouting on tourism, reread National Park Service 

guidelines, and polled State Courthouse visitors to determine the possible effects on 

visitation. In December, they issued a memorandum to Fumin that supported the Devere 

group. "It is the opinion of this committee," the report cmcluded, "any modem highway 

consOiiction through the historic portion of Tombstone will damage, impair, and cheapen 

the historical value of one of Arizona's most important landmarks." The group 

reconunended a further period to study the feasibility of a bypass around the city. Upon 

learning of the report, Landin sent Fannin a petition containing 275 signatures, including 

that of the mayor along with 50 business owners, opposing the findings of the 

committee.'̂  ̂ Fannin, in turn defened the decision to the Highway Department, which 

ruled in favor of Landings group eariy in January 1963.'̂  

The blurring of lines between restoration and commercialization in Tombstone took 

an even more dramatic turn in 1963 when a consortium of business investors from Detroit 

formed a private company called (fistoric Tombstone Adventures with the intention of 

Jeaone Devere to Anfanr Lee, Deoonbcr6,1962. Fanmn E^apefs, State Pariu File, AIXAFR. 
'"T-antKn toFaimin, Septembers, 1962,FanninFapen, StatePaiks File, ADLAFR. 
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restoring Tombstone along the ideas previously outlined by the Restoraticm Commission 

and the hope that the old dream of a western Wilh'amsburg would yield substantial profits. 

Led by Harold Love, a Detroit tax attcnney, along with William Murray, a manufacnuer; 

Lawrence Fleischman, a real estate investor, and Wallace Clayton, a public relations 

specialist, the group embarked on a major program of purchasing all of Tombstone's main 

historic attractions. By 1965, the group had purchased the Crystal Psdace, Fly's 

Photographic Studio, Schieffelin Hall, The Tombstone Epitaph, and the OJC Corral. In 

each case, the group restored each building as historically accurate as possible, employing 

University of Arizona Held historian John Gilchriese as a consultant At the same time the 

company built a 40-umt motel overlooking Boot Hill called the Lookout Lodge and a 

26,500 acre LUCIQ  ̂Hills ranch surrounding Tombstone. The group's income derived from 

lodging and admission fees to its various restored buildings. One of the group's featured 

attractions, shown in the Schieffelin Hall, was the 'H'ombstone Historama" an electronic 

program that featured a revolving scale model of old Tombstone, synchronized with a film 

narrated by actor Vincent Price. Ultimately the company planned to build an 106 room 

resort with complete recreational facilities which would serve as a conference center for 

seminars on the Old West as well as a launching point for tours into Apache country and 

other historic sites in the vicinity. The high costs of restoration, however eroded the 

group's enthusiasm and by the early 197Ds, Love had bought out all his associates. 

The actions of private enterprises such as Historic Tombstone Adventures and the 

controversy during the Bemont Street crisis, graphically illustrated the weakness of the 

existing cî  preservation ordinance over the actual definition of **1883 character" and 

issues of enforcement In 1971, Restoration Commission President Theda Medigovich, 

the owner of the Silver Nugget Museum and Gift Shop, and Jeanne Devere began a series 

ofmeetings withthefaculQrof theOsUegeof Architecture at the UniversiQr of Arizona and 

i2 Environmental Consultants, a Phoenix planning Arm, to draw up a formal master plan to 

provide standard design guidelines set within a specific historic period, and establish 

TheArnpna Daify Star. Febinny 2,1964; Banes, TambBlooe; An Adventme bito Htstory," p. 8; 
Tombstone's Love," True West, 30 l̂»cii 1963). 

"A Love Slofy of Tambstone,'* The Westerner's Brand Book, 33<July-Aiigiisl, 1976), p. 26. 
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restoration piionties. The Tombstone Conmon Council accepted the Restoration 

Commission's "Plan for the Creation of a (fistoiic Environment in Tombstone, Arizona" in 

late 1973 as the offlcial preservation code. The extensive plan defined the restoration time 

frame as 1885, identified and recommended buildings to be preserved based on a 

consideration of visitor expectations, and expanded the old restoration boundaries.'̂  

Tombstone's defining mcMnent was now offidal. 

By 1990, each town received national affirmation of their historic significance. 

Preservation movements in Tombstone, Dodge City, and Deadwood were driven by 

varying alliances of social, political and business leaders who viewed authenticity and 

economics as indistingiushabie elements. This belief originated in large part after a spedflc 

aspect of their past was appropriated and conunodiHed by dime novelists, Alfred Henry 

Lewis, Walter Noble Bums, Stuart Lake, and a host of other local and national writers. 

These writers, along with movie studios and television producers, created a grammar of 

powerful visual images—gunfights, saloons, dirt streets, dance halls, false front 

buildings, boot hills, and hanging trees—that defined the Wild West Once viewers and 

readers were transformed into tourists and thus customers, each town actively participated 

in try to satisfy these expectations with celebrations, markers, attractions, museums, 

replicated and vintage buildings, and official national recognition. Yet, as each town 

ultimately discovered, the main problem with trying to reify an Old West moment which 

was largely a perception based on fictionalized images, with physical evidence, was the 

challenge of trying to define what the true definition of authenticiQr really was. Aside from 

the visual portraits of television and movies, what was the Wild West? Most material 

evidence d* the past such as wagons, hoes, typewriters, switchboards, sewing machines, 

railroad spikes, curios growths of wood, wedding dresses, and furniture donated to local 

museums or historic homes and businesses, could be found in any American town, and if 

anything, offered testimcmy to post-boom modernization— not the Old West Yet, this was 

not the West many leading residents in these towns wanted to preserve. Many business 

owners, museum administrators, city promoters, and restoration advocates, who had 

'** Ganelt and Gamson. ppt. 39-57. 
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economic stakes in the town's collective memory, defined the town's past solely in tenns 

of popular images, and directed their efToits accordingly. Although they did not have a 

coisensus of a specific definition, they all compromised on one overarching notion—the 

Wild West —and with it, the town's historic identity, must be preserved. This concept was 

reified with ordinances, official support of museums and restoration, and by efforts to 

achieve official recognition. In Tcmbstone, Dodge City, and Deadwood, images 

informed historic commemoration and preservation and became real. 
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CONCLUSION 

A progressive era booster from Tombstone, Dodge CiQr, or Deadwood would be 

shocked at what their towns had become at the end of the twentieth centuiy. Promoters 

who had worked so earnestly to distance themselves from their seedy boom town pasts by 

casting new images of their communities as morally upstanding, family oriented, law-

abiding, and economically sound, would find a very different picture. Tombstone was a 

caricanire of its past On the city's streets, amidst wooden sidewalks and signs pointing 

out famous gun battles, one would encounter residents dressed as dance-hall giris or 

gunslingers, buy old west souvenirs, and have an opportunity to wimess daily 

reenactments of street killings. In Deadwood, a tum-of-the-century reformer like Edward 

Senn would be saddened to learn that the town had brought back gambling from the 

town's past and made it the leading industry. Even more striking would be Dodge City's 

replication of an entire block of its once-notorious Front Street so visitors could more fully 

experience its wild and woolly past These observations would raise a question laden with 

irony: How could these memories of gambling, prostitution, drinking, and fighting, once 

the most embarrassing part of their history become a celebrated moment? The answer is 

found in each town's journey toward the virtualization of its past In these cases of Dodge 

City, Tombstone, and Deadwood, virtual history is a commercial venmre where a 

romanticized aspect of the past is idealized and brought into the present by alliances of 

political and busings interests, with the active assistance of museums and historic 

preservationists so it can be reexperienced time and again in order to gratify tourists and 

community members. 

The long road to this place where history became a franchise is rooted in America's 

eternal fascination with the West and its heroes. Beginning with the captivity narratives of 

colonial New England authors, through the writings of James Fenimore Cooper, and into 

the era of the dime novel after the Civil War, Americans cherished the West as a glorious 

place that made the United States a special place among nations. It was also highly 

profilable. As publishers like Beadle and Adams and showmen like William Cody and Ned 
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Buntline realized, Americans would pay to experience the frontier through books, under 

circus toits, or in theaters. Because the West was intrinsic to national identity, Americans 

demanded authenticiQr in its heroes and settings, a crudal ingredient that publishers, 

showmen, and later filmmakers, and television producers, willingly incorporated but 

willingly tailored to create saleable products. The search for authentic heroes, which had 

historic precedents in Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, and Davy Crockett led writers after the 

Civil War to go west to find figures for their stories. There they found a ready supply of 

larger-than-life figures such as Billy the Kid, the James Brothers, and Buffalo Bill. 

Journalists and dime novel authors also discovered Wild Bill Hickx)k and Calamity Jane, 

two Westerners whose lives were fictionalized in dime novels. By the end of the century, 

the sense among Americans that the frontier era was now over, fostered a new wave of 

chroniclers who tried to capture the waning spirit of the West by recording their own 

experiences and thus secure a place in history. Wyatt Bup, Calamity Jane, Bat 

Masterson, Alfred Henry Lewis, along with a host of others arose to add their recollections 

to an evolving collective memory of the West. 

National fixation on these Westerners called attenticm to the towns they were 

associated with—the principle reason Deadwood, Dodge City, and Tombstone stood out 

among similar rowdy, boom towns. At the same time dime novelists and journalists 

searched for heroes, they also discovered the perfect settings to place their heroes. Lurid 

accounts of the early boom towns of Tombstone, Dodge City, and IDeadwood, established 

reputations of these towns as sinful, wicked places which in all likelihood would have 

been forgotten had it not been for dime novelists who made journalist's descriptions into 

flcticxi. Much to the dismay of civic boosters who sought to create wholesome images of 

their towns after the boom periods had passed, the reputations were given added legitimacy 

when writers like Alfred Henry Lewis and Bat Masterson sought to elevate gunflghters and 

law officers to a more glorious level by embellishing the turbulent boom periods of each 

town. 

Yet, a generation later, boosters, political and social leaders, and business interests 

began to appropriate a sordid memory from which th^r once recoiled. This change in 
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attitude among local elites came about through their gradual conversion of their towns* 

reputations from embarrassments into economic opportunities. This transfoimation came 

about as a result of American hunger in the inteiwar years for authendc reminders of the 

Old West aroused in large part by Western movie makers like William S. Hart and Ken 

Maynard, and writers like Walter Noble Bums, William MacLeod Raine and Stuart Lake, 

who discovered that stories surrounding Tombstone, Deadwood, and Dodge City and their 

associated heroes were perfect fodder for Americans hungry for authentic chronicles of the 

Old West, now passed. This attention by outsiders corresponded with published memoirs 

and recollections by locals, which together, affirmed to both the nation and local elites that 

their communities were monuments to an important aspect of America's past Such 

national publicity brought in a new wave of Jazz age auto-tourists who came to each city in 

the hopes of finding remnants of the Old West they had read about or witnessed in 

theaters. Business leaders in Tcxnbstone and Deadwood in particular, were quick to realize 

that exploitation of their original boom period offered an opportunity to revitalize their 

depressed economies and hopefully spawn a new boom. 

The realization by civic prcnnoiers that their wild west reputations had market value 

and the potential to herald a new wave of prosperity created a major irony. Boosters in the 

1920s and 1930s in each town, had to convince their own communities on the economic 

viability of a tourist industry based on history in general, and their wild west post in 

particular. To overcome apathy and opposition, and arouse community support for the new 

industry, promoters used newspapers to exhcvt civic organizations to donate time and 

money towards conunemorating the boom period and the popular images associated with 

it Tourism advocates discovered one of the most powerful means of enlisting local 

support and gaining national publicity to their towns, was communiQ  ̂events which 

celebrated each town's founding. By drawing on traditional western-style activities and 

forms from Wild West Shows, event organizers and encouraging widespread public 

participation, event organizers redefined unsavory elements of their past into forms of 

entertainment At the same time, invented traditions such as Deadwood's Days of *76 and 

Tombstone's Helldoiado; and later. Dodge CiQr's Dodge CiQr Days, allowed the Old West 
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moment to became the signature of each town's identity. 

This identification with the Old West was strengthened with an increasing number 

of depictions of these towns by Hollywood after 1930. Inspired by books like Walter 

Noble Bum's Tombstone and Stuart Lake's WyattEarp: Frontier Marshal, movie 

producers during the depression issued a series of films depicting the famous characters 

associated with Tombstone, Dodge CiQ ,̂ and Deadwood, in particular, Wyatt Eaip and his 

brothers, and Wild Bill Hickok and CalamiQr Jane. At the same time movies brought new 

attention to the three towns, films also strengthened the already exiting images associated 

with the towns—saloons, dance halls, prostitutes, gunfighters, gamblers, and general 

commum'ty instability. These visual portraits were carried to the small screen by television 

studios after Worid War II to a Cold War era population detennined to celebrate the Old 

West and American exceptionalism. Both concurrent media forms brought tourists to the 

three towns with strong expectations of what the Old West was and what should be. 

Rieservation of the past became inseparable from the tourism industiy as local 

efforts generally confirmed the portraits of a romanticized Old West depicted by 

entertainment industries. Local chambers of commerce and businesses understood that 

tourists arrived in their towns seeking to And an authentication of the images they had read 

about or seen in films or television. Beginning in the 1920s, tourism promoters, working 

through civic organizations, mariced Old West sites, collected and displayed relics in 

museums, and turned abandoned cemeteries (in case of Dodge City and Tombstone) into 

visitorattiactions. Efforts to authenticate the Old West through preservation accelerated in 

the I9S0s after television programs such as Gunsmoke, Wyatt Earp, Wild Bill Hickok, 

and Tombstone Territory, ushered in a new wave of affluent and Old West enamored 

tourists. Preservation took different forms. While Tombstone sought U} restore vintage 

buildings to save its Old West atmosphere. Dodge CiQr went lo the extreme of constructing 

an entire replica of its old Front Street business section. In addition, each town strived to 

be nationally recognized as a means of validating their claims to being authentic and special 

historic places. 

Each town reached its goals of official national recognition by the federal 
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government or by professional museum accredidation by the 1980s. In the process, the 

actual meaning of authenticity was called into question. Local businesses and chambers of 

commerce, who saw commemoiation in economic terms, endorsed the vision of the 

romantidzed wild west being advertised by books, movies, and television. Tourism 

promoters, working in close alliance with local governments succeeded in making these 

images official through preservation ordinances Deadwood and Tombstone, or providing 

lands and services as they did in Dodge City. The official version was not based on 

consensus. Many long-time residents contested the images of writers and Hollywood and 

refused to relinquish their memories of their towns as orderly and relatively non-violent 

communities. Nor was there agreement within preservation movements over the definition 

of authenticity. Many Dodge City residents were embarrassed by the hucksterism of Boot 

Hill and members of Tombstone's official preservation group, the Tombstone Restoration 

Commission argued over the limits restoration efforts should go. Complicating efforts to 

define what authenticity actually meant were the number of private enterprises such as 

K'storic TcMnbstone Adventures and Deadwood*s Ghosts of Deadwood Gulch wax 

museum that embarked on their own versions of what they believed was the wild west. 

Such hucksterism in the guise of authentidQr often conflicted with the views of 

professional historians who took leading roles in museums after the 1970s. By the 1990s, 

each town's leading museums, the Adams Museum, the Tombstone Courthouse, and the 

Boothill Museum employed professional staff members who took more revisiomst 

approaches by broadening the definition of their town's pasts, deemphasing violence and 

expanding the circle of interpretation to include town building, minoriQr histories, leading 

economic features such as mining and agriculture, and subjects beyond the pioneering 

period. As curators strived for more historical accuracy, they encountered opposition by 

members of their local business communities, who persisted in the belief that the heroic 

wild west should remain the center of commemoration. 

Museum staff members who moved counter to prevailing notions of what the west 

should be, faced marginalizatioa by some communiQ  ̂interests who still saw communiQr 

history as the wild west and its main business. The most dramatic clash between 
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professional historians and local businesses occurred in Deadwood. After gambling 

revenues filtered into the city in the early 1990s, the newly hired city preservation ofFioer, 

Mark Wolf drew up plans to restore a number of buildings in the town's historic district to 

their tum-of-the-centuiy origins. This move arouse a storm of controversy among a 

number of store owners who contended that the purpose of the gambling prdits was to 

''recreate the Old West" In response to the criticism. Wolf reminded citizens that "the Old 

West is an important part of the Deadwood Stoiy. But to imply that it is the cnly important 

part of Deadwood's story is a serious error."' A comprehensive plan for interpretation 

conducted with the help of the National BEUIC Service in 1992 quieted much of the 

criticism.' 

In spite of internal disagreements over how much attention should be placed on the 

Old West, the underiying truth was that history in each of the three town was a business 

enterprise, a fact often clouded by the decades-long interdependency between tourism and 

commemoration. The central element in this construction was the free publicity each town 

received from popular books, magazines, movies and television which, through much of 

the century, focused on each town's Western heroes and its turbulent era, ingraim'ng 

stereotypical images into the national consciousness. By the late twentieth century the 

interest in the Old West which fostered the market for the Old West waned causing 

Westerns to largely disappear from television and theaters. The town which felt the loss 

of free advertising most keenly was Dodge City, which without the boost from television, 

saw a decline in interest among tourists. The Boot Hill Museum in Dodge City, which 

prospered under the twenty years of free publicity from the television series Gunsmoke, 

saw a slow descent in visitation after the series was canceled by CBS in 1975. From a 

peak of400,000 visitors in 1967, attendance declined to just under 51,000 in 1993.̂  After 

a series of directors with business backgrounds, tried to boost profits by efforts such as 

' Deadwood Lawrence County CenumUeU. May 21.199I; Autbor inlciview with Mark Wolf, July 22, 
1996. 
' Umled Stales Depadmcnt of the Interior, PUm for the Interpretation of Deadwood. South Dakota, 

Deover Nadooal Park Service, 1992. 
* The Wichita Eagle, May 29,1969; The Dodge City Globe, Febtoary 24,1994. 
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construction of a fence around the perimeter of the Museum property and charging 

admission, Mike Armour, the director (who also had no previous museum experience) in 

1994, elected to install glass walls inside the period buildings, and Ore all the costumed 

interpreters along with the Museum's long-time curator, Darieen Smith. The action raised a 

firestorm in the conmiuniQr and among state newspapers, who charged that the elimination 

of the museum's professional staff was tantamount to return to its old days of 

hucksterism.** Most importantly, the controversy raised the issue over whether the ciQ  ̂

should provide greater support for the financially strapped Museum or allow it to close as a 

failed business should. One of the most eloquent appeals came from Gary Reber, the editor 

of The Dodge City Daily Globe. Arguing from an economic standpoint, Reber cited 

figures from the Kansas Department of Travel and Tourism which showed the museum 

was responsible for attracting $34 million dollars annually in the city and county. More 

importantly, Reber saw the loss of Boot Hill as the loss of Dodge City's identity. ''Beyond 

the financial impaa Boot Hill has on Dodge City and Ford County," he wrote, ''Boot Hill 

is synonymous with Dodge City. The tourist attraction brings in thousands of visitors 

every year who want a taste of the Old West..Boot Hill is Dodge City."  ̂Rocked by the 

threat to its major tourist attraction, residents rallied and Museum was able to borrow 

enough funds to survive and eventually hire a professional staff. 

The Dodge City experience illustrated the precarious situation of history once it 

became a business. The need to survive in the marketplace could also push the utilitarian 

use of the past to extremes. Unlike Dodge City, Tombstone was a collective of historic 

attractions and museums which operated both privately and publicly, all of which 

* IbuL, Much 2,1994; The Hutchinson News, Match 6,1994. 
'The Dodge City Daily Globe,Mudi4,1994. Autborioietview with Darieea Smith, October 14, 

1998. 
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depended on tourism.̂  One method the city undertook to remain competitive in the market 

was to franchise its image. In 1996, Raveen Arora, an Indian immigrant who held a long

time fascination with Tombstone after his father took him to see the film GunHght at the 

OX. Conal, made an arrangement with the Tombstone city council to lend the name of the 

town to a new line of foods and sauces in exchange for a portion of the profits that would 

be reinvested into the commimity. The new company based in Los Angeles, of which 

Arora was vice president, called itself the Tombstone (1877) Prospecting Company, and 

was a subsidiary of Golden Holdings, Inc. of Sante Fe, California. Among the products 

Arora offered were ̂ itaph hot seasoning sauce, Boothill extra-hot seasoning. Bird Cage 

hot salsa. Big Nose Kate dijon-dill sauce, and Johnny Ringo beef jerky. For an element of 

authenticiQr, each label featured a few lines about the town and the namesake of the 

product The company distributed its line in Tombstone stores and restaurants and 

nationally through gourmet shops. The products were also available by phone by dialing 

888-WyattEarp.' 

The main premise of this study has been to show how popular images of a 

romanticized frcmtier past were perpetuated by various entertainment 

businesses—publishers. Wild West shows, movie studios, and television producers, 

which were then authenticated by communities motivated by the economic value they 

offered and opporninity to have a spedal place in history. Hoping to use their old booms 

to refuel a new boom, each town embraced its romantic and unruly pasts. These actions 

allowed each town to build an identity upon which it was linked to a national myth which 

confinned America's uncomplicated beginnings and offered, at a price, the opportunity for 

tourists to revisit the Wild West of the imagination. A place where life was uncomplicated; 

* In Tombstone, dus situatiaacame about as the local economy came to depend almost exclusively on 
tourism. In 1980, a study by conducted by the University of Arizona's cooperative extension service 
conduded that over 75% of its work fofce was directly supported by tourism. Marian Wallace, WiUiam 
Cox, Ancbea Hilzeman. Tombstone, Arizona: Economic Base Analysis, P ĵers in Community 
Devdopment, Number 6, Tucson: University of Arizona Cooperative Extension Service. 1980, p. 16. For 
a complete analysis on the full impact of tourism on Tombstone see Wallace, Cox, and (fitzeman. 
Tourists in Tombstone: The Nature of Tourism in Tombstone, Papers in Communily and Rural 
Devdopment, Number 8, Tucsau University of Arizona Cooperative Extensian Service, 1980. 

 ̂The Arizona RepuMic, May 24,1996. 
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emotions, raw but pure; where the lines between good and evil were clearly drawn, and 

justice meted out swiftly by the sheriffs six-shooter, or the noose of the vigilante. It was 

also a place populated by the perceived personifications of these values—Wyatt Earp and 

his brothers. Doc HoUiday. Matt Dillon, Bat Masterson, and Wild Bill Hickok. Within 

this virtual realm were women like Calamity Jane, Nellie Cashman, a boarding house 

owner in Tombstone; or Dora Hand, a Dodge City dance hall singer, who, although they 

lived on the raw edge of wilderness, tempered its extremes with their hearts of gold. 

Authentication was an intrinsic element in making these images economic realities. 

This validation was constiructed and directed by members of the business and social 

heirarchy to gratify tourist expectations for an true Old West experience. Building on the 

historical legitimacy offered by popular histories and visual images provided by films and 

television, tourism boosters and commercial interests legitimated their claims of national 

distinction and status as historic icons of the Old West by providing physical proof to 

tourists with personal wimesses, relics, commemorative markers, reenactments, 

celebrations, and architecture. This authenticated Old West rested on invented notions and 

as professional historians entered the picmre, their constructions of authentidty presented a 

different meaning of the concept which ironically, heartened back to the much more 

mundane version of history offered by progressive era boosters and tum-of-the century 

memoir writers. 

When the past that is based on romanticized images is authenticated and brought 

into the present there are unforeseen consequences. In Tombstone and I!)eadwood, the 

abstracted past is so deeply intertwined into the contemporary fabric of the community, that 

life imitates art. Deadwood's dedsion to relive its gambling past caused the town lo boom 

in 1990 as real estate values skyrocketed, then crashed a year later after the town became 

saturated with casinos and the Homestake Mine in Lead laid off miners when gold prices 

fell. At the same time, the new construction changed the historic district to such an extent 

as to threaten its historic landmark status. In addition, retail shopping declined and the 
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police force was doubled as ciiminal cases jumped dramatically.' Meanwhile in 

Tombstone, three residents in 1991 challenged the city's 1879 ordinance banning fireanns 

within city limits. When the group received the support of the National Rifle Association, 

the city council changed the ordinance in 1992, allowing the public carrying of guns. 

Billowing the repeal, the town suddenly found itself a mecca for gun-toting tounsts. After 

an incident were a tourist drew a real gun during a reenactment, the Vigilantes decided to 

only perform in an amphitheater. Meanwhile, bars and restaurants, fearing real violence 

now check arms at their entries. Tombstone and Deadwood, whose economies depend on 

tourism, are places of hyperreality, where fantasy overlaps with realî . 'i could see me 

living in the Old West," a western attired tourist wearing a pistol told a reporter for the 

Arizona Daily Star in 1996, "if there was reincarnation, that's when I want to be 

reincarnated from."* A similar sentiment was echoed by a Deadwood hotel owner. 

According to the proprietor, Deadwood's decision to bhng back gambling was inevitable 

because of its heritage as a Western icon. "The Old West is alive with gambling, with 

dance-hall girls, people drinking and smoking cigars and all the things we've outlawed," 

he told a reporter," Its got to happen someplace."'" 

The wild west identity of each of the three towns served the economic needs of 

their white, middle class professional and business classes. By reshaping the memory and 

cultural experience of a transient working class into a romanticized ideal and community 

myth, they achieved the goal d* gaining national significance and a rightful place in 

America's post Among the many ironies of this appropriation of the memory of a lower 

class for its economic and sodal value, was the myth's lack of room for each town's 

existing underclasses. The only minority groups traditionally represented in public 

commemorations such as parades and reenactments of minoriQ  ̂groups were Indians and 

Chinese—both groups which were associated with the frontier past but no longer had a 

presence inside any of the three towns. Blacks and Mexican Americans were largely 

* The Rî Ul City Journal, May 16,1990; November 1.1990; Vficfaael Conlin. "Walcmorid, pait 
deux," Forbes, 161(Miuch 9,1998), p. 244. 

* The Araona Daily Star, August 19, 1996. 
The Pierre Daily Capital Journal, Apifl 30,1990. 
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invisiUe. At the edge of the twenQ  ̂flrst century, this situation edged toward radical change 

in Dodge City. Since the early 1990s Mexican American woriceis, attracted to well-paid 

jobs in the city's meatpacking and food packaging industries have altered the demographic 

mix. By 1996, half of the students in the town's schools were Mexican American." As a 

new Mexican American middle class emerges with a different culture and historic 

sensibilities, it stands to reason, they will either ignore the Old West or insist on a place 

next to Wyatt Earp. 

" The New York Times, January 29,1998. 
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